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Abstract 

My dissertation examines the interplay between football, politics, violence, and morality 

in Argentina by considering the role of club officials, politicians, and fans, among other 

actors, in the spread and perpetuation of corruption and violence within and beyond 

football clubs.  

Employing a grounded, inductive, and interpretive approach to fieldwork research, I 

analyze – through observations, semi-structured interviews, participant observation, and 

document analysis – the degree to which certain practices related to different 

understandings of violence and corruption have become naturalized within the context of 

Argentinian football and, by extension, in Argentinian society as a whole.  

I begin by exploring the degree to which Hecho Club Social, a non-governmental 

organization that promotes social integration and personal change through street football 

among socially vulnerable populations (e.g. homeless people and addicts), challenges 

the deeply rooted association between passion and violence in football by providing a 

space where participants support each other through camaraderie. 

I then analyze different understandings and manifestations of passion in football by 

comparing the Argentinian case with my observations of crowd behaviour at Toronto 

Football Club’s games. This comparison reveals that, in Argentina, rival fans are often 

identified as enemies. 

Responding to a concern within political anthropology with the role of clientelism, I also 

examine the relationships between club officials, politicians, and organized groups of 

violent fans, known as barras bravas. These relationships shed light on the nature of 

Argentina’s culture of impunity while highlighting the difficulties in developing solutions 

aimed at eradicating violence from football stadiums. Furthermore, I argue that the 

political and economic interests of the actors involved in informal agreements within 

football clubs perpetuate the conditions that allow barras bravas to thrive. Taking into 

account the circumstances that inform the behaviour of the actors that make up the 

world of Argentinian football, I consider the degree to which social and cultural change is 

an attainable goal given the country’s moral and legal landscape. 

Keywords: Argentinian football; corruption; violence; clientelism; passion; morality 
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displayed by fans during adverse conditions. 
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Literally “brave gang.” Name given to a group of organized 
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Member of a barra brava. Also called barra. 
Russian term used to define a set of informal relationships 
based on close personal contacts that allows people to 
gain access to goods and services by bypassing official 
rules. 
Nickname given to fans of Club Atlético Boca Juniors. It 
comes from the word bosta, meaning dung. 
Social system structured upon the interdependence 
between the head of a political faction, called caudillo 
(often a military leader) and his followers. 
Henchman hired by a local political caudillo. 
Godmother. 
An ancient Roman unit of currency. 
Chinese term that means social relationships or social 
connections. More specifically, the term refers to the 
practice of gift giving. 
(Football) fan. 
Ancient Roman social ritual at which clients would receive 
favours or cash from their rich patrons in exchange for 
votes. 
The term refers to the games between Argentina’s two 
biggest football clubs: Club Atlético River Plate and Club 
Atlético Boca Juniors. 
In ancient Roman architecture, name given to the relatively 
large room used as an office, often found between the 
atrium and the peristyle. 
Group of organized and violent Brazilian football fans. 
The term, which literally means small piece of cloth, is 
used to refer to individuals who extort people who drive to 
concerts or sporting events into paying protection money 
for their cars when they park on the street. Trapitos often 
work for barras bravas. 
Group of organized and sometimes violent Italian football 
fans. 
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction 

Coming back from a friend’s house after watching the superclásico1 on TV (Boca 

1 – River 2, played at Boca’s stadium, where River had not won in ten years), I got off the 

bus and overheard a man in his sixties talking on his cell phone. He was sitting outside a 

café in the Buenos Aires neighbourhood of Palermo. In an annoyed tone of voice, he told 

his interlocutor: “I missed the entire River game, do you understand? Beyond the final 

score, which I don’t give a crap about, I missed the game. All because I had to go see an 

apartment!” Considering that, in Argentina, football is often referred to as a religion, the 

man’s reaction was understandable. As a fellow River fan, I empathized with him, as his 

obligations had denied him the opportunity to witness an exciting superclásico. This might 

seem like a trivial matter, but according to the Encyclopedia of Anthropology, “Argentines 

are religiously devoted to their favourite sport, fútbol” (Dyer 2006:274). Additionally, the 

encyclopaedia Countries and Their Cultures (Ferradás 2001) describes football as 

Argentina’s strongest symbol of national identity. Dyer’s (2006) assertion regarding the 

religious status of football in Argentina should not be taken lightly. In 1998, a group of fans 

of Diego Armando Maradona, one of the best players in the history of world football and 

the most revered player in Argentina, founded the Iglesia Maradoniana (Maradonian 

Church). Its members refer to Maradona as D10S, combining the Spanish word for God 

(Dios) with the number 10, which Maradona wore on his jerseys. Popularly known as el 

pibe de oro (the golden boy), Maradona represents the values and principles of 

Argentinian football in the minds of millions of fans. As Archetti explains, “A real pibe2 in 

the cultural imagery of Argentina is associated with creativity and spontaneity” (2003:226). 

Thus, the childlike qualities of Maradona’s style of play, which revolved around 

spontaneity, improvisation, inventiveness, technical ability, and a carefree attitude, 

                                                 
 

1 The name superclásico refers to the games between Argentina’s two biggest football clubs: Club 
Atlético River Plate and Club Atlético Boca Juniors, popularly known as River and Boca 
respectively.  
2 Argentinian slang for boy or kid. 
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combined with his flamboyant and theatrical personality, stand in opposition to the rigidity, 

discipline, “predictability”, and focus on teamwork of European football. This points to a 

conceptualization of Argentinian football as a carnival and as a spectacle to be enjoyed in 

an environment where the pressures and stresses of daily life can be temporarily put 

aside. When describing the associations that people make between football and the 

qualities embodied by Maradona, Archetti states: “To imagine that a football style and 

imaginary that defines Argentinianness is not linked to the categories of pibe and potrero3 

is unthinkable to my informants” (2008:280; my translation). Maradona died on November 

25, 2020. The public funeral held at the Casa Rosada (Argentina’s presidential palace), 

which was attended by hundreds of thousands of people who gathered chaotically at May 

Square to catch a last glimpse of one of Argentina’s national heroes, is indicative of the 

privileged status of football in the minds of Argentinians. 

Indeed, even though outsiders might think of tango music and dance as defining 

characteristics of Argentinian culture, it is football that acts as one of the very few 

nationwide markers of identity. Unlike tango, which is predominantly popular in the city of 

Buenos Aires, the passion for football transcends social classes, economic disparities, 

ethnic and geographical origins, and religious affiliations. In the words of Gaffney, 

Attending a soccer game in one of Greater Buenos Aires’ 69 stadiums is one of 
the most spectacular and vibrant urban experiences in the world. The exuberance 
and passion of the fans is matched on the field by intense physical, and highly 
skilled, competition. Even lower division games are highly charged affairs with 
thousands of spectators waving flags, burning flares, chanting, singing and 
threatening rival groups (2009:160). 

                                                 
 

3 Formally, a potrero is a pasture for horses or cattle. In the context of football, potreros are “empty 
urban spaces of different sizes, usually small, with very uneven surfaces” (Archetti 1999:67). They 
are the mythical birthplace of Argentinian football.   
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Figure 1. Life-size statues of three Argentinian football stars in the tourist neighbourhood 
of Recoleta, in Buenos Aires. From left to right: Gabriel Batistuta, Diego Maradona, Lionel 
Messi. Photo by author. 
 

Behind the veneer of passionate crowds engaging in carnivalesque and 

picturesque expressions of support for their teams, the world of Argentinian football is 

characterized by violence and political and economic interests. In response to a continuing 

concern within political anthropology with the social and personal roles of the face-to-face, 

dyadic, instrumental, and emotional relationships that characterize patronage politics 

(Eisenstadt & Lemarchand 1981; Eisenstadt & Roniger 1984; Fox 1994; Gledhill 2000; 

Hopkin 2006; Kettering 1988; Szwarcberg 2013), my research looks at the mechanisms 

through which clientelist relationships in Argentinian football are established and 

maintained. In simple terms, clientelism refers to a “relationship between individuals with 

unequal economic and social status (‘the boss’ and his ‘clients’) that entails 

the reciprocal exchange of goods and services based on a personal link that is generally 

perceived in terms of moral obligation” (Briquet n.d.).  The presence of clientelist networks 

and widespread corruption in football is particularly relevant to an analysis of political 

corruption and impunity in Argentinian society as a whole (Goldstein 2012; Haller & Shore 

2005; Hopkin 1997; Saba & Manzetti 1997), especially considering the strong ties that 

exist between football and politics. Argentinian football clubs are non-profit civil 
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associations (i.e. they are not privately owned); this creates opportunities for politicians at 

the municipal, provincial, and national levels to double as club officials, often with the 

intention of recruiting followers from a club’s group of organized fans by exchanging 

favours for votes through patronage politics. Similarly, club officials with no prior 

experience in politics often use football clubs as political platforms from which to launch 

their careers.  

 In this context, groups of organized fans known as barras bravas4 enter into 

mutually beneficial agreements with club officials and politicians. These agreements allow 

the barras to profit from football’s businesses, while club officials and politicians benefit 

from the barras’ political support within and beyond the clubs. As Duke and Crolley explain, 

“what is distinctive about Argentina is that sport and politics are inextricably linked. Fútbol 

is an extension of politics; it is part of the political system and anything that begins as a 

sports issue rapidly becomes politicised” (2001:93). Taking into account the status of 

football as a national passion, its politicization has consequences at the national level. The 

interactions observed in Argentinian football clubs provide a useful barometer of the issues 

that affect society as a whole, such as the lack of transparency and accountability in public 

institutions as well as the widespread corruption that characterizes Argentinian politics.  

In line with Duke and Crolley’s assessment of Argentinian football as an extension 

of politics, my research considers the sport’s political ramifications at all levels of 

government. Thus, far from being confined to what can be observed at football matches, 

an analysis of Argentinian football elucidates ways of experiencing and thinking about 

corruption, impunity, gender, morality, passion, discrimination, and violence in Argentinian 

society.  

As I will later discuss, the links between football and politics have repercussions 

beyond the stadiums. Relationships between politicians, club officials, and barras receive 

extensive media coverage. News of political projects and alliances as well as of cases of 

corruption involving these actors often make headlines in national and local newspapers. 

                                                 
 

4 Barra brava means brave gang. The term barra brava (plural: barras bravas) refers to a group, 
while somewhat confusingly, the term barrabrava (plural: barrabravas) refers to a member of a 
barra brava. The word barra (plural: barras) can be used to refer to either a barra brava or a 
barrabrava, depending on the context. 
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Throughout my thesis, I shed light on the political connotations of football at a macroscopic 

level by presenting examples (such as the case of the NGO United Argentinian Fandoms, 

the political use of the national Football for All program, and Mauricio Macri’s rise to 

Argentina’s presidency, to name a few that will be introduced in later chapters) that 

emphasize its influence in everyday politics. Conversations with research participants 

regarding the ties between football, politics, corruption, impunity, and violence further 

highlight the role of football in Argentinian society and politics.    

Given the sport’s public prominence, an analysis of clientelism in football brings to 

the fore one of Argentina’s most pressing problems: the inability (or unwillingness, 

depending on the actors being considered) to break the cycle of impunity and corruption 

that has affected the country for centuries. Through the actions of club officials, politicians, 

barras, and the police, the world of football exemplifies the system of organized chaos that 

informs Argentinian politics. Understood as an inversion of Radcliffe-Brown’s (1952) 

structural functionalism, with its emphasis on harmony and stability, the system of 

organized chaos, although certainly stable, revolves around the political and/or economic 

interests of particular groups of social actors. Many of these actors have a personal 

interest in maintaining a system that allows them to exploit the opportunities provided by 

exorbitant levels of impunity at the expense of the country’s general welfare. In short, the 

world of Argentinian football provides a particularly compelling opportunity to dive into the 

issues that hinder the country’s socioeconomic development.  

Although in some cases direct connections between the topics I explore might not 

be immediately apparent, it is important to note that corruption, clientelism, impunity, 

passion, violence, and morality are nevertheless interrelated and intertwined to varying 

degrees. Thus, while the connections between corruption and morality are clear, the links 

between clientelism and passion might be more difficult to discern. My argument is that 

corruption (partly a consequence of high levels of impunity) and clientelism in football 

enable violent behaviour in and around football stadiums5 by granting barras special status 

                                                 
 

5 The barras’ violent behaviour is not always motivated by football. Economic interests, which 
barras often (but not exclusively) pursue through clientelist ties with politicians and club officials, 
play a prominent role in cases of violence. Consider, for example, the role of barras as “goons” at 
political rallies, hired by politicians to intimidate or harm political rivals.  
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within the clubs. As a result, stadiums become stages where barras express their passion 

for their clubs by engaging in acts of violence and verbal aggression. This type of passion, 

with its focus on enmities rather than rivalries, is not a direct result of corruption and 

clientelism in football. What is important to consider, however, is that the political and 

economic ties between politicians, club officials, the police, and barras perpetuate the 

conditions that grant barras the freedom to engage in violent behaviour, which may or may 

not be tied to passion depending on the occasion. Put differently, although the type of 

passion in Argentinian football that conceptualizes the rival as the enemy does not have 

its origin in corruption and clientelism, the political and economic interests of different 

actors help to sustain environments where passion erupts in the form of violence. Hence, 

football, politics, and violence become entangled in a web of social relations that illustrates 

Argentina’s struggle to break the vicious cycle of corruption and impunity.  

After discussing corruption and clientelism in football and beyond, I analyze the 

varying manifestations of violence and verbal aggression at football stadiums among 

spectators and barras. Barras often employ intimidation and violence to achieve their 

goals. As noted above, however, the violence of the barras does not have a single cause. 

Although it is increasingly common for barrabravas to engage in internal confrontations 

(i.e. confrontations between members of the same barra) over the control of the barra’s 

businesses, acts of violence inside and outside the stadiums are often unrelated to 

economic interests, being instead the result of a form of passion that is manifested through 

displays of physical and psychological dominance over the rivals, who are perceived as 

enemies to be overpowered and humiliated. According to Archetti and Romero, barras 

bravas 

are evolving into kinds of elite military regiments dominated by the formation of 
small well-trained commando groups with a material infrastructure which includes 
weapons and cars. Operations are planned. It seems a task for professionals. The 
main leaders are well known and some of them are public figures with good 
relations in the world of football and politics (1994:66). 

Although it is common for the media to blame most of the violence in football on 

barras, I examine the role of club officials and spectators in the creation of hostile 
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environments that perpetuate antagonizing practices. These practices, in turn, promote a 

culture of aguante6 that exalts displays of physical violence and verbal aggression.  

In light of the specificities that characterize Argentinian football and society, I argue 

that legal measures aimed at reducing violence and corruption in football will prove 

ineffective unless they are accompanied by cultural change. The current “everyone for 

themselves” mentality (MacLachlan 2006), combined with high levels of corruption and a 

culture of impunity that allows politicians, club officials, and barras to pursue their personal 

interests without fear of legal punishment, perpetuate social and political environments 

where those who do things “under the table” get rewarded. Furthermore, the club officials’ 

emphasis on preserving the traditions that characterize Argentinian football matches 

(traditions that are partly responsible for perpetuating particular types of violence and 

verbal aggression) is at odds with attempts at reducing levels of violence and 

discrimination. Although it would be unwise to suggest that importing solutions that have 

been successful in countries with vastly different sociocultural and political contexts would 

provide a quick fix for the issues that plague Argentinian football, the need to develop local 

solutions should not overlook the analytical contributions made by foreigners who might 

be better able to maintain a critical distance when examining particular behaviours and 

interactions. In short, locally developed measures would benefit from a combination of 

emic and etic perspectives. As I will show, the system of organized chaos maintained by 

a variety of actors who have access to political and economic resources precludes the 

development of solutions aimed at reducing corruption and violence.  

 

1.1. Methodological approaches and considerations 

My project is informed by a methodological approach that is simultaneously 

ethnographic, interpretive, inductive, and based on grounded theory. Creswell defines 

ethnography as “a strategy of inquiry in which the researcher studies an intact cultural 

                                                 
 

6 Aguante means endurance. In football, the term refers to the physical, emotional, and 
psychological endurance displayed by fans during adverse conditions, and is often used to provoke 
rivals. The term’s significance will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5. 
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group in a natural setting over a prolonged period of time by collecting, primarily, 

observational and interview data” (2009:13). Interpretivist strategies of inquiry are often, 

though not necessarily, an integral part of ethnographic studies. According to Mason, 

“what is distinctive about interpretive approaches…. is that they see people, and their 

interpretations, perceptions, meanings and understandings, as the primary data sources” 

(2002:56). In a similar vein, Beuving and de Vries explain that interpretivism or naturalistic 

inquiry “adopts the view that social order follows from how humans understand their 

situation and act upon that” (2015:28). Furthermore, they emphasize that “understanding 

is a prerequisite to explaining. In order to explain human actions, we first have to 

understand what those actions mean to those who perform them” (2015:29). Grounded 

theory, understood as “a strategy of inquiry in which the researcher derives a general, 

abstract theory of a process, action, or interaction grounded in the views of participants” 

(Creswell 2009:13), is therefore strongly linked to interpretivism. Put differently, grounded 

theory is often the result of an intepretivist analysis of fieldwork data.  

I argue that ethnographic methodologies based on grounded theory are better 

equipped than quantitative and grand theory approaches to produce well-informed 

accounts of social life through an examination of a wide variety of interactions that take 

place under locally specific circumstances. As Mills explains, the level of abstraction that 

characterizes grand theory approaches is ill-equipped to develop analyses that are rooted 

in people’s interactions, beliefs, desires, and agency: 

The basic cause of grand theory is the initial choice of a level of thinking so general 
that its practitioners cannot logically get down to observation. They never, as grand 
theorists, get down from the higher generalities to problems in their historical and 
structural contexts. This absence of a firm sense of genuine problems, in turn, 
makes for the unreality so noticeable in their pages (Mills 1959:33). 

By contrast, the collection of fieldwork data using a variety of ethnographic 

methods such as observation, participant observation, and semi-structured interviews, 

enables researchers to analyze and interpret their findings in culturally competent and 

contextually sensitive ways. Furthermore, the degree of familiarity and cultural 

competence acquired through the long-term involvement in the life and activities of the 

research participants facilitates the development of well-grounded understandings of 

social and cultural processes in ways that more “mechanistic” and impersonal approaches 

such as statistical, quantitative, and survey-based ones cannot match. 
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Although it is quite common for ethnographers to adopt an emic (i.e. insider) 

approach to the study of social and cultural groups and institutions, I argue that it is 

impossible, given the researchers’ habitus and life histories, to collect and interpret data 

only from an emic perspective. For example, no matter how hard I may try to understand 

and analyze the practices of the dowayo people of northern Cameroon by putting myself 

in their place, my findings will inevitably contain an etic component that is at least partly 

based on my upbringing and social conditioning. Thus, although ethnographers should 

strive for an emic understanding of the people and contexts they study, they should 

nevertheless openly acknowledge the impossibility of going “full native.”7 Kottak describes 

the emic approach as follows:  

an emic approach investigates how local people think. How do they perceive and 
categorize the world? What are their rules for behavior? What has meaning for 
them? How do they imagine and explain things? Operating emically, the 
ethnographer seeks the ‘native viewpoint,’ relying on local people to explain things 
and to say whether something is significant or not (2009:53). 

Needless to say, what is significant for the research participants might not coincide 

with what the researcher considers significant. Furthermore, an excessive emphasis on 

the native viewpoint can at times be counterproductive. Given the fact that I was born and 

raised in Argentina but moved to Canada before the start of my post-secondary education, 

I consider myself a hybrid anthropologist. Put differently, I am familiar enough with the 

social and cultural context of my research project to be categorized as a native; on the 

other hand, having received my post-secondary education in Canada has afforded me the 

opportunity to examine the specificities that define Argentina’s context with the critical 

distance that often characterizes outsiders. A researcher’s willingness to adopt the locals’  

viewpoint is often celebrated by anthropologists. This approach, however, might be 

somewhat romantic when adopted on its own. To be able to see, understand, and interpret 

a particular context from the participants’ point of view is certainly important, but going “full 

native” arguably makes it difficult for researchers to identify certain considerations that 

                                                 
 

7 Although the term “full native” is often considered racist, my inclusion makes reference to the 
ways in which anthropologists historically talked about conducting fieldwork from an emic 
perspective.     
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escape the participants’ experiences and locally acquired knowledge. This will become 

apparent during my discussion of the possibility of producing cultural change in Argentina. 

When describing the etic approach, Kottak states:    

The etic (scientist-oriented) approach shifts the focus from local observations, 
categories, explanations, and interpretations to those of the anthropologist. The 
etic approach realizes that members of a culture often are too involved in what 
they are doing to interpret their cultures impartially. Operating etically, the 
ethnographer emphasizes what he or she (the observer) notices and considers 
important. As a trained scientist, the ethnographer should try to bring an objective 
and comprehensive viewpoint to the study of other cultures. Of course, the 
ethnographer, like any other scientist, is also a human being with cultural blinders 
that prevent complete objectivity (idem). 

As I have discussed, an etic perspective is not only inevitable but also desirable 

(to some degree). In other words, neither the emic nor the etic approach should be given 

absolute priority. As Agar explains, researchers need not choose between one or the 

other: 

because of acrimonious debates between “materialist” or etic and “symbolic” or 
emic approaches to anthropology….“etic” and “emic” turned into labels for 
competing kinds of ethnographic descriptions. This was a fundamental error, since 
neither the original linguistic concepts nor their development in cognitive 
anthropology had defined an “either/or” use of the terms (2007:1372). 

I have mentioned above that the system of organized chaos that characterizes 

Argentinian politics represents a sort of inversion of structural functionalism, to the extent 

that the focus is on the perpetuation of practices that maintain chaos rather than harmony. 

In any case, it should be noted that I do not equate society with a living organism in the 

way that Radcliffe-Brown (1952) described it. A better alternative to the analysis of the 

ways in which a variety of actors challenge or replicate social structures is Ortner’s (2006) 

version of practice theory. As she explains, structural functionalism is a theory of constraint 

since, in the minds of functionalists, “human behavior was shaped, molded, ordered, and 

defined by external social and cultural forces and formations” (Ortner 2006:1). As a 

constraint-based theory, functionalism failed to properly consider the role of agency in 

relation to the actors’ desires, motivations, and interactions beyond and, in some cases, 

in spite of a society’s perceived “necessary conditions of existence” (Radcliffe-Brown 

1952:178). To be sure, Ortner’s understanding of practice theory does not negate the 

existence of structural constraints. Rather, practice theory “restored the actor to the social 
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process without losing sight of the larger structures that constrain (but also enable) social 

action” (Ortner 2006:3). In Argentinian football and politics, club officials, barras, and 

politicians act as social subjects who shape the world through their practices (i.e. through 

agency) while simultaneously being shaped to varying degrees by the social world around 

them. According to Ortner, practice theory provides “a dialectical synthesis of the 

opposition between ‘structure’ (or the social world as constituted) and ‘agency’ (or the 

interested practices of real people)” (2006:16). An important point in relation to a 

consideration of the possibility of producing cultural change in Argentina is that practice 

theory incorporates the concept of culture in its analyses of social practices, interactions, 

and agency. Indeed, Radcliffe-Brown’s outdated theory of structural functionalism is ill-

equipped to incorporate the nuances of culture as well as the role of agency in opposition 

to seemingly fixed structural constraints. This becomes apparent when taking into 

consideration that structural functionalism focuses on harmony and stability rather than on 

change and transformation. As I will later argue, Argentinian society is in need of a 

sweeping cultural transformation, rather than institutional reform. In the words of Ortner, 

what social transformation in a deep sense means is not only the rearrangement 
of institutions. It involves the transformation of ‘culture,’ in both its new-old and its 
newer senses. Taking culture in the new-old sense, as the (politically inflected) 
schemas through which people see and act upon the world and the (politically 
inflected) subjectivities through which people feel – emotionally, viscerally, 
sometimes violently – about themselves and the world, social transformation 
involves the rupturing of those schemas and subjectivities. And taking culture in 
the newer – public, mobile, traveling – sense, social transformation works in part 
through the constant production, contestation, and transformation of public culture, 
of media and other representations of all kinds, embodying and seeking to shape 
old and new thoughts, feelings, and ideologies. In both senses, then, to adapt an 
old adage, social transformation must also be cultural transformation or it will be 
nothing (2006:18). 

   

1.2. On subjectivities and the validity of research findings 

It could well be argued that, far from being detached observers with no political 

agendas, ethnographers are in a position to exercise agency in support of particular social 

goals. In fact, many anthropologists (Bourgois 1991; Green 1995; Scheper-Hughes 1995) 

argue that ethnographers should take a political stance that actively strives for social and 

cultural change. As Khasnabish explains,  
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Green constructs a discipline which takes as its first ethical priority the obligation 
to give voice to the experiences of the powerless, the oppressed, the victimized, 
and to serve as a vehicle for realizing social change, not simply one which 
articulates social critique. For Green, there can be no meaningful anthropology of 
human suffering if its practitioners do not choose to actively ‘cast their lot’ on the 
side of the powerless in opposition to the powerful (2004:65).  

While it is undeniable that ethnographers have particular views and opinions 

regarding the issues they study, some of the advocates of an “anthropology of liberation” 

are critical of scholars who focus their attention on the production of fieldwork-based 

knowledge within the “safety” of academia. The lack of active and persistent involvement 

on the part of ethnographers in the struggles of those affected by the issues being studied 

is equated with a lack of concern for their personal and social wellbeing. Scheper-Hughes 

believes that “anthropologists who do not take explicit moral and political positions with 

regard to situations characterized by conflict are not only guilty of not working to achieve 

human emancipation but are in fact guilty of perpetuating the very violence to which they 

bear witness” (Khasnabish 2004:67). The logic behind her argument is dubious, but the 

point here is not that the practice of an engaged, activist anthropology should be 

discouraged in favour of analytical perspectives that remain detached from the field. It is 

indeed important for ethnographers to think critically about their roles as agents of social 

and cultural change in fieldwork situations. A socially-committed approach to fieldwork 

research that seeks to prioritize the voices and concerns of the participants might be well 

positioned to produce change on their terms. For the purposes of my research, however, 

it is the extreme versions of the activist approach, such as that of the anthropology of 

liberation, that I find problematic. Taking this into account, I have not approached my 

research from an “either with them (i.e. the participants) or against them” perspective. 

Rather, a more nuanced approach, such as the one proposed by Khasnabish (2004), is 

better able to account for the social, cultural, and moral complexities of the contexts and 

situations ethnographers encounter on the field while remaining committed to social 

justice.   

In the Afterword to Cultural Intimacy, Herzfeld (2005) discusses the role of ethics 

in politically sensitive anthropological field studies. He rejects the “hands off” approach by 

arguing in favour of the anthropologist’s political involvement in the communities/societies 

where they conduct fieldwork: 

the…. negative consequence of avoiding political engagement with the nation-
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states we study is that it allows our desire not to embarrass a geopolitically weaker 
country to overwhelm our concern for the disadvantaged within. What is more, if 
we take seriously our hosts’ wishes to be treated as moral equals, as indeed we 
should, such avoidance of criticism is not only condescending but inconsistent as 
well. We should be equally free to argue with the abuse of power at whatever level 
we encounter it. In the places where we do our work, moreover, there are often 
intellectually vivacious individuals who are able and willing to make the official, 
majority case to us. With such people it is surely insulting to refuse engagement. 
We expect them to speak openly to us about their views; why should we hide our 
own? (2005:213). 

An intellectual concern for objectivity (a term often deified in the social sciences to the 

point where its eternal elusiveness becomes the source of unnecessary anxiety) should 

not preclude anthropologists from voicing their views on particular matters, provided that 

these views are not based purely on preconceptions and prejudices. In this regard, 

Haraway states: “Throughout the field of meanings constituting science, one of the 

commonalities concerns the status of any object of knowledge and of related claims about 

the faithfulness of our accounts to a ‘real world,’ no matter how mediated for us and no 

matter how complex and contradictory these worlds may be” (1988:591). 

 In his argument for a militant middle ground between positivism and 

hyperrelativism in the social sciences, Herzfeld criticizes the audit-culture approach to 

ethics for its rigidity, explaining that it “cannot accommodate the sometimes agonizing 

choices that anthropologists must make among conflicting interests within the community 

under study” (idem). His social poetics approach to ethnographic research emphasizes 

the need to respond to the challenges posed by ethical prescriptions that limit the scope 

and depth of analytical and interpretive studies of culture and society. As Herzfeld aptly 

put it, “the role of the social critic is never easy, and an anthropologist who refuses that 

role has walked away from the world and entered the safe antisepsis of theory, structure, 

and pure reason” (2005:224). Khasnabish distances himself from the extreme views 

endorsed by Scheper-Hughes and instead proposes an approach that is more in line with 

Herzfeld’s middle ground between positivism and hyperrelativism:  

In pursuing the work of an ethically committed anthropology, rather than 
committing ourselves to agendas and frameworks which cloak ethical and 
intellectual dilemmas in the language of liberation and emancipation, we must 
instead reaffirm our commitment to the people with whom we work, to the 
challenge of conveying as effectively and widely as we can the richness, the 
complexity, and sometimes even the harshness and the horror of human 
experience. Anthropologists can be witnesses, we can lend our voices and our 
access to those with whom we work in an ethical and responsible manner. What 
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we should not do is allow ourselves to be seduced by a rhetoric of “liberation” and 
self-righteousness, which, while claiming the ethical and moral high ground, serves 
instead to obscure the very complexity of the worlds, we, and the individuals and 
communities with whom we work, inhabit (2004:85). 

Needless to say, social and cultural practices and performances can be analyzed 

and interpreted in many different ways by different researchers, as will become apparent 

when I analyze the fans’ performances at football matches in Argentina. Still, an effort to 

account for one’s own biases should not amount to repressing one’s views on the issues 

at hand. Whose interests are served (in the name of an illusory objectivity) by satisfying 

ethical prescriptions that are often detached from the social settings and cultural contexts 

where ethnographers conduct fieldwork? 

 While the strengths of ethnographic methodologies are many, the postmodern 

critique of ethnography described (but not endorsed) by Brewer poses a challenge to 

anthropology’s role as a discipline concerned with the understanding of systems of 

knowledge, human interactions, and different accounts of social reality:  

All accounts are constructions and the whole issue of which account more 
accurately represents social reality is meaningless….This is called the crisis of 
representation. Inasmuch as ethnographic descriptions are partial, selective, even 
autobiographical in that they are tied to the particular ethnographer and the 
contingencies under which the data were collected, the traditional criteria for 
evaluating ethnography become problematic (2000:24-25).  

Although the hyperrelativism that characterizes postmodernism exaggerates the 

impossibility of knowing anything about social reality with any degree of certainty, the issue 

of reliability is a valid concern. It is indeed true that ethnographic accounts are bounded in 

space and time, and that an ethnographer working in a particular place at a particular time 

will interact with groups of people and witness a variety of events that another 

ethnographer working on the same topic might not have access to. As a result, different 

accounts of the same social issue in a given place might reach very different conclusions. 

Different actors undoubtedly make different interpretations of the world around them. For 

an ethnographer, this means that the fieldwork data, far from being objective in any way 

that would satisfy a positivist, is itself informed by the beliefs, ideologies, and evaluations 

of the research participants, even before it reaches the stage where the ethnographer 

analyzes and interprets the data according to their own personal background. In the words 

of Hofstede, “the values of the researcher determine to a large extent the way he or she 

observes, describes, classifies, understands, and predicts reality. There is no way out of 
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this dilemma but to (1) expose oneself and one’s work to the work of others with different 

value systems and (2) try to be as explicit as possible about one’s own value system” 

(2001:15). 

 Validity is a concern to the extent that it is difficult (at times, impossible) for 

ethnographers to check the truth or accuracy of the stories conveyed by the research 

participants. Even in cases where participants are well intentioned, their accounts might 

be unwittingly influenced by their feelings and opinions. Needless to say, the burden of 

validity should not fall exclusively on informants. Considering that ethnographers tend to 

work alone, it would be easy for someone conducting fieldwork to manipulate, alter, and 

cherry pick pieces of data in ways that fit his or her intentions or “agenda.” Studies on 

hooliganism conducted by the School of Leicester have in fact been accused of making 

their (predominantly non-ethnographic) data fit their hypothesis. According to Archetti and 

Romero, the School of Leicester’s analytical approach “is marked by a reliance on the 

normative historical model and by a kind of ‘social distance’ which permits easy 

generalizations” (1994:42). When it comes to the difficulties in presenting qualitative data 

and findings, Beuving and de Vries acknowledge the criticism that dismisses ethnographic 

studies based on grounded theory as purely subjective enterprises:   

The findings collected in a naturalistic inquiry are usually presented to the reader 
as a narrative; as a story about society. This raises the question of whether your 
story may be different from my story; in other words, naturalistic inquirers are 
frequently accused of subjectivism that bears more resemblance to fiction than to 
(social) science…. The term ‘subjectivism’ must be read as synonymous to 
violating the principles of validity and reliability (2015:42). 

With this criticism in mind, Beuving and de Vries (2015) enumerate tools that help avoid 

accusations of subjectivism. Among these, they highlight the role of grounded theory as a 

procedure that revolves around constant comparison, the use of different data collection 

methods that allows researchers to triangulate their findings by exposing them to a variety 

of methods, and a reflexive attitude through which researchers confront their assumptions 

and inclinations with their field observations. 

To be sure, my methodological concern lies not with reliability but with validity. 

According to Honigmann, “there is practically a zero probability of ever testing the reliability 

of a comprehensive ethnographic report, so one ought to stop talking about replication as 

a technique of verification” (1976:246). In a similar vein, Mitchell explains that in 
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ethnographic research, “it is perfectly justifiable for the analyst to operate with a simplified 

account of the context within which the case is located provided that the impact of the 

features of that context on the events being considered in the analysis are incorporated 

rigorously into the analysis” (1983:205). 

Another perceived limitation of ethnographic methodologies revolves around the 

issue of generalizability. The impossibility of making general claims about the way a 

society, community, or group of people works is a common criticism, often endorsed by 

positivists who tend to favour strictly scientific approaches to the study of human social 

and cultural interactions.8 Nicholas acknowledges this criticism in relation to the 

ethnographic study of social movements: 

The problem of understanding movements is rooted in an empirical ethnographic 
problem. Anthropologists collect their data and test their theories through 
“fieldwork” and through comparisons with the results of other fieldwork. The 
techniques of fieldwork are adapted to microsocial settings, yet increasingly it is 
clear that the tribes, peasant villages, and nowadays cities or urban neighborhoods 
studied by anthropologists are only “part-societies with part-cultures”…. Moreover, 
we do not know if the units of our research are “representative” of anything larger 
than themselves and, if so, what that something is (1973:64). 

Unsurprisingly, researchers who put a strong emphasis on generalizability also rely on 

comparative analyses to assess the validity of their findings. As I show in chapter 7, while 

comparative approaches are in fact very useful in the analysis of the causes and effects 

of particular social and cultural issues, the focus of ethnographic research need not be on 

generalizability and universal explanations; rather, it is more productive to concentrate on 

social, historical, and cultural specificities. This begs the question: Does every case need 

to be replicable for it to be indisputably relevant? Too much emphasis on generalizability 

risks obscuring and perhaps even rendering invisible many of the socially, historically, and 

culturally specific factors that shape people’s lives.  

For the purposes of my thesis, the argument is not that there are no commonalities 

between different social and cultural contexts when it comes to analyses of violence in 

                                                 
 

8 Approaches to the study of football violence such as those of the School of Leicester, for example, 
rely on generalizations that tend to homogenize sociocultural contexts by seeking universal 
solutions to issues that are born of local specificities. 
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football. Rather, my point is that many of the differences are significant enough to warrant 

special attention to local specificities. Thus, in the case of football-related violence and 

corruption, while it is important to acknowledge that similarities can often be identified, it 

would be naïve to assume that universal solutions can be applied uncritically and 

independently of a context’s historical, social, cultural, and political circumstances. In a 

similar vein, Carter (2008) acknowledges the crucial role of research participants in 

anthropological studies of sport. In his words, many sport scholars “discuss the dynamics 

and intricacies of sport’s structures from a variety of theoretical perspectives yet somehow 

lose sight of actual people. The very essence of sport, its most vital aspect, consists of 

the bodily actions and the emotional responses among all participants: athletes, officials, 

and spectators” (Carter 2008:14).    

 

1.3. Access to participants    

I conducted my research in the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires,9 Argentina’s 

national capital, from January to December 2014. With a population of approximately three 

million, it is the country’s largest city. More than 13 million inhabitants live in the Greater 

Buenos Aires area, a number that represents almost 30% of the country’s total population. 

According to the Spanish newspaper El País, the Greater Buenos Aires urban 

agglomeration has the most football stadiums in the world, with 36 of them having a 

capacity of 10,000 or more (Rebossio 2015). Three of Argentina’s so-called “big five” 

football clubs are located in the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires, while the other two are 

in the Greater Buenos Aires area, just over one kilometre south of the border with the city 

proper. Buenos Aires has by far the largest concentration of football clubs in the country, 

which allowed me to interview people from different clubs. 

Taking into account that some research participants were well-known public 

figures who worked in places (such as office buildings) that did not lend themselves to the 

                                                 
 

9 The city of Buenos Aires is an autonomous district. Although it is surrounded by the province of 
Buenos Aires to the north, west, and south (the Río de la Plata lies to the east), it is not politically 
a part of it. Thus, the Governor of the province of Buenos Aires has no direct influence over the 
city’s politics. Autonomous City of Buenos Aires is the city’s official name. 
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sort of fieldwork that would have allowed me to hang out with them and observe their 

activities, I relied on semi-structured interviews as the main source of firsthand accounts 

of violence, corruption, and politics in Argentinian football.  

 Although I recruited the participants through personal contacts (explaining to them 

what my project was about and describing its ethical implications), the fact that some of 

them were used to talking about violence in football in media outlets such as newspapers, 

radio, and television, meant that the prospect of discussing the subject with an unknown 

doctoral student who lived abroad, with no tangible reward for their participation, was – 

understandably – far from exciting and appealing. Thus, finding participants who would be 

willing to share their experiences was not without difficulties. My attempt at arranging an 

interview with a former player who had had an extremely successful career at River during 

the 70s and 80s, for example, was fruitless. I had gotten his telephone number through a 

friend of my father’s. Before I called him, he asked my father’s friend for my number so 

that he could get in touch with me, and was hoping to meet with me the following day at 

River, where there would be two other journalists (his assumption being that I was in fact 

a journalist wanting to publish an article in a newspaper or magazine). After I explained to 

him on the phone that I was not a journalist but was conducting anthropological research 

for a doctoral dissertation, he paused for a few seconds and asked if I could call him back 

in one or two weeks, when the local league (the Argentinian First Division) would be over 

and River’s fate would have been decided.10 That way, things would be more “relaxed”, 

as he explained. At that moment, I could only speculate that the meeting he had scheduled 

for the following day with the two journalists was going to proceed as planned. His long 

pause when I told him about the nature of my call was telling. I understood that I would 

likely not be able to interview him. My subsequent attempts at getting in touch with him 

were unsuccessful, as my calls were not answered.  

Similar experiences with other public figures left me with the impression that many 

of the “high profile” actors that make up the world of football, including officials, former 

players, lawyers, and members of NGOs, are primarily interested in highly publicized and 

widely distributed public appearances. This is understandable to the extent that media 

                                                 
 

10 At the time of our conversation, River was sharing the first place with Gimnasia y Esgrima La 
Plata, a club from the city of La Plata, with two fixtures left to play. 
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outlets provide them with platforms that allow them to reach a wide audience. Still, while 

many of them express a genuine concern with issues pertaining to corruption, politics, and 

violence in football, I suspect that a few are at least equally concerned with being in the 

spotlight, if only for a fleeting moment. Considering football’s public prominence, media 

appearances allow a variety of actors – some of whom might have political aspirations 

beyond football – to insert themselves into discussions on violence and corruption in 

football and to present their ideas and/or proposals. When it comes to public figures, social 

science research on the subject is not generally afforded the same value as the 

opportunity to make public appearances on TV, newspapers, radio, magazines, etc. To 

be clear, this is not a criticism of the ways in which high profile actors engage with debates 

on the issues that affect Argentinian football. To believe that I should have been granted 

“special” access to them on the basis of my research would reek of entitlement. Having 

said that, the difficulties I encountered when trying to arrange face-to-face meetings with 

potential participants were disheartening at times.  

These difficulties highlighted an idiosyncratic feature of Argentinian culture. Many 

of the people I contacted while I was in Buenos Aires readily agreed to meet for an 

interview, only to then delay the meeting indefinitely. It is not uncommon for people to 

agree to certain requests without the intention to follow through. This was not news to me, 

as I had had similar experiences growing up in Buenos Aires. Needless to say, the failure 

to follow through was not an indication of malice on the part of the people I contacted. 

Some of them were simply indifferent, perhaps due to the fact that they were accustomed 

to making public appearances or did not want to invest time and energy meeting with a 

stranger to discuss topics that receive extensive media attention. To name one example, 

I sent an email to a lawyer who held an important position in an organization in charge of 

preventing violence in sports in the province of Buenos Aires. In his reply, he included his 

phone number and encouraged me to call him. During our first phone conversation, he 

mentioned in a friendly and approachable tone that he would be glad to arrange a meeting 

“sometime soon.” I would need to call him back a few days later to set up an interview. My 

next calls (I did not make a point of counting them, but to say that I called him 

approximately seven times would not be inaccurate) followed a similar script. The promise 

to arrange a meeting persisted, but the meeting never materialized. During a public debate 

on violence in football held at the Chamber of Deputies of the province of Buenos Aires, 
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in the city of La Plata,11 I ran into him and introduced myself, reminding him of our phone 

conversations, as he had never seen me in person. He smiled and said that it was nice to 

meet me, although there was no talk of a potential interview. Instead, he mentioned 

enthusiastically that it would be great to arrange a talk about violence in Argentinian 

football at my university in Vancouver. At that moment, I decided to stop pursuing him as 

a potential research participant. To be sure, I was not offended by his interest in presenting 

the topic in Vancouver; rather, it was the fact that he made the suggestion after repeatedly 

telling me that he would grant me an interview, even though an interview had never been 

scheduled, that frustrated me. Throughout my fieldwork, I was certainly appreciative of the 

time that the research participants took to meet with me, especially considering that all 

they got in return for their contributions was a coffee or a meal. I also understood that not 

everyone would be interested in participating in my study, and this was something I could 

easily accept. In the example mentioned above, however, my frustration stemmed from 

the fact that my requests for an interview kept receiving an ambiguous “yes” instead of a 

definitive “no” or a well-intentioned excuse. Far from being a unique case, this pattern 

repeated itself with other potential participants.         

Early during the course of my fieldwork, I contacted MACFUT (Mujeres Asociadas 

a Clubes de Fútbol Argentino or Women Associated to Argentinian Football Clubs), a 

committee made up of women who represent clubs that are affiliated to the AFA 

(Argentinian Football Association). My initial email received a positive response. I was told 

that I could attend their meetings (as an observer). My hope was that attending their 

meetings would give me an opportunity to establish connections with some of the 

committee’s members. A few days later, however, I received a phone call from someone 

at MACFUT explaining that I could not attend their monthly meetings at the AFA because 

they were only open to members of the organization. Unfortunately, I had no way of 

contacting members individually, which made it impossible for me to incorporate 

MACFUT’s voices and perspectives.  

My plan before departing for fieldwork was to immerse myself in the activities of 

Salvemos al Fútbol (“Let’s Save Football” or SAF), a non-partisan NGO that raises 

                                                 
 

11 La Plata is the capital of the province of Buenos Aires. 
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awareness of the issues of violence and corruption in football and their ties to politics. I 

had met with Mónica, the co-founder, in 2008 in the context of the research I was 

conducting for my master’s degree. Since we had established a very good relationship, I 

was looking forward to meeting with her and attending debates and rallies. She had been 

quite active at SAF in 2013, the year before I travelled to Buenos Aires for fieldwork. In 

2014, however, a series of unfortunate personal circumstances kept her away from SAF. 

Although I had several short phone conversations with her, we were only able to meet in 

person once, towards the end of my fieldwork. Taking into account Mónica’s generosity 

and willingness to cooperate whenever possible, my inability to become involved with SAF 

was a matter of bad timing.  

On a more general level, however, the impossibility of taking part in the NGO’s 

activities due to the co-founder’s circumstances revealed the fragility of football-related 

NGOs. By this, I mean that these NGOs tend to rely on one or two people for their normal 

functioning. If one person is unable or no longer willing to run the show, an NGO might 

run the risk of slowly fading into oblivion. It is also important to consider that NGOs such 

as SAF, HUA (Hinchadas Unidas Argentinas or “United Argentinian Fandoms”), FAVIFA 

(Familiares de Víctimas del Fútbol Argentino or “Relatives of Victims of Argentinian 

Football”), and HCS (Hecho Club Social) are loosely structured. They tend to lack offices 

or headquarters where people meet regularly.12 As a result, I sometimes thought of them 

as intangible, abstract entities that appear on the news (newspapers, TV shows, radio 

shows) to discuss issues related to corruption and violence in football, even though it is 

hard to locate them physically.  

Given my inability to become involved with SAF (a reality that became apparent 

after my arrival in Buenos Aires) I looked for alternatives on the internet, and was lucky 

enough to find Hecho Club Social, an NGO that I had not previously heard of. Hecho Club 

Social provides a space for people from vulnerable populations, such as homeless and 

addicts, to socialize through football with the goal of promoting personal change. I 

contacted Sergio, the founder, by email. Taking into account some of the difficulties I had 

                                                 
 

12 Hecho Club Social is a special case. As I will discuss in another chapter, they use a public 
community space as a meeting place, and the NGO does hold scheduled training sessions twice a 
week. 
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experienced when trying to contact potential participants, his openness, enthusiasm, and 

willingness to collaborate were refreshing. He invited me to attend their training sessions 

(more on this in the chapter dedicated to Hecho Club Social) and encouraged the 

members of the NGO to talk to me about their experiences, as he explained to them that 

he welcomed research on a variety of topics related to the social and political aspects of 

football.   

Unlike many anthropologists who live in Argentina and study football, I did not have 

the privilege of being able to become acquainted with participants prior to departing for 

fieldwork. This means that I was not able to establish personal, face-to-face relationships 

with potential participants during the course of my studies. The inability to establish these 

types of relationships beforehand would not have been much of a problem had I conducted 

research on tourism in, say, Purmamarca, a small tourist town of approximately 900 

people in northwestern Argentina where store clerks and street vendors selling regional 

handcrafted products are easy to find and approach. Put differently, participant 

observation in small and relatively isolated communities, where one can observe the 

research participants going about their daily business as well as certain aspects of the 

communities almost in their totality, is quite different from fieldwork in highly and densely 

populated urban settings where ethnographers do not have the privilege of “being there” 

(i.e. where the research participants are) all the time and interacting with them. Conducting 

research in Buenos Aires, where the mere act of “showing up” in the field does little to 

guarantee access to participants who have the knowledge required for a particular project, 

is quite a departure from the types of projects that anthropologists such as Malinowski, 

Boas, and Evans-Pritchard tackled decades ago. Having said that, the fact that I do not 

live in Argentina is not without its advantages. Beyond the methodological advantages of 

being a hybrid anthropologist, living in Canada affords me the opportunity to talk openly 

about topics such as corruption and clientelism among club officials and barras that could 

be potentially problematic in terms of personal safety for someone living in Argentina. 

During my stay, I met with Marcelo, a member of a third division club’s fan subcommittee. 

He was active in opposing a politician’s takeover of the club. In his role as a union 

organizer, this politician had a large number of followers within the union he represented, 

many of whom doubled as barras. Marcelo explained to me that, after having received a 

death threat, he was being watched by these barras and, as a result, was living on the 

run, meaning that he had moved out of his house and was staying at his friends’, changing 
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residence regularly. This is the sort of scenario that I was able to avoid mainly by making 

a point of not hanging out with a barra brava in the context of a study on corruption, 

clientelism and violence in football. Still, the added “benefit” of living in another country 

contributed to a sense of long-term personal safety. 

In spite of the difficulties described above, I arranged 20 semi-structured interviews 

with a variety of actors. O’Neill explains that “it is not always possible or even necessary 

to obtain a representative sample of informants. The purpose will ‘often be to target those 

people who have the knowledge desired and who may be willing to divulge it to the 

ethnographer’” (2005:11). Traditionally, studies on football violence have tended to favour 

the voices of fans such as hooligans and barras. While their contributions are extremely 

important, my goal was to include other actors whose voices are not often heard. Thus, 

instead of focusing primarily on the fans’ perspectives, I have incorporated the 

experiences of other actors who had firsthand knowledge of and were directly involved in 

the workings of Argentinian football. In line with O’Neill’s statement, my approach targeted 

people who were deeply familiar with the connections between football, violence, and 

politics. Furthermore, I attended two debates on football and violence organized by 

politicians. The first one, as mentioned above, was held at the Chamber of Deputies of 

the province of Buenos Aires, in the city of La Plata, while the second one took place in 

the Buenos Aires City Legislature.   

Attending Hecho Club Social’s training sessions, which were held twice a week, 

allowed me to interact with its members by having casual conversations, sharing lunches, 

and observing their activities.  

With the exception of a former leader of a barra, whom I was able to locate and 

interview through a personal contact, I chose not to approach barrabravas. It is extremely 

difficult for someone who has never been around barras to earn their trust. Seemingly 

minor details regarding their activities that would have likely emerged during interviews or 

informal interactions could have been perceived as a threat and created suspicion 

regarding my intentions. More importantly, my safety might have been compromised as a 

result of my involvement with barras. In the words of Gaffney, 

the world of the barrabravas is closed and extremely dangerous to outsiders…. 
Relationships between club leaders and their barrabravas are very guarded, 
primarily because they involve national political figures and institutionalized 
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violence. Because of this it is unlikely that the details of the relationships between 
them will ever be fully brought to light (2009:170-171). 

The anthropologist Silvio Aragón (2007) described instances of his fieldwork 

experience where he had to endure beatings by the police and spend time in jail due to 

his association with San Lorenzo’s13 barras. Gaining entry to the Butteler, as the club’s 

barra brava is known, was not without its limitations:  

Access to my informants, mainly to the Butteler environment, was not easy, since 
I did not know anyone well enough to open the way for me without generating 
distrust. I only had the experience of attending stadiums for years, which somehow 
made me a familiar face. This allowed me not to arouse any suspicions while 
participating as a fan, although I had to be careful about what I did and especially 
what I asked when I approached the core of the Butteler. I took the decision to 
participate as a fan after a conversation with Eduardo Archetti,14 who told me that 
his attempts to contact members of this same barra brava had been unsuccessful, 
since they frequently asked him for money, tickets or invitations to eat out, without 
being able to obtain relevant information (2007:20-21; my translation).  

Although his research benefitted from the interactions he had with barras, my 

official role during the course of my fieldwork was confined to that of an anthropologist. 

Put differently, I stayed away from the exciting yet sometimes painful heroics of the 

anthropologist/adventurer. Thus, instead of hanging out at a club hoping to have 

conversations with random fans about impunity, clientelism, and violence, I approached 

my research in a way that allowed me to identify participants who were knowledgeable 

and willing to talk about these issues openly. I chose not to become a member of a club 

because it would have been difficult for me to know exactly who I was talking to when 

“hanging out.” Taking into account that barras spend quite some time at the clubs, I would 

not have had the freedom to bring up certain topics without compromising my safety. 

Before departing for Buenos Aires, I discussed different ways of approaching a 

fieldwork-based study with my colleagues during a seminar in preparation for fieldwork. 

One of the options that was mentioned was the possibility of conducting covert research. 

This is something that I did not want to do. On the one hand, the idea of going undercover 

                                                 
 

13 Club Atlético San Lorenzo de Almagro, a club from the city of Buenos Aires, is one of Argentina’s 
“big clubs.” 
14 Argentinian anthropologist who pioneered the study of the social and cultural aspects of football 
in Argentina. 
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among barras was not particularly appealing, and on the other hand, I wanted to have the 

freedom to ask the questions that I wanted to ask and to be able to engage in 

conversations without the participants getting defensive. The following example serves to 

highlight the reasons behind my refusal to go “undercover”: In 2008 I spent two months in 

Buenos Aires conducting interviews for my Masters degree. During that time, I met a barra 

from a small neighbourhood club through a personal contact. We had a conversation in a 

café where I explained to him what my research was about, making clear that I did not 

need any names. He agreed to talk to me and offered to take me to his club’s barra brava 

so that I could meet the rest of the guys. He also mentioned, however, that they might look 

at me with distrust and might not be too happy about having me around. More importantly, 

he proceeded to explain to me with a gesture, hitting me on my right thigh with his fist as 

he was sitting beside me, what he would do if someone spoke about their activities. His 

gesture sent a clear message. Fortunately for me, my time in Buenos Aires was up before 

I got the chance to meet the barras.  

To recap, I chose to focus my attention on participants who had firsthand 

experience with violence, clientelism, and politics in football and who were willing to share 

their experiences and perspectives, as I did not want to be constantly on alert or worried 

about the comments I made and the questions I asked. 

 

1.4. Methods 

During the course of my research, I relied on ethnographic methods of data 

collection such as participant observation, observant participation, semi-structured 

interviews, and fieldnotes. These qualitative methods are well suited to determine the 

causes and motivations of groups and individuals by focusing on aspects of social life 

such as local customs, beliefs, and culture that are (perhaps unwittingly) overlooked by 

quantitative and statistical methods. Furthermore, the participatory and long-term nature 

of fieldwork allowed me to establish a degree of trust and openness with some research 

participants that would have been hard to attain through non-ethnographic approaches. A 

view of society from below or, put differently, an approach where the individuals’ 

experiences, opinions, and beliefs are taken into consideration makes it difficult to stick to 

a neatly predefined theory when conducting fieldwork. Having said that, this does not 
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mean that the lack of a “readily applicable” theory results in abstract analyses where 

nothing can be interpreted and determined with certainty. As previously mentioned, 

grounded theory emerges from the data and is based on empirical observations. 

In addition to the interviews and observations I conducted, I attended a River 

game, which granted me the opportunity to observe and document the process of getting 

into the stadium as well as the crowd’s behaviour. I compared this experience with the 

football games I attended in Toronto as a Toronto Football Club Season Ticket Member. 

I have included photographs in this essay for two reasons. First, I was tempted by 

the decidedly unscientific desire to show “snapshots” from the field in an attempt to provide 

the readers with a visual representation of the social and cultural contexts in which I 

documented some of my observations. Second – and more importantly – in a discipline 

where concern lies with validity rather than replicability, photographs may reinforce the 

validity of a claim or statement by providing visual evidence for arguments presented in 

writing.      

 

1.5. Kind of like a journalist 

During one of the graduate seminars I took in preparation for fieldwork, I had the 

opportunity to present my research project to a small group of colleagues. The experience 

was meant to encourage students to provide feedback on each other’s projects by creating 

a relaxed environment in which to exchange ideas, suggestions, and constructive 

criticism. During the discussion/feedback portion of my presentation, a colleague said to 

me that it looked like I would be gathering information “kind of like a journalist.” Considering 

that I had mentioned examples taken from media sources, his comment made sense. At 

that moment, I realized that I would have to clarify what my project was not about.  

Media coverage of corruption, violence, and politics in Argentinian football is 

widespread. Bearing in mind the social status of football as well as its political ramifications 

at all levels of government, it comes as no surprise that newspapers pay considerable 

attention to the ties between football and politics. Needless to say, it is impossible for an 

anthropologist to witness firsthand most (if any) of the major cases of violence and 

corruption in football. This is mostly due to the fact that there are too many games and 
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stadiums throughout the country where violence could potentially erupt. When it comes to 

corruption, on the other hand, the level of secrecy surrounding deals and transactions 

means that these are not amenable to observation. When discussing the difficulties in 

conducting qualitative research on corruption, Pardo states: 

in this field it is particularly difficult to meet the disciplinary commitment to the in-
depth investigation of the micro-level – not only are official statistics notoriously 
unreliable and ‘closed’ questionnaires useless (when not counterproductive); but 
the traditional methods of participant observation, interviews and case-studies of 
relevant people and situations are not easily applied (2004:3). 

I was fortunate enough to interview people who had witnessed corruption in 

football. Still, I have relied on newspaper articles for specific examples of prominent cases 

of violence and politics in football. It should be noted, however, that I have not approached 

the material as a journalist. Rather, newspaper articles serve to support my analysis of the 

fieldwork data I have generated. Contrary to what many investigative journalists do, it is 

not my objective to openly denounce particular actors or institutions. My approach seeks 

to understand a social and cultural context in which a variety of actors engage in 

questionable practices for different reasons. In other words, the focus is on the practices, 

behaviours, motivations, and interactions, not on individuals. From a disciplinary 

perspective, this means that I had to adhere to a code of ethics that protected the identity 

of the research participants. At times, this proved to be frustrating, as having to change 

the names of participants and football clubs disrupted the flow of the narrative. To name 

an example, in order to protect the identity of one of my interviewees, I had to anonymize 

the people he talked about, as some of them were well-known personalities and any 

mention of their real names could have given away the identity of the interviewee by 

association. This, in turn, prevented me from making connections between people who 

were mentioned both in newspaper articles and during my interviews, as the newspapers 

used their real names, while I had to anonymize them even though I had not met with 

them. To be sure, although the work of investigative journalists is invaluable, my research 

remained firmly rooted in the anthropological tradition.   

On the subject of gender, I focus on crowd behaviour at football matches with an 

emphasis on the content of chants as well as on the traits and behaviours that characterize 

barras. In this context, as Rodríguez explains, male identities are “not founded on gender, 

but rather on masculinity” (2005:233). Put differently, manifestations of masculinity among 

spectators and barras revolve around a macho/non-macho opposition, although those 
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who are considered non-macho are ascribed “feminine” characteristics. Thus, an 

examination of masculinities sheds light on particular types of violence inside and outside 

the stadiums beyond the financially motivated intra-barra violence.  

Taking into account my focus on the political, cultural, and moral aspects of 

Argentinian football outside the fields of play, an analysis of the representations and 

participation in professional football of male and female athletes is beyond the scope of 

my study. In 2019, the Argentinian Football Association approved the creation of a 

professional women’s football league. This is a very recent development that would greatly 

benefit from detailed studies on the ways in which women’s participation in professional 

football challenges and/or reinforces masculine traditions, particularly considering that the 

role of women in sports in Latin America has been poorly documented (Elsey & Nadel 

2019). Although Argentinian society remains patriarchal, things are slowly changing. In 

2010, Argentina became the first country in Latin America and the second country in the 

Americas after Canada to legalize same-sex marriage (Forero 2010). From 2007 to 2015, 

the country was governed by a female president. More recently, in December 2020, the 

Argentinian Senate approved a bill legalizing abortion. These are a few examples of the 

social changes that are taking place in relation to gender. For the purposes of the main 

arguments presented here, however, I will concentrate on the role of masculinities at 

football matches.      

It is also important to keep in mind that this essay was not written in the style of an 

auto-ethnography understood as autobiographical reflexivity (Meneley & Young 2005). 

Although I personally related to and was affected by fieldwork experiences, the research 

I conducted was, as obvious as it may sound, not about me. I was in the field for a limited 

time. Much of what happened in the field had no long term implications in my life; it is the 

people whom I studied that were left to experience the realities of their social and cultural 

context on a daily basis. It would therefore be pretentious and misplaced to put the 

limelight on myself, which is not to say that relevant personal fieldwork experiences have 

been put aside. Rather, my approach places the focus on the research participants while 

incorporating personal experiences where appropriate. In cases where my own upbringing 

and experiences were pertinent, these were included in ways that elucidate the larger 

arguments I present.  
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1.6. Research questions and chapter outlines 

Taking into account the methodological considerations discussed above, my study 

explores the following questions: 

- What does corruption look like in Argentina and what are the mechanisms that 

perpetuate a culture of impunity?  

- How are clientelist networks of exchange established and maintained? 

- How does patronage politics work in contemporary Argentinian football? 

- How are instances of physical violence and verbal aggression manifested at 

football matches and who participates? 

- How do Argentinian fans understand and experience passion in football? 

- What changes need to take place within the Argentinian context in order to 

effectively reduce the levels of violence in football? 

Given the amount of overlap between some of the topics discussed in my study, it 

is not always possible to neatly compartmentalize them, as they often inform and influence 

each other. Having said that, I have organized the chapters thematically in a way that 

allows the main arguments to flow from one chapter to the next.    

In chapter 2 I introduce Hecho Club Social as an initiative that stands in opposition 

to the violence that characterizes professional football in Argentina. As previously 

mentioned, Hecho Club Social is a non-governmental organization that promotes social 

integration and personal change through camaraderie, tolerance, respect, and teamwork 

among homeless people. I analyze the concept of passion based on the participants’ 

experiences and interpretations and contrast it to rational choice by highlighting the ways 

in which passion for a particular club is “implanted” from birth. The concept of passion 

presented in this chapter informs the analysis of fan violence in Argentinian football that 

follows in chapter 3, as well as the comparison between the different understandings of 

passion in Buenos Aires and Toronto, introduced in chapter 4. I then briefly describe the 

experiences that some members of Hecho Club Social had with barras. 

Chapter 3 focuses on physical violence and verbal aggression at football matches. 

Through my experience at a match between River and Libertad, I introduce the concepts 

of cognitive dissonance and role play in the context of football crowds. Although cases of 

violence are often attributed almost exclusively to barras, who in the eyes of spectators 
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represent a minority made up of “social misfits and savages”, I argue that spectators 

contribute – both wittingly and unwittingly – to the creation of hostile environments at 

football stadiums by joining the barras in their provoking and discriminatory chanting. I 

also consider the role of gender in the context of violence and verbal aggression among 

spectators and barras. More specifically, I describe the ways in which crowd behaviour 

perpetuates notions of hegemonic masculinity through expressions of hypermasculinity. I 

then present the case of Emanuel Balbo as an example of the tangible consequences that 

verbal aggression can have. In addition, I describe the differences between spectators, 

fans, supporters, and barrabravas before explaining the concept of aguante. 

Chapter 4 serves as a comparison between my experiences attending a River 

game and Toronto Football Club games. I begin by briefly describing the evolution of Major 

League Soccer before analyzing the role of sports as a source of entertainment in 

Canadian and American professional leagues. I then present the observations I conducted 

on my way to and at BMO Field, Toronto Football Club’s stadium. From a comparative 

perspective, I consider some of the social and cultural differences between the Argentinian 

and Canadian contexts with a focus on the different ways in which passion is understood 

and manifested. This comparison brings to the fore the contextually sensitive nature of 

expressions of passion which, in the case of Argentinian football, are responsible for the 

creation of hostile and sometimes violent environments during games. Moreover, I 

examine the reactions that an incident involving a Toronto Football Club supporters group 

generated among club officials and fans. 

In chapter 5, I compare different definitions of corruption and highlight the need to 

interpret corruption in relation to particular social and cultural contexts. Furthermore, I 

describe the features that perpetuate a culture of impunity, supporting my argument with 

interview material. 

In chapter 6, I define clientelism before exploring different understandings of gift-

giving and patronage politics that emerge from a variety of social contexts in different 

geographical locations. Turning my attention to the Argentinian case, I then look at the 

mechanisms through which patron-client relationships in football are established and 

maintained. These relationships contribute to the role of football clubs as environments 

where corruption and impunity thrive. 
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Chapter 7 situates my analysis of violence, corruption, and politics in football within 

the field of moral relativism. Here, I focus on the ways in which different actors negotiate 

their actions through the lens of morality, with particular attention to moral inconsistencies 

and the effects that certain choices have on the perpetuation of violence and corruption 

within football clubs. I also look at examples where people conceptualize rivalries as 

enmities, a factor that contributes to cases of violence within and beyond football 

stadiums. 

In chapter 8, I discuss the suitability of adopting foreign measures aimed at 

reducing football violence and implementing them in the Argentinian context. I conclude 

by assessing the feasibility of producing cultural change under the current sociocultural 

and political conditions. 
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Chapter 2.  
 
Hecho Club Social 

Golpearon la puerta de la humilde casa, 
la voz del cartero muy clara se oyó, 
y el pibe corriendo con todas sus ansias 
al perrito blanco sin querer pisó. 
 
“Mamita, mamita” se acercó gritando; 
la madre extrañada dejó el piletón 
y el pibe le dijo riendo y llorando: 
“El club me ha mandado hoy la citación.” 
 
“Mamita querida, ganaré dinero, 
seré un Baldonedo, un Martino, un Boyé; 
dicen los muchachos de Oeste Argentino 
que tengo más tiro que el gran Bernabé.” 
 
“Vas a ver qué lindo cuando allá en la cancha 
mis goles aplaudan; seré un triunfador. 
Jugaré en la quinta, después en primera, 
yo sé que me espera la consagración.” 
 
Dormía el muchacho y tuvo esa noche 
el sueño más lindo que pudo tener. 
El estadio lleno, glorioso domingo 
por fin en primera lo iban a ver. 
 
Faltando un minuto están cero a cero; 
tomó la pelota, sereno en su acción, 
gambeteando a todos enfrentó al arquero 
y con fuerte tiro quebró el marcador. 

They knocked on the door of the humble house, 
the postman’s voice was clearly heard, 
and the kid running with excitement 
accidentally stepped on the white puppy. 
 
“Mommy, mommy” he came yelling; 
the mother, surprised, left the laundry sink 
and the kid told her laughing and crying: 
“Today the club has sent me the selection letter.” 
 
“Dear mommy, I will earn money, 
I will be a Baldonedo, a Martino, a Boyé;15 
the guys at Oeste Argentino16 say 
that I have a more powerful shot than the great 
Bernabé.”17 
 
“You will see how nice it will be at the stadium 
when they celebrate my goals; I will be a winner. 
I will play in the Academy, then in the first team, 
I know that triumph awaits me.” 
 
The boy slept and had that night 
the most beautiful dream he could have had. 
A packed stadium, glorious Sunday 
at last they would see him in the first team. 
 
One minute remaining, the score is nil-nil; 
he took the ball, serene in his movements, 
dribbling past everyone he faced the keeper 
and with a powerful shot he broke the tie. 
 
 

El sueño del pibe (“The Kid’s Dream”)18 

                                                 
 

15 Emilio Baldonedo, Rinaldo Martino, and Mario Boyé were famous players in the 1930s and 
1940s.  
16 Oeste Argentino was a football club. 
17 Bernabé Ferreyra, who played for River in the 1930s, was famous for his extremely powerful 
shots. 
18 El sueño del pibe is a tango from 1942 with music by Juan Puey and lyrics by Reinaldo Yiso. 
Diego Armando Maradona, one of the most famous players in the history of world football, sang a 
version of this tango on national television in 1994, replacing the names of Baldonedo, Martino, 
and Boyé, mentioned in the original lyrics, with names that were more recognizable in 1994: 
Maradona, (Mario Alberto) Kempes, and (Jorge Mario) Olguín. Maradona was a member of the 
squad that won the 1986 FIFA World Cup, played in Mexico. Kempes and Olguín were members 
of the squad that won the 1978 FIFA World Cup, played in Argentina.   
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2.1. Background  

Hecho Club Social is an NGO that emerged as an offshoot of Hecho en Buenos 

Aires (“Made in Buenos Aires”), a social enterprise founded in 2000 that publishes a 

monthly magazine covering topics such as music, entertainment, interviews with 

celebrities, and social issues. This social enterprise offers people from vulnerable 

populations the opportunity to have an income by selling magazines on the streets. 

Starting in 2003, Hecho en Buenos Aires organized workshops on football as a tool for 

social inclusion. Sergio Rotman, one of the co-founders of Hecho en Buenos Aires, 

decided to found Hecho Club Social in 2007 as an NGO dedicated exclusively to the 

promotion of football as a tool for social inclusion and individual empowerment. Hecho 

Club Social participates in the Homeless World Cup, a yearly event held in different 

countries that brings together national teams from organizations that use football as a way 

to tackle issues related to homelessness. Crucially, both the Homeless World Cup and 

Hecho Club Social seek to create social environments where friendship, camaraderie, 

cooperation, tolerance, and respect are encouraged. This approach is particularly relevant 

in Argentina as a counterpoint to the levels of violence, aggression, and discrimination 

observed at professional football matches. 

Although considered an NGO, Hecho Club Social does not have an official 

headquarters. In fact, there is no formal structure or clearly defined and predetermined 

way of running operations. At the time of my fieldwork, Sergio, the Director, held two-hour 

training sessions twice a week at Polideportivo19 Don Pepe, located in Don Pepe Square, 

in the southern Buenos Aires neighbourhood of Barracas. On some occasions, Sergio and 

a few “members” of Hecho Club Social (there is no formal membership; anyone is free to 

join the training sessions at any time) would stay for lunch after training at the Biblioteca 

Popular de Barracas (“Popular Library of Barracas”), a space that functioned as the NGO’s 

unofficial headquarters/meeting room. 

                                                 
 

19 Although polideportivo translates to sports centre, in Argentina the term often refers to fields or 
courts located in public squares that can be used for a variety of sports. Far from the sophisticated 
image that the term sports centre might convey, many polideportivos are in bad condition, as was 
the case with Polideportivo Don Pepe, which has been renovated since my return from fieldwork.  
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Figure 2. Map showing the location of Polideportivo Don Pepe within the neighbourhood 
of Barracas. Source: mapoteca.educ.ar 
 

 
Figure 3. Polideportivo Don Pepe, with the sports fields located under a highway. Photo 
by author. 
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Figure 4. The communal space at the Popular Library of Barracas serves as a meeting 
place for members of Hecho Club Social. Photo by author. 
 
 
 Most of Hecho Club Social’s participants came from nearby homeless shelters, 

although a few slept on the streets. Some came from impoverished middle-class 

backgrounds; some had moved to Buenos Aires from other provinces or neighbouring 

countries. In many cases, they had heard about Hecho Club Social through word of mouth 

at the shelters. Considering that some participants had criminal backgrounds and had 

used or continued to use drugs, Sergio felt that it was important to promote a non-

judgemental environment where participants could share a fun and healthy activity that 

would allow them to clear their minds from their daily struggles. Although his ultimate goal 

was to enable the participants to become financially independent and self-sufficient, in 

practice this goal proved to be quasi-utopian given the NGO’s lack of resources. Still, as 

Sergio explained to me, he remained firmly committed to a project that differed from others 

to the extent that it rejected welfare handouts from any level of government. It is interesting 

to note that, within the Argentinian context (and contrary to what many people from Nordic 

countries might say about the Nordic welfare model, for example), Sergio’s evaluation of 

the welfare system revolves around the notion of dependency.  
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EP: You said that Hecho Club Social represents a different project within the 

Argentinian reality. What do you mean by that? The Argentinian reality, what would 

it be? 

Sergio: In the epilogue of the 90s what had been imposed in Argentina was to 

sweep away by any means the culture of work, the culture of education, the dignity 

of people in the sense that they could not become self-sufficient by their own 

means. Work subsidies began to be imposed, but they were pittances which the 

state itself distributed to generate dependency. Our idea was to recover the 

individual in terms of their capacity to dignify themselves and to be able to generate 

their own livelihood, to feel useful, and that was the most important thing. I wanted 

to see how this sector of marginalized people could access a job without having to 

rely on welfare, as at some point we received as a proposal from a member of 

Congress. He said “well, we give you so many Work Plans20 and you transform 

them, so that with what they earn, they can pay their taxes”, a huge stupidity, but 

we had to listen to it. 

Going back to a comparison with the Nordic welfare model, which individuals often 

rely on to pursue their interests with the ultimate goal of becoming self-sufficient 

(eventually contributing to this model through taxation), it is not surprising that Sergio 

considers the Argentinian welfare system as a system that generates dependency. In line 

with Miguel (a lawyer who represented a famous barra), Bergés (a lawyer and former 

federal judge), and Hugo (the former leader of a barra brava), Sergio explains that 

Argentinian society has lost a culture of work, meaning that past governments have – 

wittingly or unwittingly – created a culture of dependency through welfare handouts that 

often discourage people (particularly those from low socioeconomic backgrounds and low 

levels of education) from looking for work. In Argentina, political parties that have 

established clientelist networks rely on the political support of clients who are financially 

dependent (regardless of the emotional component described by Auyero) on patrons and 

brokers. In this scenario, taking into account that few people are able to come out of 

poverty strictly as a result of the intervention of patrons and brokers, it is perhaps 

                                                 
 

20 These are welfare plans offered by the national government. 
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understandable that Sergio sees welfare handouts as a practice that prevents people from 

becoming independent and self-sufficient. With this in mind, I asked him if he had been 

approached by parties or politicians interested in “sponsoring” the activities conducted by 

the NGO.       

EP: When it comes to political support, have you received at some point sincere 

interest from a political party or a politician? 

Sergio: (Thinks about it) Proposals begin to appear... Sincere interests, no; there 

may be individual experiences... We decided from the first moment that there 

would never be, nor did we have to depend on any government support of any 

kind. 

His statement was coherent with the approach he had described earlier. However, 

in a rather confusing twist during the course of the same conversation, he later said: 

Sergio: We have support from the national state, we have support from the local 

state, we have had support from municipalities. 

It is unclear how he would reconcile these contradictory statements, but keeping 

in mind that Hecho Club Social sends a football team to the Homeless World Cup every 

year – past editions have been played in the Netherlands, Poland, and Chile, to name a 

few examples – it is necessary to emphasize that it would be impossible to pay for plane 

tickets, accommodations, food, and other expenses without some sort of financial support. 

Sergio also mentioned that, at times, the NGO relies on partnerships with public and 

private companies. 

Sergio: I think the relationship with Aerolíneas,21 with Flecha Bus,22 is really 

important. With a little ingenuity those relationships allowed us to optimize 

situations in terms of travel, clothing, etc. 

                                                 
 

21 Aerolíneas Argentinas, often referred to simply as Aerolíneas, is Argentina’s national airline. 
22 Flecha Bus is one of Argentina’s largest long-distance bus companies. 
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Figure 5. Mariano Recalde, former president of Aerolíneas Argentinas, holding a ball, 
surrounded by members of Hecho Club Social. Retrieved from 
https://www.facebook.com/marianorecaldepaginaoficial/photos/a.10150657470467871/1
0153282748512871 
 

The text on figure 5 says “Aerolíneas as an instrument for inclusion” at the top, 

and “Aerolíneas Foundation” at the bottom right. This photograph, taken from Mariano 

Recalde’s public Facebook account, is accompanied by a caption that says: 

This is the Argentinian street football team; they are going to represent the country 
at the Amsterdam World Cup in September (2015). Hecho Club Social is an 
initiative that provides a space for inclusion and integration aimed at homeless or 
vulnerable people. Ever since the National State took over Aerolíneas Argentinas, 
our goal has always been to bring it closer to the people, so that more and more 
Argentinians can travel on their national airline (my translation). 

Presumably, what public and private partners gain from these relationships with 

Hecho Club Social is a positive, “charitable” image. In the case of Aerolíneas Argentinas, 

being a state-owned company, such partnerships can be effective ways of promoting 

partisan policies. Suffice it to say that Recalde’s photograph was posted on April 20, 2015, 

just over a month after he had announced that he would be running for Chief of 

Government of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires.  
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In spite of the contradictions regarding the NGO’s sources of funding, Hecho Club 

Social represents a departure from the violence and clientelist ties that characterize 

barras. Whereas barras resort to clientelist ties and violence to make demands and 

impose conditions, Hecho Club Social condemns violence and rejects – at least on paper, 

as things are more complicated in practice – the long term patronage of political parties 

that can create dependency and hinder the members’ chances of becoming self-sufficient. 

In this regard, Hecho Club Social challenges Burstyn’s (1999) claim that team sports are 

inherently destructive, violent, and antisocial.23 At the same time, the NGO’s explicitly 

stated focus on self-sufficiency signals a distrust of the federal government’s welfare 

system, which is seen as contributing to the perpetuation of clientelist networks that 

prevent the socioeconomic development of marginalized populations. Sergio’s efforts 

represent an attempt at a microscopic level to disrupt the system of organized chaos that 

characterizes Argentinian football and society.  

Although Sergio’s plan was to organize workshops that would assist members in 

their search for employment, he explained that he lacked the resources to offer the 

workshops on a permanent basis. At one point, the NGO offered psychological counselling 

run by volunteer psychology students. This strategy did not work in the long run, as the 

volunteers would move on to paid positions after graduating, making it difficult to retain 

them. In spite of the obstacles posed by the lack of financial resources, Hecho Club 

Social’s main contribution to the lives of those who attend the training sessions is a sense 

of community, friendship, and camaraderie through football that encourages them to stay 

away from drugs and criminal activities (at least this is what they said during interviews, 

although I have no way of knowing for certain). The prominent place that access to football 

as a source of psychological wellbeing occupies in the minds of millions of Argentinians 

was highlighted during a nine-year period in which the government funded televised 

matches.  

                                                 
 

23 Burstyn’s claim revolves around the role of masculinism, understood as the “gender dominance 
of men” (1999:28), in the spread of “ideal” behaviours for men that are seen to encourage antisocial 
and antidemocratic values. Although my fieldwork at Hecho Club Social was conducted among 
men, the NGO is explicitly supportive of LGBTQ+ sport initiatives and currently holds training 
sessions for women.   
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2.2. Football (and politics) for All  

From 2009 to 2017, the national government implemented a program, called 

Fútbol Para Todos (“Football for All”), that allowed people to watch any and all games of 

the Argentinian First Division in high definition on public television or online for free. 

Needless to say, people were divided – mostly along party lines – over the ethical 

implications of a program that used public money to fund the broadcast of football 

matches. A conversation I had with Sergio revealed that he thought about access to 

football (whether televised or “in person”) as an inalienable right. Taking into account that 

Football for All was well received by millions of people, the social role of football in 

Argentina and the importance that people attach to it became apparent.   

Sergio: Football for All is a public policy, and that’s fine, why shouldn’t it be? If it 

(access to televised football) is something that, that used to be a great example of 

a privatization policy that curtailed the possibility of a lot of people to access football 

and forced you to humiliate yourself to watch a game through the window of a bar, 

and it felt as if they told you “if you do not come inside to have a coffee or a beer, 

you are useless.” It seems to me that in Argentina it is a good investment so that 

people do not feel unprotected and do not feel worthless because they cannot 

watch a football game on television. I hate that ideology of saying “well, those who 

don’t have money, can’t do things.” And I felt humiliated when I couldn’t watch a 

football game, or had to go to a relative’s house. 

Far from being a mere source of entertainment, Sergio elevates football and its 

relevance to society to the level of institutions such as healthcare and education. The 

argument is that football is a right and a basic necessity rather than a privilege. Still, it is 

unclear how providing free access to televised football might contribute to people feeling 

“protected” in the way that they might feel protected by having access to free healthcare. 

To describe football as a basic necessity is problematic. If one person claims that access 

to football is absolutely necessary, who is to stop another person from demanding free 

access to ballet, rock concerts, theatres, or tennis matches, and on what grounds? What 

is it that grants football special status (other than its popularity) among other forms of 

entertainment?  
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Sergio also emphasized the psychological benefits of Football for All, which he 

saw as a program that dignified people by making them feel valued. It should be noted, 

however, that far from being a program that focused exclusively on the psychological 

wellbeing of the population, Football for All served as a vehicle for political propaganda. 

From 2009 to 2014, the government invested 6.12 billion pesos (approximately 852 million 

Canadian dollars by 2014 rates) (Vázquez & Cayón 2014) in Football for All. In 2014, the 

program cost roughly four million pesos (556,000 Canadian dollars) per day (idem). This 

was public money that could have been invested in social housing, infrastructure, 

education, public works, and other projects. What is more problematic is the view that the 

government was doing society a favour, as promoting the program as “free” diverted 

attention away from the fact that people were paying for it, at least partially, with tax 

money. At one point, the government considered covering part of the program’s costs 

through private advertisement. In the end, however, televised football matches became 

animated political pamphlets. The fifteen-minute halftimes afforded the government ample 

opportunities to praise its own investments in projects such as power plants, roads, 

housing, and others. Thus, instead of partially offsetting the costs of Football for All by 

receiving money from private advertisers, the government invested more public money on 

publicity.  

The fact that the national government made access to televised football a matter 

of public policy through its Football for All program sheds light on the emotional 

attachments that people form to the sport as a source of wellbeing. Similar to the emotional 

ties (Wolf 2001) that characterize the relationships between brokers and clients in 

patronage politics, Football for All appealed to the prominent place that football has in the 

lives of millions of people to project an image of a caring, protective state that looks after 

the “needs” of its citizens. The reach of the Football for All program, however, far exceeded 

that of clientelist networks in terms of social classes. The federal government’s use of the 

program for propaganda purposes highlights the powerful influence that football has on 

Argentinian politics. Consider the fact that Sergio, for example, a staunch opponent of a 

type of welfare system that generates dependency and perpetuates poverty, eagerly sang 

the praises of Football for All for restoring the dignity of those who could not access 

televised football matches. The program was scrapped in 2017 after the party that created 

it (Front for Victory) was defeated in the 2015 presidential election. 
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Taking into account the psychological benefits of football, Hecho Club Social 

operates under the premise that being able to play football and share experiences with 

teammates and rivals enables its participants to develop an active and healthy lifestyle. 

Unlike Football for All, which revolved around televised matches, training sessions at 

Hecho Club Social create organic relationships that encourage participants to create 

better futures for themselves.   

 

2.3. Football as a tool for social inclusion and personal 
change 

During conversations I had with members of Hecho Club Social, they highlighted 

the physical and psychological benefits that participating in training sessions had brought 

them. Carlos, a 32-year-old man who had heard about the NGO through an acquaintance 

he had at the shelter he was staying at, explained that he felt welcomed by Sergio 

immediately. I was interested in finding out about how (if at all) football had helped him 

cope with his struggles as a homeless person. As previously mentioned, the homeless 

people I met at the NGO often came from impoverished24 middle class backgrounds.25 

This was Carlos’ case.    

EP: Why football? How did you think that getting involved with Hecho Club Social 

would help you in your personal life? 

Carlos: Well, it’s just that… every sport, be it football, basketball, tennis, any sport, 

um, is healthy. Psychologically it makes you see things differently, um, it makes 

you think differently, um, it makes you physically healthier. In other words, your 

body assimilates things better, um, you feel good, you feel good. I used to say, I 

                                                 
 

24 People from impoverished middle class backgrounds are people who were raised in middle class 
families or environments but who have “descended” into the ranks of the lower middle or lower 
classes through financial crises or unemployment, to name two examples. 
25 During the course of my fieldwork at Hecho Club Social, I never met people from the city’s slums. 
Although there is a slum in Barracas, it is not in close proximity to Don Pepe Square. Furthermore, 
slums often have their own football fields –  the one in Barracas has two – which provide locals 
with a gathering space. 
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don’t know, I’m going for a beer or I’m going to smoke a joint. Now I say I’m going 

for a run in, in, I don’t know, on the waterfront, or in Puerto Madero,26 see? 

EP: Are you equally interested in other sports? 

Carlos: No, I’m particularly interested in football. In my case it’s football because I 

was born kicking a ball… That is, I learned to walk kicking a ball, so football is… 

it’s as if it were a part of my daily life. The first thing I check, when I open the 

newspaper, the first thing I check is the sports section. Yeah, that’s how it is. 

EP: Let’s see, on the one hand there is the issue of upbringing, of the passion that 

one feels for the sport, of what football represents, but in the specific case of Hecho 

Club Social, they are supposed to help with social integration, self-improvement, 

things like that, right? So, in that sense do you feel that it brought you some 

benefits?   

Carlos: Yes, it brought me many benefits. I learned to deal with people differently, 

to be kinder, well-mannered, to be able to say “if he needs me, I’m going to help 

him.” I wasn’t always like that. I would think about me, me and only about me. It 

was always me, me, me, and then if I felt like it I would think about others. But not 

anymore, not anymore, now I think there’s me, and my partner behind me, and the 

one behind him, and so on. You can ask anyone, even Sergio… I think we were 

one of the best teams in Chile,27 one of the best groups, I don’t know if you heard 

Sergio’s speech the other day, 

EP: Yes, you were one of the best-liked groups. 

Carlos: For ten years, we have been the best group in terms of integration. That 

made us prouder than having won the Cup (he was speaking hypothetically; the 

2014 Homeless World Cup was won by Chile). It makes me happier to hear that 

                                                 
 

26 Puerto Madero is one of Buenos Aires’ most expensive neighbourhoods. 
27 He is referring to the 2014 Homeless World Cup, which was played in Santiago, Chile. Although 
Argentina’s national team (made up entirely of members of Hecho Club Social) did not shine by 
sporting standards, Carlos was proud about the fact that they were considered one of the best-
liked and friendliest teams. Others at Hecho Club Social echoed Carlos’ feelings.  
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than to say that we are world champions. We have become champions of life, 

which is more important. We have left… in Chile we have left many friends. In one 

week we became friends with everyone. Everyone would say “hey Argentina, hey 

Argentina! Let’s have a drink there, let’s have a drink here!” Ummm, the truth is 

that it’s beautiful. That’s something that will remain etched in my mind for the rest 

of my life, and I think that when my daughter is ten, eleven years old, I’m going to 

tell her the story so that she knows how things change. 

When discussing the psychological effect that football has on fans, Sergio said: 

“We are a society that makes it hard for us to find moments of joy, and football gives it to 

you right away. At least it gives you quick and temporary happiness.” Although the 

psychological effect that having participated in the Homeless World Cup had in Carlos 

was evident, changes in physical and mental health were rarely accompanied by changes 

in the participants’ employment and housing situation. Needless to say, Hecho Club Social 

was not to blame for this, as the NGO had little funding and no direct access to social 

services. The point is that, in spite of the NGO’s best intentions and Sergio’s admirable 

dedication to his cause, personal change among participants was in most cases limited to 

their emotional state. In this regard, my observations are in line with the Homeless World 

Cup Foundation’s explanation of the benefits of football for homeless people:  

When a person who is homeless gets involved in football, they build relationships 
and become teammates who learn to trust and share. They have a responsibility 
to attend training sessions and games, to be on time, and to be prepared to 
participate. They feel that they are part of something larger than themselves. The 
sense of empowerment that comes from participating in street football helps 
people who are homeless see that they can change their lives… Football also 
improves other aspects of a person’s life, such as physical health and self-esteem 
(Homeless World Cup Foundation, n.d.).  

One of the participants at Hecho Club Social, for example, had been attending 

training sessions and tournaments on and off for ten years, during which he remained 

homeless. Still, it was encouraging to hear that, at the very least, Hecho Club Social 

created an environment where many participants felt welcomed and happy. Sergio 

highlighted the role of football as a source of hope.  

Sergio: Football can give you everything, in my opinion. It can give you everything 

but it cannot take anything from you. 
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EP: What can it give you, for example? 

Sergio: The joy, the excitement, it’s fascinating to be excited every day with the 

expectation that you are going to win, you are going to lose, or your team is going 

to be relegated.28 The good thing about football is that every week you renew hope, 

and that’s what it’s about, it’s new hope.  

Even though he was referring to hope in the context of professional football, this 

idea of football as a constant and never-ending source of hope is particularly important 

among fans for whom the sport provides a distraction from the challenges, difficulties, 

stresses, and struggles of daily life. In the case of Hecho Club Social, street football 

represents hope in a way that differs from the effect professional football has on fans. 

Carlos, for example, explained that Hecho Club Social helped him to cope with the 

problems he faced as a homeless person. 

EP: What’s the reason that, perhaps before you became involved with this group, 

you had a different attitude towards people… From what you say, I don’t know, 

maybe more impatient with people, could it be? 

Carlos: Yes, it could be that I was more impatient with… 

EP: Was it perhaps due to your personal context? 

Carlos: It was more me, than, than the people themselves. I couldn’t find 

something that would satisfy me emotionally, morally… Um, I was still missing 

something.  

EP: I assume the first time you came here you didn’t have a job. 

Carlos: I didn’t have a job. 

EP: Maybe that contributes to being in a bad mood, or… 

                                                 
 

28 Quilmes, the club Sergio is a fan of, is a so-called yo-yo club. Yo-yo clubs are clubs that are 
frequently promoted and relegated. 
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Carlos: It can, yes, it can be. Bad mood, not having money... From being from a 

more or less upper-middle-class family, to being in a shelter with people who are 

sick, crazy, or lazy, who spend all day going from food bank to food bank, from 

church to church... Moreover, those are the things that still bother me. That’s why 

next year I want to… I don’t want to stop coming here, but I want to think about 

something else, about getting a job, leaving the shelter, because the truth is that I 

don’t have privacy, I have to keep schedules, I have to keep calling the shelter to 

explain why I arrive later, or to ask if I can enter earlier. The truth is that I don’t like 

that. I want to tell you the truth, I want to be naked and nobody can tell me anything 

because I’m at home. It’s as simple as that, but in the shelter I can’t do that. 

 
Figure 6. Sergio plays a motivational video of the Homeless World Cup, played in Chile, 
at the Popular Library of Barracas to encourage the viewers to attend training sessions. 
Photo by author. 
 

Although one of Hecho Club Social’s stated objectives is social inclusion, the 

degree to which it succeeds in this respect depends on what one understands by social 

inclusion. Those who participate in training sessions, which consist of one hour of skills 
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training and one hour of play (two teams of four players each), are eligible to be selected 

for the Homeless World Cup. The NGO operates as a meritocracy that rewards effort and 

commitment rather than talent. Thus, regular attendance and a positive attitude might 

enable a participant to travel to the Homeless World Cup to represent Argentina. For those 

who are committed, this is a big incentive. Keeping this in mind, being part of a close-knit 

community that gives participants a chance to travel internationally and interact with 

players and staff from other countries could well be considered an example of social 

inclusion. Nevertheless, within the Argentinian context, this close-knit community remains 

partially isolated from the rest of society in terms of its capacity to generate self-sufficiency 

among its members. 

 

2.4. On passion: The exaltation of insanity 

Apart from the psychological and physical benefits that participants experienced, 

another recurring theme during the interviews I conducted at Hecho Club Social was the 

notion of passion. Most interviewees claimed to be passionate about football, with the 

notable exception of José, a very friendly middle-aged man who knew little about 

professional football teams and players. On one occasion, Sergio showed me a 

photograph and said “look, here we are with Pastore.”29 Looking baffled, José asked 

“who?” before laughing out loud at his own ignorance. Ironically, José was by far the most 

committed member of Hecho Club Social. Unofficially, he became Sergio’s assistant, 

hanging out at the Popular Library of Barracas after training and giving Sergio a hand 

whenever he could. Although what motivated him to show up to every training session 

was the sense of community, others were motivated by their passion for football. Since it 

is not uncommon to hear that Argentinians are passionate about football, and considering 

that many references to passion are rather abstract, I wondered what people meant by it. 

Carlos struggled to provide an explanation.   

EP: What is it about football that generates passion? What makes people here so 

                                                 
 

29 Javier Pastore is a famous Argentinian player. 
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interested in football? 

Carlos: Um, look, the truth is that I don’t know how to answer that (laughter). There 

is no explanation. Ummm, more than an explanation it is a passion that one already 

has…  

EP: From the cradle. 

Carlos: From the cradle! It’s like I told you, I started to walk kicking a ball, and my 

mother would tell me “watch out, you are going to fall”, but I wouldn’t fall; I would 

keep kicking the ball, and you put a ball in front of me and no matter how I’m 

doing… You saw, I have a sprain, I’m all broken (indeed, Carlos did have a sprain 

at the time of the interview) but I come to training anyway. 

EP: So, whatever a passion may be, it has no explanation. 

Carlos: It has no explanation. No no, it can’t be explained. It’s like someone asking 

me “well, but if you are good looking, why are you with that girl?” (my laughter) 

“Well, I don’t know, I like her, I don’t know how to explain it to you! I like her, there 

is something about her that I find attractive.” That’s what happens when someone 

falls in love, and the same thing happens with football. 

EP: That’s an interesting comparison; it’s like falling in love… It’s the same thing 

with football. 

Carlos: Right, I’m in love with football. You see, girls also make me fall in love, but 

I’m in love with football (laughter). 

Carlos’ interpretation presents passion as a collection of intangible and 

indescribable feelings that often escape logic. Ramiro, a fan of Boca, found it even more 

difficult to express his thoughts on passion. 

EP: Where does passion come from? 

Ramiro: It’s a passion… And each one, I don’t know, let’s say… I don’t know how 

to explain it to you! 

EP: Did your father “teach” you to cheer for Boca, or did he let you decide? 
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Ramiro: No no no! Already as a child, I cheered for Boca. It wasn’t that he told me 

“you’re going to cheer for Boca.” I mean, he would ask me “who do you cheer for?” 

and I would say “Boca!” That’s what I remember. I was already a fan of Boca. You 

decide, right? But I decided on Boca (laughter). 

EP: This is sometimes similar to what happens with religion in many cases. People 

often adopt their parents’ religion, it comes from the cradle, and with football it’s 

something similar, it seems to me, right? Um, because, if I ask you, for example, 

for a rational explanation that goes beyond the fact that your father cheers for 

Boca, right? If you have to give me some other reason... A more thought-out 

explanation as to why you are a fan of Boca, what can you tell me? 

 

 
Figure 7. Football practice at Polideportivo Don Pepe. Photo by author. 
 

Ramiro: Well, it’s a good question, um, because, I mean, hey, I’m a Boca fan 

becaaause... (long pause) Well, in addition to how the team plays, I don’t know, 

the colours! 

EP: The colours? 
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Ramiro: Blue and gold, yes! Yes, football is something that always called to me. 

Buuut, good question because I couldn’t explain it to you. 

 
Tiburcio, a fan of Racing, also mentioned the club’s colours as a factor that 

contributed to his passion. Neither Ramiro nor Tiburcio could elaborate on the subject of 

colours. Naming a club’s colours is usually a weak argument when it comes to justifying a 

fan’s passion. What exactly do the colours represent and why are they so important in 

cases where they do not have a specific ideological, identity, or sentimental meaning? 

 
Figure 8. A sports store in downtown Buenos Aires advertising River’s new jersey. The 
sign says “You are born a River fan and you live like one.” Photo by author. 
 

Given the difficulty in finding a “reasonable” or justifiable explanation, it is not surprising 

that every time I asked someone if they could explain what passion is, I got a blank stare, 

one that looked through me rather than at me. This resulted in shared laughter on more 

than one occasion, as the reactions highlighted the fact that a very simple question was 

all it took to challenge a fan’s “innate” love and passion for their club. One would not expect 
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a five-year-old child to have a political affiliation, as this would require the child to make a 

choice based on a careful consideration of a party’s policies. When it comes to religion 

and football, on the other hand, few people would be surprised to hear that the same child 

is Catholic and a fan of Boca. The fact that football fans’ team affiliations often come “from 

the cradle” means that they bypass the process by which they make rational, conscious, 

and informed choices. 

Unlike other areas in life where conscious, rational, and thought-out choices are 

celebrated and encouraged, the self-proclaimed “true” football fans exalt the idea of 

being a fan of a particular team “from the cradle.” While supporting a team from the 

cradle is seen as a source of pride, fans do not seem to be conflicted by the fact that 

their pride stems from a belief (that their club is the greatest club in the world, although 

not necessarily by sporting standards) that has been implanted in them from birth. As 

seen in Figure 8, the irrational, imposed passion and its accompanying sense of pride 

command more respect than conscious choice. The implication is that a fan who 

chooses to cheer for a team as a child/teenager/adult instead of having had the love for 

that team imposed on them from birth cannot possibly be very passionate. True passion 

comes from the cradle; it is quasi-innate (i.e. it is not biologically predetermined, but not 

learned either). Thus, even though a person’s life experiences, social interactions, and 

emotional ties may lead to a conscious choice when it comes to supporting a particular 

club, that choice is somewhat diminished in merit precisely because of its non-visceral 

nature. In Argentina, when it comes to football, passion requires the abandonment of 

rational thought. In this sense, it entails characteristics that may overlap with 

understandings of insanity. 
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Figure 9. An image taken from a Facebook group called Barra Brava Photos. The image 
says: “Don’t criticize my madness if you don’t understand my passion.” Retrieved from: 
https://www.facebook.com/BarraBravaPhotosCentral/photos/3678520848835397 

 

Hugo, the former leader of Ferreteros’30 barra brava, described his love for the 

club as one of the few constants in his life. 

EP: Ferreteros was always a constant in your life. 

Hugo: Because, because, because, it already comes hand in hand with passion 

and love. It’s part of my family. I may have changed my tastes, in terms of places, 

in terms of... Before I liked one type of woman and now I like another. I may have 

changed my political ideas, but not my club. 

EP: Why not your club? 

                                                 
 

30 Ferreteros is a fictional name I use to protect Hugo’s identity. Hugo is not a member of Hecho 
Club Social. 
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Hugo: Because nooo, the idea that I could now be a fan of Sporting Bolonqui31 

doesn’t cross my mind. It’s a cultural thing. 

EP: Cultural? 

Hugo: In my case, yes. And it comes from my parents, my uncles… 

Again, the idea that he could become a fan of a team that has not been passed 

down to him by his relatives does not register as a real/realistic alternative.  

When it comes to the connections between passion and violence, opinions were 

divided. Ramiro claims that acts of violence in professional football are related to the 

fans’ passion. Felipe, a member of Hecho Club Social who had moved to Buenos Aires 

at a very young age from one of the country’s northwestern provinces, believes that the 

violence of the barras is related exclusively to money.    

EP: How did you become a fan of Boca? 

Felipe: As a child I became a Boca fan. The neighbourhood; I lived all over this 

area,32 see? Well, the neighbourhood is a... The neighbourhood is passion, football 

is passion! Football is something inexplicable; a unique feeling! I like it, and I feel 

it, and that’s why it’s helping me to get out of this mess.33 That’s something nice. 

Football is health, and its folklore in Argentina is incomparable in the world, 

everyone says so! 

EP: Yes, however, there is also more violence in football here than in other places. 

Felipe: Yes, what happens is that everything is politics! Violence comes from 

money, from the system, right? I think. I see it in the clubs, there are drugs, there 

                                                 
 

31 Sporting Bolonqui is a fictional name. 
32 Barracas borders with the neighbourhood of La Boca. Polideportivo Don Pepe is approximately 
six blocks from the border with La Boca, and ten blocks from Boca’s stadium. La Boca has a strong 
football identity.  
33 He is referring to his criminal background and a legal case he was involved in at the time of the 
interview. Hecho Club Social helped him to stay away from a life of crime. 
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is free admission (for the barras). Once there is money involved... plus the drugs, 

everything is lost. 

EP: Is there some passion in that too? 

Felipe: No, nothing to do with that! Today the barras are no longer about passion. 

They are interested in money. I’m talking about most of them, most of them go for 

the money. 

Felipe, Hugo, and Miguel agree that passion ends where business begins. 

Although it is true that at times barras prioritize business over passion, it would be 

inaccurate to claim that they are only about money or only about passion. Many of their 

acts of violence and confrontations with rival barras and the police are related to a culture 

of aguante34 through which barras channel their passion for their clubs, while others are 

tied to financial interests. In any case, it is interesting to note that the “folklore” of 

Argentinian football (the real folklore, which remains separate from the actions of the 

barras), with its loud and colourful expressions of passion, is rarely seen as an 

antagonizing element that promotes an image of the rival as the enemy. The barras’ 

passion is bloodthirsty, irrational, and savage. The fans’ passion, which thrives in the 

humiliation and emotional (and sometimes physical) pain of the rivals/enemies, is 

harmless.  

Bearing in mind that Hecho Club Social promotes tolerance, respect, cooperation, 

and a sense of community among its participants, regardless of their club allegiances, it 

is surprising that Sergio’s passion for Quilmes35 unwittingly supports the idea that passion 

in the context of Argentinian football distorts reality by creating enemies where there are 

rivals. To Sergio, the thought that his daughter could cheer for another team would be 

considered a personal offence, an attack that would require an explanation.   

                                                 
 

34 Aguante roughly translates to endurance. The term’s significance in the context of football will 
be described in more detail in chapter 3. 
35 Quilmes Atlético Club is a club from the city of Quilmes, in the southeastern Greater Buenos 
Aires area. 
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Sergio: It must be the only thing I told her; “you are going to be a fan of Quilmes. 

Study what you want, choose the religion you want, the political affiliation, but (with 

a deep voice and a serious facial expression) you are going to be a fan of Quilmes, 

and that’s that” (my laughter). 

EP: What would have happened had she become a fan of another team? 

Sergio: Oh, I would have probably killed my daughter (said jokingly but with a 

deadpan expression). 

EP: (Interrupting and quoting Sergio’s earlier comment on football as a 

phenomenon that creates bonds between people) “Football brings us together, but 

if my daughter cheers for the rival, I kill her!” (laughter). 

Sergio: Well, yes! I can’t tolerate it. I have to take her to a psychologist so that she 

can tell him how bad her parents are for her to attack them in that way. In fact, she 

did it once (“attacked” him). She did it once when she was very little and… I think 

I was very angry for some reason, and I got in the car, she was doing her thing… 

You could tell that she wanted me to pay attention to her, and I had a problem, and 

she started with the attacks! “Go Boca!” And then “go River!” She was two years 

old! I turned around and told her “daughter, I love you, but right now I can’t…” And 

then she understood that my problem wasn’t with her, that I couldn’t pay attention 

to her, and from that moment on she started to chant “go Quilmes! Go Quilmes! 

Go Quilmes!” 

EP: Hypothetically speaking, had your daughter ended up being a fan of another 

team, would that have generated some real resentment or would it had been more 

of a non-serious issue? 

Sergio: I don’t know; I wouldn’t have been able to understand it. I know that there 

are many things that children can blame on their parents, but… I think that it would 

have been the greatest display of aggression that she would have had against me. 

Thinking about it today, hypothetically, I would be concerned to see why she wants 

to express aggression like that and cannot express it in another way. 

EP: Why would that be a form of aggression? 
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Sergio: Because why would she want to antagonize me? What would she get from 

that? I took her to the stadium as a little girl, I taught her to sing the chants. Since 

she was little, my daughter did a lot of activities within the club. 

As I previously mentioned, the conscious choice of club allegiance based on 

personal experiences (which may be independent of familial relations and which may not 

necessarily express a wish to antagonize) is discouraged in favour of a type of allegiance 

that is implanted and imposed from above. Thus, choosing to support any club other than 

“the right one” would be considered a personal attack, akin to a person raised in the United 

States’ Bible Belt suddenly declaring to their parents that they have converted to Islam or 

abandoned religion altogether.  

In Sergio’s case, the requirement that his daughter be a fan of Quilmes extends to 

her boyfriend. I could not help thinking that, ironically, this requirement is precisely what 

could generate resentment and eventually lead the person on the receiving end to 

antagonize the person imposing it.  

Sergio: I would not have been able to deal with a boyfriend who cheers for another 

club; I would be beating the shit out of him. My daughter is a fan of Quilmes, umm, 

she had a boyfriend who was a fan of Quilmes; he was an idiot but he cheered for 

Quilmes, and now she has another one who is a fan of Quilmes. 

EP: Let’s see, your daughter’s boyfriend didn’t grow up with you, he didn’t go to 

the club with you, why have a problem with a person who ended up being a fan of 

another club because he had a different personal history? 

Sergio: Well yes, okay... 

My question was not asked in a moralizing tone. The intention was not to suggest 

how he should feel or what he should think or do; rather, I was hoping to hear an 

explanatory answer that would shed light on the ways in which passion informs a thought 

process that identifies rivals as enemies. In Sergio’s example, one of his daughter’s 

boyfriends was an idiot but cheered for Quilmes. Would a fan of Quilmes who is an idiot 

be preferable to a fan of Lanús (one of Quilmes’ classic rivals) who is affectionate, well-

mannered, generous, and educated?  
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When I asked Carlos about the reasons that in countries like Denmark (home of 

the roligans36) fans are, generally speaking, less likely to “explode”, he made reference to 

“instinct” in the case of Argentinian fans and “order” in the case of Danish fans. This brings 

up an interesting dichotomy that points to a perceived difference between instinctive, 

innate behaviour and learned or socialized behaviour. Carlos highlighted an opposition 

between the animal instinct of Argentinian fans and the socialized order of Danish fans. 

He also added that violence in Argentinian football stems from political and economic 

interests, which complicates the idea that violence is predominantly instinctive. In any 

case, the interplay between passion, economic interests, and love for one’s colours and 

neighbourhood is a complex one and includes a variety of actors that may sometimes 

have contradicting motivations for engaging in violent behaviour. 

I will return to an analysis of passion and the ways in which it shapes interactions 

between fans in chapters 3 and 4, but first, I will briefly describe the experiences that 

Carlos, Ramiro, and Felipe had with barras.   

 

2.5. Experiences with barras: an interlude 

During the course of the interviews I conducted at Hecho Club Social, five 

interviewees mentioned that they had had encounters with barras. Four of them had been 

able to attend football matches for free by entering the stadium with the barras, who had 

either given them a ticket (barras often get tickets from club officials) or let them pass 

without one. Taking into account the socioeconomic background of the members of Hecho 

Club Social, it is understandable that they would seek to take advantage of the opportunity 

to go to a game for free, an opportunity that only the barras offered them. The fact that 

they were able to enter the stadiums unchecked by mingling with the barras reinforces the 

evidence that barras are given preferential treatment at the gates. As I discuss in the next 

                                                 
 

36 The term roligans refers to fans of the Danish national football team who are famous for their 
peaceful behaviour. They are usually seen as the antithesis of organized groups of fans such as 
barras and hooligans. 
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chapter, this frustrates and angers ticket holders who have to go through multiple searches 

before being granted access.  

Carlos emphasized that he was never seduced by the barras. Although he 

appreciated the opportunity to experience a professional football match in person, he had 

no interest in becoming a member of his club’s barra brava.   

Carlos: I have entered the stadium... Well, I used to live in Mar del Plata,37 I was 

going to Aldosivi’s38 games, I would enter the stadium with the barra but it was only 

because with them I would enter for free, it was not because... Sure, I had no 

money and I would enter for free, but once inside the stadium, I would go to one 

side, and they stayed wherever they wanted. 

EP: Those tickets were courtesy of the leader who distributed them? 

Carlos: Sure, yes yes, nothing more.  

EP: And they never asked you for anything in return? 

Carlos: No no no, never, never. They never asked me for anything. They never 

asked me to become a member of their group, or to sell this or that... No, not at all. 

In that sense, well, I have met the barra’s leader but by sight; not a word, never a 

word. There may have been a “hello,” a “goodbye,” just once, nothing more.  

Carlos’ slightly defensive tone indicated that he wanted to make very clear that he 

had never been considered a member of the barra and had not participated in acts of 

violence or any of the barras’ businesses. The fact that he mentioned that the barras never 

asked him to sell anything even though my question did not refer specifically to their 

businesses indicates that he was aware of their practices inside and around the stadium. 

                                                 
 

37 Mar del Plata is the largest coastal city in Argentina, located approximately 400 kilometres south 
of Buenos Aires.  
38 Club Atlético Aldosivi is a club from Mar del Plata that plays in the Argentinian first division.  
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EP: Sometimes they might expect something in return, like getting involved in 

fights, ambushes, things like that. 

Carlos: No no, when it comes to those things, I don’t... Um, if they’re fighting over 

there, I go the other way. 

Although the barras’ motivation for granting access to some fans is unclear based 

on what the interviewees told me, Ramiro candidly described a similar experience.  

Ramiro: In 2006, when I was 13 years old, I started sneaking into the stadium to 

go see Boca. 

EP: And how did you... I mean, um... Was it maybe through the barra that you 

could get in? 

Ramiro: Exactly! Yes, the barra brava came, I would enter for free... I was a boy, I 

was thirteen years old, and nothing happened. I mean, they saw a boy, and they 

let him pass. Now I’m an adult; if I want to get in... (long pause as if to say that it is 

impossible). 

Regardless of the barras’ motivation, the fact that at least four of the interviewees 

at Hecho Club Social, who lived in different areas and supported different clubs, entered 

football stadiums for free, indicates that this is a normal occurrence. Moreover, these 

examples highlight the freedom with which barras move around and inside the stadiums, 

as they are able to enter the stadiums (and allow others to enter) without having to go 

through the procedures that apply to other fans. The level of impunity with which barras 

navigate the stadiums’ environments further points to a distinct lack of political will to sever 

the ties between barras, club officials, and politicians. As I mentioned in the previous 

chapter, barras are functional to the political and economic interests of various actors. As 

a result, the actors involved perpetuate a cycle of corruption that allows them to take 

advantage of particular circumstances, while barras enjoy unrestricted access to 

stadiums, where a combination of economic interests and passion as a source of enmities 

creates hostile, sometimes violent environments.    

Although Felipe was quick to admit that he had entered Boca’s stadium for free, 

he was more interested in discussing an episode in which he had unwittingly gotten 
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involved with members of Boca’s barra, who had been employed as a private task force 

by a man who wanted to evict squatters from his house.  

EP: Going to the stadium when you were younger, did you ever get in for free? 

Felipe: Yes, yes, I got in. 

EP: With La Doce?39 

Felipe: Yes, yes. Now I have a problem (as a result of his involvement with 

members of La Doce). I came across them (Boca’s barras) and they asked me “will 

you come with us? We need to break some pipes.”40 We were a couple of kids. 

“Ok yes, let’s go,” I say, and it turns out that it wasn’t about breaking some pipes, 

see? They wanted to evict a house that had been taken over by someone, see? 

They wanted to get rid of the squatters who were there, see? Well, now I have a 

problem with that. The police came and supposedly we were the usurpers, haha! 

Now we are dealing with that little problem. 

EP: The guys who asked for your help were from La Doce? 

Felipe: Sure, yes, I know them. 

EP: Did they do this for money? 

Felipe: Yes, yes yes. The guy was the owner of the house, see? They had taken 

over his house and the guy... You know that here the police, the court, all that... it 

takes you ten years to evict someone... You already died and still nothing happens. 

So, people resort to the barra. I didn’t know anything, I went to help a friend who 

hangs out with them, see? Because otherwise, I wouldn’t have gone! 

EP: So the owner who was involved with the barra... 

                                                 
 

39 La Doce (“The Twelfth”) is the name of Boca’s barra brava. It makes reference to the barra 
brava’s role as the team’s “twelfth player.” 
40 I do not know what Felipe meant by “breaking some pipes”, but I let him continue with his story, 
as this detail was not central to his argument.  
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Felipe: Right, he pays the guys so that... 

EP: Ah, but the owner himself was not a member of the barra. 

Felipe: No, no, not the old man. The old man pays them, which is how they all 

handle these things! Since the justice system was slow, and he wanted the house, 

and... 

EP: He pays the barra to vacate it. 

Felipe: Sure! So that they go and get everyone out! Otherwise, you tell the 

squatters to get out a couple of times, but they say no. What do they mean “no”? 

Imagine if they took over your house. Well, now I have that little problem but I hope 

it will be solved (referring to a scheduled court appearance due to the incident he 

described). 

In this scenario, the barras’ use of force was far removed from the displays of 

aguante and passion that are usually reserved for football matches. Felipe’s story reveals 

the duality of barras bravas as organized groups that are highly devoted to supporting 

their clubs while simultaneously engaging in profit-making activities that have little to do 

with football. Furthermore, he mentions the inefficacy of the justice system in dealing with 

matters related to legal complaints, a fact that contributes to high levels of impunity in 

cases of violence in football and beyond. As I will later discuss, his view of the justice 

system was echoed by other interviewees.  

The day after the interview, Felipe, who had previously spent time in jail for 

robbery, told me with a big smile that he had been acquitted in the eviction case because 

the plaintiffs who were supposed to present their case had not shown up to court. On the 

one hand, I was happy for him, as he was trying to stay out of trouble by participating in 

Hecho Club Social’s activities. Although he had been raised in a difficult environment that 

contributed to his criminal past, he was by no means a violent character. On the other 

hand, his acquittal highlighted the fact that criminal cases sometimes go unsolved 

because people (in this case, the plaintiffs) have little faith in the justice system. This 

sentiment is shared by Bergés and by Miguel in their capacity as lawyers. Although I have 

no way of knowing what made the plaintiffs decide not to show up to court, one possibility 

is that they chose not to pursue the matter because they did not want to go through the 
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trouble of dealing with a potentially long-drawn case that could have been physically and 

mentally tiring. 

In this chapter, I have discussed the role of Hecho Club Social as an organization 

that promotes social inclusion and personal change through teamwork, respect, and 

cooperation. Although the degree to which participants are able to achieve the goal of self-

sufficiency is debatable, the NGO affords them the opportunity to share experiences in a 

supportive environment that promotes healthy lifestyles. When it comes to developing a 

sense of community and belonging, Hecho Club Social represents an alternative to the 

barras bravas that often “recruit” members from vulnerable populations, as the examples 

presented in this section show. Sergio’s focus on cooperation, respect for the rivals, and 

camaraderie contrasts with the practices of barras who favour expressions of intragroup 

cooperation and camaraderie through aggressive displays of hypermasculinity and acts 

of violence and discrimination against the rivals/enemies.41 In the context of football in 

Argentina, the example set by Hecho Club Social challenges the idea that sports are 

inherently divisive, antisocial, and destructive. As I will argue in chapter 7, when it comes 

to the social implications of sports, it is the actors involved who shape their varying 

meanings. Hecho Club Social and barras bravas offer different interpretations of what 

football is or ought to be about.  

I have also presented the ways in which participants think about passion, a term 

that escapes clear and unambiguous definitions. As an expression of visceral, quasi-

innate, irrational feelings, passion influences the ways in which football fans evaluate each 

other. In spite of Sergio’s emphasis on respect and understanding, his fanaticism leads 

him to reject the possibility of his daughter not cheering for his club or dating a man who 

has no ties to Quilmes. Ironically, and contrary to what I have observed at the NGO, a type 

of passion that antagonizes the rivals is responsible for much of the violence that plagues 

Argentinian football. I will return to an analysis of passion in chapter 4, where I turn my 

attention to a comparison of the different ways in which football fans in Buenos Aires and 

Toronto conceptualize and experience passion and violence. In the next chapter, however, 

I will describe my experiences attending a River Plate home match against Libertad, a 

                                                 
 

41 In cases where internal confrontations take place as a result of economic disputes, barras 
belonging to different factions of the same group become enemies. 
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Paraguayan club. I will then analyze the game day practices that promote instances of 

physical violence and verbal aggression in Argentinian stadiums. 
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Chapter 3.  
 
Violence 

Los domingos temprano el vermouth con la familia 
los ravioles de la vieja y después a la cancha. 
Te vas para la plaza donde están los muchachos 
y de ahí salen todos con los bombos y los trapos. 
 
¡Domingos! ¡Domingos! 
 
Visitantes juegan hoy pero no hay problema, 
porque la barra está toda entera. 
Todos juntos defenderán el honor del equipo. 
Los jugadores en la cancha y la barra en las calles. 
 
¡Domingos! ¡Domingos! 
 
Los domingos temprano el vermouth con la familia 
los ravioles de la vieja y después a la cancha. 
Te vas para la plaza donde están los muchachos 
y de ahí salen todos con los bombos y los trapos. 
 
¡Domingos, domingos! 
¡La cancha, la cancha! 
¡Familia, familia, familia! 

Vermouth early on Sundays with the family 
my mother’s ravioli and then to the stadium. 
You go to the square where the guys are 
and from there they all come out with the drums 
and flags. 

 
Sundays! Sundays! 

 
Visitors play today but it’s not a problem, 
because the whole barra is here. 
Together they will defend the team’s honour. 
The players on the field and the barra on the 
streets. 
 
Sundays! Sundays! 
 
Vermouth early on Sundays with the family 
my mother’s ravioli and then to the stadium. 
You go to the square where the guys are 
and from there they all come out with the drums 
and flags. 

 
Sundays, Sundays! 
The stadium, the stadium! 
Family, family, family! 
 
 

Domingos (“Sundays”), by 2 Minutos42 

 

3.1. The “River Experience” 

While doing fieldwork at Hecho Club Social I met Malik, a young Californian who 

had made his way to Buenos Aires to participate in a two-month internship program with 

the hope of conducting basketball training sessions at the NGO. Mix Up Exchange, the 

company that organized his stay in the city and put him in touch with Hecho Club Social, 

offered a variety of activities for foreigners who wanted to “go native” and experience the 

                                                 
 

42 2 Minutos is a punk rock band, famous in its genre. Domingos is a song from their album titled 
Postal ’97 (“Postcard ‘97”), released in 1997. 
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“real” Buenos Aires from the locals’ perspective. Among their activities, they offered a 

“Boca Experience” and a “River Experience.” While it is not uncommon for tourists to 

attend football matches accompanied by barras,43 Mix Up Exchange offered little in terms 

of a package. Indeed, its role as an intermediary between the clubs and the foreign visitors 

they served consisted simply in reselling tickets for approximately three times the original 

price. Initially, I thought that it was dishonest and misleading to refer to the company’s 

ticket scalping practices as a Boca or River “experience”, but on second thought, it 

occurred to me that perhaps Mix Up Exchange’s approach to ticket marketing – which, 

needless to say, omitted any mention of the fact that ticket scalping is illegal in Buenos 

Aires – was what made this a true Argentinian experience. 

Lured by the prospect of attending a football match in Argentina, where crowds are 

reputedly passionate in their ways of expressing support for their teams, Malik contacted 

me to ask me if I was interested in going to a South American Cup game between River 

and Libertad, a Paraguayan team from the capital city of Asunción. He explained that Mix 

Up Exchange had tickets available. Being a River fan, and considering how difficult it was 

to obtain tickets from the club,44 I eagerly agreed to go to the game with him. The fact that 

we were going to buy tickets for the so-called “River Experience” (which, as I mentioned, 

consisted only in buying tickets for more money than they were worth) is not a minor detail. 

Opting for the “Boca Experience” would have been problematic on a personal level for 

various reasons. Admittedly, my reluctance to spend 105 minutes – 90 minutes of 

regulation time plus a 15-minute break – surrounded by Boca supporters has its roots on 

my background as a River fan, although it would be simplistic to assume that the sheer 

mental effort and willpower required to watch River’s main rival play at their stadium and 

among their supporters is merely a matter of allegiances. As a hybrid anthropologist, my 

                                                 
 

43 Some barras bravas sell packages through tourist agencies. These packages allow tourists to 
mingle with the barras during a match by granting them access to sections of the stadiums that 
are usually off limits to regular fans. The packages often include transport from and to the tourists’ 
accommodations. This is a profitable business for barras, who receive free tickets from club 
officials. In 2006, a newspaper reported that Boca’s barras kept 60% of the profits from their 
“Pure Adrenaline” tour (Yarroch 2006).  

44 Even club members who paid a monthly fee were too often unable to procure tickets because 
they would sell out minutes after being made available online. This was especially true in 2014 
due to the fact that River was performing well in the South American Cup under the guidance of 
coach Marcelo Gallardo, a former River star player. 
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outsider perspective is informed by a healthy dose of critical distance from the fieldwork 

experiences. Thus, taking this approach into consideration, I should have been able to 

attend Boca’s matches by putting aside personal feelings and toxic rivalries. My 

Argentinian upbringing, on the other hand, makes me cautious about the idea of being a 

lonely River fan in a sea of Boca supporters. This fact would make for a very uncomfortable 

experience, as I would be constantly worried about being found out. Celebrating Boca’s 

goals by screaming at the top of my lungs in an attempt to blend in (a fake reaction) would 

be out of the question, as would be celebrating the opponents’ goals (an honest reaction). 

Undoubtedly, these safety concerns are closely tied to my personal history, and it would 

be naïve to believe that they can be simply brushed aside by adopting the “scientifically 

detached ethnographer’s persona.” In dealing with human affairs, anthropologists should 

not be expected to artificially compartmentalize their fieldwork by creating relational 

boundaries that may not exist in particular social situations. As Amit (2000) notes, the 

pressure to separate the personal from the professional when conducting fieldwork is 

predicated on the notion that scientific validity requires distance and detachment if the 

results and conclusions are to be objective. Ironically, however, ethnographic research 

revolves around the idea of immersion. While some degree of consideration should be 

given to the ways in which the ethnographer’s background and interactions inform their 

analytical focus, it should also be taken into account that these interactions occur in the 

real world – be it in the context of fieldwork or beyond – and are not, by definition, artificially 

fabricated and “inserted” into an alternate fieldwork reality. To pretend that personal life 

and fieldwork are (or should be) separate domains is therefore problematic. In the words 

of Callaway, “ethnographic research involves prolonged interaction with others, yet 

anthropological discourse conveys the understanding gained in terms of distance, both 

spatial and temporal” (1992:30).      

The main point for the purposes of this section is that I cannot pretend that I am 

not a River fan or that in my role as an ethnographer I am able to suppress aspects of my 

identity in the name of research. Given the tensions and personal safety concerns that 

would have arisen from attending a Boca match, opting for the “River Experience” was, 

both personally and ethnographically speaking, the logical and sensible choice. Needless 

to say, not all aspects of the researcher’s identity play an equal role in their interactions, 

nor are they equally significant to the research project. Thus, while the fact that I am a 

River fan may be of little significance to a project that focuses on, say, the commodification 
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of Indigenous arts and crafts in northwestern Argentina, it is hard to ignore its 

repercussions on a project that examines the social and political aspects of football. This 

is especially true if one considers that identities are both chosen and enforced (Eriksen 

2004), meaning that people are not always free to choose how others see them. In my 

case, telling the research participants that I was a River fan may have led them to develop 

an idea of the kind of person that I am based on the club’s history and values as well as 

on the fans’ social, political, economic, and cultural backgrounds.  

 

3.2. Obtaining the tickets 

Malik informed me that he was going to buy our tickets from Mix Up Exchange. In 

my naivety, I asked him if the company had an agreement or partnership with the club, 

thinking that perhaps the club had given Mix Up Exchange a limited number of tickets to 

sell legally to the exchange program’s participants. My reason for considering this 

possibility was that I had trouble believing that an exchange company that dealt with 

foreigners would risk ruining its legitimacy and reputation over the illegal sale of football 

tickets. Surely, I thought, Mix Up Exchange would refrain from selling tickets illegally to 

foreigners under the guise of a Boca or a River Experience. In short, my own naivety 

stemmed from the fact that I did not suspect that the company’s owners would be naïve 

enough to try to scalp tickets, especially considering how easy it would have been to prove 

that they were engaging in an illegal activity. The company’s practices serve as an 

example of impunity by pointing to the ease with which it was able to profit from the illegal 

sale of tickets without the need to conduct operations discreetly, as its “packages” were 

openly advertised on the internet. 

The tickets, which are made of plastic and are the size of a credit card, come with 

the full name and identification number of the buyer printed on the front. This made it 

extremely easy to identify the original buyer who chose to scalp the tickets, but was not 

enough to deter scalpers from selling tickets illegally, as it is usually the buyer who runs 

the bigger risk. Before meeting with Malik to obtain my ticket and give him the money, I 

explained to him during a telephone conversation that, at the discretion of the security 

personnel, people are sometimes required to show the DNI (Documento Nacional de 

Identidad or “National Identity Card”) before being granted access to the stadium. I 
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wondered if the tickets Malik had bought would circumvent this requirement by being 

specially designated for tourists, but he told me that the person who sold him the tickets 

had not given him any special instructions.   

When Malik and I met a few days before the game, my doubts were finally put to 

rest. He handed me my ticket, which included the buyer’s details. According to the ticket, 

and for the purposes of attending the game, my name was now Martín, and the National 

Identity Card number listed on it indicated that I was slightly older than I really was.45 As 

it turns out, I had been sold a ticket illegally without my knowledge. It would have been 

immediately obvious for a local that getting access to the stadium with those tickets might 

prove difficult, but Malik was unaware of the implications. As a foreigner, he had no reason 

to mistrust the company that had facilitated his stay in Buenos Aires. The marketing 

approach, which relied on a fancy name (i.e. the “River Experience”) to attract foreigners 

eager to witness the excitement of a live football match in a country where the sport 

features prominently in public life, added an air of legitimacy. Although I worried about not 

being granted access to the stadium, the manner in which we had secured the tickets 

created an opportunity for ethnographic research. Having tickets with details that did not 

match our identification cards allowed me to observe the degree to which the security 

personnel controlled access to the stadium. This was particularly important considering 

that many fans complain about barras being given preferential treatment by the police. It 

is not uncommon for barras to be granted access without being searched. Furthermore, 

they often pass through the turnstiles that lead them into the stadium without having to 

wait for other fans to go through security. The fact that the barras are “pampered” by the 

police while other fans are treated as potential troublemakers is problematic to say the 

least. The irony does not go unnoticed. Understandably, this expedited process angers 

many fans – be it club members or single ticket holders – who have their National Identity 

Cards checked, are searched multiple times, and have to wait much longer to be able to 

get into the stadium. The argument is not that all fans should be able to enter the stadium 

                                                 
 

45 It is possible, based on the National Identity Card number, to estimate a person’s age. For 
example, based on a number that starts with 26 million, someone who is familiar with the 
correlation between year of birth and card number may estimate that that number corresponds 
to a person who was born in 1976 or 1977. A higher number means a younger person; thus, a 
card number starting with 32 million corresponds to someone who was born in 1985 or 1986.  
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without having to go through a screening process. Rather, common sense dictates that 

barras should be subjected to the same level of scrutiny as the rest of the fans. 

 

3.3. Outside the stadium  

Although in the minds of the general public the club is usually associated with the 

middle-class neighbourhood of Núñez, which boasts a strong River fan base, it is officially 

located in the neighbourhood of Belgrano. The confusion stems partly from the fact that 

the stadium is right on the border with Núñez, and given the predominant presence of 

River fans in Núñez, the media also refer to River as Núñez’s club. Both neighbourhoods 

are located in the northern area of the city of Buenos Aires, with Núñez being the city’s 

northernmost neighbourhood, bordered by the Greater Buenos Aires district of Vicente 

López to the north, the Río de la Plata (sometimes called River Plate in English; it is the 

river from which the club takes its name) to the northeast, and Belgrano to the south. 

Belgrano is also bordered by the Río de la Plata to the northeast. In general terms, the 

northern half of the city of Buenos Aires, with its imaginary border drawn along Rivadavia 

Avenue, is considered wealthier and more prosperous than its southern counterpart. Boca 

Juniors, River’s main rival, is located in the southeastern neighbourhood of La Boca, 

bordered by the Greater Buenos Aires district of Avellaneda to the south.  

Although I attended a South American Cup game between River and Libertad, 

Boca’s geographical location in a humbler area of Buenos Aires is important to an analysis 

of verbal aggression, as many of the chants uttered by River fans during the match were 

directed at Boca rather than at Libertad. This will become apparent in the following section. 

On the day of the highly anticipated game, I met with Malik and Carol, a Californian 

woman from Mix Up Exchange who had decided to join us. Since they were both staying 

in a building that was relatively close to mine, we went to the stadium together by bus. Bus 

rides to River’s stadium on game days are never comfortable, and our ride was no 

exception. The bus was packed with River fans chanting and jumping, creating an 

entertaining spectacle that resembled a virtual traveling circus. When we got off five blocks 

from the stadium equipped with tickets that, legally speaking, belonged to other people, 

we began our journey to the gates with some anxiety. 
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Figure 10. Map of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires showing the location of Núñez, 
Belgrano, and River’s stadium. Source: mapoteca.educ.ar 
 

We were now at the mercy of the security officers, who could, at their discretion, 

choose to let us pass without giving too much attention to the information on the tickets, 

or demand that we show them some form of identification. I was particularly anxious about 

Carol and Malik. Unlike me, both of them stood out in the crowd. Malik’s Middle Eastern 

and Carol’s African-American features, combined with the fact that neither of them spoke 

Spanish, made them more vulnerable to identification checks by security officers. To 

complicate matters further, we had to go through three security checks before we could 

make it into the stadium. Two of these checks were located along the five blocks that we 

had to walk from the bus stop, while the remaining one was located at our designated 

access gate that led to the stands. Although being searched three times – a testament to 

the expectation of violence at football matches in Buenos Aires – seemed excessive, the 

identification checks proved to be the real hurdles on our way to the stands. Having made 

it past the first check, Malik and I waited for Carol to join us. As the searches were 

conducted by hand, she had to go through the women-only queue. As she reached the 
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female security officer, we noticed that she was trying to explain her situation to her. A 

male officer joined them, telling Carol that she would not be allowed into the stadium with 

that ticket. I tried to intervene on Carol’s behalf, explaining to him from a distance that she 

was a tourist and that her ticket had been sold to her without her full knowledge of the 

ticketing system. He replied by pointing out the fact that her ticket said “Jorge” (George in 

Spanish). He then asked, “does she look like Jorge to you?” As unfair as the situation was, 

especially considering that Mix Up Exchange had taken advantage of foreigners who 

believed they were getting valid tickets, the officer was right. I knew that from a strictly 

legal perspective, Carol – and Malik and I, for that matter – had no valid argument. This is 

why I explained her situation to the officer from a distance. Needless to say, by intervening 

on Carol’s behalf I was exposing myself to yet another identification check. It would have 

been easy for the officer to suspect that I also had a ticket that did not legally belong to 

me. As much as I wanted to help Carol, I did not want to press the issue to the point where 

I would also be denied access to the stadium. Fortunately for me, the officer was not 

interested in knowing who I was. For Carol, on the other hand, that first hurdle was the 

end of the line. It was not without frustration and guilt for the fallen comrade that we had 

to watch as she disappeared into the crowd on her way back to the neighbourhood’s main 

avenue, where she would take a cab back home.  

Having lost a partner, Malik and I proceeded to the second check. I reminded him 

not to say anything; the fact that he did not speak Spanish even though his ticket had a 

Spanish name printed on it would have been suspicious to say the least. As I explained 

earlier, it is possible to estimate a person’s age based on their National Identity Card 

number. Luck, combined with the officer’s negligence, was on our side. Malik and I had 

tickets with National Identity Card numbers that were a close match with our real age. Had 

the officer requested to see some form of identification, he would have discovered that the 

names on our tickets did not match the names on our identification cards. Not only was 

my own National Identity Card number a mismatch, but being a foreigner, Malik did not 

have a local card number at all. Still, the officer was satisfied with a ballpark estimate of 

the correlation between the numbers on the tickets and the age he thought we were based 

on our appearance. What was clear, then, was that the security officers were making 

decisions arbitrarily based on how easy it was to follow the protocol. In other words, they 

would apply the law whenever it was convenient to do so. Carol was an easy target 

because it was blatantly obvious that a ticket with a man’s name could not belong to her. 
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This circumstance made it easy for the officer to present herself as someone who was 

simply doing her job.  

While Malik and I were fortunate enough to have tickets that originally belonged to 

people of the same sex who were approximately our age, others were not so lucky. Before 

we were given the green light, a man who seemed to be in his late sixties had been turned 

back by the same officer who allowed us to continue to the third and final check. The 

officer asked the man what his National Identity Card number was, and the man gave him 

a number that started with thirteen million. The officer then told him that his number did 

not match the one on the ticket. Looking genuinely confused, the man replied with a tone 

of obviousness that the number on the ticket was not his because he had bought the ticket 

from some girl he did not even know.  

Whether he was aware of the way the ticketing system works is unclear, but it is 

unfortunate that many fans who simply want to get into the stadium and are not looking to 

make a profit have to go through so many checks, while barras get preferential treatment. 

 

3.4. A night at the Monumental 

Holding our breath, Malik and I proceeded to the third and final security check at 

one of the stadium’s gates. Not being in the mood to conduct an in-depth identity check, 

especially knowing that we had already been “screened” twice, the officer let us pass 

through the turnstiles of the Monumental, as the stadium is unofficially known, without 

hesitation. We felt an instant sense of relief knowing that we could finally relax and get 

ready for what promised to be an entertaining match. In front of us, a few steps that went 

up to our section blocked our view of the stands and the field. As we climbed these steps, 

a full view of the illuminated stadium against the darkness of the night sky was revealed 

to us with an air of solemnity that contrasted with the cheerful chanting of the fans. Without 

saying a word, Malik looked at me with a big smile on his face, a clear sign that his 

expectations regarding the stadium’s atmosphere had been met. Whether the game would 

manage to do the same remained to be seen.  
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Figure 11. Estadio Monumental viewed from our seats moments before the start of the 
game between River Plate and Libertad. Photo by Malik. 
 

The Monumental, officially named Estadio Antonio Vespucio Liberti after the club 

president under whose term the stadium was built, is Argentina’s largest football stadium, 

with a capacity of approximately 62,000. It is the most frequently used stadium by 

Argentina’s national football team, although in recent years the Argentinian Football 

Association has organized friendly and official matches at other stadiums around the 

country in an attempt to decentralize the game by bringing the national team to fans who 

would otherwise find it impossible to attend a match in Buenos Aires. 

Taking into account that this was an international, South American Cup Round of 

16 match, it is not surprising that the vast majority of fans in attendance were River 

supporters. Only a handful of Paraguayan fans, most of whom probably lived in the 

Greater Buenos Aires area, had made their way to the stadium to cheer for Libertad. They 

were in the section directly above ours. Their presence seemed to bother some River fans 

who were located in the section to the left of the visiting fans’ zone, separated by an 

indentation in the stadium’s structure. This indentation – one of many around the stadium 

– is an empty space where a person could fall to their death (see, for example, Télam 

2017). Although the empty space acted as a physical barrier, a small group of River fans, 

leaning forward over it, decided to partially circumvent this obstacle by showering the 

Paraguayan fans with insults.  

Verbal aggression, often euphemized as “folklore” – a fun and harmless way of 

provoking rivals and allies alike – provides an opportunity for an analysis of the ways in 
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which different types of aggression, be it physical or verbal, have become naturalized in 

Argentinian society.   

 

3.5. Violence and aggression 

Before I turn my attention to verbal violence and aggression at football stadiums, I 

must emphasize that this section will not focus specifically on groups of organized fans 

and their match day rituals, including their “processions” on the way to the stadium, the 

strategic positioning on the stands, and the display and use of drums, flags, banners, and 

flares. Others (Aragón 2007; Garriga Zucal 2010; Gil 2006, 2007) have produced detailed 

ethnographic accounts of these rituals and the meanings of violence among barras.  

While groups of organized fans – be it hooligans, ultràs, barras, or torcidas,46 to 

name a few – receive considerable attention from social scientists who specialize in 

football violence, my aim here is to explore the ways in which verbal aggression permeates 

and influences the behaviour of the vast majority of spectators at football matches. 

Although barras are often demonized for their unrestricted levels of physical violence, the 

general consensus among spectators seems to be that verbal aggression at football 

stadiums is harmless, “festive”, and fun. Thus, the full weight of the hostility experienced 

at football stadiums in Argentina rests on the shoulders of the barras, who become the 

easily identifiable and obvious scapegoats. Having said that, it should be noted that it is 

not my intention in this chapter to provide an impassioned and romanticized account of 

the reasons behind the barras’ violent behaviour, nor do I seek to portray them as savage 

animals (as they often are by the media). The important point here is that barras are not 

the only ones responsible for the propagation of violence and aggression inside the 

stadiums and beyond. Spectators from every social class play a role in the intensification 

of aggressive and intolerant attitudes not only in football stadiums, but more generally in 

Argentinian society. 

                                                 
 

46 These are names that groups of organized fans receive in different countries. Apart from the 
English hooligans and Argentinian barras, other well-known groups are the Italian ultràs and the 
Brazilian torcidas. 
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Aggressiveness in Argentinian society is often a consequence of social frustration 

generated by political and economic uncertainty and instability, as evidenced by exorbitant 

rates of inflation, to name one example (the price of food, transportation, electronics, 

clothes, etc. went up several times during my stay in Buenos Aires, while salary increases 

did not keep up with inflation). Pomer explains that “in these days when moral restraints 

lie flaccid and faded, when not reduced to ashes, and frustration explodes and uncertainty 

pierces the throat, everything seems to favor the appropriation of what is foreign, the 

repudiation of any code that gives predictability to civilized relationships between people” 

(2004:14; my translation). Frustration, indignation, and anger sometimes lead people to 

react aggressively or violently against those who are seen as trying to take advantage of 

a particular situation at one’s expense. This issue gained public prominence with the 

release in 2014 of the Oscar-nominated Argentinian movie Wild Tales, a collection of six 

short stories that portray a variety of social situations where the main characters lose their 

temper as a result of feeling taken advantage of. Following the movie’s release, 

newspapers published articles on what they referred to as examples of real life “wild tales.” 

Both in one of the movie’s short stories and in real life, people who stand up to the abuse 

of civil servants, even in cases where verbal aggression and physical violence are used, 

are seen as heroes.  

   

3.6. Definitions 

Although sometimes used interchangeably, it is important for the purposes of this 

section to identify the basic differences between the terms aggression and violence. 

Regarding the use of these terms in the context of sport, Atkinson and Young explain that 

“the term aggression is typically conceived of as behavior that intentionally threatens or 

inflicts physical injury on another person or thing. The definition of aggression may include 

assertive behaviors (such as a verbal attack), discriminatory behaviors, or economic 

exploitations that need not produce physically injurious outcomes” (2008:28; emphasis in 

original). An important omission from this definition is the possibility of psychological harm. 

The emphasis on physical injury adds some confusion and ambiguity when comparing 

aggression with violence. Following Olweus’ (1993) research on bullying in Norwegian 

and Swedish schools, Atkinson and Young (2008) identify the use of physical force as the 

main defining characteristic of violence. Thus, the term aggression as defined above 
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overlaps with definitions of violence and is therefore too broad and problematic, given its 

focus on physical injury or, at the very least, the threat of it. Anderson and Bushman 

provide a more appropriate alternative, emphasizing that “human aggression is any 

behavior directed toward another individual that is carried out with the proximate 

(immediate) intent to cause harm. In addition, the perpetrator must believe that the 

behavior will harm the target, and that the target is motivated to avoid the behavior” 

(2002:28; emphasis in original). Anderson and Bushman’s focus on harm as opposed to 

physical injury acknowledges and legitimizes the psychological effects of some forms of 

aggression such as verbal aggression. The difference between these two understandings 

of the term is far from insignificant, as the presupposition of physical injury seems to 

negate the existence of other types of harm. Violence, on the other hand, “is aggression 

that has extreme harm as its goal (e.g., death). All violence is aggression, but many 

instances of aggression are not violent” (Anderson and Bushman 2002:29). What is meant 

by “extreme” harm would need clarification, as varying degrees of harm – as opposed to 

types of harm – are susceptible to highly subjective interpretations and experiences. Still, 

violence as defined by Anderson and Bushman revolves around the notion of physical 

harm. 

Yet another understanding of violence differentiates between hard violence and 

soft violence. According to Guilbert (2006), soft violence relies on verbal and psychological 

actions, while hard violence is meant to produce physical pain and injury. In short, his 

description of soft violence roughly corresponds to Anderson and Bushman’s 

understanding of aggression. For the sake of simplicity and to avoid confusion and 

ambiguity, it should be noted that I will be using the term aggression when referring to 

actions and behaviours that are not meant to cause physical harm, but to elicit feelings of 

sadness, anger, fear, indignation, humiliation, and/or frustration among those who are on 

the receiving end. The term violence will be reserved for situations where physical harm 

or injury is the intended goal.  

Before turning my attention to an analysis of verbal aggression during the match 

between River and Libertad, I will describe the historical context that gave rise to the 

xenophobic chants that can be heard at football stadiums. These chants target immigrants 

(as well as their descendants) from neighbouring countries. 
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3.7. Civilization and barbarism: On race and class 

Buenos Aires is often referred to as the Paris of South America, a comparison that 

seeks to exalt the city’s cultural, ethnic, and architectural European legacy. This legacy is 

the result of waves of European immigrants that settled in Argentina during the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries. In the words of Rock, “between 1871 and 1914, 5.9 million 

immigrants – mostly Italians, but also Spaniards, Ottomans, French, and Portuguese – 

flooded Argentina” (1985:141). Garguin explains that “while the idea of Argentina as a 

white nation can be traced back to the mid-19th century, it was during the 20th century – 

as an effect of massive immigration – that it crystallized into an undisputable ‘myth of 

origin’ and achieved common sense status, expressed in the standing joke that Argentines 

descend from ships” (2007:165). Prior to this massive influx of immigrants, Argentina’s 

population consisted mainly of a white creole Spanish elite and a non-white lower class 

which included Indigenous, mestizo, and black47 people (Guano 2003). In the mid-19th 

century, Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, one of Argentina’s founding fathers, described the 

country’s population in terms of a dichotomy that distinguished between civilización y 

barbarie,48 that is, civilization and barbarism. In the words of Guano, civilization and 

barbarism “juxtaposed the modernity of urban ‘European’ whiteness with the premodernity 

of mestizo and indigenous rural ‘Latin Americanness’” (2003:149). In a similar vein, 

Garguin states that “the myth of the European origins of the Argentine population is linked 

to 19th century elite efforts to think of Argentina as different from the rest of Latin America 

which, according to the ideological tropes of the time, did not fit within the category of 

‘civilized societies’” (2007:165). Although Sarmiento had progressive ideas on education 

(he is widely regarded as the father of public education in Argentina), his views on race 

were very much a product of his time. It was through formal education that mestizos, 

blacks, Indigenous peoples, and gauchos49 could be saved from the claws of barbarism. 

Still, if barbarism was to be eliminated, what the country needed was to “implant civilized 

                                                 
 

47 Most of the black population succumbed to diseases and wars (Afro-Argentinians participated in 
the War of Independence during the early 19th century). In the 2010 census, only 149,493 people 
self-identified as descendants of Afro-Argentinians, a number that represents 0.37% of the 
country’s total population (INDEC 2012).  
48 Facundo: Civilización y barbarie is the title of his most famous work, published in 1845. 
49 Gauchos are skilled horsemen and cattle herders of mestizo origin.  
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Northern European immigrants onto Argentine soil. Only the relocation of a superior racial 

stock, Sarmiento claimed, would correct once and for all the barbarism of Argentina” 

(idem). His views on the “nature” of the non-European races that inhabited the country are 

vividly reflected in his work, where he described them as follows:  

The American races live in idleness, and demonstrate an incapacity, even when 
forced, to apply themselves to hard, uninterrupted work. This prompted the idea of 
bringing blacks to America, which has produced such fatal results. But the Spanish 
race has not shown itself to be any more given to action when, in the American 
deserts, it has been left to its own instincts. In the Argentine Republic, it makes 
one feel pity and shame to compare the German or Scottish colonies to the south 
of Buenos Aires with the towns existing in the interior. In the first, the little houses 
are painted, always clean in front, adorned with flowers and nice little shrubs; the 
furnishings, simple but complete; the dishes made of copper or tin, always shining; 
the bed with nice curtains; and the inhabitants in constant motion and action. 
Milking cows, making butter and cheese, some families have been able to amass 
colossal fortunes, retiring to the city to enjoy its conveniences. The native town is 
the disgraceful reverse side of this coin: dirty children covered in rags, living amid 
packs of dogs; men stretched out on the ground, in utter inactivity; filth and poverty 
everywhere; a little table and leather chests, the only furnishings; miserable huts 
for habitation, notable for their generally barbaric and neglected appearance 
(Sarmiento 1845/2003:51).  

Guano (2003) claims that Sarmiento’s racial ideology persists, at least to some 

extent, to this day. The expansion of the middle class among citizens of European origin 

during the early 20th century further cemented the idea that non-whites were incapable of 

prospering and climbing the social ladder if left to their own devices. Although education 

could help combat the barbarism that was prevalent among non-whites, it was the 

European immigrants and their children who were the vehicles and guarantors of 

Argentina’s prosperity. When describing the class situation at the turn of the 20th century, 

Rock states that “since the quickly-growing economy brought about a rampant need for 

professionals, administrators, and, generally speaking, white collar employees, mandatory 

public education became the stepping-stone into ‘middle classness’ for the children of 

immigrants” (1985:175). The exclusion of the lower classes from discussions around the 

idea of an Argentinian identity paved the way for the creation of an imagined community 

(Anderson 1991) that was defined by a “shared” European origin and a common 

understanding that Argentinians came from somewhere else. This perception encouraged 

(wittingly or unwittingly) a view of Indigenous populations as the Other. During her 

fieldwork in Buenos Aires, Navrátilová identified the predominantly white character of the 

discourse on Argentinian identity. In her words,  
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it is interesting that in Argentina the immigrants had become the “locals” and the 
bearers of national identity….The newcomers were supposed to create the new 
Argentine identity based on their white race and the proclaimed “civilization”….The 
Argentine national identity was replaced by the ethnic white identity of the 
newcomers, and the indigenous inhabitants had become “the others” (2014:35). 

Guano (2003) and Navrátilová (2014) mention that most present-day Argentinians, 

unsurprisingly, do not think of Argentina as a racist country. The argument in favour of 

Argentinian society as an example of an inclusive and welcoming society revolves around 

the concept of the melting pot. According to Guano, however, Argentina’s melting pot is a 

selective one, to the extent that it tends to exclude Indigenous peoples and mestizos 

(including immigrants from neighbouring countries such as Bolivia, Peru, and Paraguay) 

from an idealized Argentinian identity that looks to Europe for inspiration. Put differently, 

“barbaric” populations have no place in a “civilized” melting pot. Furthermore, it is 

important to note that the perpetuation of the idea of a national identity that is based on 

white European characteristics requires a certain degree of maneuvering around ethnic 

categories. As Guano explains,  

support for the denial of a racial problem in Argentina came from the transformation 
of south and east European ethnicities into races: a transformation that, during the 
first 30 years of the 20th century, refit the dangerously off-white Italians, Spaniards, 
Ottomans, and Jews into the cast of civilized, modern European people of 
Argentina, as first prospected by Sarmiento (2003:161). 

The dichotomy between civilization and barbarism in present-day Argentina, 

although not always articulated in explicit terms, continues the tradition embraced by 

Sarmiento with an emphasis on the barbarism of immigrants mainly from Bolivia, Peru, 

and Paraguay, who represent Indigenous races. Within the Greater Buenos Aires area, 

these immigrants are often seen as contributing to the growth of the slums, some of which 

are located around the periphery of the city proper. Moreover, many Argentinians resent 

the fact that immigrants take advantage of free access to the country’s public healthcare 

and education systems. In the words of Navrátilová,   

It has been acknowledged that the most discriminated groups in Argentina are 
Bolivians, Paraguayans, and Peruvians who represent also the majority of the 
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inhabitants of the villas,50 the slums. Bolivians are often described as trabajadores, 
hard workers, because they often times work at construction sites where heavy 
manual labour is required, but more commonly they are defined as inmigrante 
extractivo, “extractive immigrants”, who steal work from Argentines, send their 
money back to Bolivia and (ab)use the Argentine welfare such as healthcare and 
education. Hence, they are contraposed to the former immigrants from Europe who 
came to offer their labour to a country that needed them, as ones who come to 
search for our work (2014:41; emphasis in original).  

According to the 2010 census, there were 76,609 Bolivians, 80,325 Paraguayans, 

and 60,478 Peruvians living in the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires (i.e. the city proper). 

Combined, they represented 7.51% of the city’s 2,890,151 inhabitants in 2010. The 

Greater Buenos Aires area (including the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires) had a 

population of 12,806,866, of which 5.6% were immigrants from Bolivia, Paraguay, and 

Peru (INDEC 2012). These numbers pose an increasing threat to the idealized and exalted 

“Europeanness” of middle class Argentinians, particularly considering that demographic 

growth among immigrants from neighbouring countries is higher than among Argentinians 

of European background. Furthermore, there were 737,058 foreign residents born in 

South America living in the province of Buenos Aires in 2010. This figure represents 

78.23% of all foreign-born residents in the province. 51.9% of the total foreign-born 

population in the province was from Paraguay, while 19.5% was from Bolivia. Compared 

to the 2001 census, the number of European-born residents in the province fell by 32.6%, 

while the number of residents born in Paraguay grew by 83.2% (Cámara Argentina de 

Comercio 2015).  The rapid pace of “Latin Americanization”, particularly within the Greater 

Buenos Aires area, raises concerns among people who blame much of the increase in 

poverty, crime, unemployment, and drug use on immigrants from neighbouring countries. 

To some extent, the current demographic trend reignites discussions around Sarmiento’s 

dichotomy of civilization and barbarism. 

As previously stated, these racial tensions are sometimes manifested in football 

chants. In the words of Douglas, “we might think of the audience at a sport event as 

constituting a particular presence that contains within it the means through which social 

and racial consciousness and meanings are felt and expressed” (2005:256). Contrary to 

                                                 
 

50 In Argentina, the word villa (pronounced visha) means both a large and expensive country 
residence and a slum. Although slums are called villas for short, the full expression is villas miseria, 
which roughly translates to misery towns.   
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what happens in other social environments, football stadiums allow fans to explicitly 

express hostility towards the perceived barbarism of rival fans of Indigenous or mestizo 

origins through chanting. According to Burstyn, “the way sport tends to organize around 

competing identifications, the way it draws lines and divisions, the way its objectives are 

to dominate and even obliterate the designated Other – all these aspects of sport 

contribute to the way it often nurtures xenophobia and antisocial behaviours” (1999:194). 

Ironically, however, many of the fans who take part in this practice have mestizo or 

Indigenous backgrounds themselves.  

Instances of verbal aggression at football stadiums in the form of xenophobic 

chants are common among men and women. Physical violence, however, is mostly 

reserved for men, who engage in confrontations through expressions of hypermasculinity, 

understood as “the belief that ideal manhood lies in the exercise of force to dominate 

others” (Burstyn 1999:192). According to Burstyn, “while ideas of class, ethnicity, and 

nationalism define the targets of xenophobia and racism, and while women may hold 

similar views to those of soccer thugs, and even provide support services that free men to 

engage in soccer culture, the physical violence itself is an action of men, and a 

phenomenon of hypermasculinity” (1999:198). In the context of football, violence is seen 

as a uniquely masculine expression of passion. According to Elsey and Nadel, “male fans 

denied that women possessed real knowledge or passion for the clubs, in part because 

they expected real passion to be conveyed through violence, which women were generally 

excluded from” (2019:52). As I will discuss in the following chapter, this understanding of 

passion is somewhat simplistic, as it places violence at its core.  

Although some of the chants presented in the following section target Boca fans 

of immigrant origin, it should be noted that these chants are not sung exclusively by River 

fans. Many of the xenophobic chants directed at Boca are also sung by fans of 

Independiente, Racing, San Lorenzo, and others.              

 

3.8. Chants 

A few days before our visit to the Monumental, Malik forwarded me an email sent 

to him by Mix Up Exchange with game day tips, directions to the stadium, and other details 
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that foreign visitors might have found useful and informative. In an attempt to provide 

foreigners with a truly local experience, the email included the lyrics to a few football 

chants popular among River fans. Needless to say, the intention was to get foreigners to 

engage with the local crowd by singing these chants during the game. In line with their 

shady business practices that included illegal ticket scalping, the staff at Mix Up Exchange 

believed that giving foreigners the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the lyrics of 

a chant that actively and unequivocally discriminates against Bolivians would “enrich” their 

experience. Discrimination against immigrants from Bolivia, Peru, and Paraguay on the 

basis of social class, manners, level of education, and physical appearance is quite 

prevalent in Argentinian society. Given Boca’s origins in an impoverished neighbourhood 

of Buenos Aires, it is not uncommon for football fans to associate Bolivian immigrants with 

the club. Thus, River fans often sing about Boca’s immigrant fan base by pointing out their 

uncivilized customs and behaviour.51 It is important to note, however, that the dichotomy 

that states that River represents the educated middle class while Boca represents the 

uneducated lower class (including immigrants from neighbouring countries) is greatly 

exaggerated, and at least partially the result of the clubs’ geographical location,52 with 

River being located in the northern middle-class neighbourhood of Belgrano, and Boca 

being located in the southern lower-class neighbourhood of La Boca. Considering that 

both clubs have millions of fans throughout the country, there is simply too much variation 

when it comes to the fans’ ethnic, financial, social, educational, and cultural backgrounds. 

According to sports journalist Alejandro Fabbri, author of a book about the history of 

Argentinian football clubs, “Boca was a very popular Italian club and continues to be so, 

but with affluent fans, who used to be closer to River” (Respighi 2006; my translation). 

Rodrigo Daskal, sociologist and Director of the River Museum, explains that “like any 

mythological or folkloric matter, this53 borrows from some real or historical events, but 

                                                 
 

51 In spite of this, many Bolivians, Paraguayans, and Peruvians are River fans. 
52 River was founded in 1901 in the neighbourhood of La Boca. In 1906, the club relocated to the 
city of Sarandí, a few blocks south of La Boca in the Greater Buenos Aires area, before returning 
to La Boca in 1907. In 1913, the club was evicted and rented a stadium until 1915, when it returned 
to La Boca once again. In 1923, River relocated to the Buenos Aires neighbourhood of Palermo. 
On May 26, 1938, the inauguration of the Monumental stadium in the neighbourhood of Belgrano 
marked the club’s last move (Hasicic 2016). Boca was founded in 1903 in La Boca. The origin of 
the Boca – River rivalry is tied to intra-neighbourhood competition.   
53 The misconception surrounding the socioeconomic backgrounds of River and Boca fans. 
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there is nothing to support these stereotypes in reality” (Pardo 2018; my translation). In a 

similar vein, Juan Sasturaín, author and fan of Boca, states that “the actual class 

composition of the fans is much less important than the development of the social 

imaginary” (idem).  

Going back to Mix Up Exchange’s seemingly innocent email, it is ironic to note that 

the lyrics that are meant to insult and provoke Boca fans are in fact directed primarily at 

Bolivian citizens: 

How ugly to be bostero54 and Bolivian, 

they have to live in a slum. 

The sister spins the purse,55 

the mother goes around sucking cocks. 

 

Bostero bostero bostero, 

bostero stop thinking about it. 

Move to Bolivia, 

your whole family is there! 

 

Different forms of aggression have become naturalized and widespread. This sort 

of national habitus often relies on the idea of aggression as fun and humorous. Indeed, 

aggression and humour have become so intertwined in Argentinian society that insulting 

someone or something is often all it takes to make a “joke.” The following chant combines 

verbal aggression with xenophobia by highlighting the barbarism of Bolivian fans:  

In the neighbourhood of La Boca 

live all the Bolivians 

who shit on the sidewalk 

and clean themselves by hand 

 

                                                 
 

54 Bostero (feminine: bostera) is the nickname given to Boca fans. It comes from the word bosta, 
meaning dung. 
55 The expression “to spin the purse” refers to prostitutes. More specifically, it evokes the 
stereotypical image of a prostitute “spinning the purse” while looking for clients. 
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Saturday at the bailanta56 

they get drunk 

and they go on vacation 

to the Riachuelo57 beach 

 

You have to kill them all 

Let there be no bosteros left 

You have to kill them all 

Let there be no bosteros left 

 

 
The following example further emphasizes the precarious social status of immigrants of 

Indigenous backgrounds: 

They are half plus one58 

they are from Bolivia and Paraguay 

I sometimes wonder 

hey, dirty n*****59 

if you shower 

Boca you disgust me 

wash your ass 

with turpentine 

 

 

                                                 
 

56 A bailanta is a nightclub that plays various genres of tropical music. Bailantas are associated 
with the lower classes and are generally looked down on by people from middle and upper class 
backgrounds. 
57 The Riachuelo (officially called Matanza-Riachuelo) is a river that runs west to east and serves 
as the southern border of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires. The neighbourhood of La Boca 
(La Boca means “The Mouth”) takes its name from the fact that it is located at the mouth of the 
Riachuelo. The Riachuelo is infamous for its high levels of contamination from industrial waste. 
58 Boca fans say that Boca is “half plus one”, a phrase that highlights that Boca is Argentina’s most 
popular club in terms of its total number of supporters. 
59 Expletive referring to brown skinned Indigenous and mestizo people. 
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In the context of football, while it is true that most, if not all, of the lyrics to the 

chants are authored by barras, it is not uncommon for spectators – fans, supporters, and 

others – to “adopt” the chants, thus legitimizing the practice of verbal aggression at 

matches and contributing to the spread of intolerance and the perception of the rival as 

the enemy. The fact that the lyrics to the chant presented above were emailed to foreigners 

by the staff of an exchange program as an example of a fun and exciting activity is 

indicative of an almost naive inability to distinguish between innocent fun and intolerant 

behaviour that can potentially escalate to instances of physical violence. It is even more 

troublesome to think that, from the perspective of the staff at Mix Up Exchange, foreigners 

would find these lyrics amusing, acceptable, and in line with what cheering at a sporting 

event should be. It would be surreal to imagine that equivalent exchange programs in, 

say, Sweden or Finland, would encourage foreign visitors to join the crowd at football and 

hockey games in insulting rival fans and players in this racist and misogynist way. 

The four examples that follow point to a common pattern within the Argentinian 

style of cheering at football matches, a pattern that often prioritizes insulting the rivals over 

praising one’s own team. These chants were sung during the game I attended.  

 

Sunday arrives, I go see the champion 

River you are my madness 

I take the flags60 to cheer for you 

I don’t give a damn about the cops61 

 

I cheer for River because we have aguante, 

not like Boca, they are all pigs62 

For ninety minutes, 

this terrace won’t stop cheering 

                                                 
 

60 Trapos, the slang word used in Spanish, literally translates to pieces of cloth or rags, but is used 
to refer to flags and banners of all sizes. 
61 This line points to the complicated and often conflicting relationships that fans have with the 
police. 
62 In this case, pigs is used as the derogatory term that refers to the police. 
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The chant above provides a rather mild and moderate example of the ways in 

which River fans attempt to incorporate their archrivals into the lyrics by means of 

provocation. In this particular case, cheering for River remains the focus of the chant, 

although this comes at Boca’s expense.    

The following chant makes little effort to provide encouraging words for River’s 

players, focusing instead on a message of dominance over Boca (the degree to which this 

message makes reference to clashes and interactions between fans of both teams off the 

pitch or between players on the pitch is open to interpretation): 

 

This is the chicken coop’s gang63 

The one that fucks the bosteros 

It moves this way 

It moves that way 

This is the craziest gang there is! 

 

On a similar note, the next chant points to a theme of dominance over a rival that 

must be forced into submission and humiliation. Not only are the rivals’ defeats often more 

important than one’s own team’s victories, but these defeats seem to be more enjoyable 

when they are undignified. The goal of submission, in the context of male-dominated 

environments such as those of football stadiums, represents an expression of patriarchal 

values and practices. As Connell explains, “the main axis of power in the contemporary 

European/American gender order is the overall subordination of women and dominance 

of men – the structure Women’s Liberation named ‘patriarchy’” (2005:74). When it comes 

to football crowds, dominance is often – although not exclusively, as will become apparent 

in future sections –  imposed by men on other men through chants, mostly by emasculating 

and feminizing the rivals, who are effectively “tamed” into submission. These chants also 

                                                 
 

63 “Chickens” (gallinas) is one of the nicknames used to refer to River fans. Originally intended as 
a derogatory nickname, River fans have adopted it and turned it into a symbol of pride. It is not 
uncommon for River fans to introduce themselves in conversations about football as chickens. 
River’s stadium, popularly known as El Monumental, is sometimes, though not often, referred to as 
the chicken coop (gallinero).  
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serve as an example of hegemonic masculinity (Wood 2018) in the form of contests to 

determine who has more “balls” (i.e. who is more of a man):  

At any given time, one form of masculinity rather than others is culturally exalted. 
Hegemonic masculinity can be defined as the configuration of gender practice 
which embodies the currently accepted answer to the problem of the legitimacy of 
patriarchy, which guarantees (or is taken to guarantee) the dominant position of 
men and the subordination of women (Connell 2005:77). 

Although Connell’s definition of hegemonic masculinity focuses on men’s position of power 

over women, it is important to note that, in the context of football, manifestations of 

hegemonic masculinity target men, who are symbolically ascribed feminine (or supposedly 

feminine) characteristics in an attempt to portray them as weak and submissive:  

This is the famous River 

the famous River Plate 

Pull down your pants 

because we are going to fuck you 

 

This chant points to what Pronger refers to as competitive sport’s libidinal economy of 

territorial domination (1999). In the above example, this concept becomes manifested “in 

the desire to penetrate the holes of others and the desire to resist having the same happen 

to onself” (Pronger 1999:377). As previously stated, the rivals’ defeats are particularly 

satisfying when they are undignified. Thus, the crowd’s symbolic practices contribute to 

the rivals’ humiliation by exalting hegemonic masculinity while simultaneously equating 

femininity with weakness and compliance. In the words of Pronger, “since one’s 

participation in competition indicates one’s commitment to phallic potency and one’s 

defeat shows one’s anal vulnerability and therefore phallic impotence, there is humiliation 

in defeat, in being penetrated by one’s competitor” (1999:383). He then adds, “being 

opened to the penetrations of phallic desire is feminizing, which in patriarchal culture is 

humiliating” (idem). Similarly, Burstyn explains that “penetrative” hypermasculinity is 

responsible for expressions of violence and verbal aggression at football stadiums: 

“Hypermasculine soccer hooliganism, and other forms of right-wing gang activity, reassert 

the penetrating, violent, masculine position” (1999:200). Interestingly, however, Rodríguez 

states that expressions of hypermasculinity at football matches should not be conceived 

in terms of a male/female confrontation, but in terms of a macho/non-macho opposition: 

“a masculine ethos underlies these songs and, in terms of gender, this is not expressing 
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superiority over women (who are not included) but, more significantly, a homophobic 

feeling together with a hidden fear of being considered homosexual” (2005:233). 

 Indeed, Rodríguez’s assertion regarding the macho/non-macho opposition in 

Argentinian football is echoed by Archetti (2017) in his discussion of multiple masculinities. 

Much like Connell (2005), Archetti explains that different types of masculinities are exalted 

in different environments and situations. Thus, while social relations in the world of tango 

often – although by no means exclusively – revolve around interactions between men and 

women, the world of football is characterized by relations involving active machos who 

seek to dominate and humiliate passive non-machos. In football, “homosexuals are those 

who allow themselves to be humiliated or who do not defend their masculine identity with 

enough energy” (Archetti 2017:546; my translation). The implicit homosexuality of the non-

machos is one way in which real men differentiate themselves from those who are not 

seen as “fully realized” men. Another way in which fans communicate their dominance 

over the rivals is by engaging in chants that identify rivals as children and/or teenagers. 

References to immaturity serve to reinforce notions of dependency and subordination. In 

cases where one club consistently dominates its main rival on the field, and when this 

dominance is reflected in the final scores over the course of many seasons, it is not 

uncommon for fans of the dominant club to refer to their rivals as “our children” or “our 

sons” (hijos nuestros). Indeed, “being a child, an adolescent or a homosexual implies the 

risk of losing autonomy” (Archetti 2017:542; my translation). In line with Rodríguez (2005), 

Archetti explains that football chants act as a defence mechanism that shield fans from 

the doubts and fears they may have regarding their own masculinity. In his view, football 

puts on display a particular type of masculinity, one that deviates from hegemonic 

understandings of masculinity in other spheres of Argentinian social life, where the focus 

is on the dominance of men over women. Thus, in football, the gendered dimension of 

practices of domination and humiliation is expressed in ways that differentiate between 

“real” men and “quasi-men” or homosexuals.  

 In recent years, the masculine rituals that characterize fans and barras have been 

partially disrupted by one particular event: the ban on visiting fans. Being unable to 

physically confront rival fans or to chant in the presence of rivals inside the stadium, fans 

are confined to expressions and displays of masculinity that serve to reinforce their own 

status as real men. At times, the chants’ lyrics, which often target specific rivals, fill the 

void left by the absence of the Other, reminding those inside the stadium as well as TV 
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audiences of the macho dominance of one group of fans over the physically absent but 

very real non-macho, psychologically immature rivals.  

The fact that acts of physical violence remain common at football matches in spite 

of the ban on visiting fans points to tensions within the world of football that transcend an 

analysis of masculinities. As many of my interviewees mentioned, political and economic 

interests play a prominent role in intra-barra conflicts that become public “spectacles” in 

the form of physical or armed confrontations. Here, power struggles reveal themselves in 

ways that emphasize personal interests. Taking this into account, it is important to keep 

in mind the multiplicity of factors that lead fans and barras to engage in certain practices. 

In the Argentinian context, to give primacy to the gendered dimensions of violence in 

football risks obscuring the political and economic dimensions, especially considering the 

role of actors beyond football fans in the perpetuation of violence. This is not to say that a 

focus on masculinities should be discouraged. Rather, my point is that a full picture of the 

issues that plague Argentinian football must consider the very prominent role of politics as 

well as the interests and motivations of a variety of actors.             

While the previous two chants I discussed point to a particular form of male 

violence and aggression that reflect the patriarchal values of Argentinian society, the 

argument I am presenting here is not only about the role of gender in cases of violence at 

sporting events, but also about the ways in which the figure of the rival in Argentinian 

football, politics, and society is equated with that of the enemy. In the case of football, 

clientelist ties between club officials and barras directly contribute to the continued, 

prominent presence of barras at football stadiums. As a result, barras are granted access 

to a space where they are free to engage in aggressive and violent behaviour with 

impunity, sometimes motivated by economic interests, sometimes by the desire to 

humiliate, overpower, and harm rival fans through displays of hypermasculinity, aguante, 

and passion understood as a form of war. The proliferation of chants that target rival teams 

highlights the fans’ desire to see their rivals/enemies beaten and suffering. To some 

extent, the degree to which a fan is able to experience unbridled joy as a result of their 

team winning a tournament is dependent on the rival’s perceived level of suffering. When 

it comes to engaging in the practice of mocking rivals, players and fans become one. 

Players from different clubs have been filmed by TV news crews in dressing rooms 
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celebrating their team’s victory – be it a league or an international or domestic cup – by 

chanting against their archrivals.64  

During the South American Cup Round of 16 game I attended, River fans regularly 

taunted Boca fans by dedicating to them a chant that anticipated a possible clash between 

both teams at the semi-final stage: 

 
Boca, Boca my friend 

your mother’s cunt65 

Boca, Boca my friend 

your mother’s cunt 

 

If you want to do the lap66 

don’t be left wanting 

There’s a carousel 

in Lezama Park67 

in Lezama Park 

 

 What is perhaps most interesting about these chants is that one may easily forget 

that they were sung by River fans during a game against Libertad, a team from Paraguay. 

The fact that three out of the four chants presented here were directed at Boca points to 

a high degree of animosity between archrivals. It must be noted, however, that fans are 

much less likely to “compose” chants directed at South American rivals outside of 

                                                 
 

64 It should be noted, however, that this practice is not confined to Argentinian football. 
65 A very common insult in many South American countries. 
66 This refers to the victory lap that players do around the field when they win a league, cup, or 
tournament. 
67 Lezama Park is a popular park located in the tourist Buenos Aires neighbourhood of San Telmo, 
approximately ten blocks from Boca’s stadium. In Spanish, rather than going for a spin on a 
carousel, one goes for a lap on a carousel. Thus, the chant’s joke about doing a lap on Lezama 
Park’s carousel as a consolation prize for not being able to do a victory lap is lost in translation.   
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Argentina, as historical connections to these rivals are often weak and frequent 

encounters with particular clubs are a rarity.     

 It would be easy to dismiss the lyrics of these chants as trivial and harmless, 

belonging to a world of football that is grounded on an alternate reality, with little 

connection to the “outside world” beyond the stadiums. Still, while it would be an 

exaggeration to claim that chants have the ability to turn most football fans into aggressive 

and violent troublemakers, it would also be inaccurate at best and dangerous at worst to 

suggest that manifestations of aggressive (and potentially violent) behaviour at football 

stadiums occur within microscopic contexts where broader social understandings of 

violence, morality, and racism either do not apply or are temporarily suspended. I turn my 

attention to these considerations in the following section. 

 

3.9. A grounded and emic approach to interpreting fan 
behaviour at football stadiums  

 In his qualitatively oriented and fieldwork-based analysis of football fandom in 

Buenos Aires, Lyth (2007) makes a distinction between the real world beyond the 

stadiums and the presumably “less real” world of football inside the stadiums. When it 

comes to chanting and dancing (to the extent that the mere act of jumping up and down 

on the spot can be considered dancing), he explains that “there is something very basic 

about the beating of a drum that is difficult to ignore, which sets feet moving in dance and 

bodies swaying in rhythm…. Music provides the soundtrack for football fans…. masking 

the real world and creating an imagined atmosphere where smiles, laughter, shouts and 

gestures replace the regular routine of living in the city” (2007:62). His statement raises 

some questions. Without digging too deep into matters that would be more appropriately 

tackled by philosophers, what constitutes the real world in this case? Whose real world is 

being analyzed? The observer’s or the participants’? In what ways are chanting, jumping, 

and playing drums during football matches activities that are not part of the real world? 

While his point about play and performance is an important one, considering that it 

highlights the ways in which fans let loose in a manner that would perhaps be considered 

strange or inappropriate in other contexts, it should not be assumed that these 

performances and displays result in imagined atmospheres. To draw a comparison, a 
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university student showing up for class in the summer wearing nothing but a Speedo or a 

bikini would probably raise more than a few eyebrows. The fact that this student could 

then go to a nearby beach straight from class, where they could spend hours without 

anyone noticing anything that would be considered out of the ordinary in that particular 

context, does not mean that the beach provides an imagined atmosphere where the 

expectations of the real world do not apply. The contexts are different and the tolerance 

thresholds in relation to certain types of behaviours may vary greatly from one context to 

another, but there is an underlying and shared reality that informs people’s actions and 

interactions in social environments. To be sure, cases of violence inside the stadiums that 

result in death can hardly be confined to imagined atmospheres, especially considering 

the finality of death, which defies the dichotomy between imagined atmospheres and the 

real world.  

It could well be argued that football stadiums during matches provide many fans 

with an opportunity to behave and to express themselves in ways that feel more real to 

them (i.e. less fake and less restrained) than the “ordinary” world. Put differently, the 

stadium can be representative of a space that feels more real than the outside world. 

Ultimately, whether this is the case or not depends largely on a fan’s individual 

circumstances and experiences. In any case, it is crucial to approach the study and 

interpretation of football fans (or any other social groups for that matter) from an emic 

perspective. Having said that, I can easily relate to Lyth’s experience from an 

autoethnographic point of view. Considering that I was not at the match merely as a 

detached observer, but as an observer and as an engaged River fan, I chanted along with 

the local fans in what could at first glance appear as a festive, high-adrenaline, cheerful –

though offensive – and carnivalesque experience. Chanting and jumping during a football 

match are highly contagious activities that only make sense when they are performed in 

unison. This is what Herrera calls participatory sounding-in-synchrony, which has the 

power “to unite people in feelings of bonding and cohesion” (2018:486). Thus, while I 

found some of the chants questionable, the contagious nature of the melodies produced 

by tens of thousands of fans was impossible to resist. How else could I cheer for River if 

not by surrendering to the chants that resonated throughout the stadium? Singing my own 

tunes would have been weird, out of place, ineffective, and unsatisfying. Carlos, one of 

the interviewees from Hecho Club Social, agrees that the lure of thousands of fans 
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chanting in unison is impossible to resist. Although barras are often the first to start 

chanting, other fans around the stadium are quick to join them.   

EP: The vast majority of people who sing the chants that generate rivalries are not 

barras. I mean, the barras, you see them in the stadium, the barras are there and 

they start chanting. You are, let’s say, at Boca’s stadium, the barra begins to chant 

something against River. They are the ones who start it, but then the chanting 

reaches the rest of the fans and the entire stadium ends up chanting. 

Carlos: It’s because they are the ones, the ones who, uh, how can I put it? The 

ones in charge of conducting the songs. I’m not going to sing “go Boca! Go Boca!” 

They (the fans and spectators) won’t pay any attention to me, because that’s the 

way it is! If I’m not with the barra, and I say “hey, let’s sing a song!” they will tell me 

“shut up, moron!” 

EP: Okay, but the thing is that the barra starts chanting... Let’s say that more than 

80% of the spectators are not barras, but the chants “spread” to them; they are 

contagious. Now, they shouldn’t necessarily have to sing against the rival, insulting 

and threatening them; they could choose not to, however the vast majority of 

people who are not barras end up singing against the rival. 

Carlos: Weeell… Professional football is complicated. It’s not easy in professional 

football to say “no, I’m not going to sing” because the stadium itself and the fans 

themselves are calling you to sing. 

During the course of the game between River and Libertad, the idea that chanting 

is a contagious activity was further solidified by Malik’s reactions. Being unable to speak 

Spanish, he looked at me on a few occasions with a wide smile on his face at times when 

the chanting got louder. He communicated his excitement at what was happening on the 

field by waving his arms and uttering “ohs!” and “ahs!” whenever there was a well-executed 

attack, a dangerous play, or a hard foul. Although he had no trouble communicating with 

me in English, I strongly suspected that he would have liked to become an active member 

of the crowd by joining in the chanting. I doubt that, had he understood the lyrics, he would 

have been less inclined to join his “fellow” River fans who were chanting at the top of their 

lungs. 
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Following Lyth’s notion of play from an autoethnographic perspective that 

considers my own thoughts, feelings, and reactions in relation to the situations and events 

in which I am embedded, it is easy to dismiss acts of verbal aggression as examples of 

harmless fun, particularly in a social environment where these acts have become the 

norm. An autoethnographic approach, however, risks emphasizing reflexivity at the 

expense of a detailed understanding of the participants’ social, cultural, and economic 

backgrounds.  

Thus, while I might be tempted to claim that offensive, racist, and misogynistic 

chants pose no real danger to spectators because I know that I do not believe the content 

of the chants to be true, such a claim would primarily consider my personal upbringing 

and experiences while ignoring the participants’. It is important, then, to consider the 

degree to which the lyrics of the chants hold significance beyond the seemingly harmless 

and carnivalesque performances. Lyth is certainly correct in explaining that most fans and 

supporters do not take the lyrics too seriously. If they did, we would witness confrontations 

– some involving firearms, some blunt weapons and knives, and others nothing but fists – 

between tens of thousands of fans on a weekly basis. Still, although it might be reasonably 

said that most serious cases of violence inside and around the stadiums are caused by a 

minority of fans, their influence in terms of the levels of violence within the world of football 

and beyond is hard to ignore. The lyrics to the chants that resonate in stadiums throughout 

Argentina are, more often than not, written by these minorities. While most fans adopt 

these lyrics in the spirit of “fun” by making a conscious choice not to take them seriously, 

it is safe to say that some fans do take them seriously for a variety of reasons that might 

be tied to their personal circumstances and upbringing.  

 

3.10. Cognitive dissonance and role play 

I was raised in a middle class family, in a social environment where firsthand, 

sustained exposure to violence was not a part of my personal life. As I mentioned earlier, 

I chanted with the fans during the game between River and Libertad even though I did not 

necessarily agree with the lyrics. Herrera (2018) describes a state of cognitive dissonance 

by which football fans engage in public displays of fandom in ways that contradict their 

personally and deeply held beliefs. He explains that “chanting in massive numbers allows 
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the public utterance of slurs, profanity, and violent threats that most people might refrain 

from using individually. But voicing ideas about sexuality and violence in a stadium setting 

is not the same as believing these ideas” (2018:486). In the context of football fandom, 

cognitive dissonance and role play are inseparable concepts. The feelings of bonding that 

result from participatory sounding-in-synchrony are a manifestation of collective role play, 

which requires a state of cognitive dissonance in order to allow fans and spectators to 

perform their roles properly and convincingly. According to Herrera, “there are aspects of 

what fans do that resemble role playing…. The genuine excitement that often results from 

such bonding experiences might create a state of cognitive dissonance, given the 

inconsistency of the action in relation to the beliefs that most fans hold outside the stadium” 

(2018:487). Still, the fact that Lyth and I – like so many other spectators, supporters, and 

fans who enter a state of cognitive dissonance – separate the fun of chanting and jumping 

from the literal meaning of the lyrics does not mean that, for some fans, the lyrics have no 

meaning other than being an excuse to create a playful and festive atmosphere. Herrera’s 

comments regarding the use of offensive and violent language during football matches is 

in line with Lyth’s description of the stadium as a place where this type of behaviour is 

tolerated and even expected. Nevertheless, considering the heterogeneous nature of the 

fans’ moral values and beliefs, Bundio states:   

we must ask ourselves about the subjectivity of individual speakers and the ways 
in which they appropriate the meanings of the message, and how they resist or 
negotiate them. In this regard, we can find a diversity of views, from adherence to 
the literal meaning of the message to outright rejection, passing through 
interpretations that mitigate the gravity of these chants, which indicate that they 
must be understood within the interpretive framework configured by the act of 
cheering, in which those practices acquire new meanings and legitimacy 
(2018:207; my translation). 

The expectation of “mischief” is tied to what Herrera interprets as role play. Thus, 

“inside the stadium, many are expected to play the part of fans, screaming, cursing at 

referees, physically enacting fandom, and releasing aggression that would not be made 

public otherwise, making it a cathartic experience” (Herrera 2018:487). Although there are 

certain similarities between his interpretation and Lyth’s notion of play, he does not make 

an explicit distinction between the “alternate reality” of the stadium and the “real reality” of 

the social world beyond its confines. Emphasizing the festive, playful, and recreational 

nature of fandom in a context where the stands and terraces become a stage, risks turning 

attention away from the fact that the activities and behaviours that spectators engage in 
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may not always involve role play. When it comes to acts of violence perpetrated by fans, 

to ignore the significance of their motivations in relation to their upbringing and social 

backgrounds would constitute a grave omission. A homogenized characterization of 

football fans and spectators (as well as the police) necessitates an emic “corrective.” If the 

performances put on by fans and spectators during matches were mainly an example of 

staged role play with little potential for violent conflict, the routine presence of hundreds 

(occasionally thousands) of police officers at football stadiums would be questionable, as 

it would not be in the interest of role players to cross the line between role playing and 

physical violence. Why would a safe environment where “pretend” anger and play fighting 

are the socially expected norm require the police to keep a close eye on the events that 

unfold on the stands and terraces? If, on the other hand, stadiums can be described as 

safe environments because of police presence, what does that say about the supposedly 

playful nature of the spectators? To clarify my point, I am not suggesting that role play is 

not an important component of the spectators’ experience at football matches. Rather, I 

highlight the stadium as a place where a multiplicity of experiences can be observed. 

When it comes to Argentinian football stadiums in particular, the current ban on visiting 

fans as a result of violent confrontations during matches (a point to which I shall return 

later) is certainly at odds with the idea that play and recreation result in purely festive 

expressions of passion and harmless displays of verbal aggression. Thus, while play 

inside the stadium relies on the spectators’ temporarily heightened levels of tolerance, it 

would be misleading to claim that certain behaviours that are considered unacceptable in 

public settings are somehow rendered acceptable inside the seemingly controlled 

environment of the stadium. To be clear, at no point should it be assumed that tolerance 

turns into acceptance.  

In his analysis of play and public performances during football matches and street 

protests, Lyth establishes a clearly delineated dichotomy between the pretend nature of 

these performances and the invariably more civilized behaviour of the participants in other 

contexts:   

During my time in Buenos Aires, I did not otherwise witness the type of vulgar 
language and lewd gestures performed in the stadium or on the streets during 
protests. Never did I see someone calling another “A fucking immigrant” as I did 
during the Boca-River football match. Never, did I see people making lewd 
gestures towards one another in the subway or at the grocery store as I had 
witnessed in all of the football matches I attended…. In all of the cases when I did 
witness these activities, they were reserved for the out-of-the-ordinary world 
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created in the stadium or in the streets during protests. Football fans and street 
protesters understand that the actions carried out during these specific 
performances exist outside of the realm of normality and permit them to act and 
play in a way that might not otherwise be permitted in the city (2007:63). 

The last sentence raises an important question: do fans and street protesters 

behave in ways that would be considered play (pointing perhaps to a state of cognitive 

dissonance) in spite of their personal beliefs, or are their behaviours based on their beliefs 

and not fully expressed outside specific contexts because, as Lyth says, they are not 

permitted in the city? His statement hints at the possibility of fans and street protesters 

behaving aggressively and offensively beyond street protests and football stadiums if only 

it were permitted. This is not to say that play and cognitive dissonance do not inform the 

behaviours of fans and protesters in some cases. Rather, I argue that, given the multiplicity 

of experiences, values, and beliefs, the dichotomy that separates public performances at 

football matches and street protests from the normality of the “real world” is a fragile one. 

It would hardly be surprising to witness more acts of aggression and racism inside the 

stadiums than outside, but although in some instances this may have something to do with 

role play and putting on a performance, in others it may be the result of the protection and 

anonymity provided by large gatherings. A person on the street yelling racist remarks at 

an immigrant in broad daylight and in full view of passersby would be easy to single out. 

Furthermore, it might not be in this person’s best interest to compromise their physical 

integrity by risking a violent backlash from people who might want to “teach them a lesson.” 

Stadiums, on the other hand, allow spectators who mean what they say to utter offensive 

and racist remarks without fear of retaliation. This is often, although by no means 

exclusively, done in unison with other spectators in the form of chanting. Even a small 

crowd of, say, two thousand spectators suffices to provide a sense of security and 

anonymity.    

Taking into account that part of the fun of chanting lies in creating a loud 

atmosphere by getting the crowd to chant in unison, it is important to note that chants are 

more prone to instances of cognitive dissonance than insults uttered by individuals. Thus, 

a spectator might feel compelled to engage in chanting – in spite of the offensive and racist 

lyrics of some chants – because of the excitement and rush produced by the shared 

experience. The same spectator, however, might very well refrain from making offensive 

comments on the basis of gender, nationality, race, and socioeconomic background due 

to their values and upbringing.  
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Although it is true that manifestations of racism, verbal aggression, and physical 

violence become amplified and are more prevalent in and around football stadiums on 

game days, the comparatively peaceful interactions that one can witness on the streets 

should not be attributed solely to the fact that, outside the stadiums, people no longer 

engage in role play and return to their “civilized” ways. As I mentioned earlier, there are 

spectators for whom the stadium represents a space where they can express their true 

feelings freely and without the constraints of the outside world. In fact, their interpretation 

of role play might revolve around the ways in which they negotiate their behaviours outside 

the stadium, in settings where public scrutiny and social norms impose a level of tolerance 

that they might not otherwise display.               

The internet provides good examples of cases where people express their views 

on issues related to gender, race, nationality, and religion, to name a few, usually from the 

comfort of a private setting and without the fear of public backlash. Online newspapers in 

particular provide a forum for readers to express their unfiltered thoughts, opinions, and 

feelings behind the veil of anonymity. Unlike football chants, which often rely on spectators 

“going with the flow”, comments posted online require some degree of premeditation. By 

reacting and responding to the content of online newspaper articles in the form of written 

comments, readers communicate their views through varying degrees of introspection, 

reflexivity, and self-awareness. Expressing opinions online is an individual task that 

contrasts with the group mentality of spectators who temporarily suspend their values and 

opinions at football stadiums in favour of a shared sense of identity.  

Although the readers’ comments in online newspapers are moderated, moderators 

do not often delete what some readers might consider inappropriate and/or offensive 

comments. As I said, it might be uncommon for someone to make openly racist remarks 

in public settings and within hearing distance from strangers. On the other hand, given 

their (optional) anonymity, online newspapers’ comments sections sometimes include 

racist rants, usually aimed at Bolivians, Paraguayans, Peruvians, and “Indigenous-

looking” Argentinians. It is worth noting that many of the online newspaper articles that 

include racist and offensive readers’ comments are in no way related to football, which 

reinforces the idea that the world of football is not an isolated social entity with a special 

status that transcends the expectations of the broader social, cultural, legal, and political 

contexts in which it is embedded.  
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The comments sections of online newspapers are far removed from the feelings 

of bonding and cohesion generated by participatory sounding-in-synchrony at football 

stadiums. These sections offer a public forum where readers are much more inclined to 

express their opinions and beliefs in ways that are not restrained or contradicted by the 

collective and public performances at stadiums that often require them to enter a state of 

cognitive dissonance. 

In an article about a teenager who could have played in Club Almagro’s68 first team 

but ended up in jail instead, accused of having murdered a woman, a reader by the name 

of Rudy Hess wrote the following comment: “A shitty n*****,69 like all those who play slum 

football” (Gallotta 2016; my translation). In line with this less than favourable view on 

people – and, in this particular case, football players – who live in slums and impoverished 

neighbourhoods, another reader wrote: “shitty n*****, burn him at the stake. The only thing 

they want with these little n****** is to profit so that coaches and player agents can make 

money! Let the good, decent kids play!” (idem). These comments, typed in anonymity from 

undisclosed locations, represent a continuation of the sentiments that are often expressed 

in football stadiums. Still, it is crucially important to note that these types of comments are 

not confined to football-related articles. In an article on an Argentinian family’s ordeals 

during a holiday trip to Bolivia, a commenter wrote: “THESE CUMIN-SMELLING 

BOLIVIANS ARE SHIT, ARGENTINA’S CANCER” (Que Pasa Salta 2018; my translation, 

all caps in original). Echoing these sentiments, another reader added: “Argentinian fools 

when you see a Bolivian, spit on the ground and treat him like crap; make him feel like 

what they truly are, SHIT!” (idem). Although it would be simplistic and sensationalistic to 

conclude from these examples that most people tend to be racist and aggressive when 

given a chance to express their true feelings and opinions, unfiltered online comments do 

offer a counterpoint to a view of society that simultaneously romanticizes people’s civility 

outside the stadiums and dismisses acts of violence and aggression inside the stadiums 

as play. When it comes to football spectators in particular, I propose a more nuanced 

approach to an analysis of their behaviour in different contexts, a middle ground that 

acknowledges the role of play and cognitive dissonance during football matches while 

                                                 
 

68 Club Almagro, simply known as Almagro, plays football in the Argentinian second division. 
69 Expletive referring to brown skinned Indigenous and mestizo people. 
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recognizing instances of violent and/or aggressive behaviour that transcend notions of 

collective play and are informed by personal circumstances. Although much has been said 

about specific – often organized and clearly delineated – groups of violent fans in different 

countries in relation to social class and political ideology (Aragón 2007; Armstrong 1998; 

Armstrong and Harris 1991; Frosdick and Marsh 2005; Garriga Zucal 2010; Gil 2006; 

Grabia 2009a; Kennedy 2013; Scalia 2009; Spaaij 2007; Testa and Armstrong 2010; 

Tsoukala 2009), my interest in the Argentinian case is not restricted to barrabravas. 

Rather, I consider the ways in which spectators in general contribute to the creation of 

hostile environments at football stadiums by wittingly or unwittingly validating the actions 

and discourses of the barras.  

In a conversation I had with Hugo, the former leader of the barra brava of one of 

Argentina’s most important clubs, he highlighted the positive and supportive attitude that 

some supporters have towards barras.  

EP: How is it that you first joined the group in the stands?70 

Hugo: In Argentina, you are born with the folklore of football fandoms. You are 

born with the love for a club71 and the desire to belong there. What happens is very 

strange, very strange. A barra72 arrives at the stadium, goes to the terraces and 

the entire crowd cheers for them. But also when your team plays in other countries, 

the fans73 are the ones who protect the people who go there. It has happened 

many times. It has happened in Bolivia, it has happened in Peru, it has happened 

                                                 
 

70 “The group in the stands” is a euphemism for barra brava. Hugo had mentioned that he preferred 
talking about organized fans, as barra brava is a non-native term loaded with negative 
connotations.   
71 Consider this statement in relation to the quasi-innate qualities of passion discussed in the 
previous chapter. 
72 Interestingly enough, in this case he used the term barra in spite of his previously stated aversion 
to it. 
73 Here, he used the term fans to refer to the same group of people that he had referred to as barras 
in the previous sentence.  
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in Paraguay. I could tell you that thanks to that group of people74 that goes 

everywhere, the regular members are looked after. 

Although he did not directly answer my question – he expressed his desire to be a 

part of the barra, but the actual steps and logistics required to accomplish his goal remain 

a mystery – his statement raises questions regarding the degree to which barras are 

admired by some fans. Although I would dispute the claim that the entire crowd cheers for 

them, it is certainly true that some fans celebrate the arrival of the barras and their drums, 

flags, flares, and banners. Is this reaction merely an exaltation of the folkloric aspects of 

football fandoms, with an emphasis on the sensory experience of cheering for a team, or 

does the admiration professed by these fans point to a desire to belong to those “elite” 

groups? Whatever the case may be, it seems that a dichotomous conceptualization that 

places the world of football and the ordinary world in separate camps creates an artificial 

barrier by overlooking the social conditions that inform and shape people’s beliefs, 

attitudes, and behaviours. Ontologically, the social interactions and manifestations of 

support, passion, animosity, racism, misogyny, hatred, joy, and despair that take place 

inside the stadiums as well as in their vicinities do not belong to a parallel reality. 

At the risk of generalizing, it should come as no surprise that many of the fans that 

contribute to the lyrics and participate in acts of violence are often (although not 

exclusively) raised in hostile environments where exposure to drugs, alcohol, shootings, 

and physical confrontations is much higher than in middle class neighbourhoods. This is 

not to say that marginalized populations are invariably responsible for the “evils” that afflict 

Argentinian football, nor that the middle class remains blissfully isolated from violent 

incidents. Rather, the point is that, from an interpretive perspective, grounded 

observations must be coherent with the backgrounds and experiences of the people 

whose interactions one seeks to analyze and understand. Observing the behaviour of 

spectators from the relative comfort of a section of the stadium that is mostly occupied by 

casual middle class fans might lead to a different conclusion regarding the importance and 

seriousness of the occasion when compared to an analysis of the fans’ reactions and 

behaviour conducted in a section that is dominated by barras. Although it is true that, as 

                                                 
 

74 In this case, “group of people” means barra or organized fans, depending on one’s perspective. 
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Gil (2007) explains, no section of a stadium is completely free from the potential threat of 

physical violence, it would be misleading to assume that all fans and spectators 

experience football and its various meanings and manifestations through the same lens. 

According to Gil,  

violence exceeds – to a greater or lesser degree – what happens on the terraces 
and the supporters’ chants, sometimes considered as one of the fundamental 
causes of the violent behaviours of ‘those few’.75 No section of any stadium (and 
outside of it) constitutes a safe refuge to guarantee, for example, people’s physical 
integrity. Thus, it is not convenient to forget that many supporters who do not 
belong to groups of fans are often involved in small scale acts of violence, such as 
assaulting a rival who walks alone wearing their club’s jersey in enemy territory. 
Neither the stands that are commonly populated by middle class individuals, nor 
the official suites where leaders and influential personalities meet, constitute a 
refuge against the possibility of being physically assaulted (2007:231; my 
translation).     

The claim that no section of a stadium can guarantee people’s physical integrity 

seems almost obvious and banal. Indeed, the same can probably be said about any sports 

stadium in the world. It would be unwise and perhaps equally obvious, however, to suggest 

that the probability of being caught in a confrontation that might cause physical injuries is 

the same in all sections. Although it is not my intention to demonize barras (nor to sanctify 

them), I would certainly avoid watching games from their sections.  

For the purposes of this discussion, which revolves around the notion of play and 

football stadiums in Argentina as sites for innocent, harmless chanting and carnivalesque 

expressions of joy that defy the rules of the so-called outside world, the point is that 

ethnographic observations that rely solely on an etic approach risk trivializing interactions 

by inadequately contextualizing the social environments in which they take place. Gil’s 

warning regarding the inability of stadiums to guarantee the physical integrity of spectators 

is somewhat at odds with Lyth’s perception of stadiums as fairly secure environments. In 

his words:   

For many fans, Sundays are reserved for going to the stadium, where for a couple 
hours they can play with friends, strangers and competing fans in a relatively 

                                                 
 

75 When discussing football-related violence, media outlets often refer to “those few”, i.e. small 
groups of what they describe as “savages and social misfits” who are seemingly responsible for 
the vast majority of acts of physical violence.    
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controlled and secure environment.76 This setting and the security provided by 
fences, police and other fans of the same team, enable play to occur in the stands 
in a fashion whereby fans are allowed to shout profanities, make gestures, light 
fireworks, dance and literally play in ways that would otherwise be frowned upon 
or prohibited within the real world that exists outside of the stadium (Lyth 2007:61). 

Although it is easy to understand how a stadium that has fences and a strong 

police presence might at first glance give the impression of being a secure environment, 

Lyth’s observations seem to be grounded on a foreign conceptualization of the role and 

reputation of the police77 and the assumption that being surrounded by fans of the same 

team guarantees a certain level of protection and safety. As a football fan growing up in 

Buenos Aires, I attended about a dozen River games at the Monumental stadium. In most 

cases, the atmosphere was comparable to what I observed during the game between 

River and Libertad. Far from thinking of stadiums as secure and controlled environments, 

my reluctance to attend games on a regular basis stemmed from the unpredictability and 

volatility that I ascribed to them. One afternoon during the course of my fieldwork, I passed 

by the main street that leads directly to the Monumental – the same street I walked with 

Malik and Carol when we attended the game – while riding a bus on my way to visit a 

relative. River was playing a home game that day. From the bus, I was able to see part of 

the personnel that had been assigned to the security operations. Standing guard 

approximately five blocks from the stadium were officers from the Federal Police, the 

Metropolitan Police,78 the Military Police, and the Navy Police. Most of them were wearing 

helmets and holding shields. For a game where visiting fans were not allowed, it would be 

ironic to think that such heavy police presence could signal that a fun, family-friendly, and 

carnivalesque spectacle was about to take place.  

                                                 
 

76 The argument that describes football stadiums as secure and controlled environments where 
fans are able to perform cathartic rituals is a common one. Tuastad (1997), for example, explains 
that the Jordanian government attempted to “pacify” Palestinian refugees living in Amman by 
allowing them to externalize their political frustrations while cheering for Wihdat under controlled 
circumstances. Wihdat is a Palestinian football club from the Wihdat refugee camp in Jordan. The 
club symbolizes Palestinian nationalism.  
77 This will become apparent in the next chapter, where I point to the mostly positive image that 
Toronto FC fans have of the police. 
78 The Metropolitan Police was dissolved after my return from fieldwork. Within the city of Buenos 
Aires, the Federal and Metropolitan Police forces were combined to create the new City Police.  
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Going back to the game I attended with Malik, and taking into account the bad 

reputation that police forces have in Argentina, the presence of Military Police officers 

standing in formation along the length of one block on our way to the stadium, looking 

ready for battle, created a tense atmosphere. I could not help thinking that one sign of 

aggression or confrontation from a fan could trigger a disproportionate response from the 

officers, creating a rapidly escalating situation where fans who simply want to get to the 

stadium get caught in a fight.  

 The idea that stadiums are secure places because of heavy police presence is 

contradicted by the conflicting and ambiguous relationships that supporters and different 

groups of organized fans have with police authority, as discussed by Galvani and Palma 

(2005) in their analysis of the spectators’ perception of violence at football stadiums in 

Argentina. When asked about the levels of violence exhibited by the police, barras bravas, 

club officials, and fans, 50% of their survey respondents placed the police under the “very 

violent” category, while 35.5% placed it under the “somewhat violent” category. Barras 

bravas, on the other hand, received a rating of “very violent” by 43.4% of respondents, 

while 38.2% considered them “somewhat violent.”  

When it comes to the relative safety of being surrounded by fans of the same team, 

it should be noted that in Argentina visiting fans have been banned from stadiums since 

June 2013. The ban applies to all professional divisions and remains in effect even though 

there have been attempts to remove it. This is a clear sign that, under “normal conditions” 

(i.e. no ban) the threat of physical violence (which is usually accompanied by displays of 

verbal aggression) is palpable and beyond what could be considered a playful and 

innocent expression of passion. More interesting, perhaps, is the fact that fatal acts of 

violence have not decreased since the ban was implemented. According to the list of 

victims of violence in Argentinian football created by the non-governmental organization 

Salvemos al Fútbol (“Lista de víctimas”, n.d.), there have been 332 deaths since 1922. 

Fifty-six of these occurred after the ban on visiting fans took effect. This points to a shift 

from acts of violence directed at fans of rival teams, which are often motivated by passion 

and aguante, to acts of violence directed at fans of the same team, usually motivated by 

political, territorial, and financial interests. It is not uncommon for a club’s barra brava to 

become fragmented into factions that clash over the distribution of money and the control 

of specific sections of the stadium. 
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In contrast to the comparatively cheerful picture of the stadium painted by Lyth, 

Uliana and Godio describe Argentinian stadiums as spaces where the elements that are 

meant to provide a sense of security end up exacerbating the conditions under which acts 

of violence occur:    

The polarized spatial configuration of the stadiums contributes to the reproduction 
of forms of violence, because it reproduces the symbolic confrontation that any 
football match between two teams implies, taking to the extreme the idea that 
football fans are irrational beings (vandals or barbarians) who could not coexist 
without assaulting the rival. The division between “sides” is reproduced in the 
spatial reconfiguration of the stadium by the security operations teams, the stadium 
with its fences and spatial divisions contributes to reproducing confrontations 
between fans, it deepens them because, through physical separation, it sends the 
fans a message that in some way affirms the impossibility of coexisting with the 
other, it transforms the rival into an enemy…. This is about installing and producing 
– dividing, separating, and mortifying – the subjects’ interaction at a football event 
in an intrinsically risky, menacing, and violent space (2013:318-319; my 
translation). 

 Although Uliana and Godio present an interesting argument that highlights the ways 

in which spatial configurations and security measures can backfire by increasing tensions 

between rivaling fans and creating a militarized environment that unwittingly encourages 

confrontations, I remain highly skeptical about the possibility of creating heterogeneous 

spaces where fans can interact peacefully by tearing down physical barriers. Such a 

scenario is particularly hard to imagine when one takes into account the sometimes mild, 

sometimes brutal, and sometimes fatal confrontations that take place between fans of the 

same team. When intragroup clashes are motivated by interests that have very little to do 

with passion, pride, or a strong sense of identity, the absence of physical barriers does 

nothing to de-escalate tensions and promote peaceful interactions.  

Similarly, the idea that the removal of physical barriers would signal to the fans the 

authorities’ trust in their ability to coexist without assaulting each other seems to be based 

on a somewhat idealized and romanticized view of football fans. 

Stadiums are often described by scholars as spaces where displays of violence 

under controlled circumstances allow the actors involved to release the stresses of daily 

life in ways that are deemed socially acceptable to football crowds (Miller 2014). The 

degree to which this conceptualization of violence inside football stadiums can be readily 

and universally applied to performances by individuals and groups of supporters and 

organized fans is unclear and problematic. To assume that most acts of violence are 
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triggered by the actors’ socioeconomic-related stress would be misguided. Power 

struggles, identity building, and displays of aguante are examples of triggers that are not 

necessarily related to social strains. This is not to say that the socioeconomic status of the 

fans, which may in some cases cause frustration and social resentment, does not inform 

their actions. Miller raises the question: “at what level violence and disorder cease 

functioning as a safety valve and, instead, become a genuine threat to society” (2014:233).   

 

3.11. Words can kill: The case of Emanuel Balbo 

As I mentioned in a previous section, cases of violence inside the stadiums that 

result in death pose a challenge to interpretations of fan behaviour that define stadiums 

as controlled environments where fans can engage in physical confrontations in “socially 

acceptable” ways. More importantly, dismissing the role of verbal aggression as a mere 

component of cognitive dissonance during role play risks downplaying the effects that 

words can have beyond the realm of the carnivalesque. As I will show in this section, 

words can have fatal consequences when used maliciously. The key point here is that all 

it takes for a tragedy to occur is that people take words seriously, reinforcing the idea that 

for some fans, the rivals are real enemies. Far from being spaces where people only 

engage in playful provocations devoid of ill will, stadiums are places where the social and 

personal realities of the spectators manifest themselves in varying ways depending on 

individual circumstances. Displays of role play and real animosity take place 

simultaneously, highlighting the heterogeneous nature of football crowds. Thus, although 

instances of role play involving cognitive dissonance are widespread among spectators, 

to conclude that stadiums are safe environments based on the perceived playfulness of 

the interactions would be misguided. Furthermore, such a conclusion would be 

methodologically detached from the multiplicity of backgrounds, experiences and 

motivations that inform the spectators’ actions and interactions.  

Emanuel Balbo was a fan of Club Atlético Belgrano, a club from Córdoba, 

Argentina’s second largest city. On April 15, 2017, he attended Córdoba’s derby between 

Belgrano and their historical rivals, Club Atlético Talleres. The ban on visiting fans was 

enforced during this match, meaning that only fans of Belgrano were allowed to enter the 

stadium. Although Belgrano has its own stadium, the match was played at the provincially-
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owned Mario Alberto Kempes stadium. With a capacity of approximately 57,000 

spectators, the Kempes (as it is popularly known) almost doubles that of Belgrano’s 

stadium, and is mostly used for important or high profile matches.  

Prior to the match, twenty-two-year-old Emanuel had crossed paths outside the 

stadium with Oscar Gómez, a fan of Belgrano who had killed Emanuel’s fourteen-year-old 

brother in a car accident in 2012 while street racing. After recognizing each other, a verbal 

altercation ensued. Although according to journalistic sources (BBC Mundo 2017; La 

Nación 2017; La Nueva Mañana 2017; Zatat 2017) there were no signs of a physical 

confrontation at the gate, the altercation continued and escalated inside the stadium 

during the halftime. Emanuel and Oscar were following the match from the highest point 

of the stadium’s upper level, in a section with no seats (i.e. a standing section). At one 

point during their verbal exchange, Oscar uttered the words that resulted in Emanuel’s 

death: he told the surrounding Belgrano fans that Emanuel, who was wearing a Belgrano-

themed t-shirt, was in fact a fan of Talleres in disguise. Almost instantly, the fans started 

attacking Emanuel by hitting and kicking him. In despair, he tried to reach one of the 

section’s exits as fans continued to attack him along the way. Once he reached the exit 

that would lead him to a lower level, he attempted to jump to the level below him. Just as 

he was climbing the railing, two fans pushed him over the edge. The approximately four-

metre fall proved fatal. As he lay unconscious on the steps that led back to the upper level, 

one fan seized the opportunity to steal his shoes, while dozens of fans gathered around 

the perimeter formed by the Military Police, chanting: 

  

Olé olé, 

olé olé, 

He who doesn’t jump, 

cheers for the T79 

In an age of increased public scrutiny and surveillance due to the widespread use 

of smartphones with video-recording capabilities, it should come as no surprise that video 

                                                 
 

79 “The T” is short for Talleres. 
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footage of the attack and of the fans chanting around a shoeless Emanuel is available on 

popular internet websites such as YouTube.  

According to Maximiliano Tittarelli, the Director of the Hospital Municipal de 

Urgencias, the hospital where Emanuel was admitted, he arrived with “parietal fracture 

and collapse, with cerebral edema and a very low state of consciousness” (La Nación 

2017; my translation). Emanuel was declared brain-dead shortly after being admitted. 

On March 28, 2019, Oscar Gómez was sentenced to fifteen years in prison for 

instigating the events that resulted in Emanuel’s death. The judge explained that “Gómez 

encouraged a group of people directly and with clear intention – knowing how they would 

react – to violent behaviour, one of the possible consequences of which was the death of 

the victim…. He fell because he was violently beaten in his desperate attempt to flee” (La 

Nueva Mañana 2019; my translation). Similarly, Martín Darío Vergara received a prison 

sentence of eleven years and seven months, while Matías Ezequiel Oliva Molina was 

sentenced to ten years and eight months. They are the fans who pushed Emanuel. 

Regarding their role, the judge said:  

the defendants could have anticipated a possible fatal outcome, since the 
remarkable violence with which they acted against (Emanuel) Balbo consisted in 
throwing him from a height greater than four metres, with fury and impulse. It is not 
possible to accept that they did not foresee that a possible outcome was his death. 
A generalized violent reaction, in this context, is uncontrollable and none of the 
contributors can claim that they did not know that the episode could end in 
unpredictable ways, even in the death of the attacked person (idem). 

 Emanuel’s case provides a good synthesis of some of the issues I have discussed 

in relation to violence and aggression at football stadiums. As I mentioned earlier, the 

finality of death is at odds with the notion of the stadium as a place where spectators can 

engage in verbally offensive but ultimately playful and harmless interactions under relaxed 

rules of behaviour. Emanuel’s death was the culmination of a conflict that had begun 

outside the stadium and had no relation to football. This poses a problem when 

conceptualizing stadiums as bubbles that remain isolated from the “real” world. Rather, 

stadiums act as fairly fluid and permeable extensions of life beyond their gates. Put 

differently, they represent a continuation of the spectators’ lives, and even though role 

play informs the spectators’ behaviour to varying degrees, it would be an exaggeration to 

say that their beliefs and personal circumstances are put on hold every time they watch 

their teams play.  
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Emanuel’s case challenges the image of football as carnival and stadiums as 

spaces where fans engage in “cartoonish” displays of aggression in one crucial way: his 

conflict with Oscar over the death of his younger brother had no connection to football, but 

it was football that was used by Oscar to instigate his fellow Belgrano fans to attack him. 

This brings me to the role of verbal aggression. As I have discussed, instances of cognitive 

dissonance where spectators verbally attack their rivals – particularly when chanting in 

unison – are not uncommon, but as this case shows, it is dangerous to assume that verbal 

exchanges between fans always revolve around fun and play. Oscar’s intentional, 

untruthful, and malicious choice of words had fatal consequences. He understood that his 

colleagues would take his words seriously; his intention was never to make fun of Emanuel 

in the spirit of play. Moreover, he uttered those words knowing that his colleagues would 

identify Emanuel as an enemy – one that did not pose a threat – without bothering to verify 

the truth of his claim (i.e. that Emanuel was a fan of Talleres in disguise). 

 

3.12. Spectators 

 In everyday common parlance, the term “fans” is often used to refer to all people 

in attendance at a football match, regardless of their level of interest in the match, personal 

attachment to the clubs, and physical and emotional involvement. Here, I will differentiate 

between four categories of people who go to the stadiums. These categories are, by 

necessity, at least partially arbitrary, as it is simply not possible to draw a clear, 

impermeable line between one category and another. Still, they are useful in articulating 

the most salient features that characterize stadium-goers.  

 Throughout my writing, I use the term spectators to refer to all members of the 

crowd. This includes people who might have very little interest, if any, in football in general. 

Granted, it may be difficult to find many uninterested spectators at a match, but the odds 

of this should not be underestimated. It is far from uncommon to come across people who 

attend matches in the company of a reluctant relative, boyfriend, girlfriend, or close friend 

who knows little about the sport, its rules, and its protagonists but agrees to spend an 

evening at the stadium motivated by the lowest level of curiosity imaginable. To name an 

example, a few years ago I attended a Toronto Blue Jays (of the American-based Major 

League Baseball) game that was played at the stadium known at that time as the 
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SkyDome, currently called Rogers Centre. It is safe to say that my role during the game 

was purely that of a spectator. I was somewhat curious about people’s behaviour and the 

style of cheering at a baseball game, which made me much more of an observer than a 

supporter. I did not – and still do not – know the rules of baseball, but my level of interest 

in the match itself was, for the most part, incidental. At this point I should mention that I 

had gotten a free ticket, which was the single most important factor in my decision to 

experience a slice of “baseball culture.” Another excuse to attend was the fact that the 

match afforded me the opportunity to visit the SkyDome, much like a tourist in Barcelona 

might feel compelled to experience the atmosphere at FC Barcelona’s Camp Nou stadium, 

or a tourist in Buenos Aires might be tempted to experience a match at Boca’s La 

Bombonera. In short, the spectator’s experience is emotionally detached from what 

happens on the field, and the reasons for attending a match might have little to do with 

who is playing or what the teams are playing for (e.g. points, promotion, a title, etc.).  

 

3.13. Supporters 

Supporters fall somewhere between spectators and fans. This category is arguably 

the most fluid one in terms of boundaries, as supporters might gravitate slightly to one of 

the “neighbouring” categories depending on the level of emotional investment in the sport 

and the teams they cheer for. Unlike spectators, however, supporters cheer for specific 

teams and are not indifferent to the action on the field. In this sense, then, they are more 

closely related to fans, although they might not be as well-informed about a league and its 

teams or as familiar with the rules of football as most fans. A classic example is that of the 

offside rule. I have been in many situations where supporters who were genuinely 

concerned about the fate of their teams would ask for clarification regarding the offside 

rule, as they did not understand the conditions under which a player could be caught 

offside. Most fans, on the other hand, would not have a problem understanding the rule 

(although, admittedly, exceptions to the rule or special circumstances can get tricky at 

times, even for fans). Further differentiating between supporters and fans is the fact that 

it is not uncommon for supporters to cheer for a team and follow its progress when 

conditions are favourable. Put differently, a supporter might actively cheer for a team and 

express an increased interest in the team when it is doing well. This includes cases where 

the team is, for instance, in the final stages of a cup competition or well on the way to 
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becoming league champions. Conversely, an active interest in football might be almost 

nonexistent during times when the team falls from grace and wanders aimlessly at the 

bottom of the table or fails to win titles. To be sure, supporters are not unconditional in 

their degree of involvement. This is not to say that their feelings for a club are insincere; 

rather, they tend to be manifested at particular times and under specific circumstances. 

 

3.14. Fans 

Fans are deeply attached to their clubs. They are the ones who initiate the chanting 

outside and inside the stadiums, the ones who loudly cheer for their teams when things 

on the field are not going well. They tend to be well-informed about their leagues and have 

an active interest in football that often exceeds an exclusive focus on their domestic 

competitions. To a lesser or greater extent, football plays an important role in their lives 

for a variety of reasons. Some fans identify with a club based on the club’s ties to a 

neighbourhood or city, while others enjoy the respite from the stresses of daily life provided 

by football on a weekly basis. In the case of Argentina, this category can be somewhat 

problematic, as there are different interpretations regarding the appropriate use of the term 

fans. Alabarces and Garriga Zucal, for example, use the term to refer to barras as a nod 

to the label preferred by the members of the barras bravas. In their words,  

‘fans’ is one of the native names used to identify one of the groups of organized 
spectators that follow a football club. These groups are called ‘barras bravas’ by 
common sense and the media. We will not use this term, but will use the native 
ones instead: ‘fandoms’, ‘the kids’ or ‘the gang.’ Similarly, we will refer to the 
members of these groups as ‘fans’, differentiating them from the rest of the 
spectators (Alabarces & Garriga Zucal 2008:288; my translation).  

Although it is true that members of barras bravas often prefer to be known as fans, 

to refer to them by this name simply because it is their preferred term can be 

simultaneously condescending to barras and offensive to fans who have no ties to barras 

bravas. To clarify, Alabarces and Garriga Zucal propose using the word “fans” to refer 

exclusively to barras. There are certainly members of barras bravas who should be 

considered fans to the extent that they personify at least some of the features I have 

described above. Barras bravas, however, are not homogeneous in terms of their 

members’ love of football and level of support and emotional investment. Thus, some 
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barras might well be considered supporters; one might even find the odd spectator among 

them who joined a barra brava for reasons that have little to do with football itself, such as 

the sense of belonging generated by a shared group identity, or “business opportunities.” 

Additionally, in the case of Alabarces and Garriga Zucal, referring to barras as fans has 

the unfortunate side effect of “downgrading” fans who are not members of barras bravas 

to the category of spectators in an attempt to avoid confusion. There is a conflict here, 

however, when it comes to the use of the Spanish word hincha (meaning “fan” when used 

in the context of football), presented as a native term. I question the validity of the claim 

that barras should be addressed simply as hinchas because that is their preferred native 

term. The problem with this claim is that it confounds native term with preferred term. To 

be sure, hincha is not a native term to the extent that members of barras bravas did not 

come up with it. According to Soca (2010), the origin of the use of the word hincha in 

football can be traced back to the early 20th century in Montevideo, Uruguay. He explains 

that Prudencio Miguel Reyes, an employee at Club Nacional de Fútbol80 (popularly known 

as Nacional) who was in charge, among other things, of inflating the balls (the Spanish 

verb hinchar means to inflate), would passionately cheer for the team during matches. As 

a result, spectators began to notice and comment on “the inflator’s” (i.e. the hincha’s) loud 

demonstrations of support for Nacional. Over time, hincha became the word used to refer 

to Nacional’s fiercest supporters, and eventually its use became widespread in some 

South American countries. To sum up, nowadays the term hincha, when used in relation 

to football, means fan, while the verb hinchar, also in the context of football, means to 

cheer for or to support. Crucially, hincha has never been reserved for barras, and its 

meaning is not directly related to the characteristics that define barras. In fact, hincha is 

the common term used by virtually everyone in Argentina to refer to anyone who supports 

a team, regardless of his or her level of support. It is easy to understand, however, why 

barras would want to appropriate the term and claim exclusivity over its use by describing 

themselves as the “real” fans, the ones who follow a team unconditionally, rain or shine; 

the ones responsible for providing the entertainment during matches with their chants and 

colourful displays of flags. Appropriating the term hincha would mean diverting attention 

from the negative connotations of the label barra. It could be seen as an attempt to renew 

                                                 
 

80 Nacional is one of Uruguay’s two biggest and most successful clubs. 
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the image and improve the reputation of barras by highlighting the festive aspects of their 

behaviour while setting aside their more questionable practices.  

 From a methodological perspective, Alabarces and Garriga Zucal risk 

romanticizing their research participants by uncritically assigning them a label on the basis 

of their stated preference, ignoring the fact that the label has been historically applied to 

all football enthusiasts and has never implied violent behaviour or political and economic 

interests, unlike the term barra. Equally concerning is the suggestion that everyone who 

is not a member of a barra brava should be referred to as “spectator” to accommodate the 

barras’ request to be known as fans (hinchas). This raises questions regarding the role of 

the researcher in the field, as it is not unusual for researchers to empathize with their 

participants to a degree where it might become difficult to maintain a critical distance. In 

Argentina, people state the teams that they cheer for by saying “soy hincha de…” (“I’m a 

fan of…”). Under the usage proposed by Alabarces and Garriga Zucal, where “barras” 

become “fans” and people previously known as fans become “spectators”, this would 

mean that anyone claiming to be a fan of a team would be saying that they are members 

of that team’s barra brava.  

 An argument in favour of replacing the term barra and all of its variants with more 

benign alternatives would likely point to the stigmatizing effect that the current vocabulary 

has on fans who are members of particular groups. Indeed, barra has negative 

connotations, although, as Hugo mentioned during our interview, some fans look up to 

barrabravas. In any case, I use the commonly used terms – barra, barras bravas, 

barrabravas, etc. – for the sake of simplicity and as a way of differentiating between 

organized groups of fans and “regular” fans. To be abundantly clear, my intention is neither 

to stigmatize these groups nor to romanticize them. As I mentioned in chapter 2, it would 

be simplistic to think of barras as dangerous criminals who take pleasure in causing chaos. 

Having said that, I have yet to find someone who does not think that barras bravas, as a 

social entity and independently of individual cases, are a real and tangible problem. As a 

researcher, I do not feel obligated or inclined to avoid the use of the term barra on the 

basis of an emic approach that seeks to understand a particular social context from the 

perspective of its participants. Put differently, understanding is not the same as agreeing. 

In this case, the origin of the word hincha, combined with its meanings and widespread 

use in common parlance, indicates that the term is not native to the barras. Thus, the 

barras’ claim to exclusivity over its use is a weak one. Furthermore, examples of members 
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of barras who refer to the groups as barras are not uncommon, which suggests that the 

rejection of the term is not universal. 

 

3.15. Barras bravas 

Barras bravas are groups of organized fans that create festive environments at the 

stadiums through their chants, drums, and carnivalesque displays of flags, banners, and 

flares. Although, as previously discussed, they do not hold a monopoly on violence at 

football stadiums, they are generally responsible for the most serious acts of violence, 

including cases involving the use of knives and guns, many of which have ended in death. 

Parallel to their role as “entertainers”, barrabravas are often in charge of profit-making 

operations such as the sale of food and merchandise around the stadiums, to name two 

examples. Prominent members of the barras maintain clientelist ties with club officials, 

either through friendly relations or intimidation. These ties allow barras to navigate their 

clubs’ facilities with absolute freedom and grant them access to illegal businesses such 

as ticket scalping. Furthermore, barras are sometimes employed by clubs and, as Mónica 

explained in relation to her experience as Press Secretary at Atlanta, participate in 

meetings held by club officials.  

 In some cases, club officials rely on barras for political support within and beyond 

the clubs. In the words of Gaffney,       

The barrabravas are hierarchical organizations of primarily young, economically 
and socially disenfranchised men81 that are paid by the club in a variety of ways. 
Some members are given fictitious jobs82 in the companies of directors, others are 

                                                 
 

81 This is not always the case. Some barrabravas belong to the middle class, while very few belong 
to the upper-middle class. The Schlenker brothers at River are the most famous example. These 
are, however, exceptions to the rule. 
82 Gonzalo Acro, a barrabrava, received a monthly salary of 5,763 pesos while working as a 
maintenance agent at River Plate’s Olympic-size swimming pool (Buzzella 2007). Although 
impossible to corroborate, it is generally believed that Acro was paid for doing very little work, if any 
at all. Most of the club officials (including the then-president José María Aguilar) knew that he was 
a barrabrava. Aragón describes a similar scenario at San Lorenzo de Almagro, one of the most 
important first division clubs. When talking about the club’s barrabravas, he states that “some 
members work for the club….without actually performing any specific task” (2007:70).    
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given tickets to sell on match days,83 while others have relationships with the 
stewards of the clubs and collect money from spectators who are then slid under 
the turnstiles. The barrabravas can also act in a more sinister fashion in the service 
of the club directors by disrupting rival club director’s businesses, causing political 
disruptions, or engaging in violent acts against other barrabravas and the police. 
They are in essence professional fans, operating within an institution of their own 
creation, financed by club management to act in the service of club directors. On 
the other hand, the barrabravas influence the decisions and internal politics of the 
directors in regards to team managers and club initiatives (2009:170). 

The fact that barras are “professionals” means that their actions inside and outside 

the stadiums are often guided by their economic and, in a few cases, political interests. 

Put differently, their passion for their clubs takes a backseat to the economic relations that 

allow their businesses to thrive. In this regard, Alabarces states that “from the point of view 

of the rest of the fans, these actors are ‘not in the least interested in the club’…. The 

emotional contract with the club and ‘the club’s colours’ disappears only to be replaced by 

an economic contract” (2004:57; my translation). This observation is in line with the 

opinions of three interviewees, who believe that business and passion are incompatible. 

Alabarces also explains that a barra brava, 

viewed from the perspective of its own active or militant fans, is defined by a 
political or economic relation – or both at the same time – that they maintain with 
the club or with some of its officials, which leads them to alternately occupy official 
and opposition roles: although, ultimately, every barra is official because a club’s 
governing body ends up entering into an agreement sooner rather than later 
(idem). 

His definition makes reference to the use of intimidation that allows barras to 

“negotiate” profitable deals with club officials. Still, it is important to note that some officials 

and politicians (such as Marcelo Mallo, founder of the NGO United Argentinian Fandoms) 

have an active interest in establishing and maintaining relationships with barras, as the 

barras are able to mobilize political support during elections, political rallies, and protests. 

They also serve as “task forces” that can be deployed at rallies and political 

demonstrations to confront and disperse members of the opposition. Unsurprisingly, as I 

mentioned in the previous section, many barras reject the use of a label that identifies 

                                                 
 

83 Raúl Gámez, ex president of Vélez Sársfield, another important first division club, told me that 
he used to give tickets to the club’s barrabravas, who would then sell them. He explained that this 
was a way of avoiding trouble with them, but in retrospect regrets his actions and urges club officials 
to stop financing the barrabravas.  
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them as members of a group that is characterized by the use of violence and intimidation 

and operates as a criminal organization. This became apparent when Hugo got defensive 

about my use of the term barra brava during our interview, in which I asked him about the 

role of barras. 

EP: What would be, if there is one, the role of a barra brava within a club? 

Hugo: (He thinks about it). Being politically correct I would have to say that it’s not 

a barra brava, it’s a group of… What everyone says… You already know that…  

EP: I sometimes refer to it as a group of organized fans. 

Hugo: It’s a group of organized people. 

EP: Right, exactly, that’s what we are getting at. 

Hugo: That has its hierarchies. There’s the first line, the second line, and the 

foundations. To become a member of the first line you have to go through different 

stages, mainly of knowledge, time and leadership. 

EP: How did the name barra brava become popular? 

Hugo: It was due to many violent episodes that happened and still happen in 

football. What happens is that those episodes got distorted. During my time there 

weren’t so many economic interests. Now there are many economic interests. 

EP: And political as well. 

Hugo: Yes, as a springboard to reach higher places. It was very useful for Mauricio 

Macri to be the president of Boca, which later allowed him to become the Chief of 

Government (of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires). I’m going to give you this 

example; you know who the president of Boca was during Mauricio’s time: Macri. 

But if I ask you who was the education minister, you might not know the answer, 

because being the president of a prominent club like River or Boca gives you more 

influence than being, say, a provincial senator.  

Even though Hugo avoided mentioning the specific activities that barras participate 

in, he explained that economic interests gradually became more important than 
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manifestations of passion and support for the barras’ clubs. This coincides with Alabarces’ 

description of barras bravas as groups that are defined, at least in part, by economic 

relations. Although Gil (2007) and Murzi and Segura Trejo (2018) emphasize that acts of 

violence are not confined to specific groups and particular areas of the stadiums, Hugo 

believes that most of the football-related violence that can be observed today revolves 

around intra-barra confrontations over economic interests.  

Hugo: Nowadays, acts of violence take place between different factions of the 

same barra over the loot. 

EP: That’s the other type of violence that people refer to. One is based on the love 

for the club colours, the jersey, and the other revolves around economic interests... 

Hugo: Yes, but it’s not like you fall from the sky and become the leader of a group 

of fans. You were also a genuine fan who gave your life for the club colours, but 

later things become distorted. 

EP: Yes, I’m not saying that one thing excludes the other, but that they are two 

types of violence that are intertwined, and sometimes a fan starts from one place 

and ends up in another... 

Hugo: Where money appears, passion dies. Money comes in through the door and 

passion comes out of the window. It’s impossible for them to go hand in hand, it’s 

like water and oil. Either you have economic interests, or you have ideological 

interests. 

The argument that claims that passion and economic interests are mutually 

exclusive is a popular one among my interviewees. Nevertheless, for many barras, 

physical confrontations with rival barras and the police remain important ways of exalting 

their passion for their clubs. In fact, these confrontations encapsulate notions of passion, 

masculinity, and belonging that are hard to detangle. In her analysis of what she calls 

“hooligan culture”, Burstyn highlights the feelings of belonging among members of 

hooligan groups. These feelings are nurtured by shared, violent activities within a context 

of hypermasculinity:     

hooligan crowds are men’s gangs, expressions of men’s culture, leaping into the 
terrain of mixed culture. They are not crowds of men and women equally laying 
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waste to neighbourhoods. Gangs of soccer fans are not gender-neutral but 
hypermasculine ‘crowds.’ In these crowds, the intense need to feel liked or loved 
is a driving force. It is expressed not in the bestowal of affection by supporters on 
a welcoming town, but in the bonding achieved with brothers-in-arms from one’s 
own town, through assault, ravage, and plunder. Belonging, dominating, and 
violating during football riots are experienced as one emotional totality (Burstyn 
1999:196-197). 

Although it is true that a sense of belonging motivates some fans to join a barra, 

this motivation need not be related to a desire to engage in practices of physical, gender-

based dominance. As I have discussed in the previous chapter, not all fans who hang out 

with the barras participate in physical confrontations.  

In line with Burstyn’s description of hooligan groups, barras bravas are the domain 

of men. There have been two notable exceptions, however, in the history of Argentinian 

football. Boca’s La Raulito84 and River’s La Gorda Matosas (Fat Matosas) became icons 

of the clubs’ groups of fans in the 1960s. Elsey and Nadel describe their rise to fame:  

In Argentina’s most prominent rivalry, two women succeeded in leading the barras 
(fans). María Esther Duffau, known as “La Raulito,” of Boca Juniors, and Haydée 
Luján, or “La Gorda Matosas,” of River Plate, took the mantle in the 1960s. They 
accumulated power within their clubs, controlling ticket allotments, club “gifts,” and 
organizing international travel. La Raulito and La Gorda opted for masculine 
clothing, hairstyles, and language. In media portrayals, they abandoned their 
female identities to become “real fans.” Both Duffau and Luján came from difficult 
circumstances. Duffau, as popularized in the 1975 film about her entitled La 
Raulito, had grown up on the streets and often passed for a boy. Luján, too, was 
an orphan. Both women understood the football club as their extended family…. 
Luján claimed that her fiancé could not understand her love for the club. She 
described River Plate as her boyfriend, her children, and her husband. It is striking 
to imagine the environment in which these women led fans in chants that ridiculed 
rivals by linking them to femininity and sexual submissiveness (2019:51-52). 

La Raulito and La Gorda Matosas played prominent roles on the terraces. It is 

important to note, however, that although the term barra brava was coined in the 1960s, 

the barras of the time differed significantly from present-day barras. Crucially, they lacked 

the level of organization that characterize modern barras, and their motivations for 

engaging in acts of violence did not include political and economic incentives and rewards. 

                                                 
 

84 La Raulito means “The Little Raoul.” It combines the feminine article “la” with “Raulito”, which is 
the Spanish masculine form of “Little Raoul.”  
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Acts of violence were mostly confined to fist fights. The militarization of modern barras 

(Archetti & Romero 1994), on the other hand, is marked by the use of knives, firearms, 

and bombs. As previously stated, intra-barra conflicts over economic interests are now the 

norm. This was not the case in the 1960s.  

La Raulito and La Gorda Matosas were far from innovative when it came to styles 

of cheering and supporting, as their actions, combined with the way they presented 

themselves (not only in terms of hairstyles and clothing, but also in terms of demeanor 

and body language), reinforced the image of barras as examples of hegemonic 

masculinity. It was the suppression of any expression of femininity that cemented their 

place on the terraces. Even in cases where femininity is not suppressed, Rodríguez 

explains that “women attending football matches do not pose a threat to the hegemonic 

subject; on the contrary, social values of masculinity are reproduced within the shared 

activity of going to grounds” (2005:234).  

 
Figure 12. La Raulito (left) and La Gorda Matosas (right). Retrieved from: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EW33_BuWsAALYre?format=jpg&name=small and 
https://www.facebook.com/La-Gorda-Matosas-
403418538344/photos/a.10150960495898345/10150960495928345 
 
 

In more recent times, Carolina Cristinziano, a lawyer and former member of the 

Argentinian Football Association’s Normalizing Committee,85 explained in a newspaper 

                                                 
 

85 The Normalizing Committee is an administrative unit. 
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interview that she attends Rosario Central’s86 matches with the club’s barra. In her words: 

“I always fight with the police. In all the away games I enter the stadium firing shots, 

sometimes without a ticket and with the leader of the barra!” (Perfil 2016; my translation). 

Her case is an exception, although it shows that the world of the barras is not always 

completely closed off to women. Unlike La Raulito and La Gorda Matosas, Cristinziano, 

who is married to former Rosario Central player Gonzalo Belloso, combines a feminine 

image with actions that reinforce aspects of hypermasculinity. Beyond issues of gender 

representation, this example points once again to a culture of impunity, and is particularly 

important taking into account that she is a lawyer who had an active role in the AFA’s 

Normalizing Committee. She took it as a matter of pride to describe her behaviour on 

match days in a newspaper.  

 Studies on the role of women on the terraces are scarce. In their analysis of women 

in sports in Latin America, Elsey and Nadel acknowledge that their sources “often come 

from sporadic publications and traces of evidence” (2019:19). It would be interesting to 

find out more about the gendered dimensions of violence and verbal aggression at football 

matches in Argentina from women’s perspective. The lack of substantive research in this 

field highlights the need for future studies to be able to better understand women’s 

contributions and struggles in social environments that have always been the domain of 

men.  

When it comes to doing business, economic interests take precedence over club 

allegiances. Miguel agrees with Hugo and emphasizes the barras’ economic interests as 

well as their corrupt arrangements with politicians and the police as the main source of 

violence in football. 

Miguel: Football in Argentina has tremendous social relevance. In other words, if 

there is a football-related strike, if a football club disappears, a lot of people would 

go mad. The incorporation of politics created the other side of football,87 which 

involves the protection of the barrabrava, because the barrabrava is no longer that 

stereotyped individual who is somewhat ignorant or with a low cultural level, who 

                                                 
 

86 Club Atlético Rosario Central is a first division club from the city of Rosario. 
87 Beyond the clubs’ typical function as social and sports clubs. 
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saw his team as a, a, a projection of his masculinity, and cheered for his team on 

the weekends, and handled the drums, and the flags, and handled all of those 

things that some people call football’s “party.” Um, he started doing business. You 

have the merchandising of the jerseys, the sale of tickets to international matches, 

the trips; here we have an NGO called Hinchadas Unidas Argentinas that plans 

trips to other countries with the intention of becoming the official barra brava of 

Argentina’s national team. So, the leaders of different barras bravas began to unite 

to build Argentina’s barra brava. It’s all business. That business is often maintained 

by journalists and players. All of that became mixed up and it is now a tangle, a 

tangle that is very, very, very, very difficult to take apart. The barrabrava is the 

hand that does everything. Everything that you see around the stadium, be it the 

sale of flags, the sale of jerseys, you will see one, two, four, ten hot dog and 

hamburger carts; the trapitos88 who guard the parked cars around the stadiums… 

All of that is an arrangement between the barra brava and the police. Because 

here you get to the degradation of what it means to be a public official in Argentina 

who starts to generate a business, and part of the business is shared between the 

police and the barrabrava. Barrabrava, police officer, politician, why? Because 

during the week, I (the barrabrava) am the tough guy, the heavyweight, the one 

who looks after the politician, and on the weekends I am the one who runs the 

stadium in connivance with the police. That means that you have to move fortunes 

in police operations supposedly so that there are no confrontations. That degrades 

the clubs’ economies even more, because opening a football stadium today is not 

profitable due to the costs of “running the show” and the security operations. This 

means that nowadays, for example, you witness the incredible truth that barras go 

from one place to another protected by a police escort so that in theory they don’t 

cause any trouble. They are escorted by the police until they reach the stadium.89 

They have priority over you in transit; they travel in buses that cannot possibly have 

                                                 
 

88 In Buenos Aires, people who drive to concerts or sporting events are often extorted into paying 
protection money for their cars when they park on the street. The so-called trapitos (trapito means 
small piece of cloth) charge drivers a fee that is arbitrarily set by them. Although drivers can refuse 
to pay the fee, they do so at their own risk, as their cars may be vandalized as a result. Trapitos 
often work for barras bravas.   
89 Bergés also described this scenario, stating that more often than not, the buses that take the 
barras to the stadiums are not authorized. 
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any type of authorization because they are all beat up. To top it all off, we have 

reached the point where visiting fans cannot attend matches. And now there are 

barras within barras, because business is so good that the leaders of different 

factions of a barra confront each other to decide who runs the business.  

Leonardo, a police commissioner and Head of Security at Club Barrial,90 further 

supports the argument that violence in football is largely a consequence of the internal 

conflicts between members of a barra. He emphasizes the highly profitable91 nature of 

football-related businesses. 

Leonardo: Here, today the barras don’t fight anymore with the rival barras; the 

fights are internal. Why are they internal? Because of the drug business on the 

stands, the merchandising business around the stadium, the trapitos around the 

stadium. I always say, if they give me the extra income of a game, of a Boca - 

River played at Boca’s stadium, I... My family, my grandchildren, and I would live 

comfortably for ten years, because there are fortunes involved. All the 

merchandising, all the tourism, all the trapitos, parking, sale of hotdogs on the 

street, all of that at Boca, for example, is managed by the barra. So, we are talking 

about astronomical figures, astronomical, what they earn from one game. You may 

say, “look, I don’t have a job, I’m going to go to Once92 and I’m going to buy thirty 

jerseys, twenty Boca hats, three little flags and I’m going to stand on a corner to 

sell them”... Two minutes later you are thrown into the Riachuelo93 if you are not a 

member of the barra! 

EP: Do they get merchandising from the club? 

                                                 
 

90 Club Barrial is a fictional name. 
91 Although I do not have access to specific figures regarding the profitability of the barras’ 
businesses, it is probable that only a few barras bravas from the country’s most important clubs are 
able to run highly profitable operations.   
92 Once is an area within the neighbourhood of Balvanera in Buenos Aires famous for its shopping 
malls with stands that sell trinkets and knockoff goods. 
93 As previously stated, the Riachuelo is a river, infamous for its high levels of contamination from 
industrial waste. 
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Leonardo: No, no. Generally speaking, the clubs have their own official stores. 

What the barra sells on the street is all knockoffs. They get their stuff from the guys 

who sell at Once, and they set up their little shops on the street. The official jersey, 

bought at an official store, costs, let’s say, 500 pesos, but you can get it on the 

street for 100... That’s what the guys sell. And they have a certain status. At Boca, 

tourists pay to go to the terraces, to stand on the guard rails. They have a tango 

club in front of the stadium where they take the tourists; they make fortunes. The 

club gets nothing more than the money from ticket sales.  

As Leonardo mentioned, barras turn passion into a lucrative business. Thus, far 

from being defined primarily by their role on the terraces, barras bravas are groups that 

have adapted themselves to the reality of Argentinian football and politics by taking 

advantage of the opportunities afforded by clubs. Their illegal activities, as well as their 

status within the clubs, reinforce the idea that Argentina’s culture of impunity perpetuates 

corrupt practices. These practices represent an obstacle to the country’s socioeconomic 

development to the extent that they create relationships that revolve around the political 

and economic interests of particular groups, such as politicians and club officials. Although 

my focus here is on the social, cultural, and political implications of football, the system of 

organized chaos that characterizes Argentinian politics permeates all spheres of society.    

Keeping in mind what Hugo said earlier regarding the admiration that fans feel for 

the barras (a fact that he may have overgeneralized), it is important to note that, far from 

being condemned, manifestations of passion are often celebrated even when they include 

instances of physical violence and verbal aggression. In 2012, during a speech introducing 

a biometric ticketing system that would facilitate the identification of violent fans,94 the then 

President of Argentina, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, stated that violence in football is 

not confined to small, easily identifiable groups of fans. Indeed, as I mentioned above, it 

would be simplistic to blame all cases of violence and aggression on barras. Still, the 

general consensus seems to be that small groups of organized, violent fans ruin the 

spectacle of football for the vast majority of peaceful, civilized fans (Gil 2007). As a result, 

                                                 
 

94 The system was never implemented. 
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– and to reiterate a previous point –  although far from having no responsibility in acts of 

violence, barras serve as a scapegoat. In the words of Fernández de Kirchner, 

the issue of violence in football does not… If we confine ourselves only to a small 
group, um, we are going to make a mistake and we are not going to give a real 
solution to the problem. The problems with some small groups, more than with 
violence in football, have to do with other things that happen outside the stadiums 
and not inside. The most serious things don’t happen inside the stadiums, they 
happen outside…. Another thing that I also have to say, when fights break out, 
they don’t break out only where the barras are. I’ve seen fist fights between fans 
from the same club because they have differences with respect to the referee’s 
call, what they think of the coach, what they think of football (infobae 2017; my 
translation).  

Gil (2007) mentions that no stadium is free from the small scale acts of violence 

perpetrated by fans who have no ties to the barras. Even though it would be a mistake to 

ignore the role that fans play in the creation and perpetuation of hostile environments, it 

would be equally irresponsible to elevate barras to the status of national icons. In an 

attempt to appeal to the masses by painting a colourful picture of the manifestations of 

passion in Argentinian football, Fernández de Kirchner proceeded to praise the barras 

during her speech, emphasizing their “heroic” demonstrations of support for their clubs: 

I wanted to really do justice to thousands and thousands of people who have a 
passion that has made them a true icon of Argentina. You know that there are tours 
for tourists who go specifically to the stadiums... They enter with the flags, it’s a 
whole, a whole mystical experience carrying the flags, defending them, then 
deciding where they keep them and so on (infobae 2017; my translation). 

It is interesting that she would consider the act of defending the flags (an act that 

includes physical confrontations with members of rival barras) a mystical experience. In 

other words, violent confrontations over flags are desirable incidents. She then said: 

I don’t understand much about football and I don’t like football, but when I went to 
the stadium, because they took me, or when I went with Néstor,95 do you know 
what I would look at? The stands, because what amazed me the most were the 
stands. Those guys standing on the guard rails, with the flags, haranguing... They 
are wonderful... And I know some of them... I know one from Boca96 who occupies 
an important position in the National State – I will not say his name – who is 

                                                 
 

95 Néstor Kirchner was President of Argentina from 2003 to 2007. He died in 2010. 
96 Although here she avoided using the term barras, she was indeed talking about barras when she 
said “some of them” and “one from Boca.” She used the term at another point during her speech. 
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impeccable.... Now he’s more serious, but at the stadium, hanging from the guard 
rail with the flag, never watching the game because they do not watch the game, 
they harangue, harangue and harangue... They have my respect, because the 
truth is that feeling passion for something, feeling passion for a club, is also, you 
know what? It’s also being alive. Those who have no passion for anything... The 
truth is that I always distrust those who have no passion for anything (idem). 

As an example of impunity, her comments, which make reference to a barra who 

became an important member of the national government, indicate that, at times, barras 

enjoy friendly relations with club officials and politicians. Furthermore, she talks about 

passion as an emotion to be celebrated regardless of its manifestations. In the next 

chapter I will argue that passion in the context of Argentinian football serves as an 

antagonizing force that creates enemies.  

 

3.16. Aguante 

Aguante is arguably the single most important term used to describe acts of 

violence perpetrated by barras. In its most basic form, the term can be translated as 

endurance. In football, it refers to the physical, emotional, psychological, and financial 

endurance displayed by fans during adverse conditions. According to Parrish and 

Nauright, “the essence of aguante is not only an expression of physical strength in terms 

of support, but also mental strength. Possessing the ability to withstand challenging times 

requires resilience and an intangible inner strength linked to pride” (2013:6). Although the 

term can be applied to fans in general, it has a strong association with the collective 

identity of the barras. Aguante is considered a native term, one that is used by barras to 

describe their own actions, to differentiate themselves from other fans, and to signal their 

sense of belonging to a barra brava. Indeed, aguante can be claimed individually or 

collectively according to the circumstances. As a marker of group identity, it is common 

for barras bravas to claim that they have aguante while their fiercest rivals do not. Thus, 

saying that a particular barra brava does not have aguante is considered an insult, a 

taunting affront that ridicules its members by portraying them as weak, cowardly, and 

unmanly. Those who have aguante do not run away when confronted by rivaling barras 

or the police; they stand their ground against all odds, facing adversity and defending their 

club’s honour. Alabarces, Garriga Zucal, and Moreira (2008) base their interpretation of 

aguante on the barras’ conceptualization of the term as one that includes violence and 
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confrontation as its distinctive features. According to them, spectators experience aguante 

in ways that avoid acts of violence, which they consider responsible for ruining the festive 

atmosphere of football matches. A barra brava, on the other hand, “creates a ‘community’ 

of belonging which is defined by being the bearer of aguante, the one that fights” 

(Alabarces & Garriga Zucal 2008:277; my translation). Indeed, “violence can become a 

way of claiming or asserting masculinity in group struggles” (Connell 2005:83). This 

interpretation leaves out a view of the group as an organized “business” entity. Barras 

define themselves publicly and proudly as the carriers of aguante. Some of them, although 

certainly not all, lead a sort of double life whereby public demonstrations of aguante and 

passion are encouraged while illegal profitable activities are not to be mentioned.  

Figure 13 depicts an expression of aguante in support of Club Atlético Defensores 

de Belgrano, a club that played in the fourth division at the time of my fieldwork. The poster 

says: “Thursday November 20, everyone to the Juan Pasquale (stadium). We will gather 

at the club at 12 to welcome the team; if you are a fan of DEFE97 you can’t miss it. We 

have the balls that YOU don’t have…” Although it is unclear who the last sentence refers 

to, it is interesting to note that it was placed inside a photograph of Defensores’ barra 

brava, known as La Barra del Dragón (“The Dragon’s Barra”). Thus, the club’s barra is 

proudly represented as the legitimate carrier of aguante. To have balls is to have aguante, 

to stand one’s ground, to face adversity head on. In this sense, barras bravas are the 

epitome of aguante.  

As seen in figure 13, aguante often serves a double function: it is as much about 

emphasizing a group’s or an individual’s mental and physical strength and resilience as it 

is about provoking and belittling the rivals. Thus, to claim that Defensores’ barra has the 

balls that its rivals do not have, is to invite a reaction from the intended targets. The 

gendered dimension of aguante places emphasis on manifestations of hegemonic 

masculinity in ways that glorify “masculine” characteristics such as mental and physical 

endurance, bravery, and physical strength, while men who lack these characteristics are 

effectively “ball-less” and thus worthy of ridicule. According to Hugo, the culture of aguante  

                                                 
 

97 Short for Defensores. 
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Figure 13. A poster depicting an expression of aguante. Photo by author. 
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has turned many football fans into fans of the barras bravas. Bearing in mind Hugo’s past 

as the leader of a barra, I would argue that he has a tendency to exaggerate the levels of 

support and admiration that fans express for the barras. In any case, his comment sheds 

light on the prominent role of aguante as a symbol of pride, honour, strength, and 

resilience. 

Hugo: (Regarding the fans) They became fans of the barras some time ago. Their 

chests expand with pride when their barras bravas fill the stadiums, but not when 

their teams play well, because we arrive at the same issue, the culture of aguante. 

From his perspective, barras act as unofficial “club ambassadors.” Put differently, 

the barras on the stands take precedence over the teams on the field as representatives 

of the clubs’ values. Hugo explains that it is the barras, in their capacity as the bearers of 

aguante, who get the fans’ attention and respect.    

In this chapter, I have described my experiences and observations attending a 

game at River’s stadium. After unwittingly buying illegal tickets from Mix Up Exchange and 

being subjected to three lax security checks on my way to the stadium, the game afforded 

me the opportunity to analyze the fans’ displays of passion from an emic perspective that 

takes into account the diverse reasons for participating in offensive and discriminatory 

chanting. Although role play and cognitive dissonance are important concepts to consider 

when trying to make sense of performances that go against the fans’ values and beliefs, 

it would be unwise to assume that instances of verbal aggression in the form of chants are 

in all cases expressions of innocent, harmless, and playful taunts that hold no real 

meaning. With this in mind, I have argued that football stadiums do not represent “alternate 

realities” where certain practices are permitted and celebrated as part of carnivalesque 

performances. Stadiums represent different things to different fans. Given the diversity of 

life experiences, values, and beliefs among fans, it is impossible to reduce their 

motivations for engaging in certain practices to a common cause. As the case of Emanuel 

Balbo shows, hostilities between fans are sometimes all too real and far removed from 

playful manifestations of cognitive dissonance. The words uttered by Oscar Gómez, which 

ultimately resulted in Emanuel’s death, were chosen with the intention to cause physical 

harm. 
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After identifying the four categories of people who attend football matches, I have 

described the features that characterize barras bravas. Far from being confined to 

providing entertainment during matches by chanting, playing drums, and displaying 

colourful banners, flags, and flares, barras play various roles within the clubs. As self-

proclaimed “real” fans, they engage in acts of verbal aggression and physical violence 

inside and around football stadiums through displays of hypermasculinity and aguante. 

Although some acts of violence are motivated by a culture of aguante and an antagonizing 

form of passion, others are related to economic interests, as evidenced by the frequent 

intra-barra confrontations between factions that seek to monopolize the control over 

certain businesses such as the sale of tickets they receive from club officials, drug 

trafficking, parking around the stadiums on match days, etc. The political role of barras will 

be examined in future chapters.  

Having analyzed the ways in which fans in Argentina interpret and experience 

passion, as well as their attitudes towards rivals, I now turn my attention to a comparison 

between fans in Buenos Aires and Toronto. This comparison highlights the need to 

consider sociocultural specificities when thinking about passion and violence in football.      
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Chapter 4.  
 
Comparative perspectives on passion and violence 

Viene el fin de semana, 
todo’ a la cancha vamos a ir. 
Está todo preparado, 
el bombo y el trapo para salir. 
 
Al equipo que tiene más aguante, 
llevo dentro del corazón. 
Saltando, cantando, prendidos a los trapos, 
dejamos el alma en el tablón. 
 
Borracho, yo voy cantando. 
Con mis amigos voy festejando un triunfo más. 
 
Loco, soy por mi trapo. 
Te sigo a muerte por donde vas, 
porque la vuelta queremos dar, 
queremos dar. 

The weekend is coming, 
we will all go to the stadium 
Everything is ready, 
the drums and the flag ready to go out. 
 
I carry within my heart, 
the team that has the most aguante. 
Jumping, singing, holding on to the flags, 
we leave our souls on the terraces. 
 
Drunk, I’m singing. 
With my friends I’m celebrating one more triumph. 
 
I’m crazy for my flag. 
I follow you to death wherever you go, 
because we want to do the victory lap, 
The victory lap. 
 

La cumbia de los trapos (“The Cumbia of the 
Flags”), by Yerba Brava98 

 

As the popular saying goes, comparisons are odious. Generally speaking, the 

saying applies to comparisons of a personal nature, particularly in situations where a 

person might compare unfavourably with others. From a social scientific perspective, 

however, comparisons are useful in identifying different ways of experiencing, replicating, 

challenging, and thinking about superficially similar social contexts such as football 

matches. In the words of Becker,  

comparison has always been the backbone, acknowledged or not, of good 
sociological thinking. Finding two or more things that are alike in some important 
way yet differ in other ways,… looking for the deeper processes these surface 
differences embody – these operations create sociological knowledge of the world 
and give us the more abstract theories that tell us what to look for the next time out 
(2010:1).  

                                                 
 

98 Yerba Brava is a band that plays a style of music known as cumbia villera, which roughly 
translates as “slum cumbia.” The band is well known within this genre, which is popular among the 
lower classes. La cumbia de los trapos is a song from their debut album titled Cumbia villera, 
released in 2000. A music video was filmed for this song, and is available on YouTube. 
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This is indeed an important point, as a consideration of the social, cultural, 

historical, political, and economic specificities that influence and inform a particular context 

produces knowledge that avoids the universalizing and homogenizing conclusions of 

grand theory approaches.  

This chapter will serve as a comparison between my experience attending a River 

match and the observations I recorded in my capacity as a Toronto Football Club Season 

Ticket Member. As I have previously discussed the River match, the focus here will be on 

Toronto FC of the American-based Major League Soccer (MLS). Before I describe my 

observations at Toronto FC matches, I will briefly highlight MLS’ evolution in terms of its 

image and identity, a process which seeks to integrate the league into the international 

football community by adopting European and South American customs and practices.   

 

4.1.  The rebranding of Major League Soccer clubs  

The inaugural season of MLS was played in 1996. This is a particularly important 

fact to consider, as the league is still in the process of developing a clearly defined identity, 

often walking the line between American and European sporting cultures in what could be 

described as a sort of tug of war. Taking into account that football is, by far, the most 

popular sport in the world, and considering the global appeal of Europe’s most important 

leagues, it is perhaps unsurprising that many fans of MLS look to Europe and, in some 

cases, South America for inspiration. Still, when it comes to MLS’ evolving identity, a move 

away from traditional American sporting cultures is as much related to the negative image 

that football fans from other countries have of football in Canada and the United States as 

it is related to the global influence of European and South American football.  

The fact that football is still widely referred to as soccer99 north of Mexico remains 

a laughing matter among fans from footballing countries. Despite having originated in 

England, the modern-day use of the word soccer conveys a particular image of the sport, 

                                                 
 

99 “Soccer” is short for association. More specifically, the term became synonymous with 
association football. 
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one that is tied to American customs as well as naming and branding traditions, reflected 

in the crests and names of MLS clubs. Put differently, the league’s aesthetics were, at 

least in its early years, firmly rooted in the tradition of the United States’ other major 

professional sports leagues. Although a few of the ten founding clubs made timid 

references to locally significant historical events in their names,100 many remained 

ahistorical and apolitical, focusing instead on family-friendly, “fun-sounding” alternatives. 

Among these, one could find names such as New York/New Jersey MetroStars, Dallas 

Burn, San Jose Clash, Tampa Bay Mutiny, Los Angeles Galaxy, and Kansas City Wiz. In 

recent years, there has been a move away from the Disneyesque image that some MLS 

clubs conveyed. In an attempt to give MLS clubs more legitimacy in the eyes of football 

fans around the world, some clubs have gone through a full rebrand, changing their crests, 

names, and colours. Kansas City Wizards (at one point, the club changed the name from 

Wiz to Wizards), for example, became a more respectable Sporting Kansas City, while 

Dallas Burn became a more discreet FC Dallas. In 2019, Chicago Fire SC (Soccer Club) 

changed its name to Chicago Fire FC (Football Club), and in 2021 Montreal Impact 

became Club de Foot Montréal. While some of the clubs that started playing in MLS in or 

after 2015 retain the SC designation (Orlando City SC, Nashville SC, St. Louis City SC), 

most have adopted the internationally recognizable – and arguably more respected –  FC 

name (Atlanta United FC, Charlotte FC, Los Angeles FC, FC Cincinnati, New York City 

FC, Minnesota United FC, Sacramento Republic FC, Austin FC). Thus, the shift towards 

European naming traditions continues to this day. On the one hand, there is a palpable 

eagerness among owners to establish some sort of connection to Europe’s most important 

leagues. On the other hand, the connections are sometimes too literal or out of context, 

resulting in names that are devoid of local identities. A few examples include Atlanta 

                                                 
 

100 New England Revolution, a club from the Greater Boston area, serves as an example. Although 
“Revolution” refers to New England’s role in the American Revolution, the name makes reference 
to an event that was significant to the region as a whole, but has no direct connection to the 
founding and history of the club itself. 
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United,101 Minnesota United, Inter Miami,102 and Real Salt Lake.103 Although the name 

associations are awkward to say the least, they signal a desire on the part of MLS clubs 

to become respected members of the global football community. Still, the league’s 

evolving identity is not confined to aesthetic changes and updated naming conventions.  

It would be hard to imagine a football game without flags, banners, and chanting 

fans. Needless to say, the shift towards European and South American styles of cheering, 

far from being imposed by club owners, is the result of the fans’ active participation and 

involvement in the development of supporters groups. Taking into account the large 

number of Latin American fans in cities such as Los Angeles, San Jose, Miami, Orlando, 

and others, it should come as no surprise that many of the chants heard at American 

stadiums borrow their melodies and some of their lyrics from South American (mostly 

Argentinian) and Mexican chants. In fact, one of D.C. United’s104 supporters groups is 

called Barra Brava. In football, the style of cheering differs significantly from that of most 

other Canadian and American sports.  

 

4.2.   Sports as entertainment 

The first thing I noticed while watching a Vancouver Canucks (of the National 

Hockey League) game at their home venue, Rogers Arena, was the carefully orchestrated 

cues, communicated by an announcer, that would encourage spectators to express their 

                                                 
 

101 Although club owners usually have explanations that make reference to the local significance of 
highly recognizable words/brands to justify their inclusion in their clubs’ names, the fact remains 
that the word “United”, at least when it comes to football, is synonymous with the English club 
Manchester United.  
102 In the case of Inter Miami, Inter stands for “Internacional” (Spanish for international). There are 
a few clubs from other leagues that use the word Inter, but none are as popular as the Italian club 
Inter Milan. From a marketing perspective, it is easy – unavoidable perhaps –  to associate Inter 
Miami’s name with the Italian giants.  
103 From my strictly subjective perspective, Real Salt Lake is undoubtedly the most amusing name 
in MLS. “Real” is Spanish for royal. The word has been borrowed from the Spanish club Real 
Madrid, and is one that makes sense in the Spanish context, as it makes reference to the Spanish 
monarchy. I have, to this day, never heard of the King and Queen of Salt Lake City.   
104 D.C. United is a club from Washington, D.C. 
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support for the team. More interestingly, the club took an active role in teaching spectators 

the art of cheering by providing supplementary materials. An example of this are the giant 

screens hanging from the ceiling of Rogers Arena and facing in all directions. These 

screens played a music video with lyrics praising the Canucks; the video was subtitled, 

and the subtitles would indicate the precise moment a spectator needed to sing a word, 

much like the subtitles one would find in music videos played at karaoke bars. By contrast, 

when describing instances of spontaneous chanting among San Lorenzo fans at their 

stadium in Buenos Aires, Herrera explains that “unlike most sporting events in the United 

States, these were not preprogrammed musical interventions or choreographed calls to 

action from a PA system but an unscripted, impromptu, and unstructured participation 

triggered by spectators” (2018:470-471). 

Other cues at Rogers Arena included the announcer asking spectators to welcome 

the players when they were about to enter the rink as well as light and sound 

choreographies encouraging people to make noise. I was left with the impression that 

clubs feel that it is their responsibility to provide entertainment beyond the actual sporting 

event. In that sense, a professional hockey game in Canada and the United States feels 

like a cross between a sporting event, an amusement park, and a concert. I suspect the 

same might be said about the National Basketball Association and the National Football 

League, with women cheerleaders contributing to the creation of hyperactive masculine 

environments. It should be noted that these choreographies are not confined to the major 

leagues. I attended a Toronto Marlies (of the American Hockey League) preseason 

friendly game – courtesy of Toronto FC, which gave members free tickets to the game – 

that ticked all the boxes when it came to the spectacle the club provided. Not being used 

to clock stoppages, timeouts, and getting two intermissions, I wondered (somewhat 

impatiently, I must admit) whether I was attending a hockey game or a concert, as every 

single second the puck was not in play was filled with loud music. Combining all the 

breaks, pauses and timeouts might give a spectator enough reason to consider the event 

a pre-recorded concert, albeit one that enables them to experience a live hockey game 

when breaks in the music allow it. To be sure, the American professional sporting tradition, 

as a source of entertainment, relies heavily on constant stimuli. This is related to the 

Disneyesque image I mentioned earlier. The audiovisual stimuli with which spectators are 

bombarded – particularly during breaks – do not create ideal environments for fans to 

engage in conversations about the game they are watching. If anything, these stimuli, 
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which are not directly related to the game in particular nor to the sport in general, divert 

attention away from the sporting event. 

 

 

4.3.  Toronto FC 

Having identified some of the ways in which professional sports in Canada and the 

United States engage with spectators through the use of audiovisual technologies and 

fireworks to provide “shows” that transcend the significance of any particular sporting 

event, I now turn my attention to Toronto FC and my observations at the club’s stadium, 

BMO Field.  

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, taking the bus to a River game is like 

joining a traveling circus. Taking public transport to a Toronto FC (TFC for short, as it is 

popularly known) game, on the other hand, is a vastly different experience. To get to the 

stadium, I ride the subway for approximately twenty minutes before transferring to a 

streetcar at downtown Toronto’s Union Station. From there, it takes about twenty-five 

minutes to reach BMO Field, the terminal stop. The subway portion of the trip is remarkably 

uneventful, with only a few people wearing TFC jerseys giving any indication that a 

professional football match is about to be played in Toronto. On days that a TFC home 

game coincides with a Toronto Blue Jays, a Toronto Raptors (of the National Basketball 

Association), and/or a Toronto Maple Leafs (of the National Hockey League) home game, 

the difference in popularity between these sports becomes apparent. Taking into account 

that Rogers Centre, home of the Blue Jays, and Scotiabank Arena, home of the Raptors 

and the Maple Leafs, are located in close proximity to Union Station, it is not uncommon 

to see a variety of jerseys representing different Toronto sports teams on the subway. TFC 

fans are somewhat of an oddity among other sports fans in terms of their lesser visibility. 

Although this might be partly due to the fact that baseball, basketball, and hockey are 

more popular than football, it is also true that Union Station is the terminal station for fans 

going to Rogers Centre and Scotiabank Arena, while many TFC fans make their way to 

BMO Field by bus, train, or streetcar, without ever getting on the subway. For those of us 

who get off at Union Station and transfer to the 509 Harbourfront streetcar, the portion of 

the trip between Union Station and BMO Field becomes the exclusive domain of TFC fans. 

Still, even at times when 80% or more of the passengers are headed to the stadium, the 
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trip remains a very quiet affair. Apart from the fact that the streetcar is often packed with 

fans wearing TFC jerseys, scarves, jackets, and hats, the atmosphere is comparable to 

that of a Monday morning commute.  

The two-block walk from the streetcar’s terminal stop to the gates of BMO Field is 

undoubtedly more pleasant and inviting – albeit less exciting – than the equivalent walk 

from the bus stop to River’s stadium. There are a few police officers scattered around 

BMO Field, but unlike the hordes of shielded and helmeted military police that one would 

encounter in stadiums throughout Argentina, their presence is not intimidating. I have 

seen, on more than one occasion, officers from the Mounted Unit105 of the Toronto Police 

Service interact with children in a friendly manner, smiling and waving at them. By contrast, 

the uneasiness and sometimes tense atmosphere generated by the presence of military 

police officers in and around Argentinian stadiums means that I would only approach one 

hesitantly, and would need a good reason to do so. Police officers in Argentina are often 

seen as instigators of violence who antagonize and provoke the barras (see Galvani and 

Palma 2005). Generally speaking, on the other hand, TFC fans see the police as state 

employees whose function is to ensure their security. As a Season Ticket Member since 

2017, I have never witnessed a violent incident at BMO Field involving the police. In fact, 

I have never witnessed a violent incident at BMO Field at all. The only verbal exchange I 

had with a police officer consisted in the officer telling me “have a good night” as I was 

exiting the stadium after a match. After thanking her, I was left somewhat confused. Having 

lived more than half of my life in Canada, I should not have been too surprised by her non-

threatening attitude. Still, taking into account that I spent the socially formative years of 

my life in Buenos Aires, where police officers would target “suspicious-looking” individuals 

on the street by asking to see their identification cards and by conducting random 

background checks, it is easy to understand why my habitus manifested itself in the form 

of confusion. I had been socially conditioned to regard the combination of stadiums and 

police officers as bad news. This is not to say that the conduct of police officers in Canada 

                                                 
 

105 The Mounted Unit’s stables are located around the corner from BMO Field. Sadly, this means 
that fans who get off the streetcar on their way to the stadium are sometimes hit by a rather pungent 
aroma emanating from the stables. 
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is impeccable at all times, but at the very least, spectators can attend sporting events 

trusting that they will not be beaten, abused, or provoked by law enforcement authorities.  

With a capacity for just over 30,000 spectators, BMO Field is the largest football-

specific stadium in MLS. In other words, although a few stadiums in the league have a 

higher capacity, they were not built specifically for a football club, meaning that some clubs 

such as Seattle Sounders and Atlanta United, to name two examples, play in stadiums 

that were designed for American football or, in the controversial case of New York City 

FC, baseball. In 2019, TFC ranked fifth in crowd attendance in MLS out of 24 clubs, with 

an average per game crowd of 25,048 (Soccer Stadium Digest 2019). 

Getting inside the stadium is a straightforward process. After removing all metal 

objects from their pockets, spectators go through a contactless search conducted with a 

handheld metal detector. This takes approximately three seconds, after which digital 

tickets are scanned (paper tickets are no longer accepted at BMO Field), granting 

spectators access to the stadium. Since reselling tickets above face value is not illegal in 

the province of Ontario,106 people who buy scalped tickets do not need to worry about their 

tickets being rejected at the gate.   

The pre-match ceremonies turn every game – whether important or insignificant 

depending on what is at stake – into an epic event. The fireworks set the tone for what is 

to come. Both teams step onto the field accompanied by grandiloquent, triumphal music 

before the national anthems of Canada and the United States are played (when TFC plays 

against Club de Foot Montréal or the Vancouver Whitecaps, only the Canadian national 

anthem is played). A guest artist sings the American anthem first, followed by a few lines 

of the Canadian anthem, after which they extend their arm, pointing the microphone at the 

crowd and urging spectators (who are, at the request of the stadium announcer, morally 

required to stand during the anthems) to sing along. To some extent, the club replicates 

                                                 
 

106 Scalping has become quite a problem for people who want to buy tickets online, as scalpers 
buy tickets in bulk from authorized websites, such as Ticketmaster, and resell them for exorbitant 
prices, also through authorized websites. This makes it extremely difficult at times (depending on 
the game’s importance) to find tickets that are fairly priced. As a result, scalping makes many seats 
unavailable to most people due to prohibitive prices.  
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the American tradition by orchestrating and choreographing displays of support for the 

players. This is hardly surprising, considering that MLS is in fact an American league.  

 

 
Figure 14. Fireworks at BMO Field before the start of the game against Sporting Kansas 
City. Photo by author. 

 

4.4.   A tranquil affair 

Ceremonies aside, MLS crowds are not known to be among the loudest, most 

passionate crowds in the world. Attending a professional football match in Toronto 

provides an experience that differs significantly in terms of cheering styles and people’s 

behaviour from that of a football match in Argentina, Italy, Turkey, or Serbia, to name a 

few countries where fans are vocal about expressing support for their teams. At times, I 

found the casual, perhaps overly relaxed attitude of many spectators at BMO Field 

somewhat disconcerting. On one occasion, two spectators in their twenties, sitting in the 

row directly behind mine, were talking about something that had no relation to the game, 

laughing and enjoying their fast food. Meanwhile, on the field, TFC was being outplayed 

by the rivals, who were winning the game by three goals to none. Needless to say, there 

is nothing out of the ordinary about spectators having a laugh and enjoying a conversation, 

even when their team is losing. Not worrying excessively about a score might be 
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considered a healthy reaction, one that conceptualizes sports primarily as a source of 

entertainment. Still, at what point is a casual attitude too casual, and how does this affect 

the stadium experience in terms of the event’s entertainment value? In the example 

mentioned above, the spectators had been talking about non-TFC-related topics for most 

of the game’s duration. To the extent that they never expressed discontent, anger, 

frustration, or sadness based on what was transpiring on the field, they did not seem to 

be emotionally invested in the team’s fate. 

Far from being an isolated case, I have witnessed many cases where spectators 

move around the stadium seemingly unpreoccupied with the game itself. It is quite 

common to see people coming and going, returning late to their seats after halftime when 

the game is being played (to be clear, I am not talking about being three minutes late; I 

have seen spectators return to their seats half an hour into the game’s second, forty-five-

minute half), going for a beer or a slice of pizza in the middle of the game and returning 

when there are five minutes left on the clock, or leaving the stadium early – sometimes 

very early – to beat traffic. Season Ticket members are no exception when it comes to 

these types of behaviour. On several occasions, I have seen many of them, including the 

five acquaintances I have made at the stadium, leave early to catch an empty train, bus, 

or streetcar. To this day, I struggle to understand why some fans leave early when the 

score is not set in stone and the outcome of the match is yet to be decided. Even in cases 

where there is a, say, two-goal difference between the teams, the final eight minutes or 

so of a match can radically alter its course. The desire to avoid overcrowding when taking 

public transportation on the way back from the stadium seems to be greater than the desire 

to watch the team play the final, sometimes crucial, minutes of the game. Considering that 

tickets can be expensive, the overly casual attitude borders on indifference, signaling, at 

least on the surface, some degree of emotional detachment. By way of comparison, one 

would be hard-pressed to find many people at a movie theatre leaving the theatre before 

the movie ends. Even in cases where a movie might be boring, most people want closure. 

The same principle does not always apply at BMO Field.  
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Figure 15. MLS Cup final against the Seattle Sounders, with the south end of BMO Field 
and the supporters groups on the right. December 9, 2017. Photo by author. 
 
 

When it comes to cheering, there is no chanting at BMO Field (apart from a generic 

TFC! war cry) beyond the south end of the stadium, where the club’s officially recognized 

supporters groups are located. In Argentina, chants usually – though not invariably –  have 

their epicentre where the barras are located, spreading from there to the rest of the 

stadium. The gradual spread explains why some sections of the stadium sing the chants 

with a slight delay, creating an echo effect. At BMO Field, on the other hand, examples of 

what Herrera (2018) refers to as participatory sounding-in-synchrony might only be found 

at the south end. Even then, it is mostly the southeast corner of the south end that engages 

in chanting, as it is here that one would find the loudest supporters groups. Given the fact 

that chants are contained within a small section of the stadium, and taking into account 

the mild nature of their lyrics, instances of cognitive dissonance are virtually nonexistent. 

Contrary to what happens in Argentinian stadiums, where chants often target rival clubs 

and include insults and racist remarks, TFC chants focus mostly on uplifting themes, 

expressing the fans’ devotion for the club and encouraging the team. A few insults are 

reserved for Club de Foot Montréal, TFC’s biggest rivals, but unlike what happens in 

Argentina, where fans dedicate less than flattering chants to their archrivals even when 

their teams play against neutral opponents, TFC supporters only target Montréal when 

both teams meet on the field. 
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Insults aside, it is usually safe for visiting fans to mix with TFC fans at BMO Field. 

On some occasions, I have seen small groups of New York Red Bulls, New York City FC, 

and Colorado Rapids fans in my section of the stadium cheering for their teams in a 

manner that indicated that they did not feel intimidated or afraid. They would certainly get 

the attention of the surrounding TFC fans, mostly in the form of mocking smiles, but I never 

got the sense that things could escalate and get out of hands.  

During a game against the Colorado Rapids, two Rapids fans who looked like they 

were in their very early teens made a point of letting everyone around them know that they 

did not like Toronto. Sitting a few rows behind me, they would intermittently yell Toronto 

sucks! with a provocative grin in a clear attempt to call attention to themselves. James, 

one of the acquaintances I made at the stadium, would regularly turn around to give them 

a mildly angry stare. Being the most impulsive of the fans I regularly talk to while watching 

a game, I could tell that his mind was filled with repressed insults that he never verbalized. 

Immediately after the game ended (victory for TFC), the Rapids fans made their way out 

of the section, still yelling Toronto sucks! defiantly. James, perhaps somewhat comforted 

by the final score, waved his hand at them, mockingly wishing them a nice trip back to 

Colorado. Both fans were able to make their way to the exit through a sea of TFC 

supporters without worrying about being targeted.  

In another example, while riding the streetcar on my way to BMO Field to attend 

the 401 Derby107 against Montréal, I spotted a fan in his thirties wearing Montréal’s jersey 

underneath an open jacket. Thinking to myself how unlikely, inadvisable, and 

irresponsible it would be for a fan wearing a Boca jersey to ride a bus packed with River 

fans on the way to River’s stadium, I saw that TFC fans were indifferent and oblivious to 

the presence of a rival on “their” streetcar. I candidly and half-jokingly told the fan to feel 

free to take off his jacket (it was a warm day), assuring him that nothing bad would 

happen to him, especially considering that the surrounding TFC fans paid no attention 

to his jersey. We ended up striking a conversation about football in very friendly terms. 

                                                 
 

107 The 401 Derby takes its name from Ontario Highway 401, which covers most of the route 
between Toronto and Montréal. The derby is also referred to as the Canadian Classique and the 
Two Solitudes Derby. The latter takes its name from the 1945 novel Two Solitudes, which touches 
on issues of English and French Canadian relations.  
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This was his first time attending a game at BMO Field, so he did not know what to expect 

in terms of the stadium’s atmosphere. After getting off the streetcar, we wished each 

other the usual hypocritical “good luck” afforded to a rival fan before going on our 

separate ways. Although it seems illogical to wish a rival fan good luck, considering that 

their good luck can only come as a result of one’s own bad luck, the implicit message is 

that one feels no animosity towards fans who support rival clubs. This is in large part 

due to the fact that passion among Toronto football fans does not entail the 

abandonment of rational thought.  

In the summer of 2009 I attended an offseason friendly match between Montreal 

Impact108 and River, played in Montreal at Stade Saputo, home of the Impact. On that 

day, I was one of a small number of fans wearing a River jersey. Since there was a very 

small crowd, people were hanging out outside the stadium, sitting on the grass, enjoying 

the weather before making their way to their seats. Moments before entering the 

stadium, a fan whose intention was to get people’s attention appeared on the scene. He 

was wearing a Boca jersey, parading his way to the stadium with a defiant grin. As he 

sat on the grass, a River fan approached him, looking agitated and exasperated, and 

told him to be careful because there were River fans who had come from Argentina to 

watch the game.109 He also urged him to take off his Boca jersey. Among other things, 

the River fan told the Boca fan that what he was doing was a provocation. Still agitated, 

he called him crazy and told him that he could not simply show up wearing a Boca jersey 

to a River match. He insisted on reminding him that the fans who had come from 

Argentina might want to harm him. By the time I entered the stadium, the Boca fan was 

still waiting outside wearing his jersey. This incident serves as an example of “portable 

culture”, recreating on Canadian soil the drama that would typically play out around 

Argentinian stadiums. More importantly, it contrasts with the previous example, pointing 

                                                 
 

108 This was before the club changed its name to Club de Foot Montréal in 2021 and before it joined 
Major League Soccer in 2012. 
109 Although it is unclear who he was referring to when he said “River fans who came from 
Argentina”, one possibility is that he was talking about barras. Taking into account that on some 
occasions the barras’ expenses, including game tickets and plane tickets, are paid for by clubs, 
this would not be entirely surprising. Furthermore, no regular River fan would travel to Montreal 
from Argentina exclusively to watch a rather insignificant offseason friendly match against a team 
that was, at that time, playing in an unknown league.   
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out the differences in the ways in which football fans in Toronto and Argentina think 

about rivals/enemies. 

In Toronto, the vast majority of sports fans do not see the rivals as enemies. To 

commit an act of physical violence against rival fans solely on the basis of their club 

allegiances would require the kind of irrational thinking that is unwittingly encouraged by 

the glorification of unbridled passion, as evidenced by the death of Emanuel Balbo. 

Crucially, TFC’s management actively discourages instances of verbal aggression, 

racism, and physical violence by taking measures to ensure that BMO Field remains a 

family-friendly environment. As a result, the stadium serves as an entertainment venue 

where the interests of the spectators and the club’s management are aligned.  

 

4.5.  Code of Conduct 

TFC has five officially recognized supporters groups: U-Sector, Kings in the North, 

Red Patch Boys, Tribal Rhythm Nation, and Original 109. People wishing to buy a season 

seat located in the south end of BMO Field need to join one of these groups. Although the 

south end is equipped with non-folding seats, it is the only place in the stadium where fans 

are allowed to stand during games. As previously mentioned, the supporters groups are 

responsible for most of the chanting, providing a dose of excitement in a mostly timid 

crowd. Every time the team wins a trophy, the players walk to the south end to celebrate 

their triumph with the supporters groups. Spectators and supporters groups are, for the 

most part, respectful of the league’s Code of Conduct. A large sign outlining the Code can 

be found at BMO Field next to the Member Entrance. For comparative purposes, I will list 

only the points that highlight different attitudes and behaviours between professional 

football in Argentina and in Canada and the United States. The sign states:  

“The following conduct is prohibited in the Stadium and all parking lots, facilities 

and areas controlled by the Club or MLS: 

- Behavior that is unruly, disruptive, threatening or violent in nature, including verbal 

or physical harassment of match officials, players, staff or fans 
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- Displaying signs, symbols, images, using language or making gestures that are 

threatening, abusive, or discriminatory, including on the basis of race, ethnicity, 

national origin, religion, gender, gender identity, ability, and/or sexual orientation 

- Displaying signs, symbols or images for commercial purposes or for 

electioneering, campaigning or advocating for or against any candidate, political 

party, legislative issue, or government action 

- Possession of an unauthorized pyrotechnic device, smoke or firework or other 

Prohibited Items 

- Throwing objects of any kind, including streamers 

- Declining to promptly return a ball that enters the stands” 

Admittedly, some of the behaviours listed in the Code of Conduct are more difficult 

to monitor than others. It is safe to say that finding a stadium anywhere in the world where 

spectators adhere to a rule that prohibits them to verbally harass match officials and 

players must be a virtually impossible task. BMO Field has a designated Family Section 

where a “no foul language” policy is enforced. Beyond that section, however, one might 

hear an occasional insult directed at the referee, the linesmen, and/or the players. Even 

then, there is a sense of uneasiness among some spectators when someone lets out a 

loud insult. I suspect that things at the south end might be slightly different, although I 

have not had a chance to observe this behaviour.  

If all of the rules mentioned above were to be enforced in Argentina, stadiums 

would remain forever empty. Contrary to what happens in Argentina, where club officials 

sometimes have political aspirations and interests, MLS clubs operate under a franchise 

model that remains largely isolated from municipal, provincial, and national politics. Thus, 

MLS clubs are run as businesses, often by investors who have no intention of getting into 

politics. The fact that TFC is a private club operated by investors who appoint managerial 

positions means that fans do not have a voice when it comes to electing a president and 

board members. This, in turn, means that interested candidates do not need the fans’ 

support and approval to be appointed. Argentinian clubs, on the other hand, run elections 

every four years, relying on members in good standing to elect a president. This, combined 

with the political aspirations of candidates who wish to use football clubs to showcase their 

leadership potential – which would later allow them to run for local, provincial, or national 

politics – explains the presence of large flags and banners during games advocating for a 

particular candidate or political party. These flags and banners are usually put on display 
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by barras, a fact that points to clientelist ties that benefit both parties. While this practice 

is prohibited in MLS, club officials in Argentina actively engage in politics by promoting 

their agenda through signs and images, highlighting the fundamentally different nature of 

football between these two contexts when it comes to its social and political reach beyond 

the stadiums. 

As I have discussed in the previous chapter, it is standard practice in Argentina for 

spectators to engage in discriminatory chanting that targets rivals110 on the basis of race, 

ethnicity, national origin, and sexual orientation. How much of this is the result of a state 

of cognitive dissonance is debatable (recall, for example, Mix Up Exchange’s email with 

the attached lyrics to a racist chant targeting Bolivians), but in a context where taunting 

and ridiculing “the enemies” is at least as important as cheering for one’s own club, it 

would be simply impossible to enforce a rule against discriminatory chants. Considering 

that tens of thousands of spectators engage in this practice, any measure short of playing 

games with no crowds would prove inefficient.  

During my years as a TFC Season Ticket member, I have not heard discriminatory 

chants at BMO Field. I am not entirely sure how the club would go about monitoring cases 

of racism and discrimination, but more importantly, discriminatory chants are generally not 

tolerated by spectators.111 In a stadium where there are no instances of cognitive 

dissonance to downplay or justify racist remarks, offensive comments are taken seriously. 

Unlike what happens in Argentina, insults that make reference to ethnicity, national origin, 

and sexual orientation are not considered a form of entertainment. In the absence of a 

culture of aguante, there is no logic to support the practice of physically and verbally 

overwhelming and overpowering rival fans through acts of violence, aggression, and 

intimidation. MLS’ supporters groups are a far cry from Argentina’s barras in terms of 

attitudes, purpose, and behaviours. Although TFC’s supporters groups are not generally 

                                                 
 

110 Although these chants are directed at fans of rival clubs, I wonder how a Bolivian fan of River 
feels about and makes sense of a chant that teases Boca fans for being poor, uneducated, ugly, 
and dirty Bolivians.  
111 By contrast, some European fans yell racist remarks at players. To name one example, fans of 
Italy’s Cagliari yelled “monkey” at Romelu Lukaku, a black Belgian striker who plays for Italy’s Inter 
Milan (Smith 2019).   
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seen as the domain of troublemakers, an event involving a formerly recognized supporters 

group prompted a reaction from the club. 

 

4.6.  An exemplary measure 

On July 18, 2018, TFC traveled to Ottawa to play the first of two semifinal games 

of the Canadian Championship against Ottawa Fury at TD Place Stadium. Given the fact 

that TFC and the Fury were not evenly matched in terms of squad quality (at least on 

paper), and taking into account that TFC was going to step onto the field with many players 

who usually served as substitutes, the game was not shaping up to be the most exciting 

and interesting display of talent. Played in a stadium with a capacity for 24,000 spectators, 

only about fifty TFC fans were present among the 6,057 spectators in attendance. With 

approximately twenty minutes remaining on the clock before the end of the game, the 

Inebriatti,112 one of TFC’s supporters groups, made an appearance on the stands by 

lighting up smuggled flares that caused a minor fire. Molinaro, a sports journalist, 

described the incident: 

Things turned ugly in the 70th minute when….between six to 12 members of 
the Inebriatti, one of a handful of TFC supporter groups, put on red masks, and lit 
smoke bombs and tossed flares onto the pitch. As a cloud of ominous and dark 
smoke billowed from the small fires that emanated from that section of the stands, 
a loud bang rung out inside the stadium, causing confusion and panic (2018). 

Although accurate, the description of the incident might give the impression that 

the explosion, with its ensuing confusion and panic, caused chaos among spectators, 

players, and staff. In reality, the incident was confined to a section of the stadium that was 

occupied by a very small group of TFC fans. It is important to note that the group was 

surrounded by a sea of empty seats. As far as the small fires are concerned, suffice it to 

say that stadium employees extinguished the flames before the firefighters arrived. The 

                                                 
 

112 Inebriatti is an Italian word that roughly translates to “the intoxicated” or “the intoxicated ones.” 
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referee suspended the game for a few minutes while the players waited on the field, not 

looking overly worried. The game eventually resumed after the incident was dealt with.  

The reactions to this “scandal” are indicative of the profoundly different 

understandings and conceptualizations of football that inform the behaviours of Canadian 

and Argentinian fans. By Argentinian standards, an incident of the magnitude observed at 

Ottawa’s TD Place Stadium would hardly merit the fans’ attention. After all, a small fire 

(one that was put out with a fire extinguisher and did not even require the firefighters’ 

intervention) caused by a flare in a section of the stadium that was sparsely populated by 

a handful of fans, resulting in no deaths or injuries, is not the kind of football-related news 

that would make headlines in Argentina. When reading about the incident’s repercussions 

on news websites (CBC 2018; Davidson 2018; HuffPost 2018; Molinaro 2018), my habitus 

kicked in once again as I struggled to understand how a seemingly minor episode could 

generate such condemnatory reactions among fans, club officials, and even some 

members of Inebriatti. To be clear, I was not surprised by the reactions per se (the majority 

of Argentinian fans would also condemn such acts); rather, it was the sense of 

bewilderment coupled with the zero tolerance approach to disruptive incidents that 

clashed with my experience of what constituted a “normal” football environment. In other 

words, a similar incident in Argentina would likely be condemned in less indignant terms, 

before being brushed aside and dismissed as a natural part of the game. In a country 

where the police fire rubber bullets at fans during confrontations, sometimes resulting in 

serious injuries such as the loss of an eye (Diario Popular 2013; LT10 2013), it is 

understandable that a small, contained fire would not top the list of pressing concerns. 

What is even more interesting and telling about Inebriatti’s incident is that the fire was not 

started in the context of a confrontation. It was deemed accidental and unplanned by 

members of Inebriatti (Molinaro 2018). Fury fans were located far from where the episode 

took place. 

Shortly after the incident, the club reacted swiftly by permanently terminating 

Inebriatti’s status as an official supporters group and refunding its members’ tickets. In 

addition, Inebriatti’s members were prohibited from entering the south end stands (i.e. the 

supporters section) until they completed “an online MLS fan conduct education class at 

their own expense” (Davidson 2018). Individuals who were identified as having been 

directly responsible for the incident involving the flares were banned from BMO Field and 
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other MLSE113 properties indefinitely. It only took a few days for the ban to be 

implemented.  

Operating as privately-owned franchises, MLS clubs have no political ties to 

supporters groups and therefore no interest in granting access to the stadiums to violent 

fans. On the contrary, they have an interest in keeping violent fans out of the stadiums, as 

violence at football matches would be bad for business. The clientelist ties that inform the 

relationships between club officials and barras in Argentina, on the other hand, create 

environments where the barras are functional to the political and economic aspirations of 

club officials. Even in cases where club officials do not intend on running for political office, 

establishing ties with the barras and keeping them satisfied by meeting many of their 

demands allows them to exploit the financial opportunities provided by football clubs 

through corrupt deals involving, for example, player transfers. Thus, the interests of 

particular groups ensure the presence of barras in football stadiums, which in turn 

contributes to acts of violence as a result of manifestations of passion as a form of war, 

displays of aguante, and economic disputes. While MLS clubs have no connection to 

politics, Argentinian football mirrors the country’s inability/unwillingness to break the cycle 

of corruption and impunity.    

Going back to Inebriatti, it is interesting that some members of the supporters 

group reacted to the ban by posting messages in social media with the hashtag 

#freeinebriatti. Some of these messages claimed that the atmosphere at BMO Field would 

never be the same, since the group was largely responsible for creating a festive 

environment in the south end with their chants and colourful presence. As a result, all 

spectators would suffer the consequences of the ban by having to settle for a toned-down 

match day experience. This argument points to what seems to be a nearly universal theme 

among supporters groups around the world, namely, a sense of entitlement and self-

importance. To name an example, Nuhrat (2018) explains that in Turkey, “real” fans claim 

to have “emotional ownership” over clubs as a result of the love they feel for them. Thus, 

                                                 
 

113 MLSE stands for Maple Leaf Sports & Entertainment. The company owns several professional 
sports franchises, including Toronto FC, Toronto Maple Leafs, Toronto Raptors, and Toronto 
Argonauts of the Canadian Football League. The ban imposed on the individuals responsible for 
the incident in Ottawa effectively prevents them from attending professional sports events in 
Toronto with the exception of the Toronto Blue Jays, which are owned by Rogers Communications.   
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members of Inebriatti deserve to attend matches, just like the barras who make up the 

NGO United Argentinian Fandoms deserve to travel to different countries (all expenses 

paid) to support Argentina’s national team, as I will discuss in chapter 6. In a similar vein, 

Gastón Gámez, a member of Club Atlético Vélez Sarsfield’s114 barra, said: “I don’t think 

it’s wrong that the fan115 who goes to all the stadiums has a small privilege within the club” 

(Perfil 2015; my translation). Put differently, spectators are expected to be grateful for the 

“service” provided by supporters groups in their capacity as entertainers. Their flags, 

banners, flares, drums, and chants grant them – at least in their view – special status as 

“true” fans. Without them, football matches would become boring events that would force 

clubs to rely exclusively on the entertainment provided by football players.  

The following comment, posted on an online forum, in a discussion thread 

dedicated to TFC, encapsulates the ambiguous feelings that supporters groups often 

generate among spectators.     

The unfortunate reality is no other supporters group really brings the same kind of 
intensity as inebriatti. There’s 0 debate that they go way too far, and the violence 
against people who are not seeking violence is unacceptable. Tearing up stadiums 
is unacceptable. But my god that south stand is neutered when they’re not there. 
They really do contribute a lions share to the crazy atmosphere that we and the 
club love to boast about. I really hope something can be worked out and they start 
getting people in line because none of the other supporter groups really 
compensate for what they do. I do wonder if that dumbass shit they do can be 
separated from the support they bring. Or if that’s just all part of the package 
(BoeserIsOverrated 2018). 

The question the commenter poses is indeed an important one. On the one hand, 

many fans express admiration for the supporters groups, as Hugo explained to me in 

relation to Argentina’s barras, who were praised by the country’s former president Cristina 

Fernández de Kirchner. On the other hand, they condemn the excesses caused by these 

groups, noting that acts of violence are not synonymous with passionate support for a 

club. In TFC’s case, whether acts of violence can be separated from displays of support 

might depend on the groups’ internal decision-making regarding who gets to join and who 

needs to be expelled. I have seen supporters groups marching to BMO Field with some 

                                                 
 

114 Vélez is a first division club from the western neighbourhood of Liniers, in Buenos Aires. 
115 He was talking specifically about barras. 
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members wearing balaclavas. The balaclavas might just be a way of portraying a thuggish 

image, but they might also signal more sinister intentions. Thus, the questions remain: If 

the goal of the supporters groups is to create a fun, joyful, and carnivalesque environment 

at football matches, why do some members choose to wear balaclavas? Why do they feel 

compelled to hide their identities? Whatever the case may be, the presence of supporters 

wearing a type of headgear widely associated with violent protests and criminal acts does 

little to reinforce the groups’ stated peaceful intentions. 

Going back to the incident in Ottawa involving members of Inebriatti, it is important 

to note that TFC reacted quickly by imposing the ban, a response that signaled the club’s 

willingness to minimize the potential for violence at football matches. In Argentina, on the 

other hand, there is constant talk of the right of admission and innovative ways, including 

biometric technologies, of identifying spectators during the searches conducted by the 

police before entering a stadium. In spite of this, no effective, long term measures have 

been implemented yet. Mateo’s case, discussed in chapter 7, serves as an example, along 

with former president of Sporting Bolonqui Antonio’s top secret plan to eradicate violent 

fans from the stands, which I mention in chapter 8. Judging by the acts of violence that 

regularly plague Argentinian stadiums, it is clear that the vast majority of barras enjoy 

unrestricted access. Even in cases where the right of admission is applied, preventing a 

barra from entering the stadium, this measure tends to be temporary and, as a result, 

inefficient in the long term. Considering that club officials know many, if not most, of their 

clubs’ barras, including the leaders, the impunity with which barras navigate the stadiums 

is troubling. To name one example, Independiente’s barra brava, led by Pablo “Bebote” 

Álvarez, one of Argentina’s most infamous barras, mourned the death of one of its 

members, known as El Gordo de Wilde (“the fatso from Wilde”),116 by parading his coffin 

inside the stadium, more specifically around the field, during a private “ceremony.” Bebote 

broke the news of “the fatso’s” death by posting a message on the internet that included 

a photograph of “the fatso” with a close-up of the gun he was holding (infobae 2016). How 

did the barras enter the stadium? If not by force, who granted them access? What was 

the role of Independiente’s president in relation to this event? Whether due to clientelist 

                                                 
 

116 Wilde is a city in the Greater Buenos Aires area. 
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ties or out of fear and “necessity” on the part of club officials, these types of events point 

to the existence of close relationships between officials and violent fans.  

Aside from the fact that TFC reacted quickly by setting a precedent, signaling to 

all fans and spectators that violent and disruptive behaviour is not tolerated, it is important 

to note that many fans were mortified by the incident involving members of Inebriatti. Thus, 

comparing the Canadian and Argentinian contexts, a dichotomy emerges. In Argentina, 

instances of verbal aggression and physical violence that seek to intimidate, overpower, 

and ridicule rival fans are often celebrated as a source of pride. The culture of aguante is 

the maximum expression of this notion of pride that revolves around displays of physical 

and mental fortitude, resilience, and endurance. As I mentioned earlier, Argentina’s former 

president, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, praised the barras by exalting their 

predisposition to defend their clubs’ flags through physical confrontations. In Canada, by 

contrast, acts of violence and episodes of verbal aggression that demean, insult, and 

discriminate against rival fans are a source of shame. Needless to say, there are always 

exceptions in both contexts, but in general terms, football in Argentina is conceptualized 

as a form of war where the rivals are the enemies. In the words of Alabarces, “Argentinian 

football culture has transformed into a space where violence becomes a style, a way of 

acting, a way of understanding life and marking the relationship with the world” (2004:108-

109; my translation). In Canada, football is, first and foremost, a form of entertainment. It 

is not surprising, then, that a context that favours an image of football matches as a 

succession of small-scale, never-ending battles, promotes a sense of pride based on the 

enemy’s defeat and humiliation. Conversely, in a context where football is seen primarily 

as a form of entertainment, acts of physical violence and verbal aggression are seen as a 

threat to the idea of fun associated with sporting events. Discriminatory chants and 

episodes of physical violence create a negative image of the club, its fans, and the city, 

which results in feelings of shame among fans.   

 

4.7.  In praise of boring football crowds 

By Argentinian standards, Canadian football crowds are boring. They are also 

quiet, passionless, emotionally detached, and dull. Only select groups of supporters 

engage in chanting, but even then, the chants’ lyrics are rarely elaborate and the chanting 
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tends to be sporadic. It may very well be that Canadian fans have a different, rather than 

nonexistent perception of what it means to be passionate about a football club. Granted, 

some of the observations described earlier in this chapter, such as fans returning very late 

to their seats and leaving the stadium early to avoid traffic or crowding in public transport, 

certainly lend some credibility to the image of Canadian fans as indifferent and emotionally 

distant spectators. Never was the lack of a festive attitude among fans more evident than 

when TFC won the MLS Cup on December 9, 2017.117 Although there were celebrations 

inside the stadium including fireworks and loud music, the neatly orchestrated festive 

atmosphere did not spill over beyond the confines of BMO Field. There were no mass, 

spontaneous celebrations on the way to the streetcar stop. No fans chanting and jumping. 

On my return trip from the stadium, the streetcar and subway rides were fairly quiet. There 

was little in terms of emotional expressions among fans to indicate to passengers who 

were unfamiliar with TFC that a major trophy – the first in the club’s history – had been 

won. The MLS Cup Parade that traversed a section of downtown Toronto a few days later, 

culminating in Nathan Philips Square, in front of Toronto City Hall, was a moderately 

cheerful event. There were speeches by the club’s president, the general manager, 

players, and the city’s mayor. The crowd, although visibly happy, did not engage in 

chanting and jumping, resorting instead to high-pitched wooos. 

The prospect of attending a TFC game might not sound particularly enticing to an 

Argentinian fan, who favours an atmosphere where most fans sing antagonizing chants in 

unison and express their passion for their club – a passion that they certainly “feel” but 

cannot always explain or justify –  through displays of aguante. Although the atmosphere 

at football matches in Argentina is undoubtedly louder, more exciting, and more engaging 

than it is at BMO Field, the “perks” associated with the brand of passion observed among 

Argentinian supporters come at a price. The culture of aguante creates a warlike state that 

encourages many fans to engage in acts of physical violence and verbal aggression for 

the sake of defending their clubs’ honour and pride. The barras’ confrontations with the 

                                                 
 

117 In 2017, TFC became the only team in MLS to date to have won the domestic treble, meaning 
that they won all three of the domestic competitions they participated in, which included the 
Canadian Championship, the Supporters’ Shield, and the MLS Cup. This achievement marked a 
departure from the disappointing first eight seasons (2007-2014) of the club’s history, when TFC 
was consistently one of the worst performing teams in the league.   
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police to determine who has more aguante, the fights between members of different barras 

over the rivals’ flags, the internal fights between members of the same barra over control 

of the various football-related businesses they run, the acts of physical violence 

perpetrated by “moderate” fans, and the insulting and discriminatory chants directed at 

rival fans make it difficult to think about professional football matches as pleasant, family-

friendly events.  

 
Figure 16. The “Kings in the North” supporters group marching to Nathan Philips Square 
in downtown Toronto as part of TFC’s celebrations after having won the 2017 Canadian 
Championship, Supporters’ Shield, and MLS Cup. Photo by author. 

 
 

“Boring” crowds are, generally speaking, safe crowds. I have seen families with 

babies in baby carriers and toddlers in my section at BMO Field, which is not the stadium’s 

designated Family Section. Although it is certainly possible to attend a football match in 

Argentina with babies and toddlers, I would be inclined to avoid such an outing. This is to 

say that boring crowds tend to create the kind of spectator-generated, largely self-

regulated safe spaces that Argentinian football crowds cannot replicate. BMO Field is by 

no means a police-free utopia, but the point is that the widespread understanding that 

football is, first and foremost (although not always exclusively), a form of entertainment, 
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discourages violent interactions that disrupt the spectators’ enjoyment of a match. The 

brand of passion that informs the behaviour of boring crowds, however toned-down its 

externalized manifestations may be, is bound by rationality. In Argentina, the glorification 

of boundless passion, which can at times be indistinguishable from insanity, has produced 

a context where acts of violence and discrimination have become naturalized. This does 

not mean that the majority of Argentinian football fans accept and embrace violence; 

rather, the “naturalization” of violence means that violence is expected, often tolerated, 

and in some cases, encouraged by those who define themselves as “true” fans. It is ironic, 

then, that the country’s former president distrusts people who are not passionate, when 

an excess of what she understands as passion is in fact responsible for much of the 

violence that afflicts Argentinian football. When it comes to ways of thinking about football, 

it is hard to envision a change in mentality that would achieve a transition from football as 

a form of war to a form of entertainment when a type of passion that is harmful and 

antagonizing continues to be put on a pedestal. In short, this brand of passion is 

considered the ideal type. Thus, a change toward the type of crowds observed at BMO 

Field would not be well received in Argentinian stadiums.  

Throughout this chapter, I have examined the varying ways in which football fans 

in Toronto and Buenos Aires think about and experience passion and violence. Taking 

into account my experiences and observations attending games in both cities, my analysis 

sheds light on the need to consider local understandings of passion and violence in 

relation to their specific sociocultural contexts when thinking about the fans’ behaviours 

and motivations. Moreover, my comparison points to a dichotomy between fans in Toronto 

and Buenos Aires whereby fans in Toronto experience football as a form of entertainment 

and violence and aggression as a source of shame, while fans in Buenos Aires experience 

passion as a form of war that identifies rivals as enemies and violence and aggression as 

a source of pride stemming from displays of aguante. I have also discussed the role that 

Toronto FC and clubs in Argentina play in tackling or exacerbating cases of violence, 

highlighting the operational differences between MLS clubs and Argentinian clubs in 

relation to the interests of different social actors. These considerations are particularly 

important when thinking about viable measures aimed at reducing violence and corruption 

in Argentinian football.    
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Chapter 5.  
 
Corruption 

Politiqueando un doctor de la ley 
ganó lugar con sólo prometer.  
Carnes asadas convidó al pueblo,  
quien dio su voto creyendo. 
 
Que poseía sensibilidad social,  
que cumpliría sin aflojar.  
Con sus discursos pre-electorales,  
con los que tejió su fraude. 
 
En un avión se llevó el dineral,  
a dónde nadie sabe.  
Seguro de que pronto lo olvidarán,  
y podrá postularse otra vez. 
 
Fue groso el toco que pegó al rajar,  
amasijando la capital.  
El desvalije está latente,  
lo sabe hasta el presidente. 
 
En un avión se llevó el dineral,  
a dónde nadie sabe, por supuesto.  
Seguro de que pronto lo olvidarán,  
y podrá postularse otra vez, nuevamente. 
 
Olvídalo y volverá por más,  
mostrándose confiable en los carteles.  
Con prometer a muchos fascinará,  
y con su nombre pintarán paredes. 
 
La muerte es ocultar la verdad,  
el vacío es dejarse mentir.  
En un avión se llevó el dineral,  
y volverá por más cuando lo olvides. 

Doing politics a Doctor of Law 
earned a place simply by promising. 
He gave grilled meats to the people 
who gave their vote believing. 
 
That he had social sensitivity, 
that he would keep his word no matter what. 
With his pre-election speeches, 
with which he wove his fraud. 
 
He took the money on a plane, 
where, no one knows. 
Convinced that he will soon be forgotten, 
and will run for office again. 
 
He stole a fortune when he escaped, 
punishing the capital city. 
The ransack is latent, 
even the president knows it. 
 
He took the money on a plane, 
where, no one knows, of course. 
Convinced that he will soon be forgotten, 
and will run for office once again. 
 
Forget him and he will come back for more, 
portraying himself as trustworthy on the banners. 
With his promises he will fascinate many, 
and they will paint his name on walls. 
 
Death is to hide the truth, 
emptiness is being lied to. 
He took the money on a plane, 
and will return for more when you forget him. 
 
 
Olvídalo y volverá por más (“Forget Him and He 

Will Come Back for More”), by Hermética118 

 

In this chapter, I will provide an explanation of the approach to the understandings 

and conceptualizations of corruption that inform my study. From an anthropological 

                                                 
 

118 Hermética was one of Argentina’s most popular thrash metal bands. The band separated in 
1994. Olvídalo y volverá por más is a song from their third and last studio album, titled Víctimas del 
vaciamiento (“Victims of the Emptying”), released in 1994. Although the song is well known among 
metal fans, it is by no means a popular song outside the genre.  
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standpoint, my focus is on the local interpretations of corruption that emerge from field 

observations and semi-structured interviews I have conducted with research participants. 

In the case of the semi-structured interviews, I have refrained from asking participants to 

provide an explicit definition of corruption. Considering that the term is often an ambiguous 

one with many ramifications, I have found it more useful and productive to let their views 

on the subject emerge candidly as our conversations unfolded. Having said that, my 

questions encouraged participants to provide details regarding the ways in which 

corruption was manifested.  

 

5.1. Definitions and approaches 

Although clear, concise, and universally applicable definitions of corruption remain 

elusive, a macroscopic consideration of some of the most salient structural factors that 

lead to acts of corruption in different settings may pave the way for an analysis of the local 

conditions that help encourage and perpetuate these very same acts in Argentina. The 

point here is to establish a comparison between global and local understandings of 

corruption in an attempt to elucidate the political mechanisms and cultural characteristics 

that sustain Argentina’s culture of impunity.    

In the words of Sissener, corruption refers to “the abuse of public office for private 

gain” (2001:1). Keeping this broad and concise definition in mind, it is useful to consider 

some of the causes of corruption that have been examined by scholars from a variety of 

disciplines.  

Bull and Newell (1997) point to the political opportunities afforded by the state to 

private and public actors to become involved in corrupt dealings while taking into account 

the actors’ willingness to participate in these exchanges. More importantly, however, they 

highlight the impossibility of identifying objective causes and definitions given the plethora 

of locally produced understandings and evaluations. This is problematic, to say the least, 

because it makes attempts at measuring levels of corruption on a global scale heavily 

reliant on the social and cultural norms, values, and beliefs of the people or organizations 

(e.g. Transparency International) that conduct research on corruption.  
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On the other hand, “there are those analysts who give up the attempt at objective 

definition altogether and who, in effect, make the characterisation of behaviour as corrupt 

dependent upon their own values” (Bull & Newell 1997:173). While making one’s own 

values explicit when talking about corruption is a step in the right direction, this approach 

fails to adequately integrate the views of the research participants into the analysis by 

privileging the analyst’s perspective. Put differently, it does not suffice to recognize the 

decidedly ambiguous and context-specific nature of corruption.  

Resolving this ambiguity by resorting to the researcher’s values does little to 

advance a proper understanding of the specificities that come into play in different 

settings. In his study on corruption in Argentina, Pomer advances an interpretation of 

corruption that considers the multiplicity of factors that inform its definition:  

Corruption is a consciousness, a way of thinking and feeling, a culture that is 
defined in relationships with others, a lifestyle with its justifications and myths, a 
practice that uses a wide range of material and verbal disguises protected by 
discourses that legitimize, pamper, and accept it as an inherent fatality of a 
supposed, definitive and unalterable human condition (2004:13; my translation). 

From a political science perspective, Hopkin (1997) recognizes the limited reach 

of definitions that are strictly legalistic but offers an alternative that, while broader in scope, 

falls short of taking into account the ambiguous and morally convoluted relationship 

between public and private interests. His approach, based on analyses of European 

democracies, is informative to the extent that it takes into consideration legal, ethical, and 

public norms (what he means by public, however, and the ways in which public norms 

differ from legal ones, is not entirely clear). Still, matters become more complicated when 

public and private interests coincide.  

Clientelist networks often serve as examples where the private interests of a patron 

promote the common good by providing clients with illegally-obtained benefits that they 

would otherwise not receive. These benefits are one of the “perks” of holding public office. 

Thus, while redistributing public money – money that would originally have been assigned 

to other areas – among clients without the legal consent of the pertinent national, 

provincial, or municipal office could easily be seen as an act of corruption, a moral 

approach might well be able to justify the act by pointing out the higher quality of life for 

the clients that results from a more equitable distribution of public resources. As I will 

discuss later, this is especially true in what O’Donnell (1993) and Goldstein (2003) refer 
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to as “brown zones”, areas where the state is largely absent. Hopkin also explains that 

“the ‘political economy’ approach to the study of corruption takes the economic assumption 

that political actors act rationally in order to maximise their utility (generally defined in 

terms of material self-interest), and analyses acts of corruption as hidden exchanges 

between two actors” (1997:256). Indeed, this political economy approach stems from the 

assumption that acts of corruption take place almost exclusively in private settings and 

between people of a similar socioeconomic status. Furthermore, it takes for granted a 

relation of reciprocity whereby the actors involved offer something in exchange for 

something else.  

An analysis of clientelism offers an alternative understanding of the conditions 

under which acts of corruption can be carried out.  These acts need not take place in 

private settings. As Auyero’s studies on clientelism in the Greater Buenos Aires area show 

(1999, 2000, 2001, 2007), the settings where clients receive goods and services from 

political brokers are far from private. In fact, many of the physical settings (such as a 

broker’s house) where resources and services are distributed are clearly marked and 

advertised. These buildings, called Unidades Básicas or “Basic Units”, are easily 

identifiable by their signs or their painted walls, which show the name of the Unidades 

Básicas as well as their political affiliation. Visibility is therefore desirable, as the populist 

and paternalistic/maternalistic character of the Unidades Básicas thrives on extended 

networks of clients. More importantly, in cases involving two or more actors, reciprocity is 

not a defining feature of corruption and should not be presupposed. While it is expected 

that clients will reward their patrons’ “generosity” with their votes, the fact remains that in 

societies where voting is a private, anonymous act, patrons and brokers may have to rely 

on trust when it comes to their clients’ professed loyalty. Put differently, the clients’ votes 

are not guaranteed, at least in theory. In practice, however, things are more complicated. 

Still, even though clientelist networks rely on mechanisms of social control in an attempt 

to monitor the clients’ voting behaviour (Stokes 2005), the point here is that reciprocity is 

not an inherent component of corruption. Furthermore, in some cases where there is 

reciprocity, exchanges may be coerced rather than mutually agreed upon. This will 

become apparent in my analysis of clientelism in football.   

Contextual understandings of corruption must be framed in terms of the 

participants’ experiences, values, and opinions. This is not to suggest the often 

romanticized idea of the moral obligation of the researcher to take on the role of an activist 
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who acts in the interests of those they seek to “represent”; rather, my emphasis on 

contextualization and on prioritizing local insights and perspectives has more to do with 

the accuracy and validity of the data generated with the research participants. Following 

Heeks’ (2007) distinction between context of design and context of use, it becomes 

apparent that attempts at defining and analyzing corruption by dissociating one context 

from the other can only produce partial or inaccurate understandings and interpretations. 

Heeks explains that  

a system of tools, processes, values, and resources designed in one context can 
carry with it inscribed assumptions – values drawn from designers’ backgrounds; 
assumptions about the skills, values, and resources of the user context; 
requirements needed for the proper implementation of the initiative – which may 
undermine its suitability, or which contain elements that may be appropriated by 
local users (2007:258).  

Thus, Heeks points to the failure of interventions that do not address the economic, 

social, and cultural gaps that exist between the designers’ contexts and the contexts in 

which supposedly sophisticated anti-corruption models are applied.  

Needless to say, this is also true of interventions aimed at reducing corruption and 

violence in football that apply a rigid set of measures universally and uncritically. Still, the 

distinctiveness of local conceptualizations of corruption must not be overstated. Mény and 

Rhodes argue that “it is....no longer possible to consider corruption as a peripheral 

phenomenon in the analysis of politics, or as a culturally specific ‘syndrome’ found only in 

particular places at certain times. To a greater or lesser extent it infiltrates the political 

process and relationships of all countries and poses special problems for political reform 

and regulation” (1997:96). Thus, corruption might not be entirely culturally specific; 

however, my fieldwork data suggests that culture plays a role in the form corruption takes 

in different places and at different times. From an interpretive perspective, the key is to 

adopt a comparative middle ground in order to identify the differences and commonalities 

that inform the ways in which corruption is thought about, practiced, and experienced. 

While arriving at a value-free definition of corruption seems implausible (Bull & Newell 

1997), the unattainability of such goal need not be an obstacle to its study. In fact, the 

context-dependent nature of its representative characteristics affords opportunities for an 

examination of people’s mentality at the individual and social levels. Although not 

“culturally specific”, the reasoning behind Bull and Newell’s (1997, 2003) enumeration of 

some of the factors that help perpetuate acts of corruption can easily be applied to the 
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Argentinian case. Considering the opportunities for corruption afforded by the country’s 

well-established and widely distributed clientelist networks, it comes as no surprise that 

the government’s inability to deal with the issue results in the lowering of the “moral and 

material costs of corruption” (Bull & Newell 1997:176). In other words, people who engage 

in acts of corruption come to believe that their actions will go unpunished. Once corruption 

becomes endemic, a generalized sense of impunity follows. This, in turn, leads some 

people to believe that not taking advantage of the opportunities one is presented with is 

simply dumb (Jiménez & Caínzos in Bull & Newell 2003).  

Taking this into consideration, a culture of impunity often serves as a powerful 

motivator for corrupt behaviour. Bull and Newell’s conclusion regarding the perpetuation 

of corruption fits the Argentinian case: “where systemic corruption develops, then not 

participating is no longer a sign of honesty but rather lack of power, weakness or 

incompetence” (1997:179; emphasis in original). More importantly, the argument 

presented above assumes a best-case scenario where the state seeks to reduce the 

levels of corruption but fails to implement effective measures or lacks the funds to develop 

anti-corruption programs and agencies. Needless to say, the social and economic 

interests of politicians at the municipal, provincial, and national levels in Argentina are 

often – though not necessarily always – at odds with those of the general population. This 

exacerbates the problem because clientelist networks of exchange are functional to the 

patrons’ and brokers’ political careers and economic prosperity. It should be noted, 

however, that for a clientelist regime to work, patrons and brokers must provide some sort 

of social assistance in the pursuit of their personal interests. As a result, clients whose 

most pressing needs are fully or – as it is most likely the case – partially satisfied might 

come to think of clientelism as a type of social welfare program that tackles corruption by 

distributing goods and services rather than contributes to it. 

Girling’s statement on the relevance of morality in critical analyses of corruption 

highlights the difficulties in arriving at a universal consensus regarding what constitutes 

corrupt behaviour: “neither the existence of ‘checks and balances’ nor insistence on ethical 

performance necessarily leads to ‘honest’ government serving the ‘common interest’. Yet 

the moral aspect is….crucial to the explanation: corruption is defined normatively, as a 

‘deviation’ from the public good” (1997:2). This explanation poses some problems. In his 

view, “normative strengths” (Girling 1997), understood as the values and moral obligations 

that ought to inform and guide a person’s actions, serve as an “antidote” to political 
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corruption. It is thanks to these normative strengths that some societies are able to prosper 

economically in spite of the politicians’ selfish and often illegal use of resources. What 

Girling means by normative, however, remains unclear. While he does mention that the 

normative understanding of corruption discussed in his book stems from Aristotle’s 

distinction between public and personal interests, the universal applicability of this 

perspective is debatable. Furthermore, the idea of normative strengths seems to have its 

foundations on moral absolutism. Indeed, Girling suggests that high moral standards help 

keep corruption in check. The problem here is that talking about a predefined scale of 

moral standards is comparable to attempts at measuring corruption exclusively in terms 

of statistical values and numerical data, with little regard for context. Are the notions of 

corruption and public good mutually exclusive? Could a political patron who uses public 

resources illegally, for example, have a genuine interest in helping clients on top of 

advancing their own career?  Girling explains that according to Aristotle, “the true purpose 

of the political community….is that each member attain a share in the good life” (1997:2). 

Could corruption help fulfill this goal by taking on the role of the state as a social safety 

net in areas where the state is largely absent? 

In Auyero’s studies (1999, 2000, 2001, 2007), the clients might think of 

clientelism/corruption as a means to gain access to the “public good.” Thus, clientelism as 

a form of “benevolent” corruption might not necessarily represent a deviation from the 

public good, but rather a way to channel goods and services to those who need them 

most. Indeed, Girling admits that “corruption can be understood as a functional, if not 

generally acceptable, way of overcoming the systemic misfit” (1997:23). It could be argued 

that, from a client’s perspective, the dyadic relationships that characterize informal 

networks of exchange help to mitigate the government’s – be it national, provincial, or 

municipal – inability or unwillingness to redistribute goods and services fairly and 

equitably. Put differently, the state deviates from its duty to ensure the public good, while 

clientelist networks “correct” the state’s shortcomings by allocating public resources to 

impoverished areas through personal ties.  

Corrupt behaviour on the part of politicians represents, according to Girling, a 

perversion of power: “the abuse of political power for private ends, or ‘power corruption’” 

(1997:3).  When it comes to the particular form that corruption takes under clientelism, the 

idea of a “perversion of power” or “power corruption” is complicated by the fact that this 

alleged perversion often – and ironically – results in increased social, medical, and 
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financial benefits for the poor, regardless of the actor’s selfish intentions. This is not to 

suggest that clientelism is indeed a form of social welfare that provides opportunities for 

social mobility, but simply that it may be seen as such by clients. One could well argue 

that the conditions that lead to the poor’s reliance on the short-term and often limited 

benefits of clientelism are themselves a consequence of endemic corruption. Thus, the 

workings of clientelist networks pose a challenge to normative and legal interpretations of 

corruption. Clientelism’s dual role as an extension of systemic corruption and as a remedy 

to the most pressing needs of the poor – that is, as a remedy to the very same corruption 

that often characterizes it – highlights the subjective and contextually sensitive 

understandings and interpretations of the actors involved. Thus, the question remains: 

why does corruption occur on a massive scale in some countries and much less 
so in others? Again, the narrower approach does not provide an answer. For legal 
prohibitions of corruption exist both in countries where corruption is widespread 
and where it is much less significant. The question is why such prohibitions are 
effective in some cases and not in others: this question is posed by the broader, 
social approach rather than by the narrower, legal one. These two factors alone –
first, electoral funding and lobbying, which are undeniably conducive to corruption; 
and second, the existence of large-scale corruption throughout the world – strongly 
support the case for a broad systemic, and not narrow legal, definition (Girling 
1997:7-8). 

Here, Girling calls for a holistic examination of the sociocultural conditions that 

provide opportunities for and encourage corrupt behaviour. In his view, the strictly 

legalistic definitions advanced by some scholars (Grondona 1993; Lancaster & Montinola 

1997) are ill positioned to account for the multiplicity of possible interpretations that a 

variety of social actors may offer based both on their personal circumstances as well as 

on their understandings of the social and cultural contexts of which they are a part and in 

which corrupt practices are embedded. Girling seems to contradict himself, however, by 

adopting the concept of normative strengths, which relies on a rigid view of morality that 

is more in tune with Grondona’s (1993) positivist perspective than with Sissener’s (2001) 

grounded theory approach. He goes on to say that   

Supporters of modern legalistic definitions of corruption….face in addition two 
serious problems. The first is the difficulty of coping with ‘sharp practices’ that have 
the same effect as legally defined corruption – such as using indirect ‘influence’ 
rather than outright bribery – but are not actually illegal. The second follows from 
the first. Corrupt behaviour, on the one hand, and lawful behaviour, on the other, 
are not so much polar opposites (as the narrow definition insists) but represent 
stages on a continuum (Girling 1997:8). 
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From an interpretive perspective, Girling emphasizes the ambiguity and 

elusiveness inherent in intellectual exercises aimed at arriving at a concise, satisfactory, 

and “ready-made” definition of political corruption. As stated above, the never-ending 

search for an all-encompassing definition might seem futile, but the conceptual differences 

found in a variety of settings has the rather fortunate effect of forcing researchers to 

seriously consider and think about the local factors that give rise to these differences. 

Following this line of thought, clientelism in Argentina may well be identified as a 

“sharp practice”, to borrow Girling’s term, as opposed to a clearly delineated form of 

corruption with boundaries that conform to legalistic definitions. Assessing the legality of 

clientelist practices can be a complicated matter, especially since it is nearly impossible 

for researchers/social scientists who are without direct access to municipal, provincial, or 

national political offices to identify the ways in which public funds are assigned, distributed, 

and accounted for. Still, even in cases where the legality of the transactions and 

exchanges between patrons/brokers and clients is unquestionable, Girling’s social 

approach (1997) takes into account the influence that patrons have over their clients. 

Putting aside the notion of normative strengths, this adds a layer of ambiguity, to be sure, 

as claims of corruption will be judged according to differing and sometimes competing 

moralities.     

In La corrupción (1993), Mariano Grondona, a renowned Argentinian journalist with 

a background in law, sociology, and political science, focuses on corruption in the public 

sector by emphasizing the impossibility of regulating and controlling state corruption. 

While the state is often able to control and punish acts of corruption in the private sector, 

Grondona asks “who could control or punish the state? If the state mechanisms are 

infiltrated by corruption, the system is left without appeal” (1993:5; my translation). A 

system that is left without appeal, then, poses a serious challenge to structural reforms. 

According to Grondona, acts of corruption can be classified according to degrees of 

corruptness. His approach to the study of corruption also makes reference to different 

levels of moral advancement. Countries where levels of corruption are kept to a minimum 

are referred to as “morally advanced.” In his words, “the different degrees of severity of 

acts of corruption…. depend on the degree of moral evolution attained by the societies 

that sanction them” (1993:5). While Girling’s perspectives on moral standards and 

normative strengths are not as explicitly evolutionist as Grondona’s, their views share 

some similarities. Contrary to Grondona’s universally homogenizing conceptualization of 
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morality, however, Girling’s (1997) normative strengths are specific to particular countries, 

a fact that does not negate a rather inflexible and overgeneralizing approach to the links 

between morality and corruption. Ironically, Moreno Ocampo, a lawyer and prosecutor of 

the International Criminal Court who contributed a chapter to Grondona’s book, states: “I 

have a great objection against those who seek to impose their personal morality on others: 

their intolerance is dangerous” (1993:44). His statement stands in opposition to 

Grondona’s moralizing reactions. Going back to the idea that corruption and morality are 

closely linked, some questions arise. What constitutes an act of corruption? Who 

determines the severity of each of the proposed types of corruption? How is it determined? 

Is it useful to classify acts of corruption, or is there an overarching issue that transcends 

classification, rendering it obsolete? Grondona’s explicitly anti-relativist perspective is 

based on a homogeneous conceptualization of morality that all societies should ascribe 

to. 

 

5.2. Corruption in Argentina: A brief background 

Corruption has been a prevalent feature of Argentinian society since the second 

founding of Buenos Aires in 1580.119 As historian Felipe Pigna explains, “during those 

centuries from 1580 to 1810, a corrupt state was being developed. At the same time, under 

its protection, a society that would learn empirically that laws can be flexible, that rules 

can be violated and that, in general, the law follows one path and people another was 

being consolidated” (2004:101; my translation). The Spanish Monarchy established a 

commercial monopoly between Spain and its American colonies. Goods coming from 

Spain arrived in the colonies at the port of Veracruz, in present-day Mexico, while raw 

materials and products going from the colonies to Spain were to depart exclusively from 

the port of Habana, in Cuba. To reach Buenos Aires, all goods had to travel from Central 

America by sea to Lima, in present-day Peru, and from there they made their way to 

                                                 
 

119 Pedro de Mendoza, a Spanish explorer and conquistador, founded a settlement in 1536 where 
the present-day city of Buenos Aires is located. This event is known as the first founding of Buenos 
Aires. The settlement was attacked by Indigenous populations and abandoned in 1542. Juan de 
Garay, another Spanish explorer and conquistador, returned to the site in 1580 and established a 
permanent settlement.  
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Buenos Aires by carriage. The approximately 4000-kilometre trip between Lima and 

Buenos Aires took months to complete, and the price of the goods being transported rose 

excessively by the time they reached Buenos Aires. As a result, smuggling became an 

alternative to the oppressive economic policies imposed by the Spanish Crown. The silver 

from Potosí, in what is now Bolivia, was carried south to Buenos Aires and smuggled into 

Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) via Colonia del Sacramento (Uruguay) (MacLeod 1984). In 

addition, foreign ships, mostly British, officially stopped at the port of Buenos Aires for 

repairs, covering up the smuggling of all kinds of merchandise. Under the restrictive 

conditions imposed by Spain, smuggling became the most important commercial activity 

in Buenos Aires. Within the town, those who had been assigned the responsibility of 

eliminating smuggling were in fact active participants in the practice (Moutoukias 2000). 

During his voyage aboard the HMS Beagle, Charles Darwin visited Argentina in 

1832.120 After observing people’s behaviours, he stated the following: 

During the last six months I have had an opportunity of seeing a little of the 
character of the inhabitants of these provinces.... Police and justice are quite 
inefficient. If a man who is poor commits murder and is taken, he will be imprisoned, 
and perhaps even shot; but if he is rich and has friends, he may rely on it no very 
severe consequence will ensue. It is curious that the most respectable inhabitants 
of the country invariably assist a murderer to escape: they seem to think that the 
individual sins against the government, and not against the people.... Sensuality, 
mockery of all religion, and the grossest corruption, are far from uncommon. Nearly 
every public officer can be bribed. The head man in the post-office sold forged 
government franks. The governor and prime minister openly combined to plunder 
the State. Justice, where gold came into play, was hardly expected by any one. I 
knew an Englishman who went to the Chief Justice (he told me that, not then 
understanding the ways of the place, he trembled as he entered the room), and 
said, “Sir, I have come to offer you two hundred (paper) dollars (value about five 
pounds sterling) if you will arrest before a certain time a man who has cheated me. 
I know it is against the law, but my lawyer (naming him) recommended me to take 
this step.” The Chief Justice smiled acquiescence, thanked him, and the man 
before night was safe in prison. With this entire want of principle in many of the 
leading men, with the country full of ill-paid turbulent officers, the people yet hope 
that a democratic form of government can succeed! (1913:165-166). 

From 1860 to 1930, liberal pro-European governments modernized the country 

with capital provided by Great Britain. The construction of a railroad network, the 

                                                 
 

120 By this time, Argentina had become an independent nation. The Declaration of Independence 
from Spain was signed in the city of San Miguel de Tucumán on July 9, 1816. 
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installation of meat processing plants, advances in agriculture and the introduction of 

improved cattle breeds led to massive exports of wool, grains and meat that resulted in a 

significant rise in GDP. As Mundlak et al. explain,  

during this period, Argentina grew more rapidly than the United States, Canada, 
Australia, or Brazil, countries similarly endowed with rich land, which also 
accommodated large inflows of capital and European immigration. During the first 
three decades of this century,121 Argentina outgrew the other four countries in 
population, total income, and per capita income (1989:12).  

The middle-class grew significantly, although the actual size and living conditions 

of the lower classes are still being debated (Rocchi 2000). In spite of the rise of the middle-

class, government corruption, clientelism, electoral fraud, and political violence continued 

unabated. The British newspaper The Times of London published articles denouncing 

corruption during the presidency of Argentinian lawyer Miguel Ángel Juárez Celman, 

which lasted from 1886 until his resignation in 1890. Juárez Celman was involved in cases 

of bribery, nepotism, and the allocation of public funds for private use (Giordano 2000).  

From 1973 to 1983, the country endured the most violent years of its recent history. 

In 1978, two years after a military junta rose to power in what was Argentina’s bloodiest 

dictatorship, the FIFA World Cup took place in Argentina. This period is particularly 

important in relation to the present-day role of barras bravas in football and politics. 

Although groups of fans who fought against rival fans over who had more aguante had 

existed for years, most of these groups had no connections to political figures or club 

officials. During the dictatorship, however, the de facto government began employing 

barras as henchmen tasked with eradicating the perceived threat of communism. On the 

one hand, barras were asked by military leaders to behave well during the course of the 

World Cup; on the other hand, they were instructed to confront those who opposed the 

dictatorship. The ties that the de facto government established with the barras set the 

precedent for the political and economic ties that present-day barras maintain with club 

officials, politicians, and the police. The 1978 FIFA World Cup was “the dirtiest world cup 

of all time” (Hersey 2018). The head of the event’s organizing committee, General Omar 

Actis, was assassinated in circumstances that were never clarified. Admiral Carlos Alberto 

                                                 
 

121 The 20th century. 
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Lacoste, who took General Actis’ place, spent 517.000.000 American dollars on the 

organization of the tournament, 400.000.000 more than the money spent by Spain in 

preparation for the 1982 World Cup. Author, journalist, and university professor Gustavo 

Veiga states that Admiral Lacoste was never able to explain how his personal assets 

increased 443% between 1977 and 1979 (Veiga 2004). Furthermore, there were strong 

allegations of match-fixing that allowed Argentina to win the Cup (Herbert 2018). Although 

these allegations have never been officially confirmed, the final score in the game between 

Argentina and Peru does not help to dispel them. The Argentinian national team needed 

a win against Peru by a difference of at least four goals in order to reach the World Cup 

final. The fact that Argentina beat Peru by a score of 6-0, which allowed the team to move 

on to the final against Holland,122 raised suspicions regarding the role of the country’s de 

facto President General Jorge Rafael Videla in the outcome of the match, taking into 

account that the dictatorship was eager to use the 1978 World Cup to promote a positive 

image of Argentina to the world. As Herbert explains, “Videla’s visit to the Peru dressing 

room before kick-off was the most suspicious part. He was accompanied by Henry 

Kissinger, who had recently concluded his four-year term as US secretary of state. The 

encounter left the Peruvians feeling worried, as the message to them had been how 

important a win was to Argentina” (idem).    

Since 1983 Argentina has been enjoying a succession of democratically elected 

governments. The return to democracy, however, did not result in a radical sociopolitical 

transformation when it came to the role of corruption in all areas of government. Corruption 

under the administration of President Carlos Saúl Menem (1989-1999) was rampant. 

Domingo Cavallo, Minister of Economy from 1991 to 1996, denounced political control of 

judges and illicit activities of high ranking officials in most areas of the state (Cavallo 1997). 

To name a well-known example, Menem was involved in the illegal export of weapons to 

Ecuador and Croatia between 1991 and 1995. At the time, Ecuador was at war with Peru. 

As one of the guarantors of a peace agreement the two nations had signed after an earlier 

war that took place in 1942, Argentina was banned from selling weapons to either side. 

Menem was found guilty in 2013 and was sentenced to seven years in prison (The 

                                                 
 

122 Argentina won the World Cup after defeating Holland 3-1 in the final played at River Plate’s 
Monumental stadium. 
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Telegraph 2013). However, due to his old age and position as senator, he was granted 

immunity, thus avoiding imprisonment.  

Néstor Kirchner served as President of Argentina from 2003 to 2007, while his wife, 

Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, served two consecutive terms as President from 2007 to 

2015. They increased their wealth by 4,500% between 2005 and 2010. Their presidential 

terms were marked by several allegations of bribery (Lanata 2014) and a new plague in 

Argentina, association with drug dealers (Keep 2014). Currently, Cristina Fernández de 

Kirchner is serving a term as Vice President of Argentina from 2019 to 2023. The position 

grants her immunity from prosecution (Dubowitz & Dershowitz 2019). She is facing at least 

six indictments of corruption including illicit association, money laundering, concealment, 

and fraudulent administration (Centenera & Rivas Molina 2018). Former President 

Mauricio Macri (2015-2019), a political rival of the Kirchners who had been elected at least 

in part as a result of the exorbitant levels of corruption experienced during the Kirchners’ 

presidencies, accumulated at least ten indictments related to corruption and conflicts of 

interest (Medina 2020).  

The succession of catastrophic administrations over many years led to a severe 

economic decline. In the words of Glaeser et al., “Argentina began the 20th century as 

one of the wealthiest places on the planet. In 1913, it was richer than France or Germany, 

almost twice as prosperous as Spain, and its per capita GDP was almost as high as that 

of Canada” (2018:2). According to the International Monetary Fund, in 2019 Argentina 

ranked 71st in the world in terms of per capita GDP (Statistics Times 2020). By the end of 

2019, 53% of children and adolescents lived in poverty, and it is predicted that the number 

will increase to 58.6% as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic (Soria 2020). 

The Nobel Prize laureate economist Simon Kuznets reportedly said that there are 

four kinds of countries: developed countries, underdeveloped countries, Japan, and 

Argentina (Yglesias 2012). This classification implies that Japan was able to thrive 

economically in spite of having few valuable natural resources, whereas Argentina’s 

economy shrank in spite of having access to plenty of resources. 
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5.3. A culture of impunity 

Corruption and clientelism in Argentina are directly related to what I refer to as a 

culture of impunity. MacLachlan makes a similar point. In the following passage, worth 

quoting at length, he summarizes many of the features that make up Argentina’s culture 

of impunity: 

Civic values are reflected in social and political behavior…. Such values may be 
more directly pertinent to an explanation of how a society actually works than any 
other element….  As Niccolò Machiavelli observed, everything depends on the 
civic virtue of the citizenry…. In Argentina, few would make the case for equality 
or trust. Suspicion that others are taking advantage of the situation to gain an unfair 
advantage converts [society] into a self-serving system and, consequently, civic 
virtue becomes naiveté. If wealth cannot be achieved through hard work and merit, 
then it must be wrested from those who have it. A sense that one has been 
shortchanged sets off a “grab what you can” mentality, outright theft, systemic 
corruption, and totally self-serving political and union careers. A negative approach 
to the law further undermines predictability and trust and sets off a race at every 
level of society to get what one can before the opportunity passes. It negatively 
colors social relations, politics, economic activity, and ethics…. An intense focus 
on personal survival subordinates collective issues not directly connected with an 
individual’s well being. Understandably, the direct personal impact on individuals 
and their families pushes all else aside and it becomes a situation in which it is 
“sálvese quien pueda” (everyone for themselves). An implosion of empathy results 
in “amoral familist” behavior that strives to maximize advantage for the individual 
family unit, and overrides guilt with the assumption that everyone is doing the 
same. People contact their representatives, not over broad public issues, but to 
ask for favors, jobs, permits, tax matters and other specific personal needs. The 
understanding that their political representatives will exchange favors in return for 
personal loyalty creates clients rather than citizens (MacLachlan 2006:197).  

Corruption in Argentinian politics is so widespread that politicians are often thought of as 

guilty until proven innocent. As a self-sustaining mechanism, it effectively blocks attempts 

at producing social change and prevents the development of viable solutions. This is in 

part due to the fact that it is not in the best interest of those who have the power to 

implement laws and control corruption to give up the benefits they obtain by perpetuating 

the system of organized chaos. The fact that Darwin described the elements that make up 

Argentina’s culture of impunity in 1832 points to the difficulties in disrupting a system that 

favours politicians and public officials in positions of authority. Darwin’s comments 

resonate to this day. His observations signal that the ways in which public institutions 

operate have changed little since the time of his exploratory voyage. The scenario he 

related nearly two centuries ago contributed to the “everyone for themselves” attitude 

described by MacLachlan. Indeed, the general consensus among people in positions of 
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power seems to be that one would be a fool not to take advantage of one’s privileged 

position. Thus, rejecting certain “benefits” (such as bribes) on moral grounds is not 

considered a laudable act; rather, it is seen as a missed opportunity. As a result, the 

culture of impunity permeates Argentina’s politics and informs people’s perceptions of 

authoritative figures. In an interview I conducted with Miguel, a lawyer who represented 

one of Argentina’s most infamous barras, he explained that it is difficult to break the cycle 

of corruption given the country’s levels of impunity: 

Miguel: Corruption is a round trip. It is the corruption of an active subject that 

corrupts and a passive subject that receives it, but there must be an active subject 

that corrupts. And then when you see that the one above you does what he wants 

and nothing bad ever happens to him... You wonder, why not me? 

In a similar vein, Hugo, the former leader of Ferreteros’ barra brava and former 

vice president of the club’s security (roles that were not considered incompatible by the 

club officials who offered him the position, even if he did not perform them simultaneously), 

told me that there is no incentive to behave like a model citizen: “Here (in Argentina) you 

behave well and you have no reward; you behave badly and you have no punishment.” 

To take this one step further, it could be argued that those who behave badly get rewarded, 

to the extent that not only are they not punished, but they get away with the benefits of 

whatever legally and morally questionable activities they participate in. 

 

5.4. Corruption in football 

A survey conducted in Buenos Aires among 170 people between the ages of 17 

and 35 revealed that football clubs were perceived as the second most corrupt institution 

in Argentina, with a score of 8.09 out of 10 (10 being the highest level of corruption). The 

top “honour” went to the police, with a score of 8.50 (Estévez 2016). Although these scores 

are significant, an ethnographic approach based on semi-structured interviews and casual 

conversations is better able to shed light on the ways in which corruption and impunity are 

thought about and experienced. According to Gupta, 

Corruption’s infatuation with storytelling might be revealed by asking a simple 
question: where would a good analysis of corruption be without its stories? Even 
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when these stories are not narrated in the text, as in economics papers, they often 
underlie the analysis: despite the fact that they are seen as ‘illustrating’ the theory 
or providing ‘case studies’ or ‘examples,’ they do much more. One can easily invert 
the relationship and argue that the stories are the bedrock on which the 
superstructure of analysis is often constructed (2005:174). 

Indeed, far from acting merely as examples, the analytical relevance of stories 

should not be underestimated. Taking into account that stories are grounded on people’s 

actions, interactions, and exposure to particular social and cultural contexts, to produce 

an analysis that minimizes lived experiences in favour of abstract interpretations that are 

largely detached from the field would be unwise.  

During a meeting I had with Javier, a journalist and politician from the city of 

Córdoba, we talked about corruption in the Argentinian Football Association (AFA). Julio 

Humberto Grondona, president of the AFA from 1979 until his death in 2014, had died 

exactly one month before our meeting (incidentally, on the day that Grondona died, I 

overheard my neighbour through the wall saying that nobody liked that son of a bitch). 

Given Grondona’s multiple, consecutive, and uninterrupted presidencies, it is perhaps 

unnecessary to explain that indefinite re-elections were allowed during his time. I was 

intrigued by the fact that no club officials had succeeded in proposing changes to the AFA 

statute that would limit re-elections. Javier explained that officials had no particular interest 

in changing the statute, as the way it was set up seemed to benefit them.   

EP: The curious thing about the AFA is that, less than 24 hours after Grondona’s 

death, many club officials said “well, let’s see if we change the statute, this thing 

about indefinite re-elections” when it had not been considered during Grondona’s 

35-year presidency. 

Javier: The AFA... The AFA is a liberated zone,123 a liberated zone for money 

laundering and for any type of business that minorities do for political and 

economic power. Nobody messes with the AFA, because there you have a great 

                                                 
 

123 In this context, “liberated zone” refers to the fact that legal authorities turned a blind eye when it 
came to investigating the AFA’s finances.  
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business, both economic and symbolic. The symbolic capital of football is 

enormous. 

EP: However, the question remains. Beyond the ties of political power, what 

prevented member clubs within the AFA from being able to achieve a change in 

the statute? 

Javier: Because they don’t want to do it. Most of the political leadership of the clubs 

were ok with Grondona’s businesses because these businesses somehow 

benefited them. The clubs are broke, the AFA is rich... This has to do with a high 

level of complicity and a phenomenal cowardice of the presidents of the football 

clubs, who take refuge in the fear they feel for the barrabravas to continue feeding 

the same business. Football has a safe-deposit box that must have ten times the 

money that is reported by accountants due to money laundering, and that’s not 

only within the AFA but within each club. So there is this mysterious issue where 

the balance sheets always show a deficit, the debts are getting bigger and yet the 

clubs continue to function, they continue to hire players, they continue to hire 

people, how is that? This clearly demonstrates the falsity of the system. 

 Javier’s comments echo Gaffney’s description of the financial situation of football 

clubs: “There is growing concern that while many clubs are falling inextricably into debt, in 

part due to declining memberships and increasing violence, the governing members of 

clubs are maintaining a level of wealth and privilege at the expense of the club, a situation 

many see as a reflection of Argentine society at large” (2009:167). 

Javier went on to explain that barras often have a privileged position within the 

clubs, being in charge of player transactions and fees, which allows them to conduct 

businesses under the table. Furthermore, he believes that football clubs generate 

impunity, although his argument would need clarification.    

EP: When I was at Oeste’s124 Olympic Village I met with Pedro Tala and asked 

him – because he had been a Real Cometa player during Navarro’s presidency – 

                                                 
 

124 Oeste, Real Cometa and Atlético Turbio are fictional names.  
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I asked him what the atmosphere was like at Real Cometa, and he told me that all 

decisions would go through the barra. 

Javier: The barras managed both Atlético Turbio’s and Real Cometa’s125 Academy 

players.126 And of those players who for years disappear from the Academy, which 

can be as many as twenty in a year, a lot of money went directly to the barra. That’s 

why they were so powerful, both Pereyra’s barra at Real Cometa and Fusile’s127 

barra at Atlético Turbio. And then they entered the drug business thanks to the 

place they occupy in the barras bravas. That gives them symbolic power to control 

neighbourhoods. 

EP: In the case of player percentages,128 how do you get to that point? Because I 

think that also depends on the club. There are some clubs where the barras reach 

that level (i.e. they own percentages of players’ transfers) due to intimidation, and 

others where they get a say because they are functional to the political aspirations 

of club officials. 

Javier: Yes yes yes, Navarro would tell you “talk to Pereyra.” There was no 

intimidation at Real Cometa. It went like this: as a young player, you would be 

selected by the Academy at Real Cometa or Atlético Turbio, and right from the 

start they would tell you “to play here you have to close a deal with Fusile or with 

Pereyra.” 

EP: What was the political benefit for Navarro, for example? Was it something that 

remained within the club? Was he looking for something beyond football, on a 

political level? 

                                                 
 

125 Atlético Turbio and Real Cometa are city rivals. 
126 This was confirmed by Leonardo, another interviewee. 
127 Pereyra was the leader of Real Cometa’s barra, while Fusile was the leader of Atlético Turbio’s.  
128 In Argentinian football, it is common for percentages of a player’s transfer value to be owned by 
different actors. Thus, to name an example, a club might own 50% of a player’s transfer, while an 
investment group might own 35% and the barras the remaining 15%. 
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Javier: What football gave Navarro was impunity. Nothing gives you more impunity 

than being an official at a football club, so the club generated impunity for whatever 

he wanted to do outside the club. 

EP: And why does football generate so much impunity? 

Javier: Because of what we were saying before, the symbolic power that football 

represents. Grondona was never going to be touched, he could say anything but 

nobody touched him, why? Because he was football’s main leader. It is a symbolic 

and cultural power; nobody messes with football.  

The issue of symbolic power remains unclear to me. In the cases he described 

(e.g. players who have to reach a financial agreement with the barras to be able to play in 

the Academy), the power seems to be real and tangible, with clear, observable and 

sometimes measurable consequences. I was left wondering what the “symbolic” 

component of this type of power is. In any case, he was very clear regarding the role of 

the judicial system in maintaining a culture of impunity. 

EP: Beyond the symbolic power that it generates, if there is a supposedly 

independent judicial system that remains apolitical, what is it that prevents it from 

getting involved?  

Javier: The judicial system is part of the same system. 

EP: Right, sure, but what does the judicial system get out of this? What does a 

judge get out of not getting his hands dirty on the subject of football? 

Javier: The judiciary in a capitalist system is a class-based judiciary that will always 

judge against the impoverished sectors and always in favour of the rich sectors. 

White-gloved criminals will never step on the courts; they will be summoned, but 

they will never be convicted, because the system works like that. Justice is an 

inverted fisherman’s net, the big fish pass by and the small fish get caught. And 

that’s the justice of the system. That’s how it works in Argentina for the most part, 

unless someone stops supporting a certain official and he can be condemned. 

A judicial system that generates impunity combined with a corrupt police force 

creates ideal environments for barras to conduct their operations. In line with the survey 
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results presented at the beginning of this section, Dr. Mariano Bergés, former criminal 

judge and co-founder and president of the non-governmental organization Salvemos al 

Fútbol (“Let’s Save Football” or SAF for short), believes that the police are extremely 

corrupt. 

Bergés: There is a lot of corruption when it comes to the police, much more than 

people imagine... I believe that the police, basically because of their activity on the 

street, have a great chance of being contaminated. Much more than those of us 

who work in an office. I believe that the Argentinian police are corrupt, very corrupt! 

And, and, and, I am not one of those people who criticize the police authority on 

an ideological basis. On the contrary, I try not to do that, however, I have verified 

it on many occasions, and I keep verifying it. I have experienced it inside the Courts 

and outside... I do not agree for example, when people bring up the famous 

argument that says “most police officers are good but there are some who are the, 

the, the, let’s say the bad apples.” I would say no; I would dare to say that it is the 

other way around. There are very few police officers who are not corrupt. It might 

be hard to admit it, but it is like that, it is a very ugly situation... But they (the police) 

are the ones who have to prove me wrong. In other words, it is very common for 

the police to ask for money (i.e. bribes). That is why we have drugs where we have 

them, that is why we have prostitution where we have them, and when it comes to 

football, the police are also corrupt. 

On June 26, 2011, the case of a referee who received a death threat during the 

halftime of a game between River and Belgrano made national headlines. This case 

highlighted the ties between officials, barras, and the police. The game, played at River’s 

stadium, was the second leg of the promotion playoffs.129 Having lost by a score of 2-0 in 

the first leg, River needed a very good result at home. The first half ended with a score of 

River 1 – Belgrano 0. CCTV130 footage revealed that, during the halftime, eight River 

barras were allowed to enter referee Sergio Pezzotta’s dressing room. According to 

Pezzotta, the barras told him that unless he awarded River a penalty kick in the second 

                                                 
 

129 Belgrano was a second division team looking to be promoted to the first division, while River 
needed to win the series to avoid relegation. 
130 CCTV stands for closed-circuit television. 
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half, he would not get out of the stadium alive (La Nación 2011). The game ended in a 1–

1 draw, relegating River to the second division for the first time in club history. The 

investigation following the halftime incident determined that there was a security camera 

pointing at the referee’s dressing room door. However, at the time of the incident, the 

camera was pointing in the opposite direction (Olé 2011). It is important to note that the 

club’s private security and the Federal Police were in charge of the CCTV equipment. The 

footage collected during the investigation showed that River’s Head of Security 

communicated with an associate via two-way radio. This associate was later seen 

escorting the barras to Pezzotta’s dressing room. Members of the police’s Sporting Events 

division were seen talking with barras (idem). Although the police officers and security 

officers in charge of the CCTV cameras saw the barras’ movements and interactions, they 

did not make arrests.  

When I asked Leonardo, the police commissioner and Head of Security at Club 

Barrial,131 about the security operations involving CCTV equipment, he explained that all 

cameras are thoroughly checked to confirm that everything is in order before a game. 

EP: Are the cameras checked before a game, to make sure that they work? 

Leonardo: Yes! There is a direct link with the police department, apart from what 

you are seeing in the stadium. The police, the operating room can also take control 

of the cameras and see. 

EP: So in cases where there is a camera that doesn’t work and it’s precisely the 

one that was supposed to capture some crime... 

Leonardo: Before the game starts, they make you file a report if a camera doesn’t 

work. 

EP: But it has happened, that a camera doesn’t work. It happened, for example, at 

River. 

Leonardo: What happens is that the police have to be in collusion, because the 

                                                 
 

131 Club Barrial is a fictional name. 
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system is managed by the police. 

EP: Right, so... If there is a case like this, where the camera doesn’t work... That’s 

why I asked if they did a prior check. Because if they check things, and if it’s known 

that they check things, 

Leonardo: They do. 

EP: And still there is a malfunction or a camera that doesn’t work, that tends to 

point to some previous contact with a barra, a police officer, or someone else. 

Leonardo: A preliminary report is written, stating that everything is in operation. 

Now, if later something broke down, or if there was a failure at a particular moment, 

doubts remain, but the checks are done. And the handling of the equipment is 

reserved, it’s in a place... I tell you more, the entrance to the video surveillance 

room has a passcode. The door has a passcode, and only police personnel and 

the chief of the operation can enter, plus a maintenance man from the company 

that has the cameras installed. And those cameras record during the entire 

match... During the entire time that the stadium is open, they record, and on top of 

this, they have a link with the police department. The police department can see… 

There are four or five matches being played simultaneously, “I want to see River”, 

and they ask to look at the cameras.  

Although it is certainly possible for a camera to malfunction after a check has been 

conducted, it seems curious that spontaneous failures tend to affect precisely the cameras 

that could have recorded violent incidents where barras could have been identified. When 

it comes to preventing acts of violence, investments in technology and personnel will never 

suffice as long as the actors involved (politicians, club officials, barras, and the police) 

prioritize their interests. As Pezzotta’s case shows, the corruptness of those in charge of 

monitoring suspicious activities and acting on them makes any technology inefficient. 

More often than not, security cameras are only as good as the interests and motivations 

of the people who control them. 

In line with what happens in other spheres of politics and society, football 

perpetuates the cycle of corruption and impunity that has existed in Argentina since 

colonial times. In this chapter, I have discussed the difficulties in arriving at a universal 
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understanding of what constitutes corrupt behaviour. Legalistic interpretations as well as 

rigid moral categories do a poor job of accounting for the fluid, malleable, and context-

dependent circumstances that shape people’s actions and interactions. Thus, corruption 

must be interpreted not only in relation to particular legal systems, but also in relation to 

the social, cultural, moral, and economic specificities that inform people’s lived 

experiences in particular contexts. As noted in a survey mentioned above, people between 

the ages of 17 and 35 identified the police and football clubs as the two most corrupt 

institutions in Argentina. On a similar note, the consensus among my interviewees is that 

Argentinian football clubs provide ample opportunities for engaging in what is locally 

considered corrupt behaviour.   

Considering Argentina’s extensive history of corruption and impunity, it is perhaps 

unsurprising that a culture of impunity that fosters a “grab what you can” mentality 

continues to prosper.   

In the world of Argentinian football, corruption and clientelism are often 

inseparable. I now turn to an analysis of the practices that characterize clientelist 

relationships.     
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Chapter 6.  
 
Clientelism 

El suburbio de un barrio provincial sumergido 
está,  
donde vergüenza es dignidad y el sustento es un 
basural.  
 
Quisiera que aquí estés y juntos poder cambiar  
nuestro retrato nacional y esta cómplice 
impunidad.  
 
Nos despiertan razones que nos hacen 
conscientes.  
 
Gobernantes cubren el sol con la voz de su 
falsedad,  
ocultando en las sombras esta tóxica realidad.  
 
La historia no es como creés en el reino del revés,  
concientiza tu mente y podrás ver tu razón de ser.  
 
Nos despiertan razones que nos hacen 
conscientes.  
 
Frías calles con niños bajo el desamparo social,  
mientras la capital vive en la irrealidad de un 
mundo global.  
 
Quisiera que aquí estés y juntos poder cambiar  
nuestro retrato nacional y esta cómplice 
impunidad.  
 
Nos despiertan razones que nos hacen 
conscientes. 

The suburb of a provincial neighbourhood is 
submerged, 
where shame is dignity and a garbage dump is 
sustenance. 
 
I wish you were here and together we could 
change 
our national portrait and this complicit impunity. 
 
We are awakened by reasons that make us 
conscious. 
 
Rulers cover the sun with the voice of their falsity, 
hiding in the shadows this toxic reality. 
 
History is not what you think in the kingdom of the 
upside down, 
raise your consciousness and you will see your 
reason for being. 
 
We are awakened by reasons that make us 
conscious. 
 
Cold streets with children in social abandonment, 
while the capital city lives in the unreality of a 
global world. 
 
I wish you were here and together we could 
change 
our national portrait and this complicit impunity. 
 
We are awakened by reasons that make us 
conscious. 
 
 

Nuestro retrato nacional (“Our National 
Portrait”), by Razones Concientes132 

 

                                                 
 

132 Razones Concientes is a thrash metal band. Nuestro retrato nacional is a song from their first 
studio album, titled Industria Argentina (“Made in Argentina”), released in 2004. A music video was 
filmed for this song, and is available on YouTube. In spite of this, the song is mostly only known by 
metal fans. 
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6.1. Definitions 

Roudakova describes clientelism as “a form of social and political organization 

where access to public resources is controlled by powerful ‘patrons’ and is delivered to 

less powerful ‘clients’ in exchange for deference and other forms of service” (2008:42). 

Alternatively, Gay defines it as “the distribution of resources (or promise of) by political 

office holders or political candidates in exchange for political support, primarily – although 

not exclusively – in the form of the vote” (in Auyero 2000:57).  

Roudakova’s anthropological analysis of clientelism introduces an interesting 

perspective that places culture at the heart of the mechanisms of exchange that 

characterize patron-client relations. In her view, clientelism is a cultural feature:  

a belief that formal, universalistic rules are less important than personal 
connections. The exact reverse is true in political science of clientelism’s analytical 
opposite, rational-legal authority, defined as a form of socio-political order where 
access to public resources is transparent, impersonal and merit-based, where the 
notion of the public good is strong, and where adherence to formal, universalistic 
rules of procedure overrides particularistic interests and personal connections 
(2008:42).  

Her view of clientelism as a cultural feature can be applied to Argentina, where 

personal connections and interests are often seen as the most effective way of dealing 

with social and economic hardships (in the case of the poor), or increasing political support 

(in the case of politicians and public officials). Some clients choose to reciprocate as a 

result of the emotional bonds they form with brokers, in spite of the fact that they believe 

that they would still receive goods and services from brokers even if they would not attend 

political rallies or vote for them in municipal elections. Other clients, on the other hand, 

believe that the implicit rules of the game place them in a subordinate position.  

As a form of exchange that is characterized by the unequal status of patrons, 

brokers, and clients, clientelism relies heavily on face-to-face interactions that have 

immediate and tangible implications for those involved in patron-client relationships. 

Although clientelism in Argentina has not always been confined to the Peronist 
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Justicialista133 Party, the spread of the Unidades Básicas, which, as has been mentioned 

earlier, are places where people can obtain goods and services directly from a local 

broker, has solidified its monopoly on patron-client relationships. Lemarchand and Legg 

(1972) believe that the greater the difference in social status between a patron or a broker 

and a client, the higher the level of affectivity entering into the relationship. This stems 

from the fact that, “pushed to its limit, equalization of status logically spells the dissolution 

of patron-client ties and their replacement by bargaining among equals, as individuals or 

as groups” (1972:152). Lemarchand and Legg emphasize the need to take into account 

the social and cultural specificities that inform patron-client relationships. They also claim 

that, in particular cases, clientelist models can sometimes promote economic and social 

development. This does not seem to be the case in Argentina, where ethnographic studies 

such as those conducted by Auyero (2011) show that clientelism functions simultaneously 

as a problem-solving network that allows the poor to deal with their most pressing needs 

and as a mechanism for social control that prevents them from coming out of poverty. In 

those cases where clientelism does generate economic and social development, its very 

success leads to its disappearance (Lemarchand and Legg 1972). In other words, if the 

poor in Argentina were to come out of poverty as a result of clientelist practices, the need 

to rely on patron-client relationships would be eliminated. This is not always in the best 

interest of patrons and brokers, who perpetuate clientelist practices in ways that minimize 

the impact of collective agency and impede social change. 

 

6.2. Clientelism in Argentina: A brief background 

When Argentina became independent from Spain in 1816, a type of clientelism 

emerged under the form of caudillismo. Caudillismo refers to a social system structured 

upon the interdependence between the head of a political faction, called caudillo (often a 

military leader) and his followers (Safford 1985). In the newly independent state, known at 

the time as Provincias Unidas del Río de la Plata (United Provinces of the Río de la Plata), 

the lack of a central power and formal rules, combined with the agrarian structure of a 

                                                 
 

133 The name Justicialista is derived from the term “social justice” (justicia social in Spanish). 
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society made up of landlords who owned vast territories and the people working in their 

estates, contributed to the emergence of patron-client relationships (Lynch 1992). 

Caudillos would hand out money and favours to their followers as a reward for their faithful 

service (Wolf & Hansen 1967). Furthermore, Haigh (1964) describes another type of 

patron-client relationship in which the caudillo himself was the client of powerful patrons 

who “created and controlled” him for their own political and/or economic purposes. 

After a long period of autonomous provincial governments, the construction of what 

would become the Argentinian Republic took place from 1860 to the controversially called 

“Conquest of the Desert”134 in 1879-1880, which integrated the isolated southern region 

of Patagonia with the rest of the nation. During this period there were no modern political 

parties but political clubs whose members represented mostly the landowning elite. 

Elections were usually held with electors voicing their votes under the intimidation of 

compadritos (henchmen hired by local political caudillos) (Eggers Brass 2006). 

The period from 1880 to 1916 was characterized by governments composed of 

members of the oligarchy. Positions of power were determined in advance and routinely 

confirmed through electoral fraud to keep the newly founded Radical Party, which 

represented the lower classes, out of power. In the words of Lobato, “the electoral 

machine (control of the lists of voters and of the voting stations, as well as the use of 

various fraud mechanisms) guaranteed the election of official candidates and the political 

control of the elite” (2000:192; my translation; emphasis in original). Gallo describes this 

period as follows:  

recruitment in politics had to be carried out with an eye to the possibility that 
recruits would be involved in fighting at great risk to their lives. It was for this 
reason that strong bonds of loyalty had to be formed between the leaders and 
their followers. Those responsible for cementing these bonds were not the 
national leaders, but the caudillos (bosses) of the rural districts or the urban areas. 
Such people held a key position in the political mechanism, because they were 
the real link between the regime and its clientele. The loyalty of this clientele was 
not freely bestowed, but was based on a complex system of reciprocal favours. 
The political boss provided a series of services which ranged from the solution of 
communal problems to the less altruistic activity of protecting criminal acts. 
Between these two extremes, there were small personal favours, among which 
obtaining jobs was paramount (1986:380). 

                                                 
 

134 The so-called “desert” was, in fact, inhabited by Indigenous populations. 
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The caudillos were men of varied origins (small landowners or merchants and, more often, 

former military officers of the disbanded provincial militias) and, even though at times they 

held minor political appointments as justices of the peace or deputies, to name two 

examples, they were usually content to exercise informal power within their regions.  

In 1912, mandatory secret ballot elections were introduced by law. The electoral 

reform coincided with important changes in the makeup of Argentinian society due to a 

massive wave of European immigration, mostly from Italy and Spain, but also from France, 

Poland, Russia, Turkey, Germany, and Great Britain. The previously sparsely populated 

country experienced an unprecedented increase in the size of its urban populations, 

particularly in Buenos Aires, which served as the port of entry for ships arriving from 

Europe. The Radical Party, now reinforced by the sons of these immigrants, who had the 

opportunity to vote and to obtain positions within the government, won the elections and 

took power in 1916 (Romero 2004). 

Through an extended net based on the organization of committees at the national 

and provincial levels, as well as within cities at the ward and precinct levels, the Radicals 

established permanent ties between the leaders and the voters. As Rock explains, 

In the major cities, especially in Buenos Aires, a system of ward bosses emerged 
similar to that in the United States. Although the Sáenz Peña Law135 ended the 
open purchase of votes, the Radicals quickly established a party patronage system 
which served equally as well to buy electoral support. In return for a biennial vote, 
the ward bosses, the caudillos de barrio,136 performed numerous petty services in 
the city and rural neighbourhoods. By establishing this close link with the caudillos 
de barrio, the original nucleus of the Radical Party, the landowners, were able 
gradually to escape the consequences of their lack of direct contact with the urban 
environment. Although the landowners had no control over urban jobs, many of the 
middle class sub-leaders were able to acquire sufficient influence and prestige in 
their local areas to overcome this weakness. They had some control over the 
allocation of housing, for example, through their association with the owners of the 
tenement blocks. Their relative affluence allowed them to provide loans for needy 
businessmen. Their own positions as lawyers or physicians brought them into 
close contact with different groups of the new electorate. They were also known 
for having some contact with the local police, and this allowed them to dispense 
immunities for all sorts of petty transgressions against the law. Along with the 
parish priest, the ward boss became, particularly in the city of Buenos Aires, the 

                                                 
 

135 The Sáenz Peña Law is the law that introduced mandatory secret ballot elections. 
136 Neighbourhood caudillos. 
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most powerful figure in the neighbourhood and the pivotal figure upon which the 
political strength and popularity of Radicalism depended (1975:56). 

In 1930, a military coup overthrew the democratically elected Radical government. 

It was the first of several coups that would permeate Argentinian politics in the years to 

come. The period between 1930 and 1943 became known as the Década infame 

(Infamous Decade). The Conservative Party seized power by overt electoral fraud, 

popularly referred to as the “patriotic fraud.” The period was marked by rampant corruption 

and scandalous deals (Galasso 2006; Pigna 2006). The Conservative Party developed a 

strong populist tone and used state resources to maintain power drawing on the tradition 

of clientelism (Macor 2001).  

In 1943 the military took power once again. Colonel Juan Domingo Perón took 

several positions within the government that allowed him to establish the foundations for 

the formation of the future Peronist Party. During the preceding years, industrialization 

around the major cities (especially Buenos Aires) resulted in the migration of new workers 

from the provinces. As a result, Perón took control of the workers’ unions, which would 

become the “spine” of the Peronist Party (Waldman 1986). Three years after the coup, 

Perón became a democratically elected president. During this period, in order to compete 

with the Radical committees, the Peronists established neighbourhood centres called 

Unidades Básicas (Basic Units). The emphasis at that time was to show that no clientelist 

relationships were to be encouraged, in opposition to the old Radical practices. While the 

government’s political ties with the people were conveyed through the unions, the Basic 

Units flourished within the neighbourhoods in matters related to the recruitment of party 

members, distribution of pamphlets and posters, and the organization of electoral 

campaigns, sporting events, and political rallies.  

In 1955, the so-called Revolución Libertadora (Liberating Revolution) deposed 

Perón. Argentinian politics alternated between military and civil governments until 1973. 

From 1973 to 1976 the Peronist Party briefly returned to power. Perón died while holding 

office in 1974; he was replaced by his widow, Isabel Martínez de Perón. In 1976, a military 

junta headed by Admiral Emilio Eduardo Massera, Lieutenant General Jorge Rafael 

Videla, and Brigadier-General Orlando Ramón Agosti seized control of the government. 

The dictatorship was marked by the “disappearance” of tens of thousands of civilians 

(Romero 2012).   
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After the fall of the dictatorship in 1983, the Peronist Basic Units were reorganized. 

Each Basic Unit became a cell within a clientelist system. In 1989 the Peronist Party 

returned to power under the leadership of the democratically-elected President Carlos 

Saúl Menem. At this time, ties between the government and the people were mediated by 

political brokers (known as punteros) through clientelist networks of exchange and favours 

at the expense of the weakened unions (Levitsky 2005). This brand of clientelism, 

characterized by brokers who establish personal ties with members of the lower classes 

by operating out of their Basic Units, persists to this day. 

In the following section, I consider the role of clientelism in ancient Rome as an 

example of clientelism’s resilience throughout history as a type of problem solving-network 

that relies on both state resources and personal ones depending on the context.  

 

6.3. Clientelism in ancient Rome 

The passage cited below provides an informative account of clientelism in ancient 

Rome as well as in the town of Pompeii. This example from Rome and from a town that 

was buried in ashes and pumice nearly two thousand years ago points to similarities 

across time: 

archaeologists have re-imagined how one characteristic Roman social ritual might 
have taken place in this Pompeian setting. That ritual is the early morning salutatio, 
at which ‘clients’ of all sorts would call on their rich patrons, to receive favours or 
cash in return for their votes, or for providing more symbolic services (escort duty, 
or simply applause) to enhance the patron’s prestige. From Rome itself, we have 
plenty of complaints about this from the client’s point of view in the poetry of 
Juvenal and Martial, who – as relatively well-heeled dependants – predictably 
enough made the most noise about the indignities they had to suffer in return for 
a modest handout. ‘You promise me three denarii,137’ moans Martial at one point, 
‘and tell me to be on duty in your atria, dressed up in my toga. Then I’m supposed 
to stick by your side, walk in front of your chair, while you go visiting ten widows, 
plus or minus…’ …. We are also in danger of over-simplifying the social dynamics 
of the relationships involved, whether in Rome or Pompeii. The anxieties and 
humiliations of those waiting to be admitted to the presence of their patron are one 
thing. We can all imagine what it must have been like waiting to put one’s case to 

                                                 
 

137 Plural form of denarius, a Roman unit of currency. 
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some bigwig who could choose whether to help you or not (with a job for your son, 
a loan, or a blind eye to the unpaid rent). There must have been anxieties on the 
other side too. For, in this world of status and show, patrons needed clients almost 
as much as clients needed patrons. Imagine the anxiety and humiliation on the 
other side, for a patron installed in his tablinum138 waiting for clients – and not a 
single one shows up (Beard 2008:102-103). 

It is thought-provoking to consider how little clientelist practices have changed over 

the course of two thousand years. Certainly, the persistence of such practices points to 

an institution of patronage that is decidedly effective at maintaining and replicating itself. 

The current relevance of Beard’s example highlights the prominent role of clientelism as 

a mechanism that relies on personal relationships in order to solve people’s problems. It 

is easy to recognize and identify many of the features that characterized ancient Roman 

clientelism in present-day Argentina. Not only do Argentinian clients receive favours in the 

form of goods and services such as medicines, food, mattresses, and casual employment, 

but they also provide brokers and patrons with symbolic support by attending political 

rallies, a practice that finds a parallel in Beard’s mention of applause as a common way of 

showing support for Roman patrons. The tablinum finds its modern Argentinian 

counterpart in the Basic Units. While it is safe to say that the Basic Units lack the luxury 

of the tablinums, they serve a similar purpose; they act as the local “headquarters” where 

clients can meet with their patrons (in the case of Rome) or, more probably, with their 

brokers (in the Argentinian case) in order to discuss their most pressing needs. In 

Argentina, it is not uncommon for a broker’s house to double as a Basic Unit.  

Given the often populist tone of clientelist discourse in modern times, it is easy to 

understand why the ties between brokers and clients tend to be defined by emotional 

friendships (Wolf 2001). Far from being seen as “some bigwig who could choose whether 

to help you or not” (Beard 2008:103; emphasis added), a broker might instead be seen as 

a benevolent, caring person who has a genuine interest in the wellbeing of their clients 

beyond their economic and/or political goals. While the role of emotional friendships in the 

ancient Roman context is not clear from Beard’s description, it is nonetheless indisputable 

that patronage politics across time and space are characterized by dyadic and symbiotic 

                                                 
 

138 In the words of Beard, tablinum is “the name given to the relatively large room often found…. 
between atrium and peristyle – and used, we guess, by the master of the house” (2008:101). 
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relationships that create ties of interdependence. Still, to claim that brokers (or patrons) 

and clients need each other in equal measure would be an exaggeration, but unlike the 

hypothetical scenario described by Beard, I would find it hard to imagine a situation where 

a present-day broker in Argentina would stress over the lack of clients. 

 

6.4. Clientelism in anthropological studies 

Many ethnographic and qualitative studies on clientelism (Auyero 1999, 2000; 

Golden 2003; Hallin & Papathanassopoulos 2002; Lopes 2007; Magazine 2004; 

Roudakova 2008; Sissener 2001) point to the importance of personal interactions between 

researchers and the people who are directly affected by the clientelist practices that are 

observed on a daily basis in specific contexts and at particular times. While detailed 

ethnographic accounts of clientelism do not abound, the available literature provides 

concepts that are potentially useful in thinking about the ways in which patrons, brokers, 

and clients relate to each other. Keeping this in mind, I will relate the terms described in 

this section to the Argentinian social and cultural context in an attempt to assess their 

suitability and applicability. 

James’ (2008) distinction between welfare and well-being is of interest in the 

context of clientelist relationships. She explains that  

‘Welfare’ can only be imagined, and put into practice, in the context of a very clear 
social whole, where responsibility can be located for the ongoing lives of persons 
to whom some obligation is publicly acknowledged…. The provision of welfare is 
always recognisably a political matter, entailing the redistribution of resources 
between the ‘parts’ of a wider social world, on more or less consensual principles 
relating to need. On the other hand, ‘well-being’ as a concept is not geared to the 
needy…. ‘Well-being’ in this sense is difficult to regard as an obligation on the part 
of the wider society. A handy test is to ask how the benefits of welfare or well-being 
are actually funded; who pays? By and large, I think a crucial difference will be 
found between the public funding and the private purchase of these ‘goods’ or 
benefits (69-70). 

It could be argued that brokers offer clients goods and services that promote “well-

being”. The difference with welfare here is that goods and services are provided through 

personal interactions between the broker (not the state) and the recipients. Granted, 

brokers have access to state resources, but as Auyero (2000) points out, clients think of 
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these resources as personal favours that are made available through the generosity of the 

broker, who is often – though not always – seen as having a personal interest in the “well-

being” (as defined by James) of each of the individuals in any given community.  

In a slight modification of James’ argument, I would argue that clientelist practices 

offer well-being disguised as welfare. In other words, the concept of well-being is indeed 

geared to the needy, at least to the extent that clients pay for it with votes. Still, the 

ethnographic data provided by Auyero suggests that many clients conceptualize the 

transactions involved in terms of what James calls welfare because there is no explicit 

obligation to reciprocate. There are, of course, conflicting points of view regarding this 

matter.  

An ethnographic approach to the exchanges that take place in different contexts 

is illuminating: “from the outside, what appears as an exchange of votes for favors is seen 

from the inside in many different (and, sometimes, antagonistic) ways: manipulation 

versus caring, interested action (politics, calculative exchange) versus disinterested 

actions (friendship)” (Auyero 1999:305; emphasis in original). From a microscopic 

perspective, it is important to note that “national contexts” are by no means the smallest 

divisible unit of analysis. Put differently, clientelism in Argentina in the context of the poor 

neighbourhoods examined by Auyero differs from clientelism in football. Auyero’s clients 

represent a more vulnerable population compared to many of the organized fans who 

participate in agreements with club officials. These fans may or may not belong to the 

lower classes, and have a power of negotiation (often through collective action and 

intimidation) that Auyero’s clients lack. 

The role of friendship in clientelist relationships is also found in Wolf’s (2001) work. 

He explains that “the primary bond in the friendship dyad is not forged in an ascribed 

situation; friendship is achieved” (2001:174), and distinguishes between two types of 

friendship:  

I shall call the first expressive or emotional friendship; the second, instrumental 
friendship. From the point of view of the friendship dyad, emotional friendship 
involves a relation between an ego and an alter in which each satisfies some 
emotional need in his opposite number. This is the obviously psychological aspect 
of the relation. Yet the very fact that the relation satisfies a need of some kind in 
each participant should alert us also to the social characteristics of the relation 
involved (2001:174-175).   
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Emotional friendships seem to play a prominent role in patronage politics. In 

Auyero’s study, however, clients seem to exhibit feelings that combine aspects of 

emotional and instrumental friendship. It is hard to determine which type of friendship 

precedes the other, as the actors involved may experience and interpret their social 

environments in vastly different ways. Generally speaking, the evaluation of a broker’s 

activities seems to be directly related to the degree of closeness in relationships between 

clients and brokers. Some parallels can be established with the organized groups of fans 

found in Argentinian football. Those who are closer to the barras’ leaders (la primera línea 

or “the first line”) have positive things to say about them, while “regular” fans (hinchas) will 

often see them as manipulative and corrupt.  

Wolf (2001) believes that when the instrumental aspect surpasses the emotional 

aspect, the relationship runs the risk of disruption. While this might be the case in 

situations where socially and economically disadvantaged individuals have few 

opportunities for collective action, I would dispute his argument based on the strictly 

instrumental ties that pervade clientelist relations in Argentinian football, where club 

officials, organized fans, politicians, and the police exchange goods and services in spite 

of the often negative opinions they hold of each other. Wolf explains that once it reaches 

a point of imbalance, an instrumental friendship turns into a patron-client tie. This situation 

arises when one partner “is clearly superior to the other in his or her capacity to grant 

goods and services” (Wolf 2001:179). It is interesting to note that the exchanges observed 

in Argentinian football can be classified under clientelism in spite of the fact that the 

balance of power is fairly even. In this case, the groups involved establish relationships 

that allow them to negotiate.  

In her article on patronage politics in postwar Italy, Golden (2003) borrows the term 

“bad government” from studies that had been previously conducted in the United States 

to account for high levels of corruption. Her interpretation differs from the political culture 

and the principal-agent arguments that have been developed in an attempt to throw light 

on the issue of clientelism and corruption in Italy. In her words,  

‘Bad government’ provided reasons for members of parliament to offer voters 
compensatory constituency services. It also enhanced the partisan political loyalty 
of civil servants, who were typically appointed on a patronage basis, by providing 
them with extensive opportunities to engage in bureaucratic corruption. While the 
overall system that emerged was not itself planned, the interactions and 
behaviours that underpinned it were strategic and self-serving (2003:189).  
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From a comparative perspective, the Argentinian case seems remarkably similar 

to the Italian case. Golden might be right in claiming that the political system that 

developed in Italy was not planned, but once established, politicians and public officials 

with personal interests seek to perpetuate it. In other words, the system that emerged was 

unintended and probably undesirable, but ironically, little is done to modify it. Perhaps the 

situation is not so ironic if we consider that those who have the power to modify the current 

system are the ones who have gained access to material and economic resources that 

place them in a position of dominance over large sections of the population. Culture here 

plays a big role.  

In the case of Argentina, it does not make sense for politicians and public officials 

to conform to normative rules and laws for the welfare of the population, as this would 

mean giving up benefits that someone else would be ready to collect. As MacLachlan 

(2006) explains, Argentina’s culture of impunity revolves around self-serving political 

careers. I agree with Golden in that the political culture and principal-agent arguments are 

unable to account for the establishment of patronage politics in Italy and, from a 

comparative perspective, in Argentina. The political culture argument claims that “poor 

institutional performance is an outgrowth of a weak civic culture and a low level of social 

capital” (Golden 2003:190). An analysis of collective organization within Argentinian 

football clubs reveals that poor institutional performance cannot be reduced to a weak 

civic culture. Clientelism in Argentinian football persists in spite of the fact that fans who 

become registered members of clubs become actively involved in the social, political, and 

cultural activities organized by the clubs. Given the fact that barras have access to club 

politics, it could be argued that in this particular case, a rather strong civic culture has 

facilitated the development of clientelist ties by providing opportunities for unregulated 

cooperation between different social actors. This is ironic to say the least, and I am not 

suggesting that a hermetically closed system where fan participation in the life of a club is 

suppressed would be a better alternative.  

The principal-agent argument states that “bad public administration is a technical 

defect accountable to poor institutional design and/or inadequate political monitoring, 

which can be remedied by greater and better control by politicians of bureaucratic agents” 

(idem). As a manipulative strategy, clientelism succeeds in providing individuals with the 

basic goods and services that they need to make it through the day, but offers no real 

opportunities to come out of poverty, as it is not in the best interest of patrons and brokers 
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to lose clients. Golden emphasizes the relations of domination that permeate clientelist 

practices in Italy: 

Citizens value both the collective benefits they receive from legislation and the 
individual benefits they collect through facilitation, or what in the Italian context is 
made manifest as patronage. Because the latter depends specifically on the 
retention of office on the part of the individual legislator, voters (and their extended 
families) who are recipients of patronage are effectively trapped into voting for the 
incumbent regardless of how they evaluate his party’s performance nationally. 
Moreover, voters opposing the system cannot co-ordinate their actions effectively 
with those located in other electoral districts, and so are largely powerless 
(2003:210). 

Her analysis coincides with Auyero’s (1999) ethnographic material, although 

Auyero explains that many clients do not think of the ties they share with their brokers in 

terms of domination and subordination. 

One of Golden’s main contributions to the study of clientelism is her emphasis on 

comparative approaches that take into account social and historical specificities. In her 

words: “I am interested in offering a new interpretation of ostensibly disparate, country-

specific ‘facts’ and fitting them into a theoretically-grounded comparative framework” 

(2003:191). As a political scientist, Golden’s focus on ethnographic data and microscopic 

studies of communities is understandably weak, but this is mostly a matter of disciplinary 

background.  

In line with Roudakova’s, Golden’s, and Auyero’s emphasis on specificities, 

Sissener’s (2001) study on corruption provides ethnographic examples of the ways in 

which clientelism operates in different cultural contexts. She begins by arguing that 

“people’s own assessments of courses of action do not arouse from a set of culturally 

universal, invariable norms that helps to decide if certain actions are to be classified as 

‘corrupt’ or not. Rather, what is seen as corruption varies from one context to another. 

Given such variations, explorations of how the actors themselves evaluate social practices 

are required” (2001:1-2). This is a decidedly anthropological approach to the assessment 

of different definitions of corruption, which in Western contexts tend to focus on illegality. 

The culturally and morally relativist approach adopted by Sissener stands in sharp contrast 

to positivistic approaches such as Lancaster and Montinola’s (1997). Sissener seeks to 

understand definitions of corruption at the grassroots level by taking into account people’s 

values, opinions, and experiences. Challenging the notion that corruption – including 
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clientelist networks of exchange – is inherently “bad”, Sissener argues that in some 

contexts corruption has positive effects because “it ‘humanises’ the workings of 

bureaucracy” (2001:4). This means that the informal and unofficial rules regarding the 

(re)distribution of goods and services adopted by particular actors are often better suited 

to local conditions than the official rules. This becomes apparent in the case of blat, a term 

used in Russia to define a set of informal relationships based on close personal contacts 

that allows people to gain access to goods and services by bypassing official rules. The 

following ethnographic account illustrates the workings of blat: 

My mother worked as head of a Soviet farm buttery. She could sell really good 
meat and at much cheaper prices, or other foodstuffs in short supply. For example, 
when there was a shortage of butter she could obtain some. Naturally, she had 
good connections, and worked hand in glove […] with shop assistants from the 
clothes store. My father worked in construction all his life, and construction 
materials were always in demand. When he retired and became a gas-supplier, he 
could offer a bigger gas cylinder in exchange for a small one. And city gasmen 
gave him more of the bigger cylinders because his wife would sell good meat to 
them. He also obtained fuel for his car by blat. He knew the tanker drivers and 
received an unlimited supply from them, normally for a bottle of vodka or 
‘moonshine’. He also paid, of course, but they did not offer this to everyone, only 
those whom they trusted. For him it was cheaper and free of queuing. Another 
example: a meat storekeeper in the village was a good acquaintance from long 
ago. Every year when she went on holiday she left him in charge. She trusted he 
was not going to cheat, whereas he was happy to help and to have this opportunity 
to buy meat for all his family. My father also helped my brother with dacha 
construction. You know how expensive it became. And he hardly spent any money. 
Contacts, old contacts. They allocated him cut wood for free or for a few kopecks. 
And he gave them fresh eggs or dung (Ledeneva in Sissener 2001:16).  

In the above example, Wolf’s concepts of emotional friendship and instrumental 

friendship are clearly at play. Blat is not seen as a form of bribery because, according to 

Ledeneva, it involves a reciprocal exchange of favours between members of a close-knit 

group. Contrary to what happens in the poor Argentinian neighbourhoods where Auyero 

conducted fieldwork, blat does not revolve around unequal relationships where one person 

has considerably more wealth and leverage than the other. It could be said that blat works 

against the government to the extent that those involved in networks of exchange bypass 

official regulations without the knowledge or consent of public officials. In Argentina, the 

poor work with the government at the municipal level, meaning that the exchange of goods 

and services is “officially” (notice the irony) endorsed by politicians who rely on public 

resources obtained directly from the state.  
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In her discussion of gift-giving in the Philippines, Co (2007) provides an example 

of a widespread and widely accepted cultural practice that is adopted, modified and 

“perfected” by politicians to fit their interests and advance their careers. When combined 

with the political power to mobilize resources and influence voters, the respected and 

highly-regarded practice of gift-giving becomes a tool for establishing clientelist networks 

that many see as a manifestation of corrupt behaviour, although some might think of them 

as social safety nets, depending on their personal circumstances. When it comes to 

academic research on corruption and clientelism, the (admittedly problematic) interpretive 

differences that emerge from observation and conversations are better able to provide 

clues about ways of thinking and experiencing corruption on a daily basis than the rigid, 

homogenizing, and purely legalistic explanations. In the Philippines, the culture of gift-

giving and reciprocity is molded by politicians and clients in ways that encourage the 

establishment of instrumental and emotional friendships. What is important to consider 

here is the variety of local specificities that give rise to clientelist practices in different social 

and cultural environments. While these specificities point to contextual differences, 

clientelism often manifests itself in remarkably similar ways across countries where it plays 

a prominent role in politics. Thus, even though Argentina does not have a culture of gift-

giving like the one described by Co (2007), the practice of clientelism – beyond the locally-

dependent factors that give rise to it – seems to be virtually indistinguishable from the 

brand of clientelism observed in the Philippines. The motivational similarities are certainly 

present. Co explains that “a widespread view among aspiring politicians and candidates 

is that public office is an employment from which money, cars, travel abroad, wealth, a 

privileged lifestyle and social mobility result…. Public office is therefore seen as an 

opportunity to reward one’s self rather than as an apex of responsibility and public service” 

(2007:129). Indeed, her statement applies not only to the Argentinian brand of clientelism 

at the national, provincial, and municipal levels, but also to the opportunities that 

Argentinian football clubs provide club officials and barras. It is this constant dialogue 

between specificities and generalities that informs my analytical framework. When 

compared with the Argentinian case, the Philippine case serves as one example of the 

general features that characterize clientelist networks across space. 

The Chinese term guanxi (meaning social relationships or social connections) can 

also be compared to Auyero’s analysis of clientelist practices. More specifically, guanxi 

refers to the practice of gift giving. As in the case of blat, it involves close personal 
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connections between friends, neighbours, coworkers, colleagues, and relatives. Gift giving 

in China creates the implicit obligation to reciprocate. This is similar to what Auyero has 

observed in Argentina. Yang claims that “the art of guanxi cannot be reduced to a modern 

western notion of corruption because the personalistic qualities of obligation, 

indebtedness, and reciprocity are just as important as transactions in material benefit” (in 

Sissener 2001:13). These qualities, however, are also present in Western contexts. 

Auyero’s and Golden’s accounts of patronage politics in Argentina and Italy show that, 

similar to what happens in China, personalistic, face-to-face interactions create ties of 

interdependence based on obligation, indebtedness, reciprocity, and even gratitude. 

 While the terms bribery and corruption have negative connotations in China (as in 

most other places), Yang explains that guanxi evokes positive images of people helping 

each other in a context where those involved in the practice of gift giving are either 

relatives or close acquaintances. In other words, the difference between guanxi and an 

act that would be considered corrupt is established in terms of the quality of the 

relationships. As Yang explains, “there is a good side of guanxixue which bribery does not 

have. For example, if you and an official do not have a prior personal relationship already, 

such as shared native homes, kin relationship, and so on, and he is seen to help you, then 

other people will surmise that there is bribery going on between you” (idem). This is not 

necessarily the case in Argentina, where a pre-existing bond between brokers and clients 

is not a prerequisite when it comes to exchanging favours, although both brokers and 

clients have an interest in developing and maintaining relationships that revolve around 

emotional ties to varying degrees. It is interesting to note that Yang’s distinction between 

insiders and outsiders in networks of guanxi finds a parallel in what Auyero calls “inner 

circles”:  

Brokers usually do favors such as distributing food and medicine for their potential 
voters and others. They are not alone in their work, however, because they almost 
always have an inner circle of followers. A broker is related to the members of his 
or her inner circle through strong ties of long-lasting friendship, parentage, or fictive 
kinship (2000:64).  

The differences and similarities between clientelism in Argentina, blat, and guanxi 

become apparent. Compared to what happens in Russia and China, Argentinian networks 

of exchange seem to be more flexible when it comes to accommodating people who do 

not have strong personal ties to brokers who are in a position to provide goods, jobs, and 

services. Being part of an inner circle, however, has its advantages. Auyero reveals the 
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workings of an inner circle in the following ethnographic account of an exchange network 

in a city he calls Cóspito: 

Matilde139 has a circle of men and women who visit her on a weekly basis. For 
example, forty-five-year-old Lucía used to be Matilde’s cleaning lady. Two years 
ago, Lucía had a stroke, and Matilde (then the Secretaria de Acción Social140 of 
Cóspito), obtained a pension of 110 dollars a month for her. Lucía now receives 
daily medicine for her high blood pressure from Matilde. She spends almost every 
afternoon at the neighborhood’s Centro Cultural (where Matilde’s son Paco serves 
as the president), in the front part of Matilde’s house, a half-block from the UB.141 
There Lucía makes puppets that the Cultural Center sells or gives away on special 
occasions among the children of the slum. Adolfo (Matilde’s husband and the 
Under-Secretary of Public Works) got Lucía’s husband a job at the municipality. 
Lucía and her comadre142 Antonia fashion puppets with a sewing machine 
belonging to the Plan País. Launched almost ten years ago, this state-funded 
program is intended “to strengthen community organization” in poor 
neighborhoods through the subsidized development of productive micro-
enterprises. In Cóspito the brokers captured part of the funds of the program, thus 
acquiring an extra source for their inner circles. Matilde obtained one of the 
subsidies and organized a group of women to work with (and for) her at the Cultural 
Center. Lucía considers herself a friend of Matilde: “She always lends you a hand.” 
Lucía has known Matilde since 1984 and is a manzanera (block delegate) of the 
state-funded Plan Vida. Matilde also provides her with food (2000:64-65). 

The emotional aspect of the types of relationships described above seems to be 

at least as important (if not more so) as the instrumental aspect. Still, not belonging to an 

inner circle does not prevent people from participating in networks of exchange, as relying 

on “problem-solving networks” (Auyero 2000) that do not require strong personal 

relationships does not carry the stigma that seems to pervade similar cases in China. 

Weak ties (Auyero 1999) are established whenever clients who belong to the outer circle 

seek help to deal with a particular problem or when they need a favour from a broker. 

From a comparative perspective, a close look at different types of exchange 

networks highlights the relevance of in-depth, microscopic studies of specific social 

contexts through qualitative methods such as participant observation and semi-structured 

                                                 
 

139 A powerful local broker. 
140 Secretary of Social Action. 
141 UB stands for Unidad Básica (Basic Unit). UBs are neighbourhood committees ran by brokers. 
They provide basic goods (food, medicines, etc.) and services to the local community. 
142 Literally “co-mother”. The term here is used in place of “godmother”. 
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interviews. The ways in which people in different places conceptualize clientelism are of 

the utmost importance when it comes to thinking about possible solutions to issues related 

to corruption within and beyond networks of exchange. Whose definition of corruption are 

we talking about? How can researchers approach an issue that is not perceived as such 

by the people who are directly involved in everyday practices that they consider beneficial? 

In the conclusion to her article on corruption, Sissener states that  

the intention has not been to excuse illegal actions by providing an explanation by 
‘culture’, but to show that the borderline for acceptable behaviour is not universal. 
Knowledge of people’s own views and their discourses of corruption provided by 
anthropologists will bring to light possible discrepancies between official and 
practical norms and practices. Unless practices are seen as unacceptable to the 
practitioners, reformations may prove hard to implement (2001:18).  

In Argentina, the difficulties associated with the development of viable solutions to 

the issue of corruption are exacerbated by the fact that different actors have different views 

on what constitutes corrupt behaviour. While many of the people interviewed by Auyero 

see clientelism as a legitimate way of dealing with their most pressing needs, others see 

it as a corrupt mechanism aimed at maintaining power imbalances. On the one hand, 

patrons and brokers accumulate political and economic power while the poor are 

effectively prevented from coming out of poverty, but on the other hand, the poor often 

think (perhaps rightly so) that without “problem-solving networks”, they would be worse 

off. The personalistic ties that pervade patronage politics create relationships where the 

poor are grateful for the help they receive from generous brokers. In many cases, clients 

provide brokers with political support without having a clear knowledge of the broker’s 

party’s political inclinations.  

In Argentina, patronage politics are closely associated with populist governments. 

De la Torre offers various definitions of populism in relation to the Latin American context. 

The most relevant definition for the purposes of an analysis of clientelism describes 

populism as “a type of political party with middle- or upper-class leadership, strong popular 

base, nationalistic rhetoric, charismatic leadership, and lacking a precise ideology” (Angell 

in De la Torre 1992:386). Llach and Lagos define it as “the implementation of economic 

and social policies that, in the short term, improve the situation of vast sectors of the 

population – generally, but not always, low-income sectors – but that are unsustainable in 

the medium or long term” (2014:102; my translation). Angell’s definition is particularly 

interesting in relation to Peronist political strategies. At the national level, Peronism, a 
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decidedly populist political movement, fits Angell’s definition well to the extent that the 

movement is variously associated with extreme left wing and right wing leanings, pointing 

to a lack of a clearly defined ideology. Peronists follow the figure of a leader rather than 

the ideology of a party. Similarly, clients follow charismatic brokers regardless of their 

political leanings. Still, contrary to what happens with charismatic national leaders, the 

personalistic ties that characterize clientelism invariably provide clients with pragmatic 

(although always temporary) solutions to their problems. Clients can count on brokers to 

receive tangible benefits time after time.  

A moral obligation to reciprocate permeates all types of exchanges discussed in 

this study. In spite of this, attention to local specificities sheds light on the different kinds 

of relationships that develop in particular contexts. As I have shown, networks of exchange 

in Italy, Russia, China, and Argentina have different requirements and goals. The types of 

actors involved also vary according to social and cultural evaluations that legitimate certain 

types of behaviours and condemn others. In China, for example, participation in guanxi is 

restricted to people who share strong ties based on friendship or kin. In Argentina, on the 

other hand, ties between brokers and clients can sometimes be quite loose, although 

belonging to inner or outer circles has implications in terms of the degree to which 

relationships are primarily emotional or instrumental. Unlike the Italian and Argentinian 

cases, blat and guanxi do not revolve around political goals. The purpose of the 

exchanges for those who participate in blat and guanxi is to obtain benefits through 

informal means in order to create better living conditions for themselves. This is also the 

case in Argentina, but mainly from the clients’ point of view. Patrons and brokers have 

political goals in mind; thus, the clients’ needs are never satisfied to the point where their 

help is no longer required. 

 

6.5. Clientelism in football 

The types of exchanges that characterize the ties between club officials and barras 

in Argentinian football differ from those observed in poor neighbourhoods. Following 

Auyero’s description of interested action versus disinterested action, it is safe to say that 

the relationships between barras and officials are based exclusively on interested action. 

Barras receive free game tickets, plane tickets, buses, and food and beverage 
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concessions, among other businesses, while club officials receive political support within 

and beyond the clubs in the form of votes and support at rallies, where the barras 

sometimes operate as henchmen who physically confront political rivals. In cases where 

club officials do not have political aspirations, entering agreements with the barras is a 

way of pacifying them. Barras often know where officials live, where their children go to 

school, where they park their cars, etc. Keeping them “satisfied” prevents officials from 

being threatened. Thus, the brand of clientelism observed in football lacks the emotional 

component that is often present in other contexts. To borrow Wolf’s term, clientelism in 

football is characterized by instrumental friendships, although in some cases, it might be 

more accurate to talk about instrumental relationships, as the “friendship” component is 

often missing.  

In a decidedly defensive attempt to distance himself from any kind of association 

with the types of relationships that exist between different actors within football clubs, 

Hugo, the former leader of Ferreteros’ barra brava, provided an example of patronage by 

hinting at the fact that barras rely on the support of club officials to travel.      

Hugo: I still want to make it clear to you that, I have been away for many years 

from... What happens is that, that, the core of, of, of this social circle is always the 

same. Heads change, interests change, violence changes, but the way people 

travel, um, how they go to the stadium... We used to travel by bus to other 

countries, now fans143 travel by plane... 

EP: And how is that financed? 

Hugo: (Long pause) I wouldn’t want to know. 

EP: Ah, well, right... 

Hugo: I suppose they do raffles, they give them jerseys, umm, they might have 

help from some sector... From politics, from labour unions. 

                                                 
 

143 Although he used the word fans, he was in fact talking about barras. 
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Given his past as the leader of a barra, his answer could well mean that he does 

know how trips are financed, but would prefer to forget. In any case, his reference to 

politics indicates that barras are functional to the interests of political parties. This was 

further reinforced by Antonio, the former president of one of Argentina’s most important 

clubs.144 During our conversation, I made the grave mistake of mentioning an example 

that spoke poorly of the political party that Antonio sympathized with (as I later found out). 

My reason for mentioning this example had nothing to do with my personal political 

leanings and preferences. It was not meant as an attack on a particular party. Rather, I 

mentioned the first politician that came to my mind due to his widely publicized association 

with barras. When Antonio mentioned that other politicians and parties were also involved 

in agreements with barras, it did not matter that I sincerely and repeatedly agreed with 

him. Still, his comments were informative.        

EP: In cases where it is known that there are strong ties between barras and 

officials, like the case of Quilmes,145 for example, with Aníbal Fernández,146 um, 

could it be that the officials don’t want to have ties but are in a complicated 

position?  

Antonio: I assure you they don’t want to have ties.147 

EP: So where does the pressure come from? 

Antonio: You talk about Aníbal, let’s see… 

EP: Just to name a random example. 

Antonio: But I don’t know. It’s your statement, not mine. Aníbal Fernández is a 

senator who is also the president of Quilmes as well as the president of the 

Argentinian Hockey Confederation. Now, if it turns out that he uses all of that to do 

                                                 
 

144 At the time of our interview, Antonio was planning on running for president once again. 
145 Quilmes Atlético Club is a club that plays in the second division. 
146 A well-known politician who held several positions, including Minister of Production, Minister of 
the Interior, Minister of Justice and Human Rights, General Secretary of the Presidency, and Chief 
of the Cabinet of Ministers. Former president of Quilmes Atlético Club. 
147 This is debatable, as the case of Marcelo Mallo, discussed in the next chapter, shows. 
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politics, I can’t say. What’s strange is the emphasis on Aníbal Fernández, because 

Macri148 also has people working with him; the Radicals149 must have them too. In 

other words, it’s not about one political party. So, when you emphasize, emphasize 

everyone, otherwise it’s complicated… Unions, political parties, everyone. There 

isn’t a single one of them that doesn’t have ties with the guys from the barras 

bravas. 

EP: But is that because of the barras’ pressure in the form of threats or… 

Antonio: Nooo, I don’t know, I don’t think so. Some of them (the officials) must even 

have friendly relations (with the barras)… Otherwise the barras would hit them 

during the week. They (the barras) go look for them at their workplaces and hit 

them. 

Ironically, my mistake proved fruitful, as Antonio went out of his way to make clear 

that all political parties – as well as some unions – have ties with the barras. Interestingly 

enough, he did not categorically deny that the party he sympathizes with was involved 

with barras; instead, the emphasis was on the fact that all the other parties were involved 

as well. As MacLachlan (2006) explains, stating that everyone else is doing the same is 

an effective way of overriding guilt. More importantly, Antonio explained – rather 

ambiguously – that it is probable that many club officials and politicians maintain friendly 

relations with barras, meaning that they are not intimidated or threatened when it comes 

to making deals. This would point to ties that are at least partially based on emotional 

friendships, although I suspect that what he meant by friendly can be more accurately 

described as polite. If not intimidated or threatened, what interests could club officials and 

politicians have in establishing and maintaining friendly/polite relationships with barras 

who are known to resort to violence when their demands are not met? Considering that 

Antonio also mentioned that barras would not hesitate to go after those who do not comply 

with their demands, it is easy to imagine that many of the supposedly friendly ties are 

                                                 
 

148 At the time of the interview, Mauricio Macri was the Chief of Government of the Autonomous 
City of Buenos Aires. 
149 “Radicals” refers to members of the Unión Cívica Radical (UCR) or Radical Civic Union, a 
centrist political party.  
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based on fear.  

As a member of Los Troncos,150 Miguel, the lawyer who represented a barra, 

believes that although some club officials negotiate with the barras out of fear and 

necessity, others actively seek to establish instrumental relationships with them in an 

attempt to solidify their position within the clubs through exchange networks that 

guarantee political support. In his view, the brand of clientelism observed in football is an 

extension of the clientelist practices observed elsewhere in Argentina. 

EP: You have the officials who believe that they are incapable of containing the 

problem of the barras, who think that they are incapable of fighting this problem, 

ummm, they say they need the state’s involvement... 

Miguel: (Interrupting) You have two types of officials: The one who wants to fight 

against the barras (long pause), but is aware that the system does not accompany 

him. You have the one who is an associate of the barra and uses the barra as it 

happened at Newell’s Old Boys,151 for example. In many clubs, when the elections 

approach, you have to get the votes, and if you manage the barra, you get the 

votes. 

EP: Right. 

Miguel: I saw, for example, when Juan Pérez defeated Carlos García152 to become 

the president of Los Troncos. Juan Pérez had the support of a union; the barra 

supported Carlos García. 

EP: And what do the barras get out of their involvement? 

Miguel: (With a tone of obviousness) Money. 

                                                 
 

150 Los Troncos is the fictional name I have assigned to the club Miguel is a member of. 
151 Club Atlético Newell’s Old Boys is a first division club from the city of Rosario. Miguel’s example 
refers to the relationship between Eduardo López, former president of Newell’s, and Roberto 
“Pimpi” Camino, former leader of the club’s barra, murdered in 2010.   
152 Juan Pérez and Carlos García are pseudonyms. 
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EP: In the form, for example, of... 

Miguel: It’s like what happens with the political brokers. You take me to the election 

as a candidate; when I have the power I pay for your bus, I pay for your trip, I pay 

for your plane, I pay for your hotel, I give you 200 match tickets so that you can 

sell them... 

EP: How is clientelism a part of football and how does it transcend the world of 

football? 

Miguel: (With a tone of obviousness) It’s the same thing. 

EP: Sure. 

Miguel: It’s the same thing. Barras bravas are a part of politics.153 

EP: Sure, but there is the issue of a type of clientelism that is, in certain cases, 

somewhat forced. By forced, I mean that the barras sometimes threaten the 

officials, and the officials are in a situation where they say “well, we have to 

collaborate with something”, and then there may be officials who willingly get 

involved with barras. It’s not something that, let’s say... Well, “I have no other 

choice, I do it because they threaten me” but rather, they do it because they have 

a personal interest. 

Miguel: Because they use the barra. In other words, there is a sector of a club’s 

leadership that looks to the side and does not get involved, but gives something to 

the barra to avoid getting hurt, and then there are officials who say “I’m going to 

gain control of the club through the barra.” For example, at an assembly of 

representatives... I saw it at Los Troncos; they had stolen even the tap water. There 

were a lot of members in attendance with different cultural levels, to complain 

(about an incident of theft inside the club). The barra showed up, the assembly 

ended in two minutes, they approved everything. I... Hold on, I’m a member of Los 

Troncos, I love Los Troncos, I go to the assembly… Now, on top of everything I go 

                                                 
 

153 Recall Duke and Crolley’s (2001) description of Argentinian football as an extension of politics. 
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so that they beat the shit out of me and a barra kills me? Nooo, I’m getting the fuck 

out of there, I’m going home dude. 

EP: Sure, of course. 

Miguel: I’m going home. That makes normal people step aside, because you have 

to talk to those characters, huh? 

The power of negotiation that the barras exercise through intimidation and violence 

contrasts with the emotional and instrumental friendships described by Auyero (2000) and 

Wolf (2001). In football, it is the barras who often set the tone and determine the content 

of the exchanges, as will become apparent in the next chapter. Furthermore, as Miguel’s 

example shows, the presence of barras during meetings and assemblies weakens the 

democratic process within clubs by preventing members from openly expressing their 

views for fear of retaliation.      

When discussing how stadiums are used as venues for political propaganda, Hugo 

provided an example of the ways in which clientelist practices are manifested at football 

matches.  

EP: You watch a game on TV and you see banners with political propaganda 

hanging from the terraces, and they don’t always do that for free. 

Hugo: Let me tell you, I haven’t been around for many years, but everything has 

monetary value. Either monetary, or… “I’m going to do you a favour, so you have 

to do me one.” “Clarín lies,”154 a banner on both River’s and Boca’s terraces, with 

the same font, the same measurements…  

EP: And where does that banner come from? 

                                                 
 

154 Clarín is one of Argentina’s two most important national newspapers. It was critical of both the 
president of Argentina, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, and her political party (Front for Victory). 
Front for Victory supporters often claimed that Clarín published lies about the president and the 
party; thus, the phrase “Clarín lies” became popular among the president’s supporters. As Hugo 
mentioned, it was not uncommon at the time of the interview to see banners during football matches 
with the inscription “Clarín lies”, pointing to one of the ways in which football is used for political 
purposes. 
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Hugo: It’s not very difficult… (pause) with normal reasoning, to know where it 

comes from. I don’t have to be the one to tell you where it comes from. 

 
Figure 17. A poster at a subway station advertising a Workers’ Left Front rally at 
Asociación Atlética Argentinos Juniors’ (a first division football club) indoor arena. The 
poster says: “Let’s be thousands so that the Left Front can express the strength of the 
workers, women, and youth.” Photo by author. 
 

Hugo’s comment points to the Front for Victory party supplying the banner to 

River’s and Boca’s barras, presumably in exchange for certain economic benefits. When 

it comes to doing politics, parties do not discriminate on the basis of a club’s social and 

historical foundations. In this case, both Boca and River – Argentina’s two biggest clubs 

by far and bitter rivals – were used as stages for political protest/propaganda. Similarly, 

where money and other benefits are involved, barras do not hesitate to form alliances with 

parties, independently of their own political inclinations. 

Much like corruption, clientelism escapes easy definitions that present objective 

truths about the features and practices that characterize it. As the example of ancient 
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Rome illustrates, clientelism’s resilience and persistence as a form of problem-solving 

network points to the importance of face-to-face, dyadic relationships in the absence of 

formal state interventions. In Argentina, clientelist networks have been a ubiquitous part 

of political life since the early 19th century. The present-day brand of clientelism is often 

based on emotional ties through which clients feel a moral obligation to return the favours 

they receive from brokers. Emotional ties are an important component in networks of 

exchange, as evidenced by the role of blat in Russia, guanxi in China, and gift-giving in 

the Philippines. Still, it is important to remember that not all networks of exchange revolve 

around political goals. Thus, taking into account the political nature of the kinds of 

exchange that can be observed in Argentina, clientelism represents a type of problem-

solving network that often combines emotional ties with interested action. The world of 

Argentinian football, however, deviates from the types of relationships that inform the 

interactions between brokers and clients in poor neighbourhoods. Further reinforcing the 

idea that clientelism must be understood in relation to local circumstances and specificities 

is the fact that football clubs serve as examples of contexts where instrumental ties are 

the norm. Through these ties, barras receive economic benefits in exchange for political 

support within and beyond the clubs. 

The topics examined in chapters 5 and 6 lead to a consideration of the role of 

morality in Argentinian football and the ways in which it informs interactions between 

various actors, particularly in cases where these interactions contribute to the perpetuation 

of violence and corruption.    
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Chapter 7.  
 
Morality 

Si todos lo hacen  
¿Por qué yo no?  
Soy parte de un juego 
que nadie inventó.  
 
Perdón, perdón, perdón  
¿Qué culpa tengo yo?  
 
Perdón, perdón, perdón  
si todos lo hacen.  
 
Te bajo la línea  
te doy un sermón  
me lavo las manos, las manos  
primero estoy yo.  
 
Perdón, perdón, perdón  
¿Qué culpa tengo yo?  
 
Perdón, perdón, perdón  
si todos lo hacen.  
 
Y no te hago la fila, no soy un perdedor  
voy por la banquina, no me importa quién sos  
no pido permiso, me aprovecho de vos  
soy el que te empuja a perder la razón.  
 
Voy quedando solo  
a la cima voy  
los miro de arriba y arriba no hay  
lugar para dos.  
 
Perdón, perdón, perdón  
¿Qué culpa tengo yo?  
 
Perdón, perdón, perdón  
si todos lo hacen. 

If everyone does it 
Why not me? 
I’m part of a game 
that nobody invented. 
 
Sorry, sorry, sorry 
How is it my fault? 
 
Sorry, sorry, sorry 
if everyone does it. 
 
I tell you what to do 
I give you a sermon 
I wash my hands, my hands 
I come first. 
 
Sorry, sorry, sorry 
How is it my fault? 
 
Sorry, sorry, sorry 
if everyone does it. 
 
And I don’t stand in line, I’m not a loser 
I drive on the shoulder, I don’t care who you are 
I don’t ask for permission, I take advantage of 
you 
I’m the one who pushes you to lose your mind. 
 
I’m left all alone 
I’m climbing to the top 
I watch them from above and at the top 
there is no place for two. 
 
Sorry, sorry, sorry 
How is it my fault? 
 
Sorry, sorry, sorry 
if everyone does it. 
 
 

Todos lo hacen (“Everyone Does It”), by Los 
Pericos155 

 

                                                 
 

155 Los Pericos is a reggae/ska/rock band. Todos lo hacen is a song from their album 
Soundamérica, released in 2016. The band is well known in Argentina, at least in name, although 
their songs are not always instantly recognizable. A music video was filmed for Todos lo hacen, 
and is available on YouTube. 
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7.1. Moral relativism 

I approached my analysis of people’s behaviours from the perspective of moral 

relativism. As a result, I do not believe that ways of thinking about corruption and violence 

are based on objective and scientifically identifiable moral facts. Instead, I acknowledge 

the social, cultural, and psychological conditions that inform people’s actions. Although it 

is possible to act according to a set of moral values that is knowable and makes sense in 

a particular context, the universality of morality remains epistemologically and 

ontologically unattainable. In other words, I claim that moral values do not exist as 

scientific facts independently of culture and society. In what he calls the fully developed 

argument of moral relativism, the philosopher Cook states: 

If we had acquired our moral views in the way we acquire scientific views, namely, 
by means of a rational fact-finding procedure, then we could criticize other cultures 
wherever their morality differs from ours…. But we do not acquire our moral views 
by discovering objective moral facts. (This becomes obvious when we realize that 
moral principles differ from culture to culture, for this state of affairs would not exist 
if there were a realm of objective moral facts everyone can discern –  as everyone 
can discern that the sky is blue.) Moral principles are acquired, not by any rational 
process, but by the causal process of “enculturative conditioning,” that is, they are 
impressed upon us in subtle ways by the culture in which we are raised (1999:11; 
emphasis in original). 

Eberhardt (2014), an anthropologist, offers a somewhat different view on morality. 

In her study, she combines a Durkheimian notion of morality whereby society acts as the 

ultimate source of moral authority with Piaget’s interpretation of morality as a set of values 

that is developed through personal interactions and freely adopted by individuals as 

opposed to one that is imposed by society. As a developmental psychologist, Piaget’s 

focus on his study of children’s moral development was not concerned with what children 

did; rather, he was interested in how children thought about what they did. In line with 

Durkheim and Cook, Piaget believed that, during the first stage of moral development, 

young children acquired moral values through exposure to particular social and cultural 

environments. During the second stage (which could be observed in older children), 

however, children’s behaviours were characterized by an increasing tendency 

to accept as legitimate only those rules formed by the mutual consent of the parties 
involved. In this more advanced stage, children are much more likely to take into 
account the circumstances of the action and the intention of the actor when they 
are asked to make a moral judgment. These two stages constitute two very 
different perspectives on moral problems. Piaget found that the younger children 
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he interviewed tended to reason according to the premises of the first stage, while 
those 10 and older tended to reason with the premises of the second stage 
(Eberhardt 2014:304).      

Piaget went on to explain that the transition from one stage to the other was mostly 

the result of the social relationships that children develop over time. Eberhardt proposes 

a hybrid understanding of morality that fuses the prominent role of culture and society as 

sources of moral values with the personal, microscopic, and situationally determined 

interactions between individuals.    

For the purposes of a discussion of morality in the context of corruption, 

clientelism, and violence in Argentinian football, Piaget’s second stage of moral 

development provides a useful lens through which to analyze the interactions between 

club officials, politicians, and barras. These interactions seem to be informed by a sort of 

internal moral code that is, at times, confined to specific environments, circumstances, 

and situations. While conversing with me (an outsider), Antonio, Hugo, and Miguel 

answered some of my questions in a tone that was at least partially defensive, indicating 

an awareness of the moral character/status of their actions.   

 

7.2. Moral issues and dilemmas 

In a conversation I had with Bergés, he described a typical game day experience 

at the gates of the Bombonera,156 Boca Juniors’ stadium. His account highlights the 

arbitrary nature of police searches and reveals the often amicable ties that the police 

maintain with the barras outside the stadiums. The neatly orchestrated cooperation 

between barras and the police at the turnstiles is particularly ironic considering that both 

groups tend to engage in physical confrontations with each other inside the stadiums. This 

fluid love/hate relationship is contextually adaptive, responding to different motivations at 

particular times. Thus, economic interests coupled with some degree of familiarity 

between police officers and barras based on frequent interactions might help to maintain 

                                                 
 

156 Bombonera, the nickname given to Boca’s stadium, means bonbon box. The official name of 
the stadium is Alberto J. Armando, in honour of one of the club’s former presidents. 
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friendly or, at the very least, respectful encounters, while the barras’ displays of physical 

and verbal aggression before, during, and after a game are meant to convey a message 

of dominance as well as of physical and mental endurance and fortitude in the form of 

aguante. It is important to keep in mind that the general public’s sense of injustice when it 

comes to the ways in which barras and paying fans are treated during police searches is 

heightened by blatant displays of what could easily be interpreted as collusion between 

barras and the police. Bergés eloquently expressed his frustration with the ways security 

operations are conducted by pointing to morally questionable practices that remain 

unpunished.    

Bergés: I would arrive at the stadium, and… I would go with personnel from court, 

very few. For example, I remember that at that moment we had two secretaries 

who were young women, thirty-something, I don’t know. So, I would go (to the 

gates) and at a given moment the police officer who was there with his security 

operation – Boca was playing against… I don’t know, it doesn’t matter… Against 

Rafaela just to say something – would tell me: “ok, the fans are going to come in 

now”, I don’t know, and I would tell him as if I were a person who came from, from, 

from Algeria, so in other words I don’t have the faintest idea what’s going on, I 

would tell him “but listen to me officer”, I tell him, “you are the one in charge of the 

operation, do what you want, I’m minding my own business, I’m observing what’s 

happening”, I tell him “but over there is the lineup that was formed by all those who 

brought their tickets in hand”, cramped, hot, five people within one metre, all cra… 

“And these guys are just arriving and will enter the stadium walking, with their 

drums…” I don’t know, “what, what do you think about it?” I ask him, “what’s the 

deal? Why don’t they line up like everyone else?” The officer looked at me as if I 

were crazy. But he looked at me like this (eyes wide open), he told me, “but doctor, 

this is not how it works”, he said. “Well, you tell me that this is not how it works”, I 

tell him, “officer, you tell me that this is not how it works”, I said. I would tell him 

that delicately and with respect, right? “A person is supposed to enter the stadium 

with a ticket”, I tell him, “where are these people’s tickets? Do they all have their 

tickets?” “Well, some do, some don’t”, he tells me. So? I ask him, “can they go in 

with the flags?” “Well, some flags are allowed, others aren’t”, he says. “Are you 

going to control them? And the drums, do you check them, do you not check them? 

People who are drunk can enter anyway?”, I ask him, “because those who are 
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drunk in that lineup (the one without ‘privileges’) are stopped and sent back home!” 

He says “nooo, but this can’t be done any other way.” Ok, so I told him “let’s do the 

following: I have to take care of other things”, I told him, “they are going to stay at 

the gate; the secretaries are going to stay”, I tell him, “the secretaries are going to 

stay here.” They were public officials! “The doctors will stay here.” “Nooo, they 

can’t stay here!” he says. “What do you mean they can’t stay?”, I tell him. “They 

are going to stay here because I say so. They are going to stay here precisely to 

do this (keep an eye on the security operation), and besides, since you are a police 

officer, you have to protect them!”  

It is interesting to note that according to the police officer, things “can’t be done 

any other way.” To hear this statement from the officer in charge of the security operation 

– in other words, from a state representative tasked with ensuring the safety of the 

spectators – raises some questions regarding the possibility of implementing measures 

aimed at creating safe and secure environments for all spectators. Why is it that things 

cannot be done any other way? Do the police and the clubs not have the resources to 

properly monitor the stadiums’ access points? Do they fear the consequences of not 

satisfying the demands of the barras?   

Hugo offers an alternative interpretation on the way in which police searches are 

conducted. 

Hugo: The search is the responsibility of the Federal Police. 

EP: Right. And what I’m going to say is not something that I say, but complaints 

that one hears from the fans, right? They say that regular fans are searched from 

head to toe while other fans go in beforehand…  

Hugo: (With a tone of voice that indicates that the comments are not true) They all 

go through the same search. What happens is that, let’s see, I ask you this 

question: You are a police officer, your section (of the stadium) receives 4,000 

people, how do you manage to search 500 people?  

EP: Right, it seems complicated. 
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Hugo: With the first 30 people you are going to do a good job, but the rest? It’s a 

deeper, more serious problem. The one who searches you earns 6,000, 7,000, 

8,000 pesos. Why would I keep searching fans?  

Hugo’s explanation presents some contradictions. It is hard to believe his claim 

that all fans go through the same search when he immediately proceeds to invalidate it by 

saying that police officers are not motivated to do their job because they have to deal with 

too many fans and their salaries are too low. Ironically, the question he poses at the end 

of the interview excerpt lends some credibility to fans who complain about barras having 

benefits, including “express entry.” Curiously enough, even if one were to agree with the 

claim that the officers’ inefficiency is the result of their working conditions, it is the regular 

fans who are consistently searched. It seems like a striking coincidence that officers would 

almost exclusively get tired and frustrated when it is the barras’ turn to get searched. What 

happens when barras arrive at the stadium before other fans? It does not seem plausible 

that officers would start their shifts in a state of exhaustion, letting the barras go through 

the turnstiles without searching them or asking to see their tickets, only to become 

energized later when it is time for all other fans to go through security. Bergés’ 

conversation with the police officer in charge of the security operation at the Boca game 

he attended further belies Hugo’s statements. As I discussed in chapter 2 (Hecho Club 

Social), the experiences of four research participants I interviewed, who would enter 

football stadiums for free, provide some justification for the fans’ anger and frustration. In 

any case, Hugo proceeded to explain that all fans are treated poorly by the police. 

Hugo: First you have to give the local and visiting fans good access to the 

stadiums, umm, I can guarantee you that the fans’ entrance to the stadium, any 

stadium, is inhumane... It’s inhumane. They look like animals, and are treated like 

animals. 

EP: By whom? 

Hugo: By the competent authorities. 

EP: That would include officials? Police officers...? 

Hugo: No… Police officers. 
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Although his comments indicate that all fans are treated like animals, it is only the 

barras (and accompanying “guests”, as I described in chapter 2) who often get to enter 

the stadiums for free without being searched, without being asked for tickets, and without 

being asked to show identification. 

The fans’ frustration regarding security operations on match days has been 

expressed in newspaper articles on numerous occasions. One reader wrote:  

THEY ASK ME TO SHOW IDENTIFICATION TO ENTER THE STADIUM AND 
THEN YOU SEE HOW GUYS LIKE DI ZEO157 ENTER BOCA’S STADIUM AND I 
LAUGH MY ASS OFF. IT’S SHAMEFUL, ALWAYS BOTHERING THE GUY WHO 
PAYS HIS FEES AND GOES TO A MATCH, WHILE THE VIOLENT FANS WHO 
HAVE CRIMINAL RECORDS AND HANDLE ALL THE BUSINESSES ARE 
ALLOWED TO ENTER FREELY (Clarín 2016; my translation; all caps in original).  

In an article titled “Everyone with the National Identification Card”, published on 

the website of Argentina’s most popular newspaper dedicated to sports, a reader 

commented: “Everyone with the National Identification Card; that is, fools like me who are 

members in good standing or bought a ticket. The n******158 from the barras get in kicking 

turnstiles; the ‘insecurity’ committee fully involved” (Olé 2017; my translation). Another 

reader, commenting on the same article, added: “HA!! HA!! What a good joke, that 

comment about having to show identification to be able to enter the stadium. The barras 

get in and that’s that. Who is going to ask them to identify themselves? Please…” (idem). 

Herrera (2018) further points to the preferential treatment that barras receive as a result 

of their privileged status within the clubs. Even though barras receive free tickets from club 

officials, these tickets are often scalped. Taking into account that ticket scalping is one of 

the barras’ main businesses, and considering the barras’ power of negotiation through 

intimidation, it is not surprising that they are granted access to the stadiums for free. This 

is one way to avoid confrontations with the police at the gates, and might partially explain 

why the head of the security operation who talked with Bergés stated that things cannot 

be done any other way. Herrera explains that, at San Lorenzo,159 “the east goal stands 

                                                 
 

157 Rafael Di Zeo is one of the leaders of Boca’s barra brava.  
158 Expletive referring to brown skinned Indigenous and mestizo people. 
159 Club Atlético San Lorenzo de Almagro, better known as San Lorenzo, is one of Argentina’s so-
called “big five” football clubs, along with Club Atlético Boca Juniors, Club Atlético River Plate, 
Racing Club de Avellaneda, and Club Atlético Independiente. 
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are reserved for club members only, but the core fans – known as La Gloriosa Butteler160 

– had scalped the tickets they had received from the club, confident that they would enter 

the stadium anyway, given their connections with local authorities” (2018:470). In this 

climate of impunity and complicity, barras are able to impose conditions and gain almost 

unrestricted access to their clubs’ stadiums. The freedom to roam freely around the 

stadiums, a consequence of the clientelist ties they maintain with club officials, affords the 

barras the opportunity to perpetuate acts of violence and aggression through displays of 

aguante and hypermasculinity, manifestations of passion as a form of war, offensive 

chants, and economic disputes involving opposing factions of a barra.    

Many club officials claim that they have no option but to tolerate the barras. In other 

words, they are forced to negotiate and “collaborate” with them because they are 

powerless to expel them from their clubs. Although this might certainly be true in many 

cases, it would be misleading to categorize club officials as victims and barras as 

opportunistic thugs. Officials often have an active interest in maintaining cordial 

relationships with the barras, as it is through these relationships that they are able to 

pursue their political goals. It is ironic, then, that many officials who publicly identify the 

existence of barras as a problem rely on barras for political support at rallies and protests 

as well as for votes during municipal, provincial, and/or national elections. As Leonardo 

explains, there are many high-profile political figures who have ties with barras and football 

clubs, a fact that highlights the prominent place of football in Argentinian politics.  

EP: Based on what you told me, there are many officials who make deals with the 

barra because if they don’t, the barras won’t leave them alone. There is that on the 

one hand. 

Leonardo: Yes. 

EP: On the other hand, there are also some officials who have personal interests, 

right? For political reasons, right? 

Leonardo: Right! Correct, there’s also that! And if you start conducting a study now, 

                                                 
 

160 La Gloriosa Butteler is the name of San Lorenzo’s barra brava. 
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an analysis of all the clubs, you will see how many clubs have politicians in their 

presidencies. They are renowned, umm, well-known people. The president of 

Lanús161 is a candidate who is running for mayor now, mayor of Lanús. Moyano162 

is the president of Independiente, Meiszner163 is the president of Quilmes, ehhh... 

EP: Massa164 in Tigre.165 

Leonardo: Massa who was, until he became mayor (of the city of Tigre), president 

of Tigre. 

EP: Up to what point can a president have decision-making power... That’s why I 

say that that will depend on each club, but for example I’ve been told by a former 

Atlanta official that at Atlanta there was this barra who would go to meetings of the 

board of directors with a gun; he would place the gun on the table and say “ok, I 

would like this or that.” 

Leonardo: That’s the kind of intimidation I was telling you about. People who come 

to a club in good faith, who want to do something, know that these guys will break 

                                                 
 

161 Club Atlético Lanús is a first division club from the city of Lanús, in southern Greater Buenos 
Aires. 
162 Apart from being the president of Independiente (one of Argentina’s big five clubs), Hugo 
Moyano is one of the Argentinian Football Association’s three vice presidents. He was also the 
leader of the Truckers Union and Secretary General of the General Confederation of Labour. In 
2008, he founded Club Atlético Social y Deportivo Camioneros (Truckers Social and Sporting 
Athletic Club), a club that currently plays in the country’s third division. His son, Pablo Moyano, is 
the club’s president. 
163 José Luis Meiszner, a lawyer by training, was president of Quilmes Atlético Club, on and off, for 
approximately 20 years. Aníbal Fernández, mentioned in the previous chapter, succeeded 
Meiszner as president of Quilmes from 2011 to 2016. Quilmes’ stadium was called Estadio 
Centenario José Luis Meiszner (“José Luis Meiszner Centennial Stadium”) from its inauguration in 
1995, under Meiszner’s presidency, until 2016, when it was renamed Estadio Centenario Ciudad 
de Quilmes (“City of Quilmes Centennial Stadium”). The stadium was renamed due to the negative 
association of its former name with acts of corruption attributed mainly to Meiszner and Fernández. 
In the words of Jairo Gomelsky, who is currently one of Quilmes’ vice presidents, “what we want to 
do is change the club’s image, wash its face. We didn’t want the club to be linked to the mafia or 
illegal acts. Changing the name of the stadium was an important part of that process” (Tamagni 
2016; my translation). 
164 Apart from being president of Club Atlético Tigre and mayor of the city of Tigre, Sergio Massa 
was also Argentina’s Chief of the Cabinet of Ministers.  
165 Club Atlético Tigre was founded in the city of Tigre but is currently located in the nearby city of 
Victoria, in the province of Buenos Aires. 
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their car. 

 Raúl Gámez, former president of Club Atlético Vélez Sarsfield,166 and Javier 

Cantero, former president of Independiente, are examples of officials who tried to 

eradicate the barras from their clubs. They did not succeed. Cantero’s case received 

considerable media attention due to his outspoken nature and open confrontations with 

the club’s barra brava, led by Pablo “Bebote” (“Big Baby”) Álvarez, one of Argentina’s most 

infamous barras. Without external support from legal authorities, Cantero was ultimately 

cornered and forced to resign. 

Gámez, who was president of Vélez on three occasions, was also the leader of 

Vélez’s barra brava, known as La Pandilla (“The Gang”), in the 1980s. As was the case 

with Hugo at Ferreteros, having a prominent role in the barra brava gave “Pistola”167 

Gámez political leverage. Thus, it is not only officials who are able to pursue political 

careers as a result of their connections with barras. The reciprocal nature of these 

connections also allows barras to move up the social and political ladder. Ironically, 

however, Gámez has stated that club officials made many mistakes that allowed the 

barras to prosper. He said: “we were unable to stop them and the matter got out hand” 

(Beer 2015; my translation). His comment is morally ambiguous, as it is likely that his role 

as leader of the club’s barra brava allowed him to eventually become president. It is also 

likely that many of the voters who supported him during club elections were friends and 

acquaintances from La Pandilla. When it comes to justifying their dual roles as former 

leaders of barras bravas and club officials, Hugo and Gámez explain that, at the time when 

they were leaders of their respective barras bravas, acts of physical violence were 

confined to fist fights; there were no knives or firearms involved. Furthermore, there were 

no economic interests at play; confrontations took place between rivaling barras over 

displays of masculinity, strength, and endurance. In essence, the explanation is meant to 

minimize the impact of their actions by rendering them morally justifiable within their 

historical context. Having said that, Gámez mentioned that, during his presidencies, he 

had to reach agreements with the barras, as it was the only way to avoid conflicts within 

                                                 
 

166 Vélez is a first division club from the western neighbourhood of Liniers, in Buenos Aires. 
167 Among members of La Pandilla, Gámez was known as Pistola (“Pistol”). 
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the club. In an interview published by the newspaper La Nación, he stated that he had 

admitted to Bergés, the judge who investigated him, that he gave the barras tickets and 

buses. Thus, although he recognized that officials had made mistakes by granting the 

barras some privileges, he nevertheless proceeded to negotiate with them in unequal 

terms that were beneficial for the barras, “pacifying” them while simultaneously allowing 

them to solidify their status within the club.  

Perhaps more interesting is the fact that in a country where impunity is palpable 

and expected, people often feel free to reveal details about questionable practices in 

public without the fear of legal consequences. At times, the liberties that public figures 

take when disclosing morally questionable details borders on naïveté. When it comes to 

club officials, barras, and the police, their ties have become naturalized to the point where 

their exchange of “favours” is seen as a normal aspect of running a club and not as 

something that merits the attention of legal authorities, even in cases where these favours 

are responsible for acts of violence. Still, the fact that these ties are considered normal (in 

the sense that they are not well-kept secrets that the general public is unaware of) does 

not mean that they are widely accepted or celebrated; rather, they are tolerated.  

From a moral perspective, Cantero and Gámez exemplify different ways of dealing 

with the impossibility of eradicating barras from their clubs. Although Cantero was unable 

to expel them, his resignation signaled that he was unwilling to contribute to their cause. 

Gámez, on the other hand, stated that the barras were a problem, but given his inability 

to distance himself from La Pandilla, he ended up becoming functional to the barras’ 

demands, thus helping to perpetuate the very same practices that he publicly condemned. 

The argument in this case would be that if he did not negotiate with the barras to keep 

them satisfied and avoid conflicts, someone else would. Therefore, the fact that another 

president would likely find themselves in a position of having to reach questionable and, 

at times, illegal agreements with the barras, renders his own actions morally justifiable.  
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Figure 18. Raúl “Pistola” Gámez, right, confronting English hooligans during the 1986 
World Cup. Retrieved from https://informatesalta.com.ar/contenido/236569/emboscada-
y-banderas-incendiadas-asi-fue-la-batalla-entre-los-barras-argentinos- 

 

Gastón Gámez (Raúl Gámez’s son) was also a member of La Pandilla. In his 

words, “my old man was an idol to many kids who are now with the fans”168 (Perfil 2015; 

my translation). Although I do not have access to specific details regarding Gastón’s 

circumstances, it would be interesting to know if the period in which he was a member of 

La Pandilla coincided with one or more of his father’s presidencies. 

Leonardo described the ambiguous relationships that officials maintain with barras 

by emphasizing the barras’ dual role as enforcers who act on behalf of officials and as 

thugs who threaten officials when things do not go their way.   

EP: Taking into account what you said, that some players are intimidated by the 

barras who are sent by the officials, what is the interest of the officials in cases like 

                                                 
 

168 In this context, “the fans” is a euphemism for “the barra brava.” 
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that? 

Leonardo: When there is a money conflict, and players want to go on strike, or 

don’t want to play, or don’t want to train,  

EP: An official sends the barras. 

Leonardo: He sends them to threaten or intimidate them. 

EP: And what do they (the officials) get? 

Leonardo: Nothing, just that the barras are there to support them. And sometimes 

when the team is not doing well, they also go and intimidate them. The barras 

operate within the clubs. They have their tickets, and what happens? If you don’t 

give them those tickets or don’t give them those perks they have (long pause), you 

can’t be a club official. Why? Because in our case, for example, we are a 

neighbourhood club, they (the barras) all live within ten blocks of the club. So they 

are guys who know where your grandchildren go to school, where you, your mom, 

your dad live, they scratch your cars, they provoke you. Why? Most of them are 

club members, do you understand? Most are members, now whether they pay the 

membership fees or not, we don’t know.  

Leonardo’s comments beg the question: Why do some people decide to become 

club officials when the positions are not paid and they know in advance that they will have 

to deal with the barras and get into illegal businesses/agreements? From what perspective 

can officials justify their decision? 

EP: The officials must know who these people (the barras) are. 

Leonardo: Of course. No no, not just the officials. The police know it; the Ministry 

of Security knows it; they all know them. The players know them, everyone. But 

nobody dares to fight them. That’s why Mr. Mateo169 took photos of himself and 

defied the authorities. Most of the cases related to the right of admission don’t have 

                                                 
 

169 Mateo is a barra who was represented by Miguel in a legal case. 
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a previous pending case; these cases are opened because they target certain 

characters... Very few of those cases have pending legal matters. 

According to Hugo, Argentina’s moral and economic decadence contributed to a 

social environment in which the culture of work has been lost. When asked about the place 

of barras within the clubs, he distanced himself from any kind of association with 

“contemporary” barras, although his answers indicate that he knew more than he was 

willing to share. 

Hugo: We are in a country where, I don’t know how it happened, but decadence 

took hold, at almost every level. 

EP: Decadence in the moral sense? 

Hugo: Moral, economic… It used to be that those who did not work were frowned 

upon. Um, people like my father were raised with a culture of work. 

EP: Are there perhaps fans, fans of any kind, who take some advantage of clubs? 

Fans who could be said to be trying to make a living from the clubs nowadays? 

Hugo: It’s what we have… It’s what we have, but I don’t know this, because I’m on 

the outside. Don’t forget that I haven’t been an official for almost ten years, and it’s 

been ten years since… since I’ve been to the terraces. 

EP: And as an official did you see cases like that? 

Hugo: I… um, at my level no… And because I understand the situation I was not 

interested in knowing. Um… There are times when the less you know, the better, 

but… no, it wasn’t an issue that, that, that, that wouldn’t let me sleep. I, I didn’t, 

didn’t have a… Because I’m a hard working person, see? I would finish my 

workday and would go to the club that I love to dedicate my time to it, which caused 

many problems with my domestic partner and my job… When I ended my tenure, 

my shop was almost bankrupt because I had neglected it for four years. 

 Admitting that he “understood the situation” and as a result “was not interested in 

knowing” what went on inside the club was almost akin to saying that he knew well what 

went on.  
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 When I asked Miguel about the reasons that encouraged police officers to become 

involved with barras, his answer was in line with Hugo’s comments on Argentina’s moral 

and economic decadence as well as with MacLachlan’s (2006) description of a culture of 

impunity where “anything goes.”  

EP: Why the need for the police to get into these collusive relationships? Is it an 

economic matter? Is it partly because they have low salaries, or is it because, um… 

I’m also interested in how much of it is social, how much is cultural, and how much 

comes from somewhere else. 

Miguel: If you ask me for a personal opinion, I think it is a cultural matter. That is, 

Argentina, and especially in the big cities, especially in Buenos Aires and its 

suburbs… and the same thing is happening in other big cities such as Córdoba, 

Rosario, and Mendoza… There is a cultural degradation. Certain values were lost. 

I believe the 70s were the last normal years; after that, people adopted an 

“anything goes” mentality, and... The state disappeared, the state is a bad payer, 

the state is a bad employer, the state is… corrupt, and that causes the police to go 

into business too. 

EP: How do you get to the point where “anything goes”?  

Miguel: The issue of football and the barras bravas is the issue of a society that 

has gradually been losing its moral values. During the crisis of 1929 (which came 

partly from Europe but particularly from the United States), Argentina had an 

economic problem, but public hospitals worked, the public education system 

worked, public security worked. Now, on the other hand, there is an economic 

problem plus a cultural problem. I’m going to give you an example: This is like a 

family, the father loses his job, he gets home and says “I lost my job”; he has a 

good wife, he has two children who understand him. They (the children) start 

studying at night, they each look for a job, the man and his wife start doing odd 

jobs, and sooner or later that family will recover. Now, if the father loses his job 

and drinks every day, if the wife is a prostitute and the children are drug addicts, 

they have a ton of problems. This is Argentina. So, you have an economic problem, 

and that economic problem turned into a social problem. 
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7.3. Hinchadas Unidas Argentinas: The “stigmatization” of 
barras 

Argentinian scholars and journalists (Alabarces 2005; Castillo 2011; Grabia 

2009a) have highlighted the opportunities for political and economic advancement 

provided by football clubs. In Todo Pasa, sports journalist Hernán Castillo describes the 

founding of a non-governmental organization called Hinchadas Unidas Argentinas (United 

Argentinian Fandoms or HUA). HUA congregates members from various barras bravas. 

The idea of an NGO that represents fans who have criminal records should be enough to 

raise concerns, but its existence becomes even more bizarre when taking into account 

that the mastermind behind this project was Marcelo Mallo, a barra/politician with strong 

ties to the Front for Victory, a centre-left political party. Mallo explained that the idea behind 

the NGO was to reinsert the leaders of the barras bravas into society (Castillo 2011). In a 

rather imprudent comment, however, he highlighted one of the ways in which football and 

politics are intertwined by unwittingly providing an example of clientelism during an 

interview with a news agency:  

I want to turn the barras bravas into a political group that provides Peronism170 with 
votes and auditors. The fans of Chacarita171 come from 21 shantytowns; if they 
become social leaders and work in the neighbourhoods, tomorrow they will be tools 
that the government will have at its disposal. Here you have votes. Are we 
approaching internal elections and I need auditors? I ask the guys: how many will 
you bring me? (Castillo 2011:216; my translation). 

When I mentioned the NGO’s plan to reinsert barras into society to Hugo, he 

pointed out that it is not possible to reintegrate them because they were never social 

misfits.  

                                                 
 

170 Peronism is arguably Argentina’s most influential political movement. The name is derived from 
its founder, General Juan Domingo Perón. 
171 Club Atlético Chacarita Juniors is a third division football club from the Greater Buenos Aires 
area. 
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Figure 19. An advertisement promoting the candidacy of Mariano Cúneo Libarona for 
president of Racing Club. Photo by author. 
 

EP: Within those groups (barras), some have criminal records, not all, but some 

do. Hambo’s172 perspective is to reintegrate them into society. 

Hugo: If you reintegrate them it’s because they are outside (of society), and I don’t 

think they are outside! Do you understand what I’m saying? The barra’s profile, 

from what I see on TV, umm, the interviews they have... They are no longer the 

“darkies”173 who drank a demijohn of red wine… They are businessmen. Don’t 

think that they are only uneducated, poor people, there’s a bit of everything. I 

                                                 
 

172 Débora Hambo was the NGO’s lawyer. She also represents Pablo “Bebote” Álvarez, one of 
Argentina’s most famous barras. 
173 The Spanish word used by Hugo when talking about “darkies” (morochitos) refers to people of 
tanned/dark skin who are usually perceived as having the manners and level of education of people 
belonging to the lower classes.  
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believe that the leaders are no vagabonds, no illiterates, eh? There may be some, 

but society has progressed. 

Although I would not go as far as saying that most barras are formally trained 

businessmen, I do agree with Hugo’s comment regarding the fact that barras are not 

outside of society. The media often refer to barras as social misfits, but in practice, barras 

are perfectly adapted to a social, cultural, and political environment that rewards their role 

within football clubs.  

Débora Hambo supported the creation of HUA as a way to combat the stigma 

associated with being a barra. HUA was promoted as the official supporters group of 

Argentina’s national football team. This meant that barras who joined the NGO would get 

the benefit to follow the national team everywhere, all expenses paid. According to 

Hambo, “generally, barras bravas are made up of people who have a marginal life, and 

do not have much chance or hope of getting out of that marginality; so, this plan allowed 

them not to be marginal for a little while” (Vázquez & Cayón 2014:206; my translation). 

Here, Hambo rejects the barras’ “stigma” by romanticizing their socioeconomic situation. 

It would be easy (simplistic, to be more precise) to accuse someone who raises concerns 

about an NGO dedicated to sponsoring barras of being reactionary. The problem with 

Hambo’s argument is that it does not seem to take into account that the marginality of the 

barras (in cases where they do come from marginalized populations) is one kind of 

marginality. It would certainly be misguided to stigmatize vulnerable populations on the 

basis of their poverty, but at the same time, it would be inaccurate to assume that barras 

are representative of a universal form of marginality. Some of the barras’ distinctive 

features include the use of violence, intimidation, and extortion. In fact, their identities 

revolve around displays of physical and mental fortitude that are often expressed through 

acts of physical violence. It is not uncommon for many of them to carry firearms. Taking 

this into account, it does not seem unreasonable to question the wisdom of sponsoring 

their trips in support of Argentina’s national team.  

Hambo was asked: Why would fans who always found a way of life in violence and 

confrontation suddenly stop being violent? She said: “Because violence does not pay, it 

is pointless to be violent” (Vázquez & Cayón 2014:207; my translation). There are two 

problems with her answer. On the one hand, as many of my interviewees have explained, 

violence in football does pay, literally. On the other hand, the academic literature on barras 
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shows that being violent is far from pointless for the actors involved as confrontations act 

as rituals that reinforce feelings of belonging and notions of identity, expressed through 

(sometimes symbolic) displays of aguante and masculinity.  

Beyond Hambo’s characterization of HUA as an NGO that strived to reintegrate 

barras into society (it is unclear how sending barras to international matches would have 

accomplished this), Mallo’s plans for them, which included turning them into brokers with 

the intention of recruiting party followers, pointed to relationships that revolved around 

interested action (Auyero 1999). The NGO was dissolved in 2014 by its members. From 

a moral perspective, Hecho Club Social, the NGO where I conducted fieldwork, provides 

a counterpoint to some of the concerns I raised here.      

     

7.4. Moral inconsistencies 

Some of the conversations I had with my interviewees revealed inconsistencies 

between what was said and what was done. Keeping in mind Piaget’s interpretation of 

morality as a partially fluid set of values that change and adapt to different contexts, 

interactions, and circumstances at a microscopic level, it is interesting to note how 

interviewees responded to morally sensitive issues that they had experienced firsthand.  

Antonio openly admitted that he had had ties with the barras during his presidency 

at Sporting Bolonqui. Much like Gámez, he said that he would like to eradicate barras from 

his club, but lamented the fact that he had “no choice” but to collaborate with them (two 

possible choices would be to not become an official or to resign). 

EP: Many club officials say that they don’t have the tools or the ability to eradicate 

violence and that they need help from the state, while the state says that the matter 

is mainly the responsibility of the clubs… 

Antonio: It’s very… Let’s say that everyone is right. The club official is right and the 

state is right. When they ask me how problems are solved, we say the state solves 

them, but we are all the state. We can’t look sideways when we have to look 

straight ahead. I don’t think that there are any officials in Argentina who want to 

have ties with the barras; I doubt it. But in all honesty the barras exist; the officials 
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who say that they don’t know them lie, because we all know those guys because 

we spent years at the club and these guys grew up doing this174 within the club 

under different leaders, so those who say that they don’t know them, lie. I know 

them, we are part of that, that, that history. In one way or another, um, you 

collaborate, let’s say, with buses, with silly things that should not exist, but it is also 

no less true that the barras have ties with the police. This is a well known fact. Put 

differently, today the barras bravas fight over businesses. They don’t fight over a 

team’s flag like they used to; now it’s all about money.  

Antonio mentions “silly things” (buses provided by the club to the barras to help 

them reach their destination at no cost seem to fall under this category) in what sounds 

like an attempt to minimize the moral responsibility of club officials in perpetuating 

practices that encourage and validate the actions of the barras. The defensive tone 

employed by Antonio becomes even more evident when he mentions the ties that the 

police have with the barras. If the police negotiate or “collaborate” with barras – not that 

they have to – how can club officials be reasonably expected to remain oblivious to the 

barras’ demands? This is yet another example of the ways in which people’s feelings of 

guilt over morally questionable practices are minimized or erased. As long as others are 

doing the same, no individual in particular should be accused of engaging in these 

practices.  

On the one hand, Antonio mentions that no club official wants to have ties with the 

barras; on the other hand, anyone who wants to become a club official in Argentina knows 

that they will have to have ties with barras if they hope to have a successful or, at the very 

least, moderately peaceful tenure. From a moral perspective, the dilemma is whether it is 

preferable and more desirable to become an official knowing beforehand that concessions 

will have to be made to the barras, or to not become an official at all. It is important to note 

that since clubs in Argentina are non-profit civil associations, managerial positions are ad 

honorem, meaning that there is no financial incentive to consider when assessing the pros 

and cons of joining a club. Some, however, might take into account the political potential 

                                                 
 

174 By “doing this”, presumably he means being and behaving like barras. 
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of clubs in their decision to “put up” with the barras.175 Needless to say, there are well 

intentioned officials who seek to sever all ties with the barras in what they see as a noble 

– albeit romantic, I would argue – cause to eradicate violence from the stadiums. Their 

efforts, however, are generally short-lived. More often than not, they are either forced to 

negotiate (“collaborate”, if one were to borrow Antonio’s term) with the barras, or to resign 

from their positions, as was the case with Javier Cantero. 

Miguel, who had previously talked to me about Argentina’s cultural degradation 

and loss of moral values, described in detail a legal case in which he represented 

Mateo.176 Although he did in fact defend Mateo, he initially downplayed this seemingly 

uncomfortable detail in a series of contradictory sentences.  

Miguel: I have a particular case... I, umm, defended... I did not defend him, it just 

happened to me by coincidence, Mateo appeared here. Mateo had a problem 

regarding his right of admission at Los Troncos. He came to see me through a 

lawyer friend of mine, he shows up here, ummm, and I give him legal protection. 

To me... It’s a little similar to what you do... You see, he caught my attention 

because I wanted to meet the character.177 Apart from that, since I know Los 

Troncos, it hurts, I know the officials at Los Troncos, so I say “let’s see how all of 

this works.” I’m going to tell you what Los Troncos’ problem is today. Anyway, I 

provide him with legal protection, I prepared a good case... I was very lucky, 

because in the Province of Buenos Aires the case is drawn before any judge. In 

other words, you may get a family judge, a labour judge, a criminal judge; I got a 

criminal judge, which is important because in front of a character like Mateo, a 

criminal judge has more balls, more presence to stand his ground. He is more used 

to these things. A family judge or a labour judge hears about a barrabrava and they 

                                                 
 

175 To name one example, Mauricio Macri, a businessman, took advantage of his public image as 
president of Boca Juniors from 1995 to 2008 to become Chief of Government of the Autonomous 
City of Buenos Aires for two consecutive terms, from 2007 to 2015. He then became Argentina’s 
president from 2015 to 2019. 
176 Mateo is the pseudonym I use to refer to one of Argentina’s most infamous barras. Even though 
he is a public figure who has appeared in numerous newspapers, I use a pseudonym in my writing 
to protect Miguel’s identity. 
177 Even though I would be interested in knowing more about Mateo’s life, there is a difference 
between being curious about the character and representing him in court. 
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get defensive. Mateo is a character, a character, intelligent, not cultured but 

intelligent. Um, if you look at him, he’s worth nothing. 60 kilos, skinny... Never mess 

with him. He’s respectful, and loves Los Troncos very much. He speaks of Los 

Troncos as if Los Troncos were his.178 For example, he could not enter the 

stadium, he entered anyway, I think, but he put together what is called “the circus”, 

the flags, the party... He said to me “Doctor, did you like the party that I put together 

the other day?” Well, normally the kind of case I presented dies; it’s dismissed from 

the start. There is an oral hearing that is done within the procedure of the Province 

of Buenos Aires where Mateo has to come. In that hearing you present your case 

and the other party replies. Mateo had to come. I assure you that he showed up 

well-dressed; if you would see him in any fancy restaurant in Buenos Aires you 

would think he’s an executive. Shaved, combed, wearing a fashionable outfit, 

impeccable, not tacky, his shoes... He was a yuppie. The judge was speechless, 

he wanted to meet him separately.179 The judge turned out to be the son of a 

federal judge who was my partner. Well, what’s the reality? Mateo’s legal 

protection against the right of admission should have been granted, because the 

right of admission was poorly applied. The judge rejected it, but in the last point of 

his speech, point 3, he complains about Los Troncos for all the bad things that Los 

Troncos does, and now I tell you why. Because this guy (Mateo) has been hung 

for two years, and since they don’t know what to do about him, they do nothing, 

and apply the wrongly applied right of admission. What happens is that that judge, 

I understand him, he’s a forty-year-old boy, he didn’t dare to approve the legal 

protection, do you know why? I know the father, because I assure you that I was 

this close to winning the case… Because the father told him “if you sign in favour 

of the protection, and the next day something happens at Los Troncos’ stadium, 

your career is over.” Because you then get the request for impeachment, so you 

have to take care of yourself.  

                                                 
 

178 As I mentioned in chapter 4 in relation to Toronto FC’s supporters group Inebriatti, a sense of 
entitlement seems to be a universal theme among these groups. 
179 According to Hugo, some barras are celebrities in the eyes of the fans. His comment seems to 
fit Miguel’s example, as Mateo made quite an impression on Miguel and the judge.   
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EP: In what sense, as you say, was the right of admission misapplied? 

Miguel: Because the facts on which it is based are false. It is based on an alleged 

deprivation of liberty that Los Troncos’ president himself says did not occur. 

EP: In other words, that would mean not letting a person like Mateo, for example, 

enter the stadium. 

Miguel: Right. 

EP: How did they (the club officials at Los Troncos) manage to misapply the right 

of admission? 

Miguel: Well, because it’s used for political purposes. It’s not legal; you use the 

rule to settle your internal problems. So, since you (talking about Los Troncos’ 

president) came to fight against the corruption of the previous board of directors, 

you do politics by screwing Mateo. You don’t care about whether he is guilty or not 

guilty. No, you sign anything. Ultimately, you are as corrupt as the one who left. 

But you use what you can to do politics. Before the media, you appear as the one 

fighting against violence... That’s why the reality of D’Onofrio180 seems to me much 

more honest, because D’Onofrio knows that he has The Drunkards of the 

Terrace181 (inside the club)… Los Troncos’ president was a fool, a pusillanimous 

man; nobody knew him and when he began to appear in newspapers he thought 

he was Gardel.182 

Mateo’s case is an interesting one from a moral perspective. Apart from what 

Miguel told me, I have no knowledge of the circumstances under which the right of 

admission was applied to deny Mateo access to Los Troncos’ stadium.  It could be that 

Miguel was right in saying that the club had no legal justification for applying it in this 

particular case. Having said that, Mateo had legal precedents (including prison sentences) 

                                                 
 

180 Rodolfo D’Onofrio is River Plate’s president. 
181 The Drunkards of the Terrace (known in Spanish as Los Borrachos del Tablón) is the name of 
River Plate’s barra brava. 
182 Carlos Gardel was a famous tango singer and songwriter. In Argentina, to say that someone 
thinks they are Gardel is akin to saying that they think too highly of themselves. 
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and a long history of involvement in criminal cases.183 Miguel’s moral justification for 

defending him (he made it sound as if he had no choice but to defend him because Mateo 

“appeared in his office by coincidence”) is based on the particular details of the case, 

rather than on his history of criminal activities. Still, at one point during our conversation 

in which we were talking about impunity, Miguel implicitly acknowledged Mateo’s 

problematic criminal history by saying “not only does impunity exist, it’s growing more and 

more! Imagine the extent to which it’s growing, considering that Mateo wants to become 

president of Los Troncos.” This is an interesting comment, as it indicates that Miguel 

considers the possibility of Mateo becoming president of Los Troncos an example of 

impunity. This, in turn, means that he is aware of Mateo’s criminal background (which 

makes sense considering that he is a criminal lawyer who represented him). In spite of 

this, he was very vocal in his defence of Mateo during the legal case regarding his right of 

admission at Los Troncos. Coming from someone who claimed to be extremely familiar 

with the issues afflicting Argentinian football, his comment is thought-provoking. On the 

one hand, it is important to look at the specificities of the case, but on the other, it makes 

sense to take Mateo’s criminal record into account in relation to his intentions at Los 

Troncos.  

To be clear, the main point here is not about Mateo’s right of admission. Rather, 

this example highlights the moral inconsistencies in Miguel’s assessment of Mateo’s 

situation and status. As a member of the legal system, the admiration he expressed for 

Mateo as well as his insistence that Mateo be allowed to enter Los Troncos’ stadium in 

spite of the fact that he considers his desire to run for club president an example of 

impunity is problematic. This is particularly relevant since, as I discussed in chapter 2 and 

will discuss in the concluding chapter, some interviewees consider the legal system to be 

slow and ineffective, describing it as a revolving door that allows people who commit 

criminal acts – including barras – to resume their activities without fear of long-term legal 

consequences. Indeed, one might reasonably wonder if barras benefit from lawyers such 

as Miguel, who represent them to make sure that they continue to enjoy guaranteed 

access to the stadiums, from where they can establish relationships with officials which 

                                                 
 

183 Incidentally, he was one of the many founders of the NGO United Argentinian Fandoms. 
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allow them to participate in acts of violence and aggression motivated by passion, 

aguante, and economic interests. 

 

7.5. The rival is the enemy 

As I explained in chapter 4, there is a tendency among the most fervent football 

fans in Argentina to equate “rival” with “enemy.” Media sources, on the other hand, insist 

on romanticizing sports as activities that have an innate ability to promote the values of 

friendship, tolerance, cooperation, and teamwork. An example of this can be seen in feel-

good promotional materials for global events such as the summer and winter Olympics, 

and the FIFA World Cup. Nadia Fernández, a provincial legislator in the province of 

Córdoba, stated that “football exists to promote the values of honesty, courage, 

brotherhood, tolerance and peace in a society. Football integrates and welcomes people; 

it does not exclude, persecute or discriminate against anyone. Therefore, we must all work 

together to make it a peaceful celebration of life again” (2014; my translation). In direct 

opposition to Fernández’s assessment, Burstyn states that “the problem – if the myriad 

difficulties of modern sport can be connected in one phrase – is that sport….divides people 

in ways that are often destructive and antisocial. Sport divides people against themselves” 

(1999:27). Adding a gendered dimension to discussions on the social role of sport, she 

claims that “sport models and exacerbates social conflict and encourages antisocial and 

antidemocratic values. And it does this most centrally through its inflection of gender, 

particularly its offering of ideal types and behaviours for men” (Burstyn 1999:27). Connell, 

on the other hand, believes that “masculinity cannot be interpreted as a fixed propensity 

to violence…. masculinities are diverse, and change historically” (2005:258). Similarly, 

Archetti states that “masculinity cannot be treated as something fixed and universal” 

(1999:113). While different analyses of the social role of sport present valid arguments 

regarding the positive and negative aspects of participation in sports (whether as an 

athlete or as a fan/spectator), I argue that a more balanced view of the possible effects of 

sports on people’s attitudes and behaviours is necessary. The examples mentioned above 

conceptualize football as an entity that possesses certain values independently of the 

actors that bring football to life. My argument is that team sports do not inherently promote 

noble values, nor do they inevitably cause violent confrontations. Rather, the varying ways 

in which team sports express particular values and sentiments are determined by the 
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actors involved. Still, given the confrontational nature of contact team sports such as 

football, it is hard to imagine that they are better equipped to promote peaceful interactions 

between rival athletes and spectators than they are to encourage animosities. The 

objective, after all, is to defeat the rivals. In order to achieve this, teams must strive to be 

better than their opponents. Moreover, teams represent a neighbourhood’s, city’s, 

province’s, or country’s honour. In this regard, team sports thrive in the “Othering” of rivals. 

It is in contrast to the rivals that teams’ identities are forged. In other words, differences 

matter. We are what they are not. In this context, there is a thin line between rival and 

enemy. In his analysis of the early history of football in Argentina, Frydenberg states: 

Rivalry quickly turned into enmity. Participation in tournaments and leagues 
implied being part of a shared space, where everyone competed against everyone. 
This interest in positioning oneself within the totality of the competitive world was 
carried out through the defence of small, group, and neighbourhood spaces. 
Football practice was thus becoming a vehicle for the recognition of one’s own 
spaces and that of others, the latter being perceived as threatening. In short, being 
a member of the football environment meant participating in that symbolic universe 
governed by rivalry-enmity (2011:79; my translation). 

Sergio, founder of the NGO Hecho Club Social, emphasizes the importance of the 

“Other” in football:   

Football’s folklore is fine with me, what seems stupid to me is the irrationality that 

there cannot be one person wearing a Boca jersey, and another one wearing a 

River jersey, and a San Lorenzo fan, and an Independiente fan, watching a game 

together, or walking down the street together, as it should be, and I say, we can 

make fun of each other and that’s great, but afterwards, coexistence is... Football, 

without the “Other” does not exist. 

The example of a Boca fan who went out for a run wearing Boca’s jersey in the 

vicinity of River’s stadium resonates with Sergio’s comment. The fan was beaten by a 

River fan (Perfil 2019). After the incident, a police officer asked the Boca fan to take off 

his jersey to avoid further problems. This incident is reminiscent of the encounter between 

a Boca fan and a River fan in Montreal that I described in an earlier chapter. 

 The conceptualization of the rival as the enemy is not confined to fans. In the city 

of Rosario, one of Newell’s Old Boys’ Academy players gave a motivational speech inside 

the club’s tunnel before coming out onto the field, where the Academy team was about to 
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play a game against the Academy team of city rivals Rosario Central. Since this was not 

a game between both clubs’ first teams, there were no fans in attendance. This means 

that there were no fans to impress. During his speech, the player said:  

Today is the game, the game of our lives and the game we all want to play. It’s 
Central, dude! You have to step on Central’s head! You have to leave them lying 
on the floor, we cannot fall! You have to kill Central! It’s the rival we all hate! A fan 
of Central walks down the street, they184 come across a fan of Newell’s and they 
want to kill each other! We have to kill them! Let’s stop messing around, let’s kick 
their asses! (La Capital 2017; my translation).   

Taking into account the role of a variety of actors in the creation of sports-based 

friendly and hostile environments, I argue that sports are neither a unifying force nor a 

divisive one. They are what participants make of them, and what they make of them will 

vary significantly according to their life histories and local contexts. Put differently, there 

are no inherent qualities in sport that make it a force for positive or negative social change; 

rather, sports have the potential for both, and the direction they take is indivisible from 

their sociocultural contexts. In Argentina, fans of professional football often encourage and 

promote an image of the rival as the enemy. This creates hostile and, at times, violent 

environments at football matches. Furthermore, football’s propensity to encourage 

animosity on the field spills over to the fans, who in some instances feel compelled to 

make clear that their team is the best in the neighbourhood, city, province, country, 

continent, world, or at the very least, that the fan base they belong to is the best/most 

passionate/most supportive. 

In this chapter, I have examined the ways in which a variety of actors within the 

world of football make sense of the moral contradictions, inconsistencies, and dilemmas 

that emerge from their role and participation in certain practices. From a morally relativist 

perspective, their choices and actions shed light on the social and cultural mechanisms 

that contribute to the perpetuation of a system of organized chaos through which 

corruption, impunity, and violence thrive. 

Taking this into account, what exactly would change have to look like in the context 

of Argentinian football for it to be feasible and effective? Given the difficulties in finding a 

                                                 
 

184 The Spanish word he used is gender neutral. 
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local solution, there have been attempts at importing measures that have been applied in 

European countries such as England and the Netherlands. Within these European 

contexts, these measures have been relatively successful in reducing football-related acts 

of violence.  
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Chapter 8. 
 
Conclusion 

No habrá pilchas que reemplacen camisetas 
cuando bajen las banderas de los clubes, 
si en tu rostro se reflejan otras jetas 
el cemento se hace carne en multitudes. 
 
Que fue mi padre, fue mi hermano, fue un amigo, 
o tal vez el resultado de un partido, 
de este dulce de agridulces que se encarga 
del futuro de otro lunes sin destino. 
 
Pero vos que sos mi amigo de la infancia, 
nos criamos en potreros y baldíos, 
de Patricios a Boedo la ignorancia 
puso bombas en el medio del camino. 
 
¡Cuántas veces he sufrido tus cargadas! 
¡Cuántas veces fui verdugo a tu lamento! 
Para luego festejar a carcajadas 
un abrazo de amistad que es monumento. 
 
Que haya cuervos, que también haya quemeros, 
diablos rojos que se van a la academia, 
que haya templos, bomboneras, gallineros, 
y que acabe de una vez esta pandemia. 
 
Arroyitos en el parque Independencia, 
agua fresca del tatengue al sabalero, 
un refugio cuando acecha la tormenta 
sea un bosque para pinchas y triperos. 
 
Que haya puertos que reciban a piratas, 

There will be no clothes to replace jerseys 
when the clubs’ flags come down, 
if other faces are reflected on your face 
cement becomes meat in crowds. 
 
That it was my father, it was my brother, it was a 
friend, 
or perhaps the result of a match, 
of this sweet and bittersweet that takes care 
of the future of another Monday with no 
destination. 
 
But you who are my childhood friend, 
we grew up in pastures and wastelands, 
from Patricios to Boedo,186 ignorance 
put bombs in the middle of the road. 
 
How many times have I suffered your mockery! 
How many times was I an executioner to your 
lament! 
To then celebrate with laughter 
a hug of friendship that is a monument. 
 
Let there be crows, let there also be burners,187 
red devils who go to the academy,188 
let there be temples, chocolate boxes, chicken 
coops,189 
and may this pandemic end at once. 
 
Little streams in Independencia Park,190 
fresh water from the tatengue to the sabalero,191 

                                                 
 

186 Parque Patricios and Boedo are Buenos Aires neighbourhoods, home to rival clubs Huracán 
and San Lorenzo respectively. 
187 The lyrics make reference to football rivalries by incorporating the clubs’ nicknames or identifying 
features. Fans of San Lorenzo are known as crows, while fans of Huracán are called burners. 
188 “Red devils” refers to fans of Independiente. Racing Club, Independiente’s main rival, is known 
as “The Academy.” 
189 “Chocolate box” and “chicken coop” are the nicknames of Boca’s and River’s stadiums 
respectively. 
190 This line makes reference to the rivalry between Rosario Central and Newell’s Old Boys, clubs 
from the city of Rosario. Rosario Central’s stadium is called The Giant of Little Stream due to its 
location in a neighbourhood that is informally known as Little Stream. Newell’s Old Boys’ stadium 
is located in Independencia Park. 
191 Unión and Colón are rival clubs from the city of Santa Fe. Their fans are known as tatengues 
and sabaleros respectively. 
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y talleres por la gloria del humano, 
que el aguante ya no sea más por plata 
y que limpias se alcen siempre nuestras manos. 
 
Que así sea para todos los equipos, 
que así sea para todas las hinchadas, 
lloren risas, rían llantos, peguen gritos, 
que el sudor no sea sangre derramada. 
 
Que en mis ojos brille siempre la inocencia, 
disfrutemos todos juntos el partido, 
que el folclore no sea un himno a la violencia, 
que el rival no se convierta en enemigo. 
 
Si hubo justos que abrazaron una causa, 
si hubo Ringos que abrazaron a Bambinos, 
que la euforia se haga calma en una cancha, 
enemigo es el que invade no el vecino. 
 
 
 
Las paces (“The Peace”), by Las Pastillas del 
Abuelo185 

a shelter when the storm approaches 
let a forest be for pinchas and triperos.192 
 
Let there be ports that receive pirates, 
and workshops for the glory of humanity,193 
may the aguante be unrelated to money 
and may our hands always be clean. 
 
So be it for all teams, 
so be it for all fans, 
cry laughter, laugh cries, scream, 
may the sweat not be spilled blood. 
 
May innocence always shine in my eyes, 
Let’s all enjoy the game together, 
may folklore not be a hymn to violence, 
may the rival not become the enemy. 
 
If there were righteous people who embraced a 
cause, 
if there were Ringos who hugged Bambinos,194 
Let the euphoria turn to calmness in a stadium  
enemy is the one who invades, not the neighbour. 

 

 

8.1. Foreign solutions 

Any attempt at copying measures and policies from one context and implementing 

them in another must carefully consider the social, cultural, historical, and political 

conditions under which they were developed. Although it may be possible to share and 

even transfer some strategies between contexts, these strategies would most likely need 

to be modified to account for each context’s specificities. In some cases, however, the 

contextual differences may be too big to consider this option. When it comes to violence 

                                                 
 

185 Las Pastillas del Abuelo is a rock band, popular among fans of the genre. Las Paces is a song 
from the album titled El barrio en sus puños (“The Neighbourhood in Their Fists”), released in 2014. 
192 Estudiantes and Gimnasia y Esgrima are rival clubs from the city of La Plata. Their fans are 
known as pinchas and triperos respectively. Gimnasia y Esgrima’s stadium is nicknamed “the 
forest.” 
193 As previously mentioned, Belgrano and Talleres are rival clubs from the city of Córdoba. 
Belgrano is known as “The Pirate”, while talleres is the Spanish word for worskshops. 
194 Oscar “Ringo” Bonavena was a famous boxer. Héctor “Bambino” Veira is a famous football 
coach. Bonavena was a fan of Huracán, while Veira is strongly associated with rival club San 
Lorenzo. 
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in football, to uncritically apply measures developed in one country in other countries 

betrays a lack of familiarity with the local conditions that perpetuate violence.  

In Sport Matters, Dunning (1999) is openly critical of microscopic studies, 

advocating instead a grand theory approach. One of the main problems with this approach 

is its ambiguity. In his search for “cross-national” explanations, as he calls them, he 

overlooks the social, cultural, and political specificities that characterize different contexts. 

In a chapter titled Soccer Hooliganism as a World Social Problem, he states that  

in order to develop a cross-nationally adequate theory of soccer hooliganism what 
would ideally be required would be a systematic, in-depth cross-national study 
carried out by an international team of sociologists in terms of a standardized set 
of concepts and methods and directed towards testing an agreed-on theory or set 
of theoretical propositions (1999:153-154).  

Given my ethnographic and qualitative inclinations, it should come as no surprise 

that I do not consider standardization or the testing of an agreed-on theory the best 

approach to a global study of football-related violence. These approaches are too rigid 

and limit the scope of interpretive analyses that emerge from a careful consideration of 

local factors. It would be a mistake to assume that the strategies developed to tackle 

football hooliganism in England could be readily adopted by Argentinian authorities in an 

effort to decrease the levels of football-related violence. Thus, when it comes to football 

violence in England and Argentina, to name two examples, the similarities that emerge 

from a comparative perspective do not make up for the different causes, motivations, and 

tensions that require contextualization. As Dyck explains, “anthropologists remain 

skeptical about the wisdom of wielding universal and categorical definitions of human 

arrangements as if these comprise unquestionable means for investigating and 

understanding social and cultural phenomena” (2012:10). Far from dismissing the 

relevance of shared features and commonalities, the point here is that similarities between 

two or more contexts do not necessarily suggest universal explanations and solutions.  

As I have previously discussed, ethnographic methodologies are well positioned 

to examine the potential for social and cultural change at the local or microscopic level 

without losing sight of larger processes. Put differently, ethnography’s contribution to the 

study of social and cultural phenomena lies in its ability to create personal relationships 

with the people who are directly affected by particular social issues. It is by interacting with 

the actors that ethnographers are able to assess social issues in relation to people’s 
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feelings, thoughts, and desires. Rigid scientific approaches tend to be ill suited to account 

for social and cultural phenomena, as people’s actions and motivations are often 

unpredictable, non-generalizable, and non-replicable. 

The inefficacy of approaches that seek to standardize concepts and methods in an 

attempt to develop universal solutions becomes apparent when looking at the Argentinian 

case. In 2009, the Subsef (Subsecretaría de Seguridad en Espectáculos Futbolísticos or 

Undersecretariat of Security at Football Events) hired Otto Adang, a Dutch specialist in 

public order who had previously worked as a counsellor for UEFA (Union of European 

Football Associations) during the 2000, 2004, and 2008 editions of the European Cup, to 

address the issue of violence in Argentinian football. In a sports newspaper, he explained: 

The European solution is impracticable in Argentina. There, the hooligans were 
concentrated in marginal groups with no relation to the system. Here, the barras 
are linked to businesses to a surprising extent. They own player transfers, they 
manage the merchandising on the streets, they are in charge of parking lots, they 
sell drugs and have astounding ties to political power. That is why the problem in 
Argentina is much more serious than elsewhere in the world, because here you 
have to change the whole system. Until that happens, it is naive to think of 
reeducating the barras or to generate a complete turnaround based on the 
education system (in Grabia 2009b; my translation). 

Adang’s assessment is in line with Bergés’. During our conversation, he mentioned 

the impossibility – and ridiculousness – of importing ready-made solutions from other 

countries.     

Bergés: One sees that Chelsea’s195 owner has nothing to do with England’s 

everyday politics. On the other hand, here, Moyano196 might declare a strike 

tomorrow, and he is the president of Independiente! A national strike! Of course 

politics is related to football! Angelici197 is a person who, they say he is like the 

boss of the entire area of La Boca, Barracas198 and others at the political level. 

Well, he is the president of Boca! In Argentina the solution cannot be foreign, it has 

                                                 
 

195 Chelsea Football Club is an English Premier League club from London. 
196 Bergés mentioned Hugo Moyano as an example because he has organized countless strikes 
and political rallies throughout the years. 
197 At the time of the interview, Daniel Angelici was the president of Boca.  
198 The Buenos Aires neighbourhoods of La Boca and Barracas share a border.   
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to be an indigenous solution. Foreign solutions have come here, eh? I remember 

about eight years ago, the Secretary of Security and his team went to the 

Netherlands. It was done with good intentions, because I know him. They went to 

the Netherlands and the guys brought with them, not the solution; rather, they saw 

how the issue (of violence in football) was handled there. 

EP: They brought Otto Adang, who is a Dutch specialist. 

Bergés: Well, but, but it is clear that this person, umm, they brought the Dutch 

solution but the Dutch solution is as if we were in the middle of Mars! That is, 

because of our way of being. Is it clear? 

Bergés’ comments point to the inadequacy of standardized measures that 

conceptualize human populations as mere biological organisms, downplaying the social 

and cultural features that define and guide them. Although a grand theory approach might 

dismiss or minimize the relevance of the idiosyncratic features of a given society, I argue 

that it is indispensable to take into account the particularities that give meaning to people’s 

actions and interactions. This does not mean that commonalities between different 

societies at a macroscopic level should be brushed aside. There are indeed some 

similarities between English hooligans and barras. Still, when it comes to football-related 

violence in Argentina inside the stadiums and beyond, it is only by considering the 

experiences, feelings, motivations, and incentives of the actors involved in relation to their 

social and cultural environment that adequate solutions may be proposed. 

Leonardo, in his capacity as Head of Security at Club Barrial and police 

commissioner, offers insight regarding the possibility of implementing foreign measures in 

Argentinian stadiums from a law enforcement perspective.      

Leonardo: As a result of these problems that they (the English) had for many years, 

they decided to fight them, and they succeeded. How did they fight them? By 

having prosecutors in the stadium, so that the team that committed excesses was 

tried right there in the stadium and those responsible for the excesses went to jail, 

their passports were withheld every time a team from England played abroad so 

they could not leave. They slowly “surrounded” them.  

Interestingly enough, interviewees often highlight punitive measures. In 
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Leonardo’s case, this is perhaps not surprising given his professional background, but 

considering the ties that exist in Argentina between politicians, club officials, barras, and 

the police, it might be useful to consider long term alternatives to punitive measures that 

are often relied on as Band-Aid solutions. The temporary and superficial effects of 

supposedly exemplary punitive measures become apparent when taking into account the 

fact that acts of violence related to football (including those that have little to do with the 

sport and everything to do with money and politics) have increased during the past few 

decades. What types of non-punitive reforms could be carried out by the state to prevent 

or reduce violence and corruption? Leonardo’s comments suggest that it might be 

impossible to expel the barras from the clubs given the interests of club officials and 

politicians.  

Leonardo: (An English guest who specialized in football violence) was asked about 

what he thought about the situation here in Argentina, based on what he knew, 

because he said he had some knowledge. And he said “look, here in Argentina 

they will never be able to eradicate the barras.” Then they asked him “but why?” 

“Because they are linked to politics.” So, it’s very difficult to combat the barras. 

Because the one who is going to play the drum on Sunday during a match is a 

barra. Those who intimidate the players within the clubs are sent by the club 

officials. When there’s an election at a club, when the posters are going to be put 

up, the barras are the ones who get involved. 

Keeping in mind the local conditions that preclude the application of foreign 

solutions, I turn my attention to a consideration of the possibility of producing change in 

Argentinian football from within.  

 

8.2. On change: Social and cultural impediments 

Consulted about the prospect of reducing the levels of violence that have affected 

Argentinian football for years, some interviewees expressed optimism. Regarding the type 

of violence that revolves around passion, the appropriation of flags and displays of 

masculinity and aguante, Antonio said:  
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Antonio: That’s over. It’s all in the past. Now, Boca fans fight Boca fans, River fans 

against River fans, Racing fans against Racing fans.199 

EP: Right, but then… I mean, if club officials know about this, do you think that 

something can be done about it? 

Antonio: Obviously! You can always do something. 

EP: Like what, for example? 

Antonio: Like what? First, you have to educate people. Argentina is now going to 

introduce a very good measure which is the digitalization of stadium access,200 

meaning that if you are not registered in the system, you will not be able to enter 

the stadium. If you committed a felony related to football and you haven’t paid for 

it, you will not be able to enter. They are going to expel a lot of people from the 

stadiums, people who cause trouble. The thing is, issues have to be resolved in 

the moment, when they happen, otherwise people forget. You have to judge them 

immediately with state representatives who have to be in all the stadiums. 

As mentioned in the previous section, Leonardo expressed a similar view when 

discussing the presence of prosecutors at English stadiums. He insisted on the need to 

have prosecutors available inside Argentinian stadiums in order to expedite the arrest of 

violent fans.  

Leonardo: The solution, I think, is that all stadiums should have two, three 

prosecutors, in a place with their own desks. They send the guy (who was involved 

in a violent incident), he is arrested, done. There is a CCTV system for that, which 

                                                 
 

199 This makes reference to the fact that physical confrontations between members of the same 
barra over economic interests are increasingly common. Murzi and Segura Trejo (2018), on the 
other hand, explain that cases of violence involving fans, the police, players, and club officials are 
still quite common in spite of being underreported in comparison with cases involving barras. 
200 He is referring to a system that was to be called AFA Plus. This system was going to replace 
paper tickets with biometric technologies in an attempt to eliminate scalping and falsified tickets. It 
was also meant to prevent barras with criminal records from entering the stadium. The system 
never came to fruition. 
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never… I always argue over a ball that goes missing in the stands, I never get… 

They never catch anyone who takes a ball? 

The problem with this approach is that arresting fans who commit acts of violence 

inside the stadiums is a short term solution at best. On top of this, it should be noted that 

many acts of violence take place outside the stadiums. It is not uncommon for rival barras 

to ambush each other. Intra-barra conflicts are also sometimes “resolved” outside the 

stadiums. The case of Gonzalo Acro, a River barra who was murdered in 2007 outside a 

gym by barras belonging to a different faction of the same barra brava, serves as an 

example of the complexity of cases of violence related to football in Argentina. Acro’s case 

made national headlines when the authorities in charge of the investigation determined 

that he had been shot in the leg from a motorcycle at close range, before being shot twice 

in the head by barras sent by the Schlenker brothers, leaders of one of the factions of 

River’s barra brava. Acro was a member of the rival faction commanded by Adrián 

Rousseau. The murder took place in the Buenos Aires neighbourhood of Villa Urquiza, 

approximately five kilometres from River’s stadium.  

Although arresting fans inside the stadiums might discourage violent behaviour in 

some cases, it would do little to significantly alter a system that incentivizes violent fans 

by offering them the opportunity to establish mutually beneficial relationships with the 

police, club officials, and politicians (recall HUA, the NGO created by Marcelo Mallo, 

discussed in the previous chapter). Regarding the technologies used at football stadiums 

to monitor the spectators’ behaviour, Leonardo unwittingly pointed out once again the 

inefficacy of CCTV systems. Antonio had a similar experience at Sporting Bolonqui.       

Antonio: Argentinian clubs have invested a lot of money in everything related to 

security cameras, a lot of money, but… They were installed, but evidently the 

results are negative because, umm, the police never arrested anyone. 

EP: And why is it that they don’t arrest anyone? 
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Antonio: Oh, I don’t know! You should ask the police. We would need to ask 

Berni201 for a hearing. 

His comments are in line with Leonardo’s experiences. In short, the Head of 

Security at Club Barrial, the former president of Sporting Bolonqui, and a former club 

official at Atlanta have told me that the police have never caught anyone as a result of 

using CCTV systems. Bearing in mind the case involving referee Sergio Pezzotta, CCTV 

systems, rather than detecting acts of violence, seem to exacerbate suspicions of 

corruption and connivance between club officials, barras, and the police.   

APREVIDE (Agencia de Prevención de Violencia en el Deporte or Agency for the 

Prevention of Violence in Sport) is a provincial government agency that was established 

to tackle the issue of violence in sports in general, although it is most often mentioned in 

relation to security operations conducted during professional football matches. 

Considering that fatal cases of violence in football have increased over the past few years, 

I wanted to find out more about the role of APREVIDE in terms of measures aimed at 

reducing violence in football stadiums. Since Leonardo had participated in meetings held 

by the agency, I asked him about its function. 

EP: You, being the Head of Security at Club Barrial… Can you tell me what exactly 

is the function of agencies such as APREVIDE? 

Leonardo: Well, I don’t know. Why do they exist? I don’t know. I go to the meetings 

because I represent the club but I look around and think “why am I here?” 

EP: So you have meetings with people from APREVIDE? 

Leonardo: Sure, with the secretary of... Three or four people, plus the police 

commissioners who are part of the security operations during matches. 

EP: What do these people say at the meetings? I mean, what do they plan? 

                                                 
 

201 At the time of the interview, Sergio Berni was Argentina’s Secretary of Security. 
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Leonardo: We fight over the number of police officers, because if the police come 

they always ask you to hire two hundred officers instead of one hundred. The club 

has to pay for that; it’s very expensive. The police operation is very expensive.  

EP: If you asked a person who works in one of these agencies, what would they 

say to you, what is their function? What do they do? 

Leonardo: Nothing, APREVIDE never prevented anything, and sometimes they 

cause it (i.e. the violence). 

EP: How do they instigate violence? 

Leonardo: Well, the search, easy. If you don’t get along with them, they will search 

you. They make you wait for three hours, they search the fans badly, they push 

them, the officers come and make them stand in line... They provoke a reaction. 

As long as they (the security operations conducted by APREVIDE) don’t send 

anyone to prison, nothing is being done.   

Regarding the possibility of implementing measures aimed at reducing violence, 

Antonio remained optimistic. This is hardly surprising, taking into account that he was, at 

the time of our interview, the former president of a big club who was planning on running 

for president once again. Boldly claiming that there is little that can be done to change the 

situation would not be the smartest campaign strategy. This is not to say that he was being 

dishonest about his hopes for the future, but it does mean that I took his answer with a 

grain of salt. 

Antonio: Change is possible, for sure. But not doing what the English did, forcing 

all spectators to seat inside the stadium. I don’t believe in that; that measure expels 

people from lower-income backgrounds. Instead of being a sporting spectacle that 

is tied to our culture, it mutates into an economic spectacle where only the ones 

who can afford it actually attend the games, while those who can’t, have to watch 

them on TV, and I am against that, totally against that. 

Although turning matches into economic spectacles available only to a small 

section of the population might not be desirable, emphasizing football’s ties to local culture 

is somewhat problematic, as the features that characterize the Argentinian context are 
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precisely what gave rise to the types and levels of violence observed in football today. In 

other words, an excessive emphasis on preserving the local cultural practices and 

traditions might hinder the development of long term solutions. On the one hand, it is 

understandable that the notion of a large-scale change in people’s mentality, including 

cultural customs and practices, might generate a fear of losing a sense of local/national 

identity that is firmly rooted in particular ways of thinking about the world and experiencing 

it. On the other hand, insisting on preserving harmful practices and ideas that perpetuate 

the conditions that allow violence to thrive is counterproductive. Taking into account the 

increasing number of cases of violence that plague Argentinian stadiums (even after the 

ban on visiting fans), looking for solutions within the current social, cultural, and political 

context is unsustainable. The current conditions may make football matches accessible to 

almost everyone (according to Antonio), but they also expose spectators to acts of 

physical violence, verbal aggression, and discrimination.   

Antonio mentioned to me that he had spoken with security agencies but gave no 

details regarding the specific measures that the clubs coordinate with the agencies. As 

mentioned in a previous interview excerpt, Leonardo believes that security agencies such 

as APREVIDE are, simply put, useless. Being a police commissioner as well as Head of 

Security at Club Barrial, and having participated in meetings held by APREVIDE, he is 

arguably better qualified to comment on the role of security agencies than club presidents.  

During our conversation, Antonio insisted on the feasibility of projects that seek to 

transform stadiums into safe spaces. 

Antonio: Some might say that this problem (violence in football) will never 

disappear in Argentina, that it is here to stay. I don’t think so. I think that we can 

do something about it, we have to make an effort, we have to work on a project, 

and expel the barras from… (pause) 

EP: And what would a project entail? I mean, what… I don’t know if you have an 

idea, even if it’s something… (pause) 

Antonio: I have an idea, a project. I am working with my own security committee 

and we are going to present the project to society, but I can’t describe it to you in 

five minutes because that would mean that I’m being partial and if I’m partial the 

project will have no merit. But we do have a group that is conducting studies with 
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security professionals as well as people who can understand and interpret the 

sense of being a fan. This (violence) is a problem and we are going to present our 

project. We are working; we are putting a lot of hours and professionalism. 

Antonio maintained an ambiguous discourse throughout the interview, playing the 

role of a politician who claims to have answers and solutions without ever actually feeling 

the need or the urge to elaborate on them. Considering that he has political aspirations 

within a club and that political offices are partial by nature, I fail to see the problem with 

his project reflecting his political bias. Put differently, why would a project aimed at 

reducing the number of cases of violence inside and around the stadiums need to remain 

impartial or apolitical? Can such a project remain morally and politically detached? How 

would presenting his ideas to a larger audience during a one-hour televised 

announcement instead of explaining them to me “in five minutes” render them more 

impartial? The heightened level of secrecy surrounding his project made me suspect that 

it was in its very early stages, but without more details, I can only speculate. Still, in spite 

of his optimism, he was somewhat ambiguous regarding the possibility of finding a 

solution.  

Antonio: The day we open up, the day we tell the truth – which we are all familiar 

with – the problem will be solved. It is not difficult to solve it. It is not easy either, 

otherwise it would probably have been solved already. We are going to collaborate 

in order to have a security project. 

It is difficult to decipher what he meant by “telling the truth,” but he was presumably 

referring to the fact that people are well aware of the presence of barras inside the clubs. 

It should be noted that during his tenure as president of Sporting Bolonqui, the club’s barra 

brava was as active as it had ever been. He had complained to me about the president of 

the rival club having barras hanging around and inside the club with impunity, overlooking 

the fact that the situation at Sporting Bolonqui during his presidency was the same. 

Antonio seemed to be unaware of the existence of NGOs dedicated to tackling the 

issue of violence and corruption in football (the NGOs are not widely known by the general 

public), but consulted about their role, he said that he was open to having conversations 

as long as they remained apolitical.  
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EP: I can think of at least two or three NGOs that stand against violence in football. 

Do you think that a collaboration between clubs and NGOs would be useful, or is 

there a sort of split…? 

Antonio: Every person who might have an innovating project to overcome this 

problem is welcome. We would have to see what the NGOs think about it. It goes 

like this: If the issue is not politicized, it has a solution. If it becomes politicized, it 

does not have a solution. Do you know why? Because people’s interests start to 

take over.  

I find it curious that he refers to political interests as inherently negative. This 

revolves around the implicit understanding that politics in Argentina is based exclusively 

on personal interests, a notion that is reinforced by MacLachlan’s (2006) blunt but 

accurate description of the workings of Argentinian politics, mentioned earlier. Antonio 

seems to have little faith in the idea that political interests can revolve around the collective 

wellbeing of a population. Within the Argentinian context, his skepticism is unsurprising, 

especially considering that cases of corruption facilitate an image of politics that equates 

political interests with personal interests.  

When discussing the NGOs’ ability to produce change with Javier, a journalist and 

politician, he highlighted the importance of having a clear political project before thinking 

about possible solutions. In this regard, his approach was diametrically opposed to 

Antonio’s. 

EP: Do you think that grassroots movements can emerge from the clubs? Because 

I’m thinking about the NGOs that tried to do something but were not formed 

specifically within the clubs… 

Javier: What happens with the NGOs is that if they don’t consider having a vocation 

for power, to be able to combat the football clubs’ corrupt environments, they will 

never be able to control them. 

EP: Right. It seems that five years ago, when I talked to Mónica, they (the NGO 

Let’s Save Football, better known as SAF) were very enthusiastic about the NGOs. 

Then, little by little, things fell apart; they fell apart because they saw that they had 
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no support. Liliana202 is tired; she will be president of SAF until the end of the 

month, but will then step down…  

Javier: She is tired! What happens with that NGO… The thing is if you don’t have 

a political project that aims to change the situation you end up being an NGO that 

only files complaints, which is not bad, but it is very hard to maintain that because 

the complaints that you file never produce change because there is no will to 

change. This is an issue that transcends the political environment. It has to do with 

the political, social, and cultural aspects of our people.  

Javier points to systemic impunity by referring to the inefficacy of filing complaints 

or lawsuits, as they are often archived and ignored. On top of this, people who witness 

acts of violence may not always be willing to cooperate with the authorities for fear of being 

targeted by the perpetrators. In 2008, Mónica explained to me that while she was working 

at Atlanta, a barra entered the club with a hammer and broke a TV, a computer, a cash 

register, and windows. Even though she reported the incident to the police, the two Atlanta 

employees who had witnessed it made excuses to avoid having to identify the barra 

because they were afraid of the consequences. Given the impunity with which barras 

handle themselves, there is little incentive to take action against them, particularly when 

doing so might put a person at risk. 

In line with other interviewees, Javier believes that the issues that afflict 

Argentinian football are rooted on the social and cultural features that inform people’s 

interests, behaviours, and interactions. From this perspective, legal measures aimed at 

reducing violence are often rendered inefficient by a culture of impunity that allows the 

actors involved in cases of violence to circumvent the legal system through connivance. 

In his capacity as a lawyer and former federal judge, Bergés believes that the legal 

system is well equipped to drastically reduce cases of violence in spite of the political, 

social, and cultural hurdles that hinder the development of viable, long term solutions. 

                                                 
 

202 At the time of my interview with Javier, Liliana Suárez was the president of SAF. She also 
founded FAVIFA (Familiares de Víctimas del Fútbol Argentino or Relatives of Victims of Argentinian 
Football) after her son was killed on July 11, 1995 by barras of Club Atlético Tigre and Club 
Deportivo Morón in Uruguay, where Argentina’s national team was playing the Copa América, a 
South American continental tournament. Both Tigre and Morón are Argentinian clubs. 
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Having said that, his observations refer more to the legal system’s potential to reduce 

violence than to measures that have been proven to work in the Argentinian context in the 

past.  

Bergés: We have here this issue of this special relationship with politics that is very 

noticeable in small clubs… In the big clubs, the violent fan seeks to benefit from 

the club. He wants tickets, he wants to manage the club’s restaurant, the parking 

lots, he wants free trips when the club is doing well, umm well, all of that. He wants 

that. And the club in many cases ends up giving it to him. When the club is small 

– the so-called neighbourhood clubs – the violent fan has a lot of influence within 

the neighbourhood. It is something, it is something more political, more... The 

broker, the, the, the, there is a whole relationship tied to City Hall many times. It is 

different. River is huge, so that is why I get angry with D’Onofrio203 when he says 

“I can’t handle the barra.” No! Ituzaingó204 cannot handle it, but you can handle it 

if you have money to pay for private security. In other words, if you don’t want the 

barra to enter the stadium, it will not enter! When Macri was president of Boca, it 

was one of the bloodiest times of Boca’s barra brava. Because they allowed them! 

And there was also a tourism agency, to arrange the trips, everything was well 

scheduled. There was always something that was given to them. So, the problem 

we have is that; we have the problem of politics. Still, I think that many things can 

be done by the state! In other words, I think that in terms of structural violence 

within football, it seems to me that with some changes... I would say that in the 

time it takes to play two championships, I think that violence can be lowered from 

100% to 50%. It is a lot! 

EP: Interesting! (Incredulous laugh) Like what kind of changes for example? 

Bergés: No no, the thing is, what happens is that I experienced that being, being, 

being a magistrate, being a judge. I mean, uh, in Argentina we have a concept... 

This is a personal idea, maybe I’m wrong, but it’s a matter that has to do with my 

                                                 
 

203 Rodolfo D’Onofrio is River’s president. 
204 Club Atlético Ituzaingó is a club that plays in the fourth division. Bergés’ point is that small clubs 
such as Ituzaingó are unable to confront the barras because they lack the financial resources. 
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life experience... I believe the following, we – because we also see it in other parts 

of the world – we in Argentina have a way of seeing life whereby it is much more 

pleasant for us to have some pressure from an authority than not to have it. When 

I say pressure, it is not in the form of intimidation, but the pressure that ensures 

that the law is going to be applied. 

Considering that football-related violence has increased over the past decades in 

spite of legal measures such as a ban on visiting fans, it is hard to imagine that it could be 

reduced by as much as 50% within a period from one to two years. In any case, whenever 

I asked interviewees about possible measures, changes, and solutions, the answers 

tended to be either abstract or ambiguous. While Antonio mentioned a plan that he could 

not – or would not – reveal (one that, by his own admission, was still being developed), 

Bergés was unclear about the ways in which violence can be lowered. He referred to 

Argentinians as children of rigour. This phrase is a local expression that suggests that 

people will only behave properly and do the right thing when forced to by some sort of 

authority. While there might be some truth to this, to say that it is “pleasant” for people to 

be legally forced to behave in certain ways is an exaggeration. Still, he seems to suggest 

that, in the absence of a strong legal authority, personal interests invariably trump 

collective ones.  

Being curious about the specific measures that he had in mind, I insisted on the 

subject in an attempt to get an answer that would clarify his position.   

EP: Are there any concrete solutions that can be implemented, perhaps from a 

legal framework? Can you produce a change in mentality from that legal 

framework, or is it something that... 

Bergés: No. I think not. I think not because from my opinion, from my perspective, 

the laws in Argentina are perfectly adequate. We have a system of powers that is 

divided into three, the legislative power, the judicial power, and the executive 

power. I believe that the problem lies in the executive branch and in the judicial 

branch, in that order, but both are very close together. The legislative branch, I 

would be encouraged to say that it is the one that has done the most. What I am 

sure of is that just because we have ten new laws, it does not mean that things will 

change. Of that I am sure. 
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Indeed, creating new laws would accomplish little. As Bergés pointed out, an 

excessively permissive legal system generates impunity. This is not to suggest that an 

authoritarian regime would be a good alternative. His argument revolves around the idea 

that adequate laws already exist, they just need to be applied. This is a simple enough 

idea. In practice, however, political corruption and personal relationships make it seem, at 

times, like an almost impossible task.  

Leonardo has little confidence in the legal system. To some extent, his views 

coincide with Bergés’. Regardless of whether he thinks the laws are adequate or not, his 

point is that the laws that exist on paper are often ignored or misapplied.    

EP: What can be done from a legal point of view, for example? If everyone at the 

club knows who these people are... That is, what measures are implemented by 

club officials to try to... I don’t know if to prevent, but... 

Leonardo: If you don’t have the support of the authorities, you can’t do anything. 

80% (of barras) are criminals... 80% are criminals! They sell drugs, they steal. If 

you don’t have support… Because there is also collusion with the police. So, if you 

don’t have the support of the justice system, which here in Argentina is totally 

devalued, what are you going to do? If you knew that you report one of these guys 

and he goes to jail, ok… But no, he will enter through one door and exit through 

the other. 

It is particularly relevant and enlightening to hear from a police commissioner that 

the barras are in collusion with the police. Given the widespread levels of corruption, it 

would be impossible for Leonardo to monitor the behaviour of every police officer or 

security guard under his supervision. This is especially true considering that police officers 

spend many hours working on the streets, where they are free to establish relationships 

with barras. Thus, police officers might agree to liberate a zone,205 allowing one barra 

brava to ambush another without fear of police intervention, in exchange for a percentage 

                                                 
 

205 In Argentina, a liberated zone is an area that should be under police protection but has been left 
unprotected to allow an individual or a group to commit criminal acts, including acts of violence, 
with impunity. There have been many cases of theft and violence suspected to have been facilitated 
by liberated zones around football stadiums.  
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of the earnings of one of the businesses managed by the barra brava. In this scenario, it 

seems almost utopian to think of effective measures aimed at reducing violence and 

corruption in football. Taking as an example the love-hate relationships that characterize 

the interactions between barras and the police, who are both enemies and business 

partners depending on the occasion, it becomes apparent that the factors that contribute 

to and encourage acts of violence and corruption severely limit the possibility of producing 

change from a law enforcement perspective. 

According to Miguel, only those who have firsthand experience with the workings 

of Argentinian football are qualified to offer solutions and solve the problem of violence 

and corruption. Making use of a delicately nuanced lexicon, he explained that “armchair 

observers” risk misunderstanding football’s context by focusing on stories presented by 

the media.   

Miguel: I start from the basis that, if you don’t know the problem, you can’t comment 

on it based on what the newspapers say. I can talk to you because I’m a criminal 

lawyer, in the criminal justice system, I defended a barrabrava, I go to the stadium, 

I went to the stadium as a boy; that is, I know the whole environment. I can be 

wrong, eh? Now, from the point of view of… (in a mocking tone) “oh what a horror! 

What a shame! What a mess! How unsustainable!” I send a letter to La Nación206 

and they publish it, no no no. Get down to where the shit is, put your hand in the 

shit, because you know what this is like? This is like poop. Even the Pope shits, 

right? This is how it is, and it has a smell, so it exists. You have to get to know it, 

dude. Who can solve football’s problems? The guy who knows about them. 

Although it is true that relying solely on newspaper accounts of cases of violence 

and corruption in football would be misguided, I find his analysis deeply troubling from a 

moral standpoint. He explained that only those who know about football’s problems can 

solve them. He also mentioned that he is very familiar with “the whole environment”, both 

in his capacity as a criminal lawyer and as a football fan. This means, presumably, that he 

would be able to suggest solutions. Putting aside the fact that no long term solutions have 

been suggested, his discourse is contradictory. Not only did he casually mention that he 

                                                 
 

206 La Nación is a national newspaper. 
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defended one of Argentina’s most infamous barras because he was “curious” about the 

character, he also called Bergés an idiot for having tapped a famous senator’s phone 

during an investigation. Regarding this incident, he explained that the other senators sided 

with the person who was being investigated, which ultimately led to Bergés losing his 

position. According to Miguel, “you have to be a moron to think about tapping a senator’s 

phone; that’s what he got for playing detective.” Even though I am not familiar with the 

circumstances surrounding the case, Miguel’s harsh words were not based on its specific 

details; rather, it was the thought of investigating a person in a position of power such as 

a senator that he considered dumb. Regardless of the wisdom (or lack thereof) of Bergés’ 

decision, Miguel implicitly suggests that politicians in positions of power are better left 

alone. This perspective, however, poses a problem. If politicians feel that they are 

untouchable, there is little to discourage them from becoming involved in corrupt 

arrangements. Thus, if Miguel believes that the issue of violence and corruption in football 

can be solved, I would be interested to know how this could be achieved in a context 

where corrupt politicians have immunity, as only “idiots” would be unwise enough to 

investigate them. 

 

8.3. A new paradigm 

I remain highly skeptical about the possibility of producing change under the 

current social, cultural, and political conditions. Except for the temporary fixes suggested 

by Antonio and Leonardo, who believe that having prosecutors at football stadiums would 

discourage acts of violence, most interviewees were vague regarding specific measures, 

ideas, or proposals that could serve as long term solutions to the issue of violence and 

corruption. Within the Argentinian context, legal reforms would do little to modify the social 

and cultural characteristics that perpetuate the types of football fans, politicians, and 

security forces that contribute to a violent and corrupt football environment. The laws might 

be perfectly adequate, as Bergés put it, but unless there is a change in mentality, cases 

of violence and corruption will continue to be subjected to a parade of laws that keep 

failing, not because there are inherent flaws in them, but because no law is infallible. To 

some extent – depending on the context – laws are only as effective as the people acting 

on them. Given the willingness of people in positions of authority (including politicians, 

club officials, and police officers) to circumvent the law, and considering the ease with 
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which they are able to do so, it is clear that laws are, in this particular scenario, often little 

more than words on a piece of paper. 

As I mentioned, foreign solutions, developed in countries with social and cultural 

realities that differ considerably from Argentina’s, would be ill suited to tackle the 

challenges that have impeded the development of viable solutions. Thus, the fact that the 

solutions will have to be local is unfortunate, because it means that they will somehow 

have to emerge, against all odds, from a context where a culture of aguante is glorified, 

football rivalries create enmities, political interests are at play, and corruption and impunity 

are rampant.  

The insistence on the need to develop local solutions has one unfortunate side 

effect: it emphasizes the value of local understandings and interpretations and downplays 

the relevance of analyses done by outsiders who are conceivably unfamiliar with the 

country’s social reality. Antonio, for example, was highly skeptical about the possibility of 

foreigners being able to make sense of Argentinian culture and society. He asked me: 

Antonio: Where are you going to present the thesis? 

EP: In Canada. 

Antonio: (With a derogatory tone and a deadpan, humourless expression) In 

Canada they don’t understand anything about who we are. 

EP: (Laughter) That’s precisely why I’m here, so that you can tell me about the 

situation to try to understand! 

Antonio: And if you want to explain it to them, when you finish explaining it, they 

don’t understand you. You are not going to graduate. Umm, because, let’s see… 

This cannot be understood. It cannot be understood, but oh well… 

The problem with this reliance on the insider’s perspective is that a “fully native” 

approach might be limited by cultural factors in its capacity to formulate ways of thinking 

about and experiencing football that exceed local understandings. Put differently, most 

locally proposed solutions are bound by the particular cultural characteristics and 

idiosyncrasies that define the Argentinian context. As I previously discussed, to look for 

solutions that seek to reduce violence inside and around football stadiums while 
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simultaneously preserving the “colourful” traditions that often instigate acts of violence is 

both unsustainable and incompatible. To clarify, being open to analyses and observations 

made by foreigners in relation to the specificities that characterize the Argentinian context 

is not the same as suggesting that ready-made foreign solutions should be imported and 

transplanted. Still, although familiarity with the local context is important and necessary, 

outsiders might be better positioned to adopt a critical distance that enables them to 

identify patterns and behaviours that may be too ingrained for locals to notice. 

What is required, then, is a sweeping cultural transformation. As long as the laws, 

customs, traditions, and policies currently in place continue to operate under the influence 

of a cultural environment that celebrates manifestations of violence and rewards those 

who are “wise” enough to do things “under the table,” violence and corruption will thrive 

unchallenged. In his book “Corruption, an Argentinian culture”, Pomer similarly points to 

the difficulties in producing cultural change: “In Argentina, certain conditions are 

maintained because the behaviours that engender, reproduce and assure them a robust 

and deplorably healthy life never disappeared from social life. They were never swept 

away by social changes that brought with them a radically different culture that was 

transformative” (2004:47; my translation). Alabarces identifies cultural change as a 

prerequisite for tackling violence in football: 

The key lies in a broad cultural change: the replacement of a culture of aguante by 
a festive culture that recovers the old festive value of football, the predominance 
of the comic over the tragic ... This can only be achieved in the very long term, in 
no less than ten years, but those are the times of profound transformations ... And 
for that, well-planned and systematic media and educational campaigns are 
needed to convince civil society to join them (2004:115; my translation). 

When it comes to the timeframe needed for a cultural transformation to occur, I am 

decidedly less optimistic than Alabarces. I would be pleasantly surprised if I were to 

witness the kind of change needed to reconfigure Argentinian football and society within 

my lifetime. In the time since Alabarces’ book was published, cases of football-related 

violence continued to rise, with 119 fatal victims according to SAF (“Lista de víctimas”, 

n.d.). This period includes the ban on visiting fans. Needless to say, levels of violence 

should not be measured exclusively by the number of fatal victims, but at the very least, 

they serve as an indication that things are not going well.  
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Taking into account the political and economic conditions that create social 

resentment in certain sectors of the population, I am also skeptical about the extent to 

which media and educational campaigns would be able to successfully promote an image 

of football that is detached from expressions of violence. Projects that seek to promote 

football as a tool for social inclusion, such as Hecho Club Social’s, are a step in the right 

direction, especially considering their emphasis on friendship, camaraderie, and 

cooperation. Having said that, these types of small-scale, little-known initiatives represent 

microscopic interventions in the grand scheme of things.   

I could end my analysis of passion, politics, corruption, and violence in Argentinian 

football on a moderately positive note by talking about hope. When all else fails, it is easy 

to hang on to hope. In his book, whose title translates to “The Atrocious Charm of Being 

Argentinian,” Aguinis (2001) discusses the behavioural traits and peculiarities – many of 

them less than flattering – that inform the notion of “Argentinianness.” In the concluding 

chapter, he paints a positive picture of the country’s future, making reference to past 

accomplishments and present virtues. I argue that, when it comes to short- or medium-

term cultural and behavioural changes, it would be condescending to talk about hope. 

Furthermore, it would be irresponsible to sugar-coat a social, cultural, political, and 

economic reality that is in desperate need of a cultural transformation. The current way of 

doing politics, combined with an “everyone for themselves” mentality (MacLachlan 2006), 

a deeply rooted culture of impunity where politicians, the police, club officials, and barras 

enter into corrupt agreements without fear of legal consequences, and cases of violence 

and verbal aggression at football matches (and beyond) that are tied to hegemonic 

masculinity, makes it difficult to imagine a scenario where significant, transformative 

change can occur without a cultural transformation.   

Outside observers such as Adang (Grabia 2009b), Gaffney (2009), MacLachlan 

(2006), and Darwin (1913), have recognized the difficulties in producing change under 

conditions that perpetuate violence and corruption. In a sense, Argentina represents a sort 

of inversion of Radcliffe-Brown’s (1952) structural functionalism. By this, I mean that, 

contrary to Radcliffe-Brown’s understanding of structural functionalism as a system that 

tends to promote harmony and stability, Argentinian institutions perpetuate a system of 

organized chaos. This organized chaos (consider the case of Hinchadas Unidas 

Argentinas) rewards those who take advantage of the opportunities provided by rampant 

levels of impunity. That Darwin’s observations, made over one hundred years ago, remain 
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accurate to this day, indicates that it will be difficult to break the self-sustaining cycle of 

corruption, particularly when there is no political will to disrupt it.  

My intention here has not been to polemicize, but rather to raise awareness of the 

fact that most of the proposed solutions will continue to fail unless they are accompanied 

by a push for cultural change. In short, what is needed is a new paradigm, a new way of 

evaluating social relations and engaging with others. 

Throughout this dissertation, I have examined the mechanisms through which 

corruption, impunity, clientelism, and violence contribute to the perpetuation of a system 

of organized chaos in Argentinian football and society. Far from existing in a vacuum, the 

world of Argentinian football, which has been the focus of my study, exemplifies the social, 

cultural, and political obstacles that impede the country’s socioeconomic development.   
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